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Abstract 
This thesis examines the institutional construction of Aboriginality in the Queensland Museum from 
c.1862-1917. Tracing the history of the Museum through its collection, interpretation and use of 
Aboriginal cultural materials, it unpacks the ways in which knowledges of Aboriginal people and 
their culture were constructed and disseminated in the colonial setting. The thesis argues that by 
situating Brisbane as the colonial core and regional / remote Queensland as the periphery, the 
Museum’s influence on the development of the concept of Aboriginality in Queensland was aligned 
with the realities of frontier and post-frontier colonial society. While the scientific development of 
theories concerning human history ran parallel to this, in settler-colonial society it was experiences 
of the frontier and the appropriation of land that was the main imperative underpinning the collection 
and use of material culture and ancestral remains. 
 
The collection and display of cultural materials was directly linked to the changing nature of the 
frontier. Aboriginal people and their culture were collected and projected as both frontier aggressors 
and natural victims of the spread of civilisation. Despite this broad shift, the meanings attached to the 
collection were stabilised through the twin concepts of authenticity and extinction, key ideas that 
framed not just the interpretations of the collections, but also what and from where items and objects 
were acquired.  
 
The construction of Aboriginality in the Museum was not achieved in isolation. It was dependent on 
the materials and information that arrived in Brisbane from various individuals across the state – 
almost all of the material came from external collectors – police, missionaries, protectors, government 
agents, station managers, journalists. Although this disparate group were temporally and spatially 
varied, there are a number of continuities that thread them together: their amateurism, their locations 
in remote/regional Queensland and their employment of the concepts of authenticity and extinction 
in their collecting.  Through its key collecting networks of police and protectors, the Museum became 
not just the focal point for the articulation of Aboriginality, but also a passive agent in the 
dispossession of Aboriginal people, positioning itself as part of the administrative field that policed 
and protected Queensland’s Aboriginal population across the late nineteenth and early twentieth 
centuries. 
 
Integral to the Museum’s construction of Aboriginality was its displays. It was through the exhibits 
that the visiting public viewed and consumed the Museum’s articulation of Aboriginal people and 
their culture. The displays themselves reflect the changing perceptions of Aboriginal people in a 
frontier (violent) and post-frontier (evolutionary inferiority) setting. This culminated in the early 
 
ii 
twentieth century with the unveiling of the Aboriginal camp diorama that showcased Aboriginal 
people as ‘relics of the past’, remaining unchanged in the Museum for over seventy years.  
 
The institutional construction of Aboriginality sits at several points of intersection between the 
colonial government, its institutions, curators, agents, administrators, colonists and missionaries. The 
history of the development of Aboriginality and perceptions of Aboriginal people is found within 
specific social contexts and individual experiences of the disparate people contributing to the 
movement of material and information across the state.  
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WARNING 
 
This thesis engages with sensitive themes and traumatic events from Queensland’s history. Some of 
the material and topics discussed are culturally sensitive and may cause distress to some readers.  
 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander readers are warned that this thesis contains images of people 
who may be deceased. It also directly discusses both frontier violence and the theft of human remains 
over the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.  
 
The following pages contain images of people who are deceased: 86, 87, 96, 178. 
 
The following pages contain depictions of Aboriginal people, including drawings: 107, 160. 
 
The following pages contain images of the Queensland Museum’s ‘Aboriginal Camp Diorama’ 
which includes models cast from people now deceased: 173, 175. 
 
 
 
 
1 
INTRODUCTION 
 
 
In July 1875, ‘J.H.W.’ visited the small Queensland Museum, housed at the time in Brisbane’s old 
general post office on Queen Street. So moved by one of the exhibits, the visitor provided the 
Brisbane Courier with a commentary of his experience. Of particular note was his shock at finding 
on display the remains of recently deceased people. The Museum had on exhibit remains recovered 
from the SS Gothenberg, the steamship that sank off the coast of Queensland earlier the same year. 
The visitor saw the public display of these remains as an attempt to gratify a “depraved curiosity”, 
lamenting that no consideration had been given to the grieving relatives.1 The editors of the Brisbane 
Courier agreed with J.H.W., reinforcing that the remains of innocent shipwreck victims did not 
belong in a museum, but, if anywhere above the ground, in a private anatomy teaching room shielded 
from the public gaze. Their public display in a public museum was “a gross violation of good taste.”2   
What is unmentioned in the Brisbane Courier is that the Queensland Museum also had on 
display remains of Aboriginal people. The lack of attention paid to these exhibits indicates that in the 
1870s they were seen as legitimate scientific and entertainment displays – their public exhibition was 
not the indulgence of a ‘depraved curiosity’. Yet they too were victims of sometimes recent – often 
horrific – events, including frontier violence and the ever increasing impacts of European incursion 
on traditional lands. In the 1870s they were publicly exhibited in the Museum to reinforce European 
occupation of the land by reminding visitors of this recent and violent past. While they symbolised 
depravity, the depravity was their own; it was not attached to the curiosity of the institution or its 
visitor.  
 
From its inception in 1862, the collection and display of Aboriginal Queensland formed part of the 
Queensland Museum’s practices. Cultural materials, including material culture items and ancestral 
remains, were collected, documented and interpreted before being displayed to the visiting public. 
Through an analysis of this collection and use of cultural materials this thesis will explore the 
Museum’s construction of Aboriginality in Queensland from c.1862 to 1917. By interrogating what, 
why and how items were both collected and displayed, it argues the Museum’s knowledge and 
assumptions of Aboriginal people and their culture were framed by the experiences and impacts of 
the Queensland frontier. 
In doing this, this thesis uses the collections to focus on knowledge making in colonial 
Brisbane. The Museum’s construction of Aboriginality was not a product of its actions alone, but 
rather the multiple sets of relationships that existed between the temporally and spatially diverse 
                                               
1 Brisbane Courier, 29 July, 1875, 2. 
2 Ibid. 
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curators, directors and collectors, who, spread across the colony, channelled materials and 
information to the Museum. Realigning the core/periphery model to situate the embryonic metropolis 
of Brisbane as the colonial core, and regional and remote Queensland, and to a lesser extent, the south 
Pacific, as its periphery allows for an interrogation of the relationship between the Queensland 
Museum and remote centres across the state to show how the impacts of frontier and post frontier 
society intersected with the Museum’s production of knowledge.  
While the focus is on social influences on the Museum’s use of materials, its practices were 
also framed by the development of anthropological and scientific thought concerning human variation 
and humanity’s deep past. Particularly important were British and European theories, which were 
inseparable from the construction of the colonial ‘other’.3 Indeed, the men of science in Brisbane’s 
nascent organisations retained strong links to British traditions, with key Museum figures trained in 
British scientific circles. In the early to mid-nineteenth century anthropological and ethnological 
investigation was framed by debates concerning human variation. These debates intersected with the 
eighteenth-century thirst for taxonomic ordering and imperial expansion and enlightenment notions 
of progress were used to explain racial differences along a linear scale from savagery to civilisation, 
and included concepts such as the Great Chain of Being.4 The crux of these early discussions was 
that humans were of one race with their differences explained through environmentalism. On the 
scale of progress, whiteness became synonymous with civility and following the publication of 
Darwin’s Origin of the Species in 1859, biological concepts of evolution were applied to human 
societies. Explanations of human differences shifted from natural to biological determinants in what 
Nancy Stepan has argued “was a move away from an eighteenth century optimism about man, and 
faith in the adaptability of man’s universal ‘nature’, towards a nineteenth century biological 
pessimism, and a belief in the unchangeability of racial ‘natures’”.5 Although Darwinism was slow 
to impact on Australian scientific circles, the intersection of progress and science meant that by the 
mid-nineteenth century Aboriginal people were viewed as ‘primitive’ examples of a ‘stone age’ race.6  
However, what this thesis will show is that rather than being the essential consequence of the 
collection and use of cultural materials, ‘science’ provided the rational justification and impetus for 
                                               
3 See for example Richard Broome, Aboriginal Australians: Black Response to White Dominance 1788-1980 (Sydney: 
Allen & Unwin, 1982); Andrew Markus, Governing Savages (Sydney: Allen & Unwin, 1990); Russell McGregor, 
Imagined Destinies: Aboriginal Australians and the Doomed Race Theory, 1880-1939 (Melbourne: Melbourne 
University Press, 1997). 
4 See for example McGregor, Imagined Destinies, 1-18.  
5 Nancy Stepan, The Idea of Race in Science: Great Britain, 1800-1960 (London: Macmillan, 1982), 4. See also J.A. 
Barnes, ‘Anthropology in Britain Before and After Darwin’, Mankind (5:9, 1960), 369-385. 
6 See Ann Mozley, ‘Evolution and the Climate of Opinion in Australia, 1840-76’, Victorian Studies (10:4, 1967), 411-
430; D.J. Mulvaney, ‘Australian Anthropology: Foundations and Funding’, Aboriginal History (17:2, 1993), 105-128. 
See also Tony Bennett, Pasts Beyond Memory: Evolution, Museums, Colonialism (London: Routledge, 2004), 9; Paul 
Crook, Darwin’s Coattails: Essays on Social Darwinism (New York: Peter Lang Publishing, 2007), 29-43; Mark 
Francis, ‘Anthropology and Social Darwinism in the British Empire: 1870-1900, 203. 
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their collection. Rather, the development of local understandings of Aboriginal people and their 
culture correlated with the changing social perceptions of Aboriginal people. Three successive phases 
can be identified: the first phase saw Aboriginal people posited as aggressive and violent ‘savages’, 
the second as the inevitable victims of the coming of civilisation, while the post-federation third phase 
marginalised Aboriginal people as ‘relics of the past’. Although these perceptions were being 
informed by notions of progress and evolution that spurred the emergence of salvage ethnography, 
they were also informed by the experiences of the (primarily) men across Queensland who were 
interacting with Aboriginal populations. Here, the social reality shifted from a vicious and violent 
frontier experience to a post-frontier perception of Aboriginal people as defeated remnants.  
At first glance these seem like competing ideas – Aboriginal people positioned as both 
perpetrators and victims, as active agents of violence yet passive victims of natural law.7 However, 
there are a number of important continuities simmering underneath the broad changes that 
underpinned the Museum’s collection and use of cultural materials over the sixty years from 1862 to 
1917. The twin concepts of authenticity and extinction, the belief that ‘real’ and ‘traditional’ 
Aboriginal culture existed in a pre-contact context, and that the people who represented this were 
‘dying out’, were used to imbue the temporally and spatially variable collection with meaning. Of 
course, these ideas were developed in, and framed by, by scientific thought. However, as I will show, 
they also derived legitimacy from the lived experience of frontier and post-frontier society.  
To support this main argument, there are a number of secondary arguments that run through 
the thesis. In its collection and use of cultural materials, the Queensland Museum was functioning as 
an important apparatus of the colonial state. As Patrick Wolfe argues “invasion is a structure, not an 
event.”8 The Museum was part of this structure of colonial domination and control; its collecting 
practices were supported and encouraged by the colonial government. Alongside the institution’s 
growth was its symbiotic relationship with other government departments, in particular, those 
administering Aboriginal policy. Through these networks, collections were dependent upon the 
appropriation of land and dispossession and control of Aboriginal people. 
This link between the Museum and control of Aboriginal people is most visible when 
interrogating its collecting strategies. Through government channels, the Museum targeted police, 
missionaries, teachers and, to a lesser extent, doctors to collect cultural materials.9 The police, in 
particular, were crucial, becoming the most fruitful network of collectors in the 1910s, however, from 
                                               
7 See for example Patrick Wolfe, ‘Nation and MisegeNation: Discursive Continuity in the Post-Mabo Era’, Social 
Analysis: The International Journal of Social and Cultural Practice (36, 1994), 105. 
8 Patrick Wolfe, Settler Colonialism and the Transformation of Anthropology: The Politics and Poetics of an 
Ethnographic Event (London: Cassell, 1999), 2. 
9 For an assessment of the impact of this type of collecting in an Australian museum, see Philip Jones ‘’A Box of Native 
Things’: Ethnographic Collectors and the South Australian Museum, 1830s-1930’s’ (PhD Thesis: University of 
Adelaide, 1996), 196-226. 
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the 1880s their involvement was supported by the government through the issuance of instructions to 
collect material for the Museum.10 This link is also reflected in the connection between the Museum 
and the legislated regulation of Aboriginal people. Under the 1897 Aboriginal Protection and 
Restriction of the Sale of Opium Act (Qld) (the Act), protectors were appointed to administer 
Aboriginal policy with police appointed as local protectors. Both Archibald Meston and Walter Roth, 
Southern and Northern Protectors respectively, contributed a significant amount of information and 
material to the Museum.  
The people drawn together as the network of collectors were men who were identified as being 
in contact with ‘real’ Aboriginal populations. The Museum sought to only acquire items that 
represented what was deemed to be ‘traditional’ Aboriginal culture untainted by the corrupting 
influences of civilisation – and there was a core group of people who were identified as being 
positioned to achieve this. Alongside police, missionaries, teachers, landowners and station managers 
were public servant, including meteorologists and protectors, who were identified as being in 
appropriately remote locations to collect ‘real’ and ‘traditional’ items. As this thesis will show, owing 
to this hunt for the pristine, items representing southern populations, urban populations, and items 
indicative of cultural survival and adaptation – such as hybrid objects, traditional items incorporating 
European technologies – were excluded from the Museum’s construction and articulation of 
Aboriginality. 
This collection strategy leads to another important point: the reliance on amateur, external 
collectors. There are a number of inherent issues associated with amateur collecting; the collectors 
were largely engaging in collecting as an aside to their regular duties, rarely providing contextual 
documentation and focused on gathering one type of item. This is visible when looking at the 
Museum’s collections today – the objects and materials assembled in the late nineteenth and early 
twentieth century are dominated by largely un-documented and un-provenanced weapons from north 
Queensland.  
Finally, this thesis also argues that to fully understand the Museum’s practices, it is essential 
to consider the individuals involved; the curators, directors and collectors. Ethnological collecting 
was, in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century institution, dependent upon the personal 
interests of individuals. I will show that the two key directors had vastly different interests, which 
positioned the Museum as both a passive and active recipient of cultural items. Charles de Vis, curator 
and director from 1882 to 1905 oversaw the Museum during a time of increased collecting, yet 
remained passive in his acquisitions. His successor, Ronald Hamlyn-Harris, director from 1910 to 
1917, actively incorporated ethnographic and anthropological collecting, researching and displaying 
                                               
10 See Queensland Museum Inward Correspondence (hereafter Inward), 1884/237. 
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into Museum practices, which is highlighted by his centrepiece, the Aboriginal camp diorama, the 
ethnological ‘showpiece’ that remained unchanged from its unveiling in 1913 through to its removal 
in 1986. 
There are a number of inherent tensions that run through this thesis. While the Museum was 
functioning as part of the government mechanism of dispossession and control, it sought only to 
acquire cultural materials outside the influences of European incursion. Yet it was through the process 
of incursion and dispossession that these materials were acquired. The Museum also overlooked 
evidence that contradicted their assumptions of Aboriginality. The perseverance of concepts of 
‘extinction’ (lasting well into the twentieth century) required a dismissal of contemporary 
demographics and a narrow interpretation of the collection. The material changes evident in the 
impacts of dispossession became a physical manifestation of ‘extinction’ – the incorporation of 
European technologies into traditional societies was constructed as inauthentic, thus the very 
persistence of culture became evidence of its inevitable demise. Alongside the positioning of 
Aboriginal people as both violent perpetrators and passive victims, these sets of contradictions 
worked together to legitimise and justify European appropriation of land. 
 
Literature Review: Locating the Pristine  
At the core of this thesis is an understanding of the Queensland frontier. Since the 1960s, studies of 
frontier experiences have challenged the myth of a peaceful settlement to show that the necessary 
consequence of Europeans’ arrival was the forced and inherently violent dispossession of Aboriginal 
people.11 The initial problematising of a ‘peaceful settlement’ narrative posed questions that 
challenged long-held assumptions of Australian history: “Was Australia settled or invaded? 
Pioneered or conquered? Won by sweat or by blood?”.12 The key conclusion was the centrality of 
violence to Australia’s frontier experience, with Queensland in particular characterised by extensive 
                                               
11 Noel Butlin, Our Original Aggression: Aboriginal Populations in Southeastern Australia 1788-1850 (Sydney: 
Sydney University Press, 1979); Raymond Evans, Kay Saunders and Kathryn Cronin, Exclusion, Exploitation and 
Extermination: Race Relations in Colonial Queensland (Brisbane: University of Queensland Press, 1993); Noel Loos, 
Invasion and Resistance: Aboriginal-European Relations on the North Queensland Frontier (Canberra: Australian 
National University Press, 1982); R.H.W. Reece, Aborigines and Colonists: Aborigines and Colonial Society in New 
South Wales in the 1830s and 1840s (Sydney: Sydney University Press, 1974); Henry Reynolds, Frontier: Aborigines, 
Settlers and Land (Sydney: Allen & Unwin, 1987); C.D. Rowley, The Destruction of Aboriginal Society (Canberra: 
Australian National University, 1970); Lyndall Ryan, The Aboriginal Tasmanians (Brisbane: University of Queensland 
Press, 1981). Although this thesis does not attempt to engage in the discussion, it is worth noting that in the last 15 – 20 
years there has been a significant cultural and political debate concerning these revisionist approaches to Australian 
historiography, and how Australia’s colonial heritage should be narrated. Critics have questioned narratives of violence 
and themes of racism and racialism, claiming that they detract from the positive and celebratory aspects of Australian 
history, with writers claiming historians have fabricated evidence and death tolls. For discussions of this debate see 
Bain Attwood, Telling the Truth About Aboriginal History (Sydney: Allen & Unwin, 2005); Bain Attwood and S.G. 
Foster, eds, Frontier Conflict: The Australian Experience (Canberra: National Museum of Australia, 2003); Stuart 
Macintyre and Anna Clark, The History Wars (Melbourne: Melbourne University Press, 2004); Robert Mann, ed, 
Whitewash: On Keith Windschuttle’s Fabrication of Aboriginal History (Melbourne, Black Inc. Agenda, 2003). 
12 Reynolds, Frontier, 3. 
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and brutal violence.13 Current studies mapping individual battles and massacres are elucidating just 
how prevalent violence was, and the findings that over 60,000 Aboriginal people died in Queensland 
alone is startling.14 Building on these studies that have highlighted the innateness of violence, this 
thesis explores how the Museum, as Queensland’s premier colonial scientific and cultural institution, 
benefited from the frontier experiences of violence.  
Colonial violence is both direct and structural. When analysing the Museum’s implicit role in 
frontier and post-frontier relations, it is important to define ‘violence’. Direct violence incorporates 
actions such as killings and massacres, physical assault in many forms and sexual violence. These are 
the dominant modes of violence that have underpinned scholarship on the frontier and colonial 
experience of violence.15 However, violence is also structural, and can occur without physical acts 
against a person or group of people through social, cultural, legal, economic and political frameworks 
which establish conditions aimed at oppressing or marginalising a group.16 As Johan Galtung has 
outlined, “a violent structure leaves marks not only on the human body but also on the mind and 
spirit.”17 In the context of the Museum, a form of violation such as removing ancestral remains from 
a cave or tree was a violent act. This is particularly important as according to Wolfe, “settler colonies 
were (are) premised on the elimination of native societies.”18 This elimination could take multiple 
forms. Colonial appropriation was, and is, structural and the actions taken to bring about this 
elimination were an inherent part of colonial society, ranging from actual or threatened direct killings 
to indirect disturbance or destruction.  
The Native Police, in particular, have been identified as crucial perpetrators of colonial 
violence. As Jonathan Richards has argued, they operated as a paramilitary force involved in the 
deaths of significant numbers of Aboriginal people across the Queensland frontier. 19 From their 
formation in what was then the northern outpost of New South Wales, the Native Police were 
shrouded in controversy and accusations of brutality, their fundamental role being to support colonial 
                                               
13 Raymond Evans, ‘Across the Queensland Frontier’, in Frontier Conflict: The Australian Experience, B. Attwood and 
S.G. Foster, eds (Melbourne: Melbourne University Press, 2004), 63-75. 
14 Raymond Evans and Robert Ørsted-Jensen, ‘’I Cannot Say the Numbers That Were Killed’: Assessing Violent 
Morality on the Queensland Frontier’, presented to Australian Historical Association Annual Conference (9 July, 2014), 
available at http://hapi.uq.edu.au/robert-orsted-jensen, accessed 20 August, 2015. See also Timothy Bottoms, 
Conspiracy of Silence: Queensland’s Frontier Killing Times (Sydney: Allen & Unwin), 2013); Robert Ørsted-Jensen, 
Frontier History Revisited: Colonial Queensland and the ‘History War’ (Brisbane: Lux Mundi Publishing, 2011). 
15 See for example Philip Dwyer and Lyndall Ryan, ‘Reflections on Genocide and Settler-colonial Violence’, History 
Australia (13:3, 2016), 335-350; Dirk Moses, ed, Genocide and Settler Society: Frontier Violence and Stolen 
Indigenous Children in Australian History (New York: Berghahn Books, 2004).  
16 Johan Galtung views violence as “avoidable insults to basic needs”. See Johan Galtung, ‘Cultural Violence’, Journal 
of Peace Research (27:3, 1990), 292.  
17 Ibid., 294. 
18 Wolfe, Settler Colonialism, 2. 
19 Jonathan Richards, The Secret War: A True history of Queensland’s Native Police Force (Brisbane: University of 
Queensland Press, 2008), 12. See also Bottoms, Conspiracy of Silence; Evans, Saunders and Cronin, Race Relations in 
Colonial Queensland, 25-121. 
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appropriation, and suppress Aboriginal resistance to the loss of land. They were, as Richards argues, 
borne of a violent, punitive institution as part of the inherent violence of colonialism.20 The violence 
of the Native Police is important given many officers became collectors for the Museum. As agents 
of the colonial state they became integral informants, correspondents and suppliers of information 
and artefacts associated with Aboriginal people and their culture.21 Spread across Queensland, police 
formed perhaps the most fruitful network of collectors from the 1880s-1910s, and through them, the 
Museum maintained a direct beneficial link with the processes and impacts of dispossession.  
This theme of violence has, however, been the subject of recent controversy concerning the 
Museum’s collections. Lacking a clear definition of violence, Peter McAllister, Shawn Rowlands and 
Michael Westaway have repudiated this link between violence and the collections. They argue that 
there is no evidence of frontier violence in the Queensland Museum’s collection, suggesting that the 
Museum did not display an “amoral lack of concern about colonial violence.”22 Yet the claim that 
there is no evidence of specific victims of frontier violence in the collections reduces colonial violence 
to single and direct acts. The multiple and diverse modes of colonial appropriation – both direct and 
indirect – are inherently violent, and the Museum acted as an agent of the colonial state with a 
collecting link to the perpetrators of direct violence, which is identified by co-author Rowlands in 
earlier works.23 What McAllister, Rowlands and Westaway are particularly concerned with is the 
premise that nineteenth-century theorists and collectors – and the Museum – expressed a lack of 
concern about benefiting from violence. By focusing directly on the lack of victims present in the 
collections, this premise overlooks the ways in which not only remains were collected as part of a 
system of structural violence; it emphasises what was collected rather than considering how they were 
collected. Moreover, in terms of ancestral remains, it discounts that teaching institutions and 
laboratories more broadly were “characterised by a general lack of sensitivity towards the bodies of 
the recently deceased [and] the logic of racial science demanded the procurement of ‘fresh’ … bodies 
… in a fit condition.”24 
Indeed, the relationships between different arms of the colonial government in the 
implementation of Aboriginal policy is an important theme of this thesis. I draw upon Rosalind Kidd’s 
                                               
20 Richards, The Secret War, 10. 
21 The police as collectors was not unique to the Queensland Museum. See Jones, ‘’A Box of Native Things’, 196- 205. 
22 Peter McAlllister, Shawn C. Rowlands and Michael Westaway, ‘The Blood and the Bone: The Collection of Human 
Remains and Frontier Violence in Colonial-Era Queensland’, Journal of Australian Colonial History (17, 2015), 124. 
This article was a response to an earlier piece by Paul Turnbull that argued violence was an important characteristic in 
the collection of ancestral remains. See also Paul Turnbull, ‘Theft in the Name of Science’, Griffith Review (21, 2008), 
227-235. For Turnbull’s response to ‘The Blood and the Bone’, see Paul Turnbull, ‘Anthropological Collecting and 
Colonial Violence in Colonial Queensland: A Response to ‘The Blood and the Bone’’, Journal of Australian Colonial 
History (17, 2015), 133-158. 
23 See Shawn Rowlands, ‘The Manufacturers: Collection, Display and Aboriginality at the Queensland Museum from 
the Late Nineteenth to the Early Twentieth Century’ (PhD Thesis, University of New England, 2010), 107-111. 
24 Paul Turnbull, ‘’Ramsay’s Regime’: The Australian Museum and the Procurement of Aboriginal Bodies, c.1874-
1900’ Aboriginal History (15:2, 1991), 110. 
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view that the modes of administration were part of a Foucauldian process of governmentality that 
sought to regulate and control Aboriginal people and their bodies. With Kidd’s focus largely on 
protectors, police, teachers and missionaries, this thesis identifies a gap in her suggestion that one 
way to study Aboriginal administration is through the links and relationships between government 
departments.25 It situates the Museum’s role in this ‘administrative field’, as the recipient of both 
information and cultural materials through its collaborative relationships with the departments 
responsible for the dispossessing and controlling of Aboriginal people.  
It was in the aftermath of dispossession and the formalisation of Aboriginal policy through 
the Act that saw the Museum solidify its role as the colonial repository and disseminator of Aboriginal 
culture. What emerged with the winding down of the frontier in the 1890s was a legacy of often 
violent dispossession that underpinned Aboriginal policy into the late twentieth century.26 This 
framed a policy shift from subduing violence to protecting a ‘dying race’, which in turn highlights a 
fundamental assumption that reinforced not only the Museum’s practices, but also the formulation 
and implementation of Aboriginal policy over the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries – the 
idea that Aboriginal people were in fact ‘doomed to extinction.’27 
The concept of ‘extinction’ was an extension of enlightenment notion of progress that posited 
a linear trajectory from savagery to barbarism to civilisation. The intersection of ‘progress’ with the 
enormous demographic changes in Aboriginal communities following the arrival of Europeans 
expedited the idea that Aboriginal people could not survive alongside European civilisation, which 
was heightened in 1876 with the death of Truginini, perceived as the ‘last’ Tasmanian. Although the 
ideas and justifications underpinning ‘extinction’ were fluid, the overall premise that Aboriginal 
people were destined to ‘die out’ persisted well into the twentieth century.28 As Russell McGregor 
has shown, the “ultimate pessimism in Aboriginal capacities to advance found expression in the idea 
that they were doomed to inevitable extinction.  In this view, the coming of civilisation to Australian 
shores, far from leading the indigenes to a higher social state, could result only in their demise.”29 
McGregor’s findings are crucial to understanding the Museum’s function in the collection and 
articulation of Aboriginal culture and exploring the interpretation and displays of cultural items 
provides a new frame with which to analyse how this ‘ultimate pessimism’ was manifest.   
                                               
25 Rosalind Kidd, ‘Regulating Bodies: Administrations and Aborigines in Queensland 1840-1988: Volume I’, (PhD 
Thesis, Griffith University, 1994), 4-5; Rosalind Kidd, The Way We Civilise: Aboriginal Affairs – the Untold Story 
(Brisbane: University of Queensland Press, 1997); xx. 
26 See for example Kidd, The Way We Civilise; Markus, Governing Savages. 
27 Patrick Bratlinger, Dark Vanishings: Discourses on the Extinction of Primitive Races, 1800-1930 (Ithaca: Cornell 
University Press, 2003); McGregor, Imagined Destinies, 1997. 
28 McGregor, Imagined Destinies, ix-x. 
29 Ibid., 13. 
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This thesis will show that the notion of authenticity was closely related to extinction. The 
scientific desire to only study and collect the culture of perceived ‘real’ and ‘traditional’ people was 
an integral part of the Museum’s practices over the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. 
Studies have shown that traditionality was a crucial feature of collecting, with a number of scholars 
focusing on this aspect of professional anthropology from the 1930s. As the newly professionalised 
discipline moved away from explorations of biological anthropology and material culture, 
anthropology became “primarily interested in describing and analysing peoples with minimal 
European contact.”30  
Although these works consider the importance of authenticity in professional anthropology, 
their focus on post-1920s practices overlooks the amateur and colonial concepts of authenticity as 
they developed on the frontier where the quest for authenticity was legitimised by concepts of 
extinction and the visible impacts of frontier and post-frontier colonial society. As Lynette Russell 
argues, the focus on authentic culture was an important aspect of colonial constructions of Aboriginal 
people as it rendered them ‘of the past’, stuck in an evolutionary stasis.31 Employing an orientalist 
framework of ‘othering’, Russell argues that constructions of Aboriginal people as ahistorical and 
primitive permeated the colonial lexicon, manifesting in both textual and iconographic 
representations.32 It was the pristine ‘authentic’ Aboriginal that the Museum sought to collect, 
document, analyse and display. Any evidence of cultural change and adaptation, found, for example, 
through the emergence of hybrid objects, was viewed as evidence of evolutionary inferiority and the 
inevitability of extinction.33 Authenticity was such a pervasive frontier concept it has continuing and 
contemporary implications for Indigenous communities.34 Indeed, Sarah Maddison has shown that 
                                               
30 Geoffrey Gray, ‘Dislocating the Self: Anthropological Fieldwork in the Kimberley, Western Australia, 1934-1936’ 
Aboriginal History (26, 2002), 23-50; Geoffrey Gray, A Cautious Silence: The Politics of Australian Anthropology 
(Canberra: Aboriginal Studies Press, 2007), 4. See also Jeremy Beckett, ed, Past and Present: The Construction of 
Aboriginality (Canberra: Aboriginal Studies Press, 1988); Gillian Cowlishaw, ‘Colour, Culture and the Aboriginalists’, 
Man (22:2, 1987), 221-237; Gillian Cowlishaw, ‘Australian Aboriginal Studies: The Anthropologists’ Accounts’, in The 
Cultural Construction of Race, M.M. Lepervanche and G. Bottomley, eds (Sydney: University of Sydney, 1988), 60-77. 
31 Lynette Russell, Savage Imaginings: Historical and Contemporary Constructions of Australian Aboriginalities 
(Melbourne: Australian Scholarly Publishing, 2001), 12-13. The idea of a pristine, essential culture has roots in 
enlightenment thought, specifically notions of the noble savage, in particular, French Romanticism, judging the 
simplicity of traditional cultures against Enlightenment Europe. The ‘noble savage’, of course, did not exist yet was 
necessary to judge contemporaneous European societies. See David Allen Harvey, The French enlightenment and its 
Others: The Mandarin, the Savage, and the Invention of the Human Sciences (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2012), 
70-74.  
32 Russell, Savage Imaginings, 12. 
33 Bain Attwood, ed, In the Age of Mabo: History, Aborigines and Australia (Sydney: Allen & Unwin, 1996), xiii; 
Gillian Cowlishaw, ‘The Materials for Identity Construction’, in Past and Present: The Construction of Aboriginality, J. 
Beckett, Ed (Canberra: Aboriginal Studies Press, 1988), 87; Philip Jones, Ochre and Rust: Artefacts and Encounters on 
Australian Frontiers (Adelaide: Wakefield Press, 2007), p. 10, 11; Nicholas Thomas, Entangled Objects: Exchange, 
Material Culture, and Colonialism in the Pacific (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1991), 2. 
34 Jane Lydon, Fantastic Dreaming: The Archaeology of an Aboriginal mission (Plymouth: AltaMira Press, 2009), x-xi; 
Paige Raibmon, Authentic Indians: Episodes of Encounter from the Late-Nineteenth-Century Northwest Coast 
(Durham: Duke University Press, 2005); 1-17. For a discussion of the contemporary implications of ‘authenticity’ in an 
Australian context see Bronwyn Carlson, Politics of Identity: Who Counts as Aboriginal Today? (Sydney: Aboriginal 
Studies Press, 2016); Cressida Fforde, Lawrence Bamblett, Ray Lovett, Scott Gorringe and Bill Fogarty, ‘Discourse, 
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the concept of authenticity underpins a form of structural violence that persists today through the 
governmental monitoring and contestation of identity.35 
Authenticity and extinction were, of course, underpinned by the development of 
anthropological thought. By the mid-late nineteenth century when the Museum began collecting, 
distinctions between groups of people at different stages of progress had become racialised, and 
debates concerning the differences between races – specifically those concerning speciation – had 
framed the development of anthropology over the preceding decades.36 Aboriginal people and their 
bodies were crucial to debates concerning human variation. Direct collecting links developed, as John 
Mulvaney has highlighted, between Australian based ethnologists and British based theorists. Paul 
Turnbull has shown how the collection of ancestral remains, often through theft and grave 
desecration, impacted on the development of racial theories.37 Turnbull has further explored how 
Australian museums collected remains with the specific intention of contributing to scientific debates 
concerning human history, a desire which led to an increased demand for Aboriginal bodies.38  
While Turnbull has explored the link between the events of the frontier colony and the 
development of anthropological thought in British metropolitan centres though through the 
procurement of remains, this thesis aims to analyse the impact of the frontier and collecting on the 
                                               
Deficit and Identity: Aboriginality, the Race Paradigm and the Language of Representation in Contemporary Australia’, 
Media International Australia, Incorporating Culture & Policy (149, 2013), 162-173. 
35 Sarah Maddison, ‘Indigenous Identity, ‘Authenticity’ and the Structural Violence of Settler Colonialism’, Identities: 
Global Studies in Culture and Power (20:3, 2013), 288-303. 
36 Herbert H. Odom, ‘Generalizations of Race in Nineteenth Century Physical Anthropology’, Isis (58:1, 1967), 4-18; 
Ronald Rainger, ‘Race, Politics and Science: The Anthropological Society of London in the 1860s’, Victorian Studies 
(22:1, 1978), 51-70; Stepan, The Idea of Race in Science, 3-6; George W. Stocking Jr, Race, Culture and Evolution: 
Essays in the History of Anthropology (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1982), 42-65. Prior to the emergence of 
scientific racism, there was a focus on explaining the ‘progress of civilisation’. Physical differences between groups of 
people were linked to perceptions of savagery and civility; one’s place on the linear scale was not fixed and could be 
explained through environmental determinism. See Bronwen Douglas ‘Climate to Crania: Science and the Racialization 
of Human Difference’, in Foreign Bodies: Oceania and the Science of Race 1750-1940, Bronwen Douglas and Chris 
Ballard, eds (Canberra: ANU E Press, 2008), 33-40. See also Peter Bowler, Theories of Human Evolution: A Century of 
Debate, 1844-1944 (Baltimore: John Hopkins University Press, 1986); Marvin Harris, The Rise of Anthropological 
Theory (New York: Thomas Y. Crowell Company, 1968), 8-107; George W. Stocking, Victorian Anthropology (New 
York: The Free Press, 1987), 10-19. 
37 John Mulvaney, ‘The Australian Aborigines 1606-1929: Opinion and Fieldwork: Part II: 1859-1929’, Historical 
Studies (8, 1957), 297-314; Mulvaney, ‘Australian Anthropology’, 105-128; Paul Turnbull, ‘Science, National Identity 
and Aboriginal Body Snatching in Nineteenth Century Australia’, Working Papers in Australian Studies (65, 1991); 
Paul Turnbull ‘’Outlawed Subjects’: The Procurement and Scientific Uses of Australian Aboriginal Heads, ca. 1803-
185’, Eighteenth-Century Life (22:1, 1998), 156-171; Paul Turnbull, ‘Scientific Theft of Remains in Colonial 
Australia’, Australian Indigenous Law Review (11:1, 2007), 92-102; Paul Turnbull, ‘British Anatomists, Phrenologists 
and the Construction of the Aboriginal Race, c. 1790-1830’ History Compass (5:1, 2007), 26-50; Paul Turnbull, ‘British 
Anthropological Thought in Colonial Practice: The Appropriation of Indigenous Australian Bodies, 1860-1880’, in 
Foreign Bodies: Oceania and the Science of Race 1750-1940, B. Douglas and C. Ballard, eds (Canberra: ANU E Press, 
2008), 205-228; Turnbull, ‘Theft in the Name of Science’; Paul Turnbull, ‘Australian Museums, Aboriginal Skeletal 
Remains, and the Imagining of Human Evolutionary History, c.1860-1914’, Museum & Society (13:1, 2015), 72-87. See 
also Denise Donlon, ‘Aboriginal Skeletal Collections and Research in Physical Anthropology: An Historical 
Perspective’, Australian Archaeology (39, 1994), 73-81; Richard Glover, ‘Scientific Racism and the Australian 
Aboriginal (1865-1915): The Logic of Evolutionary Anthropology’, in Maps, Dreams and History: Race and 
Representation in Australia, J. Kociumbus, ed (Sydney: University of Sydney, 1998), 67-103; Daniel Tangri, ‘Early 
Physical Anthropology, Confirmation and the Australian Aboriginal Brains’, Australian Archaeology (28, 1989), 26-34. 
38 Turnbull, ‘’Ramsay’s Regime’’, 119, 120; Turnbull ‘’Outlawed Subjects’’, 156.  
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development of local concepts of Aboriginality.39 Focusing on the self-referential concepts of 
extinction and authenticity, this thesis moves away from an emphasis on the influence of scientific 
thought and instead explores how frontier and post-frontier experiences framed these concepts, and, 
in turn, how they underpinned the Museum’s practices.   
Studies of collections and collectors has become a well-researched area in international 
scholarship, with contributions from a diverse range of fields.40 In Australian studies, a number of 
important works have looked at practices in colonial Australia, focusing on ethnographic collecting 
and the interaction between ‘collectors’ and the ‘collected’. Tom Griffiths’ Hunters and Collectors 
(1996) posited nineteenth-century collecting as an inherently ‘gentlemanly’ pursuit, carried out by 
amateur naturalists, archaeologists and anthropologists. Exploring the historical imagination of these 
antiquarians, Griffiths uses anecdotes and personal stories to show amateurs became oft-overlooked 
history makers who in fact held significant influence over popular attitudes.41 His assessment 
elucidates a number of important themes in the history of colonial collecting that are used to frame 
this analysis of the Museum’s collections. The importance of British hunting traditions in the history 
of ethnographic collecting in Australia meant that Aboriginal cultural materials became ‘trophies’ 
symbolising both imperial and scientific conquest.42 This in turn highlights the relationship between 
the collectors and the collected. The nature of the frontier is dominant in collecting histories, as 
Griffiths writes, “there was more than an echo of the frontier in the language of collection.”43 
Crucially, collecting was closely associated with possession, particularly possession of the land. 
While the presence of Aboriginal people could not be outright denied, it could, according to Griffiths 
be displaced, and collecting formed an important part of the displacement which was an attempt by 
Europeans to secure emotional possession of the land.44 Through this act of displacement, collecting 
became an act of passive dispossession pursued by the Museum.   
                                               
39 Turnbull ‘’Outlawed Subjects’’, 156. 
40 See for example Phillip Blom, To Have and To Hold: An Intimate History of Collectors and Collecting (London: 
Penguin, 2003); John Elsner and Roger Cardinal, eds, The Cultures of Collecting (London: Reaktion Books, 1997); 
Werner Muensterberger, Collecting: An Unruly Passion: Psychological Perspectives (Princeton: Princeton University 
Press, 1994); Susan M. Pearce, Interpreting Objects and Collections (London: Routledge, 1994); Susan M. Pearce, On 
Collecting: An Investigation into Collecting in the European Tradition (London: Routledge, 1995); Jacqueline Yallop, 
Magpies, Squirrels & Thieves: How the Victorians Collected the World (London: Atlantic Books, 2011). 
41 Tom Griffiths, Hunters and Collectors: The Antiquarian Imagination in Australia (Cambridge: University of 
Cambridge Press, 1996), 3-5. For a discussion on the practical and methodological distinction between amateur and 
professional collectors see David Kaus, ‘Professionals and Amateurs: Different Histories of Collecting in the National 
Ethnographic Collection’, in The Makers and Making of Indigenous Australian Museum Collections, N. Peterson, L. 
Allen and L. Hamby, eds (Melbourne: Melbourne University Publishing, 2008), 281-312. 
42 See Griffiths, Hunters and Collectors, 15. 
43 Ibid., 20. 
44 Ibid., 5. 
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Collecting was also a decidedly imperial pursuit, and a number of studies have explored 
imperial connections through collecting, and specifically ethnographic collecting.45 Imperial 
collecting can be viewed in two key contexts: the exchange relationship between the collector and 
maker/owner, and the collecting network between a home institution and its collectors, both of which 
are considered in this thesis. Nicholas Thomas’ study of ethnographic collecting in the South Pacific 
has shown that collecting in colonial peripheries was a process of “mutual appropriation and unequal 
exchange”, highlighting that collecting on the colonial frontier was far more complex and layered 
than simply instances of gift or theft.46 This is indeed an important issue, as colonial exchange can 
highlight Aboriginal agency and power in the frontier context.47  
 Imperial networks of exchange have been contextualised in studies of museums. Of the Pitt 
Rivers Museum, Oxford, Chris Godsen and Frances Larson have shown that what is evident in the 
ethnographic collections of colonial museums is “innumerable sets of connections between people 
and objects that make up the Museum and extend over time and through space.”48 This recognition is 
drawn on in this thesis, as “museums have multiple authors, who need not be aware of their role nor 
even necessarily be willing contributors … [however] all of their relationships cohere around 
things.”49 By focusing on the practices of individuals, Godsen and Larson show the centrality of 
individuals in both micro and macro narratives of collecting, the dominant historiographic trend for 
analysing not just collecting, but also practices of anthropology in Australia.50 Museum collections 
                                               
45 Tim Barringer and Tom Flynn, Colonialism and the Object: Empire, Material Culture and the Museum (London: 
Routledge, 1998); Chris Godsen and Chantal Knowles, Collecting Colonialism: Material Culture and Colonial Change 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2001); Michael O’Hanlon and Robert L. Welsch, eds, Hunting the Gatherers: 
Ethnographic Collectors, Agents and Agency in Melanesia, 1870s-1930s (New York: Berghahn Books, 2000); Janet 
Owen, ‘Collecting Artefacts, Acquiring Empire: Exploring the Relationship Between Enlightenment and Darwinist 
Collecting and Late-nineteenth-century Imperialism’, The Journal of the History of Collections (18:1, 2006), 9-25; 
Thomas, Entangled Objects. 
46 Thomas, Entangled Objects, 4. 
47 While studies of violence are important to understanding the Museum’s portrayal of violence in the nineteenth 
century, the reliance a binary model of power and control can mute Aboriginal voices and render their agency 
peripheral to the broader frontier experience. The frontier was complex, replete with innumerable occurrences of 
contact and exchange. Aboriginal people constructed for themselves spaces to assert agency and control in situations 
where they could have easily been deemed powerless. For studies exploring Aboriginal agency on the frontier see See 
Marie Fels, Good Men and True: The Aboriginal Police of the Port Philip District 1837-1853 (Melbourne: Melbourne 
University Press, 1988); Ann McGrath, Born in the Cattle: Aborigines in Cattle Country (Sydney: Allen & Unwin, 
1987). For recent studies exploring the complexity of the frontier see Alison Holland and Barbara Brookes, eds, 
Rethinking the Racial Moment: Essays on the Colonial Encounter (Newcastle Upon Tyne, Cambridge Scholars 
Publishing, 2011. 
48 Chris Godsen and Frances Larson with Alison Petch, Knowing Things: Exploring the Collections at the Pitt Rivers 
Museum, 1884-1945 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2007), 1. 
49 Ibid., 5. 
50 See for example Leigh Boucher, ‘Alfred Howitt: Anthropology, Governance and the Settler Colonial Order of 
Things’, in in Rethinking the Racial Moment: Essays on the Colonial Encounter, A. Holland and B. Brookes, eds 
(Newcastle Upon Tyne, Cambridge Scholars Publishing, 2011), 97-123; Helen Gardner, Southern Anthropology: A 
History of Fison and Howitt’s Kamilaroi and Kurnai (Basingstoke, Palgrave Macmillan, 2015); Kate Kahn, ‘The Man 
Who Collected Everything: WE Roth’ in The Makers and Making of Indigenous Australian museum Collections, N. 
Peterson, L. Allen and L. Hamby, eds (Melbourne: Melbourne University Press, 2008), 163-189; Heather McInnes, 
‘Through Roth Coloured Glasses: An Analysis of Systematic Bias in Ethnological Museum Collections’, (BA Thesis, 
University of Queensland, 1995); D.J. Mulvaney and J.H. Calaby ‘So Much That is New’: Baldwin Spencer, 1860-
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were the result of multiple sets of relationships, which in an imperial context saw networks of 
exchange develop between museums in Britain and their reaches of empire.51 While these studies 
show the colonial network centred on Britain as the heart of Empire, this thesis uses this core-
periphery network of collecting to situate Brisbane as the metropolis and colonial Queensland as the 
periphery in order to show how collecting impacted on local rather than imperial constructions of 
identity.  
 Closely linked to cultural studies of collecting, the history of museums is a well-researched 
area in international literature, with studies showing a broad shift from museums as ‘cabinets of 
curiosities’ to an integral part of the practice of natural history, with more recent histories examining 
museums within a cultural context.52 For example, Tony Bennett has situated the development of 
public museums as existing simultaneously as both an institution for instruction and a space of 
representation that formed part of liberal mode of governmentality. For Bennett, visitor’s experiences 
were framed around their physical movement through the museum, the chief concern of which was 
“to regulate the performative aspects of their … conduct.”53 While these broader studies are important 
for a foundational understanding of the development of museums generally, more specific to this 
thesis are the histories of museums in Australia.54 Australian museums were born of a specifically 
colonial context. Despite employing imperial knowledge and tradition, they were focused on 
                                               
1929: A Biography (Melbourne: Melbourne University Press, 1985); John Mulvaney, ‘’Annexing All I can Lay Hands 
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developing local collecting and scientific initiatives.55 This was largely in response to the new 
surrounds – scientific studies based on observation and categorisation could be used to understand 
the new antipodean surrounds, and while underpinned by ‘cultural baggage’, local traditions 
emerged.56 
 While a number of studies have shown the development of Australian museums in the context 
of natural science, there are less works specifically exploring Australian museums and their 
engagement with indigenous Australia. Philip Jones’ 1997 doctoral thesis draws on themes of 
collecting and the emerging context of anthropology to analyse the ethnographic collections in the 
South Australian Museum. Jones’ work is important in providing a detailed analysis that considers 
the Museum’s ethnological collection as a whole, establishing a methodical framework for assessing 
the institution, its practices, the collectors and the collections. While he does not explore the 
prevalence of violence as a key theme, Jones identifies the importance of frontier experience in the 
collections, observing that “those encounters were … formed through pragmatism, opportunism and 
the gamut of understanding and misunderstandings accompanying a rich diversity of contact.”57  
 Another significant contribution to the history of ethnographic museums and collecting in 
Australia is Nicolas Peterson, Lindy Allen and Louise Hamby’s edited collection The Makers and 
Making of Indigenous Australian Museum Collections. With chapters investigating the historical 
construction of some of Australia’s major museum collections, a number of chapters offer a 
methodological ‘reading’ of collections.58 In analysing the Queensland Museum’s collectors, and its 
collection as a whole, several important themes from this collection are employed in this study, 
particularly when assessing the amateur collectors and exploring the collection as an artefact in and 
of itself.59 Included in this collection is a chapter on the Queensland Museum, providing one of the 
few works specifically addressing this Museum’s history and its anthropological collecting. Richard 
Robins’ numerical assessment of the collections argues that acquisition histories can “contribute 
insights into the nature of the relationship between Indigenous people and facets of the broader 
society”, and indeed his works are integral to this thesis in their foundational and statistical 
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N. Peterson, L. Allen and L. Hamby, eds (Melbourne: Melbourne University Publishing, 2008), 61-75; Leonn 
Satterthwaite, ‘Collections as Artefacts: The Making and Thinking of Anthropological Museum Collections’, in The 
Makers and Making of Indigenous Australian Museum Collections, N. Peterson, L. Allen and L. Hamby, eds 
(Melbourne: Melbourne University Publishing, 2008), 29-60. 
59 Kaus, ‘Professionals and Amateurs’; Satterthwaite, ‘Collections as Artefacts’.  
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assessment of the Museum’s ethnographic collecting.60 Recently, Shawn Rowlands has explored the 
Museum’s collections with a close analysis of two of the major collections, Walter Roth and Jeremiah 
Coghlan, with the assessment of Roth’s collection in particular complementing Kate Kahn’s 
cataloguing of Roth’s collections held by the Australian Museum.61  
Rowlands’ thesis does have thematic overlaps with the present study. Through an assessment 
of a portion of the Museum’s correspondence files, he identifies themes such as frontier violence, 
authenticity and extinction. However, owing to a selective use of the Museum archives, a lack of 
institutional history and the complexity of seemingly unrelated overarching themes and arguments, 
Rowlands’ fails to thoroughly explore the Museum’s practices and development of concepts of 
‘Aboriginality’. His assessment is grounded in a history of education and educational texts to 
elucidate what the Museum collectors and visitors were likely to have known about Aboriginal 
culture. While this is a valuable thread in and of itself, it does not support his argument that the 
Museum constructed ideas of Aboriginality that were contradictory to the material evidence being 
collected.62 In contrast, this thesis approaches the Museum’s collections holistically, grounding them 
in the Museum’s broader development in frontier and post-frontier Queensland.  
Another overlooked area of scholarship in Australian collecting and institutional histories is 
the close study of museum’s ethnological and anthropological displays. Though well covered in 
international literature, particularly relating to the Pitt Rivers Museum, Oxford, in Australia Russell’s 
Savage Imaginings (2001) has provided the most direct analysis of museum displays.63 Russell argues 
                                               
60 Richard Robins, ‘Reflections in a Cracked Mirror’, 61-75; Richard Robins, Paradox and Paradigms: The Changing 
Role of Museums in Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Management (Brisbane: Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Studies 
Unit, University of Queensland, 1996). There is one publication detailing the history of the Museum which was released 
to commemorate the Museum’s move to Southbank in 1986. As it is celebratory and nostalgic it lacks extensive 
analysis, however it has been invaluable for the ‘nuts and bolts’ information concerning the Museum’s development. 
See Patricia Mather, A Time for A Museum: The History of the Queensland Museum, 1862-1986, special edition of the 
Memoirs of the Queensland Museum (24, 1986). 
61 Kate Kahn, Catalogue of the Roth Collection of Aboriginal Artefacts from North Queensland, Volume 1 (Sydney: 
Australian Museum, 1993); Kate Kahn, Catalogue of the Roth Collection of Aboriginal Artefacts from North 
Queensland, Volume 2 (Sydney: Australian Museum, 1996); Kate Kahn, Catalogue of the Roth Collection of Aboriginal 
Artefacts from North Queensland, Volume 3 (Sydney: Australian Museum, 2003); Kate Kahn, Catalogue of the Roth 
Collection of Aboriginal Artefacts from North Queensland, Volume 4 (Sydney: Australian Museum, 2004); Rowlands, 
‘The Manufacturers’. 
62 Rowlands’ thesis assesses a transcribed portion of the Museum correspondence files that relate to Aboriginal people, 
ethnography and anthropology. This is tabled and graphed to show Museum preoccupations and interests; however, this 
is offered without an interrogation of the remaining files. For example, research for this thesis has uncovered specific 
references to the collection of both ancestral remains and material objects for years that Rowlands’ has indicated there 
were none. Moreover, Rowlands’ thesis lacks an assessment of the Museum’s history, curatorial staff or wider 
practices, which creates gaps between his premise and the evidence used to support it. It also leads to a number of 
factual errors, albeit insignificant, yet errors nonetheless. For example, Ronald Hamlyn-Harris was not appointed 
director in 1911, nor was he Wild’s assistant. 
63 For analyses of the Pitt Rivers display methods see William Ryan Chapman, ‘Arranging Ethnology: A.H.L.F. Pitt 
Rivers and the Typological Tradition’, in Objects and Others: Essays on Museums and Material Culture, G.W. 
Stocking Jr, ed (Wisconsin: University of Wisconsin Press, 1985), 15-48; Godsen and Larson, Knowing Things; David 
K. Van Keuren, ‘Museums and Ideology: Augustus Pitt-Rivers, Anthropological Museum, and Social Change in Later 
Victorian Britain, Victorian Studies (28:1, 1984), 171-189. Rowlands’ thesis does touch on the Queensland Museum’s 
display, however, as I will show, this analysis is flawed by a lack of historical contextualisation.  
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that museums are sites of subjectation, where cultural objects are “irreversibly trapped, captured and 
judged to be objects of the past.”64 Locating the duality of savage/civilised in the museum setting and 
drawing on themes of traditionality and essentialism, Russell’s analysis is contextualised in textual 
and visual representations of ‘savagery’, rather than a specific institutional focus.65  
Drawing on Russell’s premise, this thesis aims to provide the first overarching study of an 
Australian museum’s colonial collection, interpretation and display of Aboriginal cultural materials. 
Further, it grounds its analysis in the realities of frontier and post-frontier colonial society, examining 
how those realities were made manifest in the exhibitory setting. It offers a new insight into the 
colonial Museum’s use of collections by showing how it displayed to the public concepts of 
Aboriginality that were constructed through the myriad sets of interconnected relationships found in 
colonial and early federation society. Moreover, it highlights the Museum’s implicit role in the 
dispossession of Aboriginal people, situating the institution as part of the administrative field while 
elucidating the importance of the colonial experience, and colonial violence, to its wider practices.  
 
Sources and Chapter Outline  
To explore the complex sets of interactions between the Museum and its wider context in frontier and 
post-frontier Queensland, this thesis draws on a range of primary source material. As the focus is on 
the Museum, it targeted primary sources that elucidated the institution’s development and collection, 
synthesising this with the extensive base of secondary literature concerning Queensland’s frontier 
and post frontier society.  Initially, the Museum’s archives were consulted, with a particular focus on 
the inward and outward correspondence files from c.1878 to 1920. While these provide invaluable 
information regarding the Museum’s official practices of collecting – and can in fact assist in piecing 
together specific collections which has important ramifications for contemporary collections and 
repatriation – the series is not without constraints.66 While the collecting practices can be gleaned 
from the inward correspondence, the outward letters under Charles de Vis (1882-1905) are largely 
illegible.67 The letters themselves are also constrained by self-censorship, and promoting an ‘official’ 
face of the Museum, they are unlikely to contain any information that paints the Museum in a negative 
light or contradicts its institutional objectives.  
The Museum’s Annual Reports, ethnology registers, publications and general archives were 
also consulted. The Annual Reports in the 1880s and early 1890s provide extensive information not 
just about the Museum’s functioning, but also its acquisitions and exchanges. However, owing to 
                                               
64 Russell, Savage Imaginings, 7. See also Lynette Russell, ‘‘Wellnigh Impossible to Describe’: Dioramas, Displays and 
Representations of Australian Aborigines’, Australian Aboriginal Studies (2, 1999), 35-45. 
65 Ibid., 6-12. 
66 See Paul Turnbull, ‘Managing and Mapping the History of Collecting Indigenous Human Remains’, The Australian 
Library Journal (65:3, 2016), 207-208. 
67 Although the Museum holds a register of letters showing who letters were sent to, it does not contain any details. 
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budgetary constraints brought on by the depression, from the early 1890s the Reports became more 
concise, with the detailed purchase, donation and exchange tables eventually cut.68 The Queensland 
Ethnological register, 1911 to 1917 was used extensively to corroborate offers of donation and 
purchase evident in the correspondence files. Likewise, a collation from the current digitised register 
was produced for five of the main collectors. Interestingly the current catalogue offers unique insights 
not found in the original registers through the inclusion of contextual information. More often than 
not, it is the lack of information that is telling.69 It is important to note that the correspondence, 
registers and Annual Reports do not always align.  
 Relevant newspapers were used to complement the information gleaned from the Museum 
archives. Specifically, the Brisbane Courier and the Queenslander are used to tease out social 
experiences of the Museum, offering an important platform to assess how the Museum was viewed 
by the broader pubic. Queensland’s colonial newspapers were hinged on instability and frequent 
ownership transfers, and, like any source, are subject to bias through self-censorship, editorial and 
journalistic motivations, and to a large extent, prevailing ideologies.70 As a means of mass 
communication, however, they offer a range of perspectives not only about what was happening, but 
what people thought was happening, providing “the most valuable index we have of measuring 
popular attitudes.”71  
The biggest constraint with these sources is their limited perspectives. All of the sources – the 
official reports, Museum archives and newspaper articles – are told from a European perspective. 
While this is in fact the focus of the thesis, it limits the ability to tease out a nuanced understanding 
through only offering one side of the complex and detailed transaction. Likewise, the sources are 
limited through the dominance of male and masculine experience. Collecting, whether for 
professional science or amateur antiquarianism, was a ‘manly’ pursuit. Akin to hunting, it was an 
overt expression of masculinity, and the majority of items collected were men’s – namely weapons.72 
Further, some sources offer little information on collecting at all. Diaries and memoirs were 
consulted, however they offer little evidence in regards to the collection of cultural materials. There 
are a number of possible reasons for this, from self-censorship to the problematic nature of memory 
based evidence. It may also have been that picking up a skull or a dilly bag was a ‘non-event’ for 
European frontiersmen (and women) and they did not feel compelled to document it. Despite these 
                                               
68 Compare for example the 1884 Annual Report, which is thirteen pages with the 1893 Annual Report which is one 
page. 
69 These were generated from the Museum’s catalogue, Vernon, in 2008. 
70 Denis Cryle, The Press in Colonial Queensland: A Social and Political History (Brisbane: University of Queensland 
Press, 1989), 1-2. 
71 Jerry W. Knudson, ‘Late to the Feast: Newspapers as Historical Resources’, Perspectives: American Historical 
Association (October 1993): np. 
72 See Griffiths, Hunters and Collectors, 9-21.  
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limitations, when read together the official and non-official sources provide nuanced ways of seeing 
the relationships between the Museum, its collectors, and its construction of knowledge.  
This thesis is structured around seven chapters that each provides different analytical aspects 
of the Museum’s development, collection and use of cultural materials. The first two chapters explore 
the institutional history and are separated chronologically. Chapter One focuses on c.1862 to 1880 
during the Museum’s formative growth following Queensland’s separation from New South Wales 
in 1859. It also highlights the impact of international scientific theories and theorists on the Museum’s 
engagement with Aboriginal Queensland, an impetus that led to governmental control of the small, 
public museum. Chapter Two then explores the institutional collection of cultural materials from 1882 
to 1917 by unpacking the Museum’s shift from passive recipient under Charles de Vis (1882-1905) 
to active recipient under Ronald Hamlyn-Harris (1910-1917). There were two spikes in acquisitions 
over this period, in the 1890s and 1910s, which occurred despite differences in the director’s 
approach.  
The collectors are the focus of Chapters Three and Four. Chapter Three analyses the 
Museum’s network of amateur collectors – the missionaries, journalists, station managers, public 
servants – exploring their methods and motivations. What emerges is the idea that despite institutional 
requests, it was the collectors, as ‘authorities’ on Aboriginal culture, who shaped the collection. This 
chapter also considers the Aboriginal response to European interest in their material culture by 
looking at how they exerted a degree of control over the trade. Chapter Four continues the theme of 
collecting by exploring the Museum’s relationship with the regulation of Aboriginal people. The 
analysis of the police as a key collecting network highlights the impact of violence on the Museum’s 
collections, while a consideration of the ‘protectors’, specifically Archibald Meston and Walter Roth, 
highlights the Museum’s role in the ‘administrative field’ of Aboriginal affairs.  
 Chapter Five addresses the Museum’s collection of ancestral remains. Exploring how 
remains were collected underscores and reinforces the Museum as an agent of the colonial 
government. The nondescript objective of ‘science’ was employed by both the Museum and its 
collectors for justifying practices that were morally questionable. The prestige of contributing to 
‘science’ evidently overriding any moral concerns, collectors were often aware of the cultural 
insensitivity of grave plundering and body snatching. The authority of science and its impact on the 
appropriation of Aboriginal bodies was an important part of colonial occupation of the land and the 
subjugation of Aboriginal people.   
Having established the Museum’s history, and traced its acquisition of cultural materials over 
the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, Chapters Six and Seven analyse the Museum’s use 
of its collection. Chapter Six explores how the Museum stabilised its construction of Aboriginality – 
despite being in a constant state of flux – through the use of the concepts of authenticity and 
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extinction. Chapter Seven then shifts focus to the actual displays to analyse how the Museum 
showcased these meanings to the visiting public. The key findings are that the displays shifted 
alongside the broader changes in Aboriginal policy, from a frontier to post-frontier framework, with 
the central display, the Aboriginal Camp Diorama, remaining unchanged for over seventy years.  
  By assessing these crucial aspects of the Museum’s collection and use of Aboriginal cultural 
materials, the Museum’s role in the dispossession and display of Queensland’s Aboriginal 
populations becomes clear. This is an important narrative for a number of reasons, not least the 
dominant impact the displays had on public knowledge. It also adds another layer to the complex 
nature of the relationship between the colonial state and Aboriginal people, which is important, as 
many of the issues and assumptions visible in the nineteenth century are still visible today. 
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CHAPTER I 
 
THE COLONIAL MUSEUM, C. 1859-1880  
 
  
In 1866, founding member of the Queensland Philosophical Society and first honorary curator of the 
Queensland Museum, Charles Coxen, observed that “so very little is known of the customs regulating 
the general economy of the … tribes of Australian Aborigines”.  He continued that such information 
would “be of some interest and value not only to this Society, but to the colonists generally.”1 The 
Queensland Philosophical Society, the colony’s first scientific and cultural society, was formed in 
1859, the year Queensland achieved self-government, its small collections becoming the nucleus of 
the Queensland Museum. Coxen’s observations seven years later point to the lack of attention the 
embryonic society paid to Queensland’s Aboriginal populations, which, at first glance, seems 
surprising given the relatively recent cessation of violence in south east Queensland, violence which 
was continuing across the expanding northern frontier.  
This chapter traces the emergence of the Queensland Museum and explores the development 
of its role as an agent of colonialism. It will argue that acquiring cultural materials in the 1860s and 
1870s was not a priority for men of science, or the colonial government. This will be shown by 
focusing on three key points. Firstly, that it was a desire to understand the natural resources and 
environments of the newly formed colony that underpinned their early objectives. It sought to 
promote resource exploitation for economic growth, prioritising the collection, investigation and 
display of natural history and mineralogy specimens. This was, of course, part of the colonial 
paradigm of establishing ownership and control of the land and its resources through pastoralism, 
agriculture, exploration and mineral extraction, and it was in this colonial paradigm that the later 
nineteenth-century ‘collecting craze’ was carried out. 
Secondly, the 1860s and 1870s saw increasing international interest in Queensland 
ethnography. Scientists representing international institutions visited Queensland for the purpose of 
collecting both cultural materials and ancestral remains. The study of human remains, in particular, 
was a central feature of the mid-century debates concerning the science of race, and examples were 
in demand amongst the rival scientific circles that supported the differing theories of human 
variation.2 Collectors travelled the world in order to amass an assemblage of specimens that could 
contribute to these debates, and with Aboriginal people viewed as occupying the lower order of 
                                               
1 Charles Coxen, ‘The Komillaroy Tribe’, in Queensland Philosophical Society, ‘Meeting May 28, 1866’, Transactions 
of the Queensland Philosophical Society, Volumes 1-3, 1859-1972. These transactions contain no consecutive 
pagination.  
2 Paul Turnbull, ‘British Anthropological Thought in Colonial Practice: The Appropriation of Indigenous Australian 
Bodies, 1860-1880’ in Foreign Bodies: Oceania and the Science of Race 1750-1940, Bronwen Douglas and Chris 
Ballard, eds (Canberra: ANU E Press, 2008), 207.  
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human development, many focused on procuring their bodily remains. Although not all of these 
collectors had direct involvement with the Museum or Philosophical Society, their presence sparked 
discussions, interest and at times controversy.  
Finally, the Museum itself underwent a rapid process of change as it moved from a small 
collection of items held by the Philosophical Society to a government run institution. As the young 
colonial government assumed responsibility for the collections, it gave the Museum a new impetus – 
it became part of the colonial state that had control over the land and Aboriginal people. This meant 
that, aside from the prestige of being the colony’s scientific and cultural focal point, the Museum was 
given permanent space in central locations to display its increasing specimens, a budget, albeit small, 
and permanent curatorial staff. Although these points seem arbitrary and obvious, these changes 
provided the institutional framework for the rapid increase in collections in the 1890s and 1910s, 
which will be discussed in the following chapters.   
 
Progress and the Development of the Queensland Museum  
In order to analyse the development of the Queensland Museum as an agent of colonialism, I first 
want to provide a brief contextual biography of the institution, showing how it developed as part of a 
push for the economic advancement of Queensland. The Queensland Museum was established in 
1862 when members of the Queensland Philosophical Society began displaying their collection of 
specimens in the old Windmill on Wickham Terrace, Brisbane.3 These predominately natural history 
specimens were put on public display with the purpose of “benefiting the colony at large” – providing 
a publicly accessible platform to showcase the natural history of the colony to promote economic 
progress.4 This theme of economic progress was an important one. The new colony was hoping for a 
resource boom akin to that in Victoria. Educating the growing population on how to explore and 
exploit the natural resources was a key way to achieve this.  
The Philosophical Society had itself been initiated out of a desire to make sense of colonial 
life in Brisbane. Developed by a small group of keen thinkers in the months preceding self-
government, it was driven by a desire to understand and investigate Queensland’s unique resources 
and confront the realities of life in a colonial outpost. In W. Frederic Morrison’s Aldine History of 
Queensland (1888), he noted that in the immediate lead up to separation, the resources in Queensland 
were becoming known, and that the “prospect of progress that presented itself to all who were 
                                               
3 Patricia Mather, A Time For A Museum: The History of the Queensland Museum, 1862-1986, special edition of the 
Memoirs of the Queensland Museum (24, 1986), 14; Elizabeth Marks, ‘A History of the Queensland Philosophical 
Society and the Royal Society of Queensland’, Proceedings of the Royal Society of Queensland (71, 1960), 23. Marks 
suggests the Museum was actually formed by the Society in 1855, but the specimens were not placed on public display 
until 1862, which is the officially recognised year.  
4 Queensland Philosophical Society, ‘Annual Meeting, 2 December, 1862, in Transactions of the Queensland 
Philosophical Society, Volumes 1-3, 1859-1872.  
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acquainted with the internal wealth of the colony was bright indeed.”5 This optimism was no doubt 
encouraged by the enormous success of the Victorian gold rush, in full swing when Queensland 
became a self-governing colony, and the minor rush outside of Gladstone in 1857. 
Ideas of progress and economic independence were dominant in mid-century Brisbane, 
playing a significant role in the Separation movement. As Raymond Evans argues, economic 
advancement was crucial, and the administrative outpost of Brisbane strongly opposed profits from 
local industry being sent south.6 As the population around Brisbane was expanding, particularly as a 
result of the rapid spread of pastoralism, the agitation for economic and administrative autonomy, 
local government and local knowledge increased.  
Identifying uniqueness and forging local identity were important themes. This quest for 
individuality mirrored that of Tasmania, where separation from New South Wales drove the 
formation of scientific organisations. As Colin Finney observes, 1820s’ Van Diemen’s Land was 
concerned with exclusivity, and the emergence of local scientific groups was aligned with 
jurisdictional separation from New South Wales.7 Both Queensland and Tasmanian groups were 
attempting to reduce their isolation by implementing scientific and intellectual connections that were 
grounded in their difference.   
Producing this local knowledge, however, required frameworks of investigation and 
interpretation. The practices of the post 1820s era fit into what George Basalla has labelled ‘colonial 
science’, when men in imperial outposts developed scientific and intellectual circles in the tradition 
and interests of the colonising power.8 In the colonial setting, men interested in scientific and 
intellectual pursuits “tested, tried or adapted the models of Europe to suit their peculiar and isolated 
circumstances.”9 This meant that British traditions of taxonomic classification underpinned the 
development of science and scientific circles in the Australian colonies, where local organisations 
and societies aligned themselves with the practices of their metropolitan based counterparts in 
Britain.10 They became, as Roy MacLeod has shown, extensions of the ‘moving metropolis’.11  
                                               
5 Frederick W. Morrison, The Aldine History of Queensland (Sydney: Aldine Publishing Company, 1888), 159.  
6 Raymond Evans, A History of Queensland (Cambridge; Cambridge University Press, 2007), 75.  
7 Colin Finney, Paradise Revealed: Natural History in Nineteenth Century Australia (Melbourne: Museum of Victoria, 
1993), 32.  
8 George Basalla, ‘The Spread of Western Science’, Science (156:3775, 1967), 613. Basalla identifies three phases that 
characterised the spread of Western science – the non-scientific phase, colonial science and completion where 
independent traditions or cultures are established. In the Australian context, the first phase has been identified as the 
Banksian era of early science, characterised by discovery and exploration. See also Michael Hoare, ‘Science and 
Scientific Associations in Eastern Australia, 1820-1890’, (PhD Thesis, Australian National University, 1974), 1-2; Roy 
MacLeod, ‘On Visiting the ‘Moving Metropolis’: Reflections on the Architecture of Imperial Science’, Historical 
Records of Australian Science (5:3, 1980), 7. 
9 Hoare, ‘Science and Scientific Associations in Eastern Australia’, 2.  
10 R.W. Home, ‘Introduction’, in Australian Science in the Making, R.W. Home, ed (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1988), viii; Sally Gregory Kohlstedt, ‘Australian Museums of Natural History: Public Priorities and Scientific 
Initiatives in the 19th Century’, Historical Records of Australian Science (5:4, 1980), 1. 
11 MacLeod, ‘On Visiting the Moving Metropolis’, 11. 
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Understandings of local environs and how to exploit them emerged as a necessity for colonial 
advancement. As Michael Hoare has argued, it became obvious that locally developed methods of 
study were required: “it was soon found … that even the time-honoured taxonomic and observational 
tasks of understanding flora, fauna and rocks could not rely exclusively on imported theory and 
wisdom.”12 An 1863 meeting of the Philosophical Society supports this argument: the successful 
exploitation of land depended “even more upon the conquests of science than upon the extent of … 
human power which we import from the mother country.” 13 Thus the gentlemen of colonial society 
began meeting to discuss matters that were of local importance, ruminating on how to understand and 
utilise their antipodean surrounds. 
The development of scientific and intellectual circles in 1850s Queensland drew on the 
experiences of the southern colonies. The inevitable forerunners to such organisations were the 
interested and somewhat like-minded individuals who brought them to fruition. Museums needed 
directors, curators and collectors; societies and clubs required enthusiastic researchers and orators all 
of whom had overarching personal interests. Scientific and intellectual clubs and organisations 
provided the space where gentlemen could meet and ideas could be circulated. For example, the 
current Royal Society of New South Wales began in 1821 as the Philosophical Society of Australasia, 
with the intention of becoming a focus for scientific inquiry in New South Wales. It was attended by 
judges, colonial secretaries, explorers, surveyors and doctors; their interests were wide ranging, from 
meteorology and antiquarianism to botany.14  
Two important themes emerge when looking at the formation of colonial scientific circles. 
Firstly, they were founded and attended by gentlemen – men who held important positions within 
colonial society. As Jim Endersby says, “to be a trusted member of the … scientific elite, one had to 
be a gentleman.”15 This was perhaps as much about establishing order in the colonial space as it was 
about initiating intellectual platforms.16 Secondly, it points to the importance of individual 
personalities in driving local enquiry. As I will show, individual interests and biases shaped what, 
and how, scientific and intellectual practices were carried out. It was the individual men who decided 
what was included, what was excluded, and importantly, why. 
A core group of men were involved in founding both the Society and the Museum – gentlemen 
who became Brisbane’s mid-century scientific elite: Dr Frederick Barton, resident surgeon of the 
                                               
12 Hoare, ‘Science and Scientific Associations in Eastern Australia’, 2-3. 
13 Queensland Philosophical Society, ‘Annual Meeting, 3 November, 1863, in Transactions of the Queensland 
Philosophical Society, Volumes 1-3, 1859-1872. 
14 Finney, Paradise Revealed, 17; Hoare, ‘Science and Scientific Associations in Eastern Australia’, 17. 
15 Jim Endersby, Imperial Nature: Joseph Hooker and the Practices of Victorian Science (Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 2008), 29. 
16 See Jim Jose, ‘Imperial Rule and the Ordering of Intellectual Space: The Formation of the Straits Philosophical 
Society’ An Interdisciplinary Journal of Southeast Asian Studies (12:2, 1998), 24.  
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Brisbane Hospital; Sylvester Diggles, field naturalist; Walter Hill, colonial botanist; Charles Tiffin, 
clerk of works and later colonial architect; and Reverend George Wight, who were quickly joined by 
Charles Coxen and Joseph Bancroft, both of whom are noted for early ethnographic studies.17 The 
main objective pursued through the Society was the promotion of exploration, understanding, and 
ultimately exploitation, of the land. Its members envisioned its aims as “the discussion of scientific 
subjects, with special reference to the natural history, soil, climate, and agriculture of the colony of 
Queensland.”18 The annual meeting of 1863 pondered “the great question of how soon the bounteous 
earth we inhabit shall be made to yield up the rich treasures that life buried in her bosom … depends 
upon the conquest of science.”19  
From its start, the Philosophical Society placed public engagement as its main goal. The 
founders wanted to reach a broad audience, and hoped that “the colony at large might participate in 
the benefits arising from the labours and experience of individual observers.” 20 This is an anomaly, 
for as Hoare points out, the Sydney based Philosophical Society of Australasia surrounded its 
membership and papers in “secretiveness and solemnity.”21 The Queensland Society, in contrast, 
cemented public engagement as its founding objective. All meetings and papers were reprinted to 
ensure the Society’s practices were not “confined within its own limits.”22 An agreement was reached 
with the Queensland Guardian whereby papers read at meetings would be printed. This is not 
surprising as this publication was established by Dr William Hobbs who had himself been involved 
in some of the colony’s early scientific discussions and had an interest in contemporary science and 
Brisbane’s economic development.23   
In conjunction, the Society recognised that a major part of fulfilling this objective was the 
publicly accessible display of scientific collections. As a result, in 1862, it “directed its attention to 
                                               
17 Hoare, ‘Science and Scientific Associations in Eastern Australia’, 231; Marks, A History of the Queensland 
Philosophical Society and the Royal Society of Queensland’, 17-23. Frederick Barton had been associated with public 
science talks at the General Hospital and School of Arts in the 1840s. He delivered what was arguably the first scientific 
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18 Queensland Philosophical Society, Annual Meeting, 2 December, 1862, in Transactions of the Queensland 
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19 Queensland Philosophical Society, Annual Meeting, 3 November, 1863, in Transactions of the Queensland 
Philosophical Society, Volumes 1-3, 1859-1872. 
20 Queensland Philosophical Society, Annual Meeting, 2 December, 1862, in Transactions of the Queensland 
Philosophical Society, Volumes 1-3, 1859-1872. 
21 Hoare, ‘Science and Scientific Associations in Eastern Australia’, 19.  
22 Queensland Philosophical Society, Annual Meeting, 2 December, 1862, in Transactions of the Queensland 
Philosophical Society, Volumes 1-3, 1859-1872.   
23 Denis Cryle, The Press in Colonial Queensland: A Social and Political History 1845-1875 (Brisbane: University of 
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the formation of the nucleus of a museum of natural science.”24 With government support by way of 
£100 for the acquisition of collections and the use of the Old Windmill for displays, the Museum 
became an opportunity for the Society to expand on its functions and utility in the colonial space. 
In the early 1860s, the Philosophical Society was in possession of a small collection of 
valuable specimens. Once they had secured space, the Society began calling on Queensland residents 
to help augment their collection. An 1862 article in the Courier called for “natural history, geology 
and general sciences and art”, and that “any donations of scientific objects will be received with 
thanks.”25 Throughout the 1860s, the majority of specimens appear to have come from the Society’s 
members, including items from Diggles’ personal collections, as well as from Coxen, Rawnsley and 
Tiffin. This small collection, “the gifts and exertions of a little knot of earnest naturalists”, became 
the nucleus of the Queensland Museum.26   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1: Old Windmill, looking east along Wickham Terrace, c. 1882. Attributed to Dr. Joseph Bancroft. QSL 
Negative number 194. 
Contemporary reports indicate that there was a significant amount of interest in establishing 
a mineralogy and geology museum. This was directly linked to the push towards mineral exploration 
for the colony’s economic benefit: “what science had done for Victoria, science will do for 
Queensland.”27 The resources of the colony needed to be exploited and the public exhibition of 
                                               
24 Queensland Philosophical Society, ‘Annual Meeting, 2 December, 1862, in Transactions of the Queensland 
Philosophical Society, Volumes 1-3, 1859-1872.   
25 Courier, 5 November, 1862, 2. 
26 Queensland Museum Annual Report (hereafter Annual Report), 1900, Queensland Votes & Proceedings, 1901 
(Volume 1), 1259.  See also Kohlstedt, ‘Australian Museums of Natural History’, 10; Mather, A Time for A Museum, 9, 
10, 14, 16.  
27 Quoted in Hoare, ‘Science and Scientific Associations in Eastern Australia’, 250.  
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specimens would encourage individual explorations.28 The Museum relocated in 1868 from the 
Windmill to Queen Street, where it occupied the former parliamentary building, originally built and 
used as the prisoners’ barracks when Brisbane was a penal colony. This move symbolised not only 
government support for the institution, but also the symbolic progress from an outlying penal outpost 
to a self-governing colony boasting a public museum. Further, it was hoped that:   
As soon as it becomes known to the numerous students in natural science who are scattered 
throughout the colony, that such a museum is in … formation … they will be willing to aid 
the Society by contributions of specimens to the museum, and with communications 
relating to any branch of science which may come under their own observation.29 
In fact, it was this push for mineralogy and geology displays that sparked Government interest 
in the Museum. The central Queen Street location meant the exhibited specimens were more 
accessible to Brisbane’s residents and visitors, and as Patricia Mather points out, its move to a central 
and well-known position ensured it became an important part of life within the small community.30 
The Museum remained in its former convict cell until it moved in 1873 to the former post office, 
slightly south on Queen Street. However, the colonial Government had by this stage assumed control 
of the collections. Possibly in response to the mineral boom of the mid-1860s, in 1872 the 
Government assumed control of the geology specimens under the Department of Public Works, and 
two months later, the entire collection was incorporated, with Coxen staying on as honorary curator.31 
This was an important shift, as the Museum moved into its role as an arm of the colonial government, 
and with this shift, broadened its practices.   
A brief assessment of the practices of both the Philosophical Society and Museum in the 1860s 
and 1870s indicates biases towards natural history and urban life in a colonial outpost. The topics 
discussed by the Philosophical Society were directly relevant to mid-century Brisbane life, focusing 
on public sanitation, water supply and health. Those outside this realm dealt largely with natural 
history: geology, botany, climatology, acclimatisation of crops and zoology.32 As the Society initiated 
and managed the early Museum, its practices were an extension of this, and point to their roles in the 
colonising project. This was recognised by Society itself, as the 1864 Annual Report shows: 
From the foregoing it will be seen that the attention of the Society has been chiefly directed 
to the natural features of our own colony, with a view to make known as widely as possible 
the advantages by which we are surrounded, and the sources of wealth which only require 
knowledge and labour to render them available to the community.33 
                                               
28 Brisbane Courier, 27 August, 1867, 3.   
29 Queensland Philosophical Society, ‘Annual Meeting, 2 December, 1862, in Transactions of the Queensland 
Philosophical Society, Volumes 1-3, 1859-1872.   
30 Mather, A Time for A Museum, 17.  
31 Queensland Philosophical Society, ‘Annual Meeting, 25 January’, 1872 in Transactions of the Queensland 
Philosophical Society, Volumes 1-3, 1859-1872; Mather, A Time for A Museum, 69.  
32 See Hoare, ‘Science and Scientific Associations in Eastern Australia’, 232-233.  
33 Queensland Philosophical Society, ‘Annual Meeting, 12 December, 1863, in Transactions of the Queensland 
Philosophical Society, Volumes 1-3, 1859-1872. 
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Alongside these biases, however, there is evidence of a somewhat secondary interest in 
Queensland’s Aboriginal population. There was, for example, early and unsystematic collecting of 
cultural materials. Simon Scott, one of the first Europeans to settle in the Brisbane valley, acquired 
small collections of cultural materials which were sent to the Australian Museum in Sydney. Between 
1854 and 1857, Scott sent waddies, clubs, stone axes, ornamented wooden coolamons, grass baskets 
and ancestral remains, predominately skulls.34 Further, in July 1854, F. Strange sent what was 
described as a portion of skin “of an Aboriginal, preserved by the natives of Bribie Island.”35 
Interestingly, at this time the Australian Museum itself had only a small collection, and, along with 
the material from Moreton Bay this was likely lost in the Garden Palace fire of 1882, which destroyed 
a collection of 2000 artefacts, including the Australian Museum’s Australian ethnology.36 
Further, the focus on progress inadvertently created space for the incorporation of traditional 
knowledge in intellectual pursuits. In 1866, the Society’s secretary, John Bliss, noted “most of the 
[Society’s] papers … have a direct reference to the settlement of a European population on the 
Australian soil, and the adaptability of European inventions to our present circumstances”.37 It was 
realised that the people who had cared for the land for countless millennia possessed unquantifiable 
knowledge about how that land could be used. The Society realised that to Europeans wishing to 
cultivate the land “the knowledge the native possesses of the natural production of the soil may be of 
… value”.38 This indicates an emerging interest in Aboriginal culture and knowledge, which was 
closely tied with the progress of the colony and exploitation of the land.  
 
International Interest  
Philip Jones has shown that the South Australian Museum’s collecting practices were encouraged by 
a demand from overseas collectors rather than any local recognition of the value of artefacts. The 
resulting donations to overseas museums and exhibitions prompted increased collecting from the 
Museum’s network of collectors across South Australia.39 This was mirrored in Queensland. 
Although there was early collecting, as shown above, the presence of international collectors also 
                                               
34 Empire, 6 March, 1855, 4; Empire, 7 May, 1855, 5; Empire, 7 July, 1857, 4; Sydney Morning Herald, 6 June, 1854, 
5; Sydney Morning Herald, 4 December, 1854, 5.  
35 Empire, 7 August, 1854, 4.  
36 R. Lampert, ‘The Development of the Aboriginal Gallery at the Australian Museum’, Bulletin of the Conference of 
Museum Anthropologists (18, 1986),10-13; Nicolas Peterson, Lindy Allen and Louise Hamby, ‘Introduction’, in The 
Makers and Making of Indigenous Australian Museum Collections, Peterson, Allen and Hamby, eds (Melbourne: 
Melbourne University Press, 2008), 25. 
37 Queensland Philosophical Society, ‘Annual Meeting, 31 December, 1866, in Transactions of the Queensland 
Philosophical Society, Volumes 1-3, 1859-1872. 
38 Brisbane Courier, 13 December 1864, 2.  
39 Philip Jones, ‘’A Box of Native Things’: Ethnographic Collectors and the South Australian Museum, 1830s-1930s’ 
(PhD Thesis, University of Adelaide, 1997), 61.  
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impacted on the small scientific circles in Brisbane, prompting an awareness of the ‘ethnological 
opportunities’ in the colony.  
Both physically and culturally, Indigenous peoples were integral to the scientific and 
intellectual study of human variation and history. Initial studies focused on classifying, describing 
and articulating difference between racial ‘types’.40 Across the late eighteenth and early nineteenth 
centuries, race was seen as an external variation that determined one’s position on the linear scale of 
progress.41 It was shaped in a humanist tradition that considered all humankind as emerging from a 
single origin, and Aboriginal people formed part of these early discussions from the late eighteenth 
century. Johann Blumenbach incorporated newly procured Aboriginal and Tahitian skulls in his third 
edition of On the Natural Varieties of Mankind.42 Blumenbach had been in frequent contact with 
Joseph Banks, who, aside from information, provided him with skulls from New South Wales, while 
the skull of the Tahitian woman had been specifically procured by William Bligh on his second 
voyage to Tahiti.43 Blumenbach’s classification at the start of the nineteenth century was specifically 
concerned with identifying and classifying racial differences through comparative anatomy.44 Both 
Banks and Bligh were eager to assist him in the production of scientific knowledge.  
However, what was being debated in the early nineteenth century were questions about the 
mental, moral and physical differences of racial types, and whether or not these were in fact indicative 
of speciation.45 Race shifted from an environmentally induced categorisation to a biological and 
heredity reality. As Bronwen Douglas observes, “the passage from the eighteenth to the nineteenth-
century [saw a] broad shift from the Enlightenment differentiation of universal stages of linear social 
development in the natural history of man to the hierarchical classification of discrete biological 
races.”46 Concurrent to this was a shift from humanistic concepts of a single origin to polygenetic 
explanations of human differences, which suggested that racial differences were due to races being 
                                               
40 Denise Donlon, ‘Aboriginal Skeletal Collections and Research in Physical Anthropology: An Historical Perspective’, 
Australian Archaeology (39, 1994), 73. 
41 See Bronwen Douglas, ‘Climate to Crania: Science and the Racialization of Human Difference’, in Foreign Bodies: 
Oceania and the Science of Race 1750-1940, Bronwen Douglas and Chris Ballard, eds (Canberra: ANU E Press, 2008), 
33-72. 
42 Richard Glover, ‘Scientific Racism and the Australian Aboriginal (1865-1915): The Logic of Evolutionary 
Anthropology’, in Maps, Dreams and History: Race and Representation in Australia, J. Kociumbus, ed (Sydney: 
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(Canberra: ANU E Press, 2008), 110. 
43 Douglas, ‘’Novus Orbis Australis’’, 110. Douglas notes that Banks had originally assured Blumenbach that Bligh 
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44 Helen Shapiro, ‘The History and Development of Physical Anthropology’, American Anthropologist (16:3, 1959), 
373. 
45 Nancy Stepan, The Idea of Race in Science: Great Britain 1800-1960 (Hampshire: MacMillan Press, 1982), 1-2. See 
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(Melbourne: Melbourne University Press, 1997), 7. McGregor suggests that despite the theory of single origin, the 
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46 Douglas, ‘Climate to Crania’, 72.  
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distinct biological species.47 In Britain, these divergent schools of thought were manifest in two 
separate associations: the Ethnological Society of London supporting Darwinian evolution and 
monogenism and the Anthropological Society of London supporting polygenetic explanations of 
human differences.48  
Table 1.1 
Australian and Queensland Presence in British Ethnological and Anthropological Society 
Journals c. 1850-192049 
Ethnological Society of London50 
1854 
W. Augustus Miles: ‘How did the natives of Australia Become Acquainted with the 
Demigods and Daemonia’, JESL v. 3.  
Australia General 
T.R.H. Thomson: ‘Observations on Incompetency of ‘Gins’ to Procreate With a Native 
Male after Having Borne Half-Caste Children to a European or White’, JESL v. 3. 
Australia General 
1856 William Ridley: ‘Kamilaroi tribe of Australians: Letter to Dr Hodgkin’, JESL, v. 4.  Australia General 
1860 R.H. Major: “Native Australian Traditions’, TESL, v. 1. Australia General 
1865 Augustus Oldfield: ‘On the Aborigines of Australia’, TESL, v. 3.  Australia General 
1868 
John Crawfurd: ‘On the Vegetable and Animal Food of the Natives of Australia’, TESL, v. 
6.   
Australia General 
Anthropological Society of London51 
1870-
71 
C.S. Wake: ‘Tribal Affinities Among Aborigines’, JASL, v. 8.  
Australia General 
1871 C.S. Wake: ‘Physical Characteristics of the Australian Aborigines’, JA, v. 1. Australia General 
Anthropological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland52 
1872 
W. Boyd Dawkins: ‘Mode of Preparing the Dead Among the Natives of the Upper Mary 
River’, v. 1.  
Queensland 
C.S. Wake: ‘The Mental Characteristics of Primitive Man, as Exemplified by Australian 
Aborigines, v. 1.  
Queensland 
George Taplin: ‘Notes on a Comparative Table of Australian Languages’.  Queensland  
1873 
A. McDonald: ‘Mode of Preparing the Dead Among the Natives of the Upper Mary River 
II’, v. 2.  
Queensland  
S. Messenger Bradley: ‘Notes on the Peculiarities of the Australian Cranium’, v. 2.   Australia General 
Harriett Barlow: ‘Vocabulary of Aboriginal Dialects in Queensland’, v. 2. Queensland  
William Ridley: ‘Australian Languages and Traditions’, v. 2.  Australia General  
1874 A. Mackenzie: ‘Specimens of Native Australian Languages’, v. 3.  Australia General  
1875 George Taplin: ‘Further Notes on Mixed Races of Australia, and their Migrations and 
Language’, v. 4(1).  
Queensland  
1877 Hyde Clark: ‘On Prehistoric Names of Weapons’, v. 6.  Australia General  
1878 
Hyde Clark: ‘Note on the Australian Reports from NSW’, v. 7.  Australia General  
Dr. Beddoe: ‘On the Aborigines of Central Queensland’, v. 7.  Queensland 
Salvado & Charmichael: ‘A Benedictine Missionary’s Account of the Natives in Australia 
and Oceania’, v. 7.  
Australia General  
1879 
William Henry Flower: ‘Illustrations of the Mode of Preserving the Dead in Darnley Island 
and South Australia’, v. 8(4).  
Queensland  
1880 
John Mathew: ‘On the Kabi Dialect of Queensland’, v. 9(3). Queensland  
Lorimer Fison: ‘Australian Marriage Laws’, v. 9(4).  Australia General  
                                               
47 See for example Stepan, The Idea of Race in Science, 1-5.  
48 These competing schools merged in 1871 becoming the Royal Anthropological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland. 
49 Some of the articles noted as ‘Queensland’ may also refer to Aboriginal people from other parts of Australia or in 
general. Likewise, Australia General may refer to one or more nation groups, however, it does not focus on any 
Queensland nations.      
50 Includes 1848-1856:  Journal of the Ethnological Society of London; 1861-1869 (JESL): Transactions of the 
Ethnological Society of London; 1869-1870 (TESL): The Journal of the Ethnological Society of London.  
51 Includes 1863: Transactions of the Anthropological Society of London; 184-1870: Journal of the Anthropological 
Society of London and 1863-1870 (JASL): Anthropological Review, Journal of Anthropology, 1870-1871 (JA). 
52 Journal of the Anthropological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland published 1872-1906. 
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1883 
Frederic Boney: ‘On Some Customs of the Aborigines of the River Darling, NSW’, v. 
13(2).  
Australia General  
1884 
Alfred Howitt: ‘On Some Australian Beliefs’, v. 13(2).  Australia General 
Edward Palmer: ‘Noes on Some Australian Tribes’, v. 13(3).  Australia General  
Alfred Howitt: ‘On Some Australian Ceremonies of Initiation’, v. 13(4).  Australia General 
1885 
F.C. Urquhart: ‘Legends of the Australian Aborigines’, v. 14.  Australia General 
John Lubbock: ‘Customs of Marriage and Systems of Relationship Among the Australians’, 
v. 14.  
Australia General 
1887 
James Bonwick: ‘The Australian Natives’, v. 16.  Australia General  
Alfred Howitt: ‘On Australian Medicine Men; or Doctors and Wizards of Some Australian 
Tribes’, v. 16.   
Australia General  
1888 R.A. Cunningham: ‘Exhibition of Natives of Queensland’, v. 17.  Queensland  
1889 Alfred Howitt: ‘Notes on Australian Message Sticks and Messengers’, v. 18.  Australia General 
1890 Alfred Haddon: ‘‘The Ethnography of the Western Tribe of Torres Straits’, v. 19.  Queensland 
1894 
Dudley Cooper: ‘Notes on a Skull of an Australian Aboriginal’, v. 23.  Australia General  
Laurence Duckworth: ‘A critical study of the collection of crania of Aboriginal Australians 
in Cambridge’, v. 23.  
Australia General 
Robert Etheridge: ‘‘An Australian Aboriginal Musical Instrument’, v. 23.  Queensland 
Robert Etheridge: ‘On A Modification of the Australian Weapon, Termed the Leonile, 
Bendi, or Buccan, &c’ v. 23.  
Australia General 
E.B. Tylor: ‘On the Tasmanians as Representative of Palaeolithic Man’, v. 23.  Australia General 
1895 
R.H. Mathews: ‘The Bora, or Initiation Ceremonies of the Kamilaroi Tribe’, v. 24. Australia General  
Laurence Duckworth: ‘Notes on skulls from Queensland and South Australia’, v. 24.  Queensland  
Frazer et al: ‘Notes on the Aborigines of Australia’, v. 24.  Australia General  
1896 
Robert Etheridge: ‘. ‘Game of Teetotum as Practiced by Certain of the Queensland 
Aborigines’, v. 25.  
Queensland 
R.H. Mathews: ‘The Rock Paintings and Carvings of the Australian Aborigines’, v. 25.  Australia General 
1897 Robert Etheridge: ‘Notes on Australian Shields, more particularly the Drunmung’, v. 26.  Australia General 
1898 
R.H. Mathews: ‘‘The rock paintings and carving so the Australian Aborigines’, v. 27.  Australia General 
R.H. Mathews: ‘‘Bullroarers used by Aborigines’, v. 27.  Australia General  
W.L. Duckworth: ‘‘Notes on Crania of Australian Aborigines’, v. 27.  Australia General  
Richard Phillips: ‘Vocabulary of Australian Aborigines in the Neighbourhood of 
Cooktown, North Queensland’, v. 27.  
Queensland  
1900 J. Edge-Partington: ‘Note on a Woomera from North Queensland’, v. 30.  Queensland  
1905 N.W. Thomas: ‘Australian Canoes and Rafts’, v. 35.  Australia General  
Royal Anthropological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland53 
1907 D.J. Cunningham: ‘The Head of an Aboriginal Australian’, v. 37.  Australia General  
1907 A.W. Howitt: ‘Australian Group Relations’, v. 37. Australia General  
1911 H.J. Astley: ‘Cup-and-Ring-Markings: Their Origin and Significance’, v. 41.  Australia General  
Man54 
1903 
Robert Christison: ‘Notes on the weapons of the Dalleburra Tribe, Queensland, lately 
presented to the British Museum by Mr. Robert Christison’, v. 3.  
Queensland  
1915 Ronald Hamlyn-Harris: ‘Queensland Stone Implements’, v. 15.  Queensland  
 
Following the publication of On the Origin of Species in 1859, the idea of biological evolution 
was applied to human societies. This may at first seem at odds with the polygenetic view of human 
speciation along racial lines, however, as George Stocking argues, polygenetic thought did not end 
with Darwinian evolution. In fact, he suggests, it intensified, and shifted towards identifying “the gap 
between civilised white and savage black … and the need to justify the white man’s imperial 
dominion”.55 It was this climate of locating the ‘missing link’ that spurred an increased interest in 
                                               
53 Journal of the Royal Anthropological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland Published 1907-1965.  
54 Published by the Royal Anthropological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland from 1901-1994 before becoming the 
Journal of the Royal Anthropological Institute, 1995-present.  
55 George Stocking, Race, Culture, and Evolution: Essays in the History of Anthropology (Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 1968), 47. 
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Aboriginal Australia. As Table 1.1 shows, this interest led to an increased presence of Aboriginal 
people in scientific publications.  
By the late nineteenth century Australia was perceived to be an ideal laboratory for the study 
of evolutionary anthropology. Antipodean flora and fauna provided a manifestation of progress that 
could be observed, measured and documented.56 Aboriginal Australians were identified as occupying 
the lower spaces in the evolutionary ladder, and were seen as living examples of the primitive society 
from which all other civilisations had progressed; Australia became ‘evolutionary ground zero.’57 
Their bodies were studied to measure their perceived inferior characteristics, while at the same time, 
they were thought to be a living exemplar of primitivism, providing Europeans with the opportunity 
to explore their own deep ‘stone age’ past.58 From the mid-nineteenth century, European based 
theorists were collecting materials and information, either through colonial based collectors, or via 
collecting trips. Networks of communication and exchange were forged between the metropolitan 
based scientists and interested collectors in the colonial periphery.59  
There were three main collectors who visited Brisbane in the 1860s and 1870s. German 
woman Amalie Dietrich spent ten years in Queensland, 1863-1872, collecting for the Godeffroy 
Museum in Hamburg; Scottish collector James W. Craig spent a number of months in south east 
Queensland in 1875 acquiring material for the Paisley Museum, Paisley; and Frenchman Claude-
Joseph Désiré Charnay visited Queensland in the late 1870s with the goal of collecting ancestral 
remains and implementing relationships of exchange. Unfortunately, information is limited regarding 
the collectors and their time in Australia. Craig kept a diary of his trip, which provides the only 
reference to his time in Brisbane; the Paisley Museum lacks any records regarding his collecting and 
he was not mentioned in newspapers.60 Charnay’s visit was covered in local newspapers and there is 
a 1981 biography focused on his archaeological work in Mexico.61 Moreover, despite her ten years 
in Queensland, there is very little evidence surviving of Dietrich’s collecting, and what evidence does 
exist is problematic.62 
                                               
56 Tony Bennett, Pasts Beyond Memory: Evolution, Museum, Colonialism (London: Routledge, 2004) 139.  
57 Ibid., 136-159.  
58 Gillian Cowlishaw, ‘Australian Aboriginal Studies: The Anthropologists’ Accounts’, in The Cultural Construction of 
Race, M.M. Lepervanche and G. Bottomley, eds (Sydney: University of Sydney, 1988), 61; McGregor, Imagined 
Destinies, 33-36; Daniel Tangri, ‘Early Physical Anthropology, Confirmation, and Australian Aboriginal Brains’, 
Australian Archaeology (28, 1989), 27.  
59 For a discussion of the network of exchange that existed between Australian based collectors and European theorists 
see John Mulvaney, ‘The Australian Aborigines 1606-1929: Opinion and Fieldwork: Part II 1859-1929’ Historical 
Studies (8, 1957), 297-314.  
60 Personal correspondence between Gemmia Burden and Paisley Museum, 13 January, 2012.  
61 See Keith Davis, Désiré Charnay: Expeditionary Photographer (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 
1981), 
62 Ray Sumner, ‘Papuans or Aborigines? The Amalie Dietrich Letters’ Australian Aboriginal Studies (2, 1994), 47. 
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Dietrich and Craig both arrived in Queensland with the objective of collecting natural science 
specimens for their home institutions. They both, however, amassed a significant collection of 
cultural materials for their respective museums. Craig’s collection of Aboriginal items is important 
mainly as he focused on the southeast Queensland region, concentrating his collection on Brisbane 
and its surrounds. This included “curiosities, such as the weapons used by the Australian Aborigines 
– spears, boomerangs and such like.”63 While in Brisbane, Craig met with both Diggles and Coxen, 
no doubt discussing contemporary science and the Museum’s small collection, and given Coxen’s 
interest in Aboriginal affairs, they likely exchanged ideas about ethnography.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2: Amalie Dietrich, undated. QSL negative 60188.  
Craig’s method of collection was to purchase items directly from their owners. His diary 
contains many entries that detail his conversations with Aboriginal people; his objective being to 
befriend those he was purchasing items from.64 He spent most of his time collecting in Sandgate – 
for example, his entry for 15 December 1875 discusses his meeting with ‘King Sandy’:  
He told me he was thinking of the tribe which inhabited the land where Brisbane now 
stands, and that the Government had taken his land from him, and given him the brass plate 
instead.  He had three boomerangs, which he threw very well.  I bought them off him, 
giving him a shilling for each.65 
Craig’s collecting is significant given the general lack of interest in collecting in the Brisbane region. 
As mentioned, those small collections discussed above that were sent to Sydney would have been lost 
in the Garden Palace fire of 1882.66 By way of the Craig collection, the Paisley Museum holds 
ethnographic material from the early Brisbane region and despite a small series of items held in the 
Queensland Museum – to be discussed below – Australian museums lack comparative collections.    
                                               
63 James Whitelaw Craig, Diary of a Naturalist: Being the Record of Three Years’ Work Collecting Specimens in the 
South of France and Australia 1873-1877, A.F. Craig, ed (Paisley: J&R, 1908), 3.  
64 Craig, Diary of a Naturalist, 104.  
65 Ibid., 147-148.  
66 Lampert, ‘The Development of the Aboriginal Gallery at the Australian Museum’, 13.  
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Dietrich, on the other hand, spent the majority of her time in north Queensland, which gives 
her collection a different significance. She was a single female collecting in the north in the 1860s 
and early 1870s as the frontier was just pushing into these areas; the majority of the artefacts came 
from the Bowen region, having been acquired in the mid to late 1860s. She gathered a large amount 
of cultural materials, including eight skeletons, one skull, nineteen photographs and over 100 material 
culture items (see Table 1.2).67  
Table 1.2 
Dietrich’s Collection for the Godeffroy Museum68  
Headdress 3 Headband 2 Pubic Covers 2 Bracelet 2 
Necklace 6 Belts 2 String 3 Shields 13 
Swords 2 Spears 22 Spear Thrower 4 Boomerang 5 
Club 15 Axe 3 Axe Blade 4 Knives 5 
Bone Harpoon 2 Net 2 Canoe 2 Baskets 5 
Container 1 Dilly Bag 4 Coolamon 3 Gourds 2 
Skeletons 8 Skull 1 Photographs 19   
 
Her photographic collection has been recognised as particularly important. This is because it 
includes some of the first images captured of local Aboriginal populations in Queensland. The 1860s 
photographs were taken in Brisbane and Rockhampton, when “in these frontier settlements, 
photography was practised under primitive and difficult conditions, and Aboriginal portraiture was 
still a novel genre”.69 Sumner suggests that the Brisbane images were taken in the early 1860s by a 
local studio photographer, before being purchased by Dietrich.70 
However, Dietrich’s time collecting in Queensland has garnered controversy. Whilst visiting 
the Archer brother near Rockhampton, Dietrich allegedly asked one of their employees to shoot an 
Aboriginal person so she may take their bodily remains as a ‘specimen’.71  This story has been 
attributed to Henry Ling Roth, Walter Roth’s brother, and although it cannot be substantiated, it was 
a persistent rumour on the Queensland frontier: 
A German collector sent out by the Godeffroy Museum of Hamburg collected butterflies 
and beetles and other insects around Mackay many years ago; and a woman collector, who 
was on the Queensland coast from 1863 to 1873, visited the district occasionally. Ling Roth 
states that she made several ineffectual efforts to persuade squatters to shoot an Aborigine 
so that she might send a human skeleton to the Godeffroy Museum. This callous German 
frau once asked an officer of Native Police what he would take to shoot one of his black 
troopers. What a woman! I hate to think that she was Amalie Dietrich; but Amalie collected 
up North in the sixties.72 
                                               
67 See Ray Sumner, ‘Amalie Dietrich and the Aborigines: Her Contribution to Australian Anthropology and 
Ethnography’ Australian Aboriginal Studies (2, 1993)’, 3, 6.  
68 Compiled from Sumner, ‘Amalie Dietrich and the Aborigines’, 3, 9-17. 
69 Ibid., 2.  
70 Ibid., 3. 
71 Ibid., 5. 
72 Charles Barrett, The Sunlit Land: Wanderings in Queensland (Sydney: Cassell, 1947), 165. 
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Sumner explains that the request “so infuriated William Archer that he ordered her driven back to 
town.”73 Although Dietrich did not succeed in her apparent desire, she still acquired a number of 
skeletons, which Paul Turnbull suggests were stolen from a burial place near Bowen.74 
Like Dietrich, Charnay caused controversy when he came to Brisbane to secure ancestral 
remains. Representing the Department of Public Instruction, Paris, Charnay sought to implement a 
relationship of exchange between Brisbane and Paris, seeking help through both the Philosophical 
Society and the Museum to achieve this. While he was in Australia, Charnay spent his time studying 
Aboriginal people in two locations, Coranderrk, in Victoria, and Humpybong, today Redcliffe, north 
of Brisbane, where he measured, observed and photographed Aboriginal people. According to Keith 
Davis, the time in Humpybong was frustrating, as the Aboriginal people he was engaged with 
assumed Charnay’s meticulous ritualistic working style was in fact witchcraft.75 
Charnay’s desire to acquire skulls was reported by the Queenslander as somewhat contentious 
amongst members of the Philosophical Society and the Museum Trustees. On indicating that he would 
like to take remains back to Paris with him, it “created rather a sensation, and each member of the 
Philosophical Society and trustee of the Museum hastily put on his hat.”76 The Queenslander infers 
there was an assumption by the members that Charnay was requesting for people to be killed, their 
reaction of disgust analogous to Archer’s alleged reaction several years prior.   
Nonetheless, Charnay allayed the concerns of the Philosophical Society and Museum.  
Assuring them he had no “homicidal proclivities”, he indicated that he was in fact happy to take the 
skeletons of two Aboriginal men awaiting execution in the gaol.77 This was deemed acceptable, and, 
as the Queenslander reported: “made matters pleasant for all parties. There could be no objection, 
with the assent of the Colonial Secretary, to handing over the bodies of these malefactors … to grace 
the Paris collections.”78 The curator of the Museum, presumably Karl Staiger, offered to secure 
approval and prepare the remains for exportation to France as Charnay was due to depart Brisbane.79 
It is worth noting briefly that a similar request two years earlier had been refused. In 1877 two South 
Sea Islander men were executed in Maryborough after being charged with rape. The police surgeon, 
                                               
73 Sumner, ‘Amalie Dietrich and the Aborigines’, 5. This is from personal communication between Sumner and the 
Archer family.  
74 Paul Turnbull, ‘Theft in the Name of Science’ Griffith Review (21, 2008), 231. 
75 Davis, Désiré Charnay, 24.  
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Dr Power, requested their heads be sent “for preservation in the Brisbane Museum”, however the 
Sheriff refused.80 
Charnay’s requested exchange did not eventuate as the two prisoners were granted clemency. 
While the initial request caused commotion amongst members of the Society and Museum, and 
similar requests had been denied, it was the granting of clemency that caused the most controversy. 
Although only one newspaper directly addresses the case, it raises some interesting points worthy of 
consideration. Firstly, the commentary stresses the importance of international relationships and 
networks of exchange, seeing it as the only way the Museum could be formed into an institution of 
“national greatness”. Closely tied with this was the maintenance of relationships and reputations, 
which had been compromised: “we should be very chary of offending the representatives of scientific 
departments from other countries … we are forever shamed in the museums of France.” The primary 
concern was that “all the fine duplicates of the Paris collections are likely … to be diverted to other 
capitals than Brisbane.” This lost opportunity was the result of “a mistaken sense of clemency!”81 
According to the Queenslander, Charnay had every right to be upset with the clemency ruling. 
In fact, the commentary stresses that it was Charnay’s rights that had been impeded upon. Once the 
deal was made between the collector and the Museum, the bodies of the two men – still very much 
alive – were considered to be Charnay’s possession:  
No sooner is he gone than a dishonest clemency is allowed to defraud him of his rights. 
Those two men, whose skeletons can’t be said to belong to them, having been bartered 
away in the interests of science, have positively been reprieved. This is the most wanton 
exercise of the royal prerogative we have ever heard of. If mercy can’t get on without 
despoiling honest collectors and defrauding scientific institutions, the sooner she is 
proclaimed a bad character and outlawed the better.”82  
Despite its satirical tone, this article is important in stressing the pervasiveness of ‘science’ as a 
justification for what, even in the 1870s, was seen as questionable practice. The very notion of 
‘science’, even in an abstract sense, nullified any moral concerns associated with body snatching.83 
Likewise, the conceptual idea of contributing to science, even if achieved through a system of 
exchange, was positioned as more important than the judicial process.  
Charnay no doubt made a lasting impression on the Museum despite his only being in 
Brisbane briefly. He drew attention to contemporary debates about human history, in the process 
                                               
80 Maryborough Chronicle, Wide Bay and Burnett Advertiser, 19 May, 1877, 2. Dawson discusses this, mistakenly 
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publicly highlighting the lack of local interest in anthropological and ethnological investigation. 
Charnay was “astonished at the apathy that exists here as to collecting anthropological specimens, 
and believes we shall regret our lost opportunities when the chance no longer exists of making such 
a collection.”84 He was most alarmed that Brisbane’s small scientific circle allowed Queensland’s 
“native curiosities to be decently buried without bequeathing any legacy to science.”85  
More than that, Charnay’s time in Brisbane, and the controversy surrounding it, highlighted 
the ‘ethnological opportunity’ in Queensland. This is best expressed in a piece that appeared in the 
Queenslander in the weeks following the original report. Although it takes a satirical approach in 
order to highlight the lack of humanity evident in the Charnay affair, it nonetheless showcases the 
main ideas that Charnay’s visit brought to light. The article questions: 
We have often wondered what was the use of the Australian blacks. We find ourselves 
perpetually and involuntarily constructing theories of the universe … and just when we 
think we have got one worked up to perfection we suddenly find we have left out our native 
niggers … Thanks to a distinguished visitor, M. Charnay … we now understand that the 
aboriginals were created for the purpose of supplying skulls for museums.86  
The article queries the concept that Aboriginal people should be viewed as scientific specimens:  
It appears that we are surrounded with scientific treasures, the value of which we have had 
no due appreciation, and which we are as good as squandering by allowing them to return 
to their native dust. Let us not allow a single blackfellow [sic] to go down to his grave with 
peace – at least with his headpiece. Science looks on amazed as we permit these priceless 
treasures to resolve themselves into their primal elements … henceforth we look upon our 
aboriginal blacks as merely the “dead-heads” in the theatre of humanity. We look even on 
a living blackfellow [sic] now but as a craniological specimen in the course of preparation; 
and a dead one simply as “an exchange”.87 
Charnay’s request and the clemency that followed clearly had an impact in Brisbane. Even if his 
methods were being criticised, the ideas of anthropology and notions of collecting ancestral remains 
were raised; he highlighted the relatively unique ethnological position of the Queensland Museum.  
Out of these three collectors, Charnay had the most significant interaction with the Museum 
and Philosophical Society. However, the presence of both Craig and Dietrich – Craig in particular – 
no doubt prompted individual members of the organisations and the wider community to consider 
their ability and position to collect ethnological information and cultural materials. Their time in 
Brisbane is just a snapshot of the international interest in Aboriginal Queensland, and although some 
of the later international collectors were particularly important, it is outside the scope of this thesis to 
thoroughly explore their time in Queensland. The key point to consider is the impact their presence 
had on the small scientific communities, particularly in the 1860s and 1870s when the focus was 
clearly on natural science.  
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Institutional Shifts  
In 1874, the Brisbane Courier wrote of the small Queensland Museum: “altogether the museum 
begins to look like a place deserving of the name, and is well worth a visit for information or out of 
curiosity.”88 Two years earlier the colonial government had assumed control of the small collections, 
and the ‘Queensland Museum’ was formed as an arm of the Department of Public Works and Mines.89 
The Museum effectively shifted from a small, organised collection maintained by a group of 
individuals to a funded and supported branch of the colonial government.  
Although this shift saw little immediate change – for example Coxen remained curator, and 
the collections continued to be displayed in unused government buildings – over the following years 
its incorporation into the structures of government initiated streamlined practices, procedures, 
reporting and management. Government chemist, Karl Staiger, was the Museum’s first professional 
appointment, becoming custodian in 1873 and remaining in this directorial position for the rest of the 
decade. The first Board of Trustees was appointed in 1876, and included men associated with the 
Philosophical Society and well known men of Brisbane, such as Coxen, Joseph Bancroft, A.C. 
Gregory and W.H. Miskin. From 1874, acquisitions made by the Museum were recorded in the 
Government Gazette, and two years later, the Museum began issuing detailed annual reports that 
included donations, purchases, exchanges and visitor numbers. Further, in 1879, the Museum moved 
into its first purpose built residence on William Street, no longer occupying unused rooms in various 
government buildings, where it remained until 1899.90    
The focus for the Museum was natural history and mineralogy. There was, however, 
increasing interest in local ethnology. For example, the earliest recorded donation of Aboriginal 
cultural materials was in 1866 when the Society was sent an undocumented and un-provenanced 
collection of ‘native implements.’91  Moreover, a newspaper article from 1869 indicates that the 
Museum did in fact have on display a small collection of cultural materials, including spears, nulla 
nullas, shields, bags and a significant number of ancestral remains.92  With scarce records it is difficult 
to piece together how these cultural materials became ‘museum objects’, how and from where they 
were collected and the interaction between the collector and traditional owner or maker. Moreover, 
in the 1860s these donations were sporadic and unregulated. Although there were general calls for 
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donations, there were no specific requests for cultural materials, and the reporting of donations was 
inconsistent.  
From the mid-1870s there were pushes for donations outside of natural history and 
mineralogy. A survey of contemporary newspaper reports indicates strong support for the Museum 
and a widening of its practices and increased acquisitions. This included an 1878 comment: “One 
function which the Brisbane Museum ought to arrogate to itself … is the collation, before it be too 
late, of all matters relating to the language, customs, weapons, habits … of the now fast perishing 
race of aborigines.”93 The commentary suggested the government fund the collection of information, 
as having a sufficient government sponsored ethnological collection would be a “stamp of 
authenticity.”94  
Table 1.3 
Donations to the Queensland Museum: 1875-188095 
Shield 2 Boomerang 5 Spear 6 
Spear Head 3 Nulla Nulla 3 Woomera 3 
Hatchet 2 Axe 2 Knife 1 
Case of axes 
1 
Fishing net 
1 
Weapons 
collection 
1 
Photo  1 Blanket 1 Headdress 1 
Fibre 1 Coffin 2 Mummy 1 
Skull 5 Skeleton 2   
 
It is from the latter part of the decade that clear patterns emerge in the collecting of cultural 
materials. This is largely due to the reporting of donations and purchases in the Government Gazette, 
which included information on collectors, acquisitions and the numerical fluctuations of donations. 
Like the early practices of the Philosophical Society, the majority of acquisitions are natural science 
specimens; incorporating all collections, the mid 1870s saw between 5-20 donations per month, with 
an average of 13 people sending items. Following the government takeover of the Museum, a public 
announcement was made calling for a range of specimens to be donated, not just minerals and 
geology, with an offer to cover the cost of freight for those from outside metropolitan centres.96  
The Government Gazette lists indicate that a small number of ethnographic and 
anthropological items were channelled to the Museum from the mid-1870s. Like the earlier material, 
it is largely un-documented and unless specific locations were given at the time of donation, it is 
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difficult to ascertain where they originated. This included one net, two coffins, three woomeras, three 
nulla nullas, eight spears, one knife, one hatchet, two axes, two boxes containing axes, five 
boomerangs, one weapons collection and a number of skeletal remains, including one skeleton, four 
skulls and two mummies.97 Other donations outside of Queensland Aboriginal material included a 
number of South Sea Islander, Torres Strait Island and Maori items.98 Richard Robins indicates that 
in regard to cultural materials, inventories show 47 items dating between 1875-1876, while the 1876 
inventory lists 171 items.99  Although this no doubt incorporates the earlier collections, it also 
suggests an increase in collecting from the mid-1870s.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3: ‘Inside Queensland’s first natural history museum, 1872’. QSL Negative 203518. 
The reliance on donors meant that a network of collectors and contacts was required to acquire 
materials. Coinciding with the government takeover and positioning of the Museum within the 
government frameworks of colonial control, from the mid-1870s, the police start to emerge as 
collectors. This is a critical point, for as Chapter Four will show, the police were significant 
contributors over the proceeding decades; they were actively engaged by the Museum and their role 
as ethnological and anthropological collectors was supported and encouraged by the colonial 
government. 
                                               
97 Queensland Government Gazette, Volumes 15-25, Volume 15, 1874, 1157, 2020; Volume 16, 1875, 746, 952; 
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Table 1.4 
Donations to the Queensland Museum of ethnology from the Pacific region 
 1875-1879100 
 Material Culture Physical Anthropology 
Papua New Guinea 13 2 
Pacific Islands101 28 2 
New Zealand  3 0 
 
The material donated by police was important, but it only formed a part of the items that found 
their way into the Museum in the later 1870s. Just over forty-five items of Queensland cultural 
material arrived in the Museum’s collections in the second half of the 1870s. It is important to note 
that the Museum was also acquiring significant collections of ethnography and anthropology from 
across the Pacific. As Table 1.4 shows, a comparatively significant amount of material was being 
channelled to the Museum.  
This was a trend that continued in the following decades, particularly under director Charles 
de Vis in the 1880s and 1890s. De Vis’ interest in New Guinea led to a significant collection being 
acquired by the Museum, creating a substantial amount of international interest. Robins suggests that 
the Pacific collection “represents an interest in the exotic ‘otherness’ of the Pacific.”102 Perceptions 
of a ‘noble savage’, an indigenous body outside their immediate colonial reality perhaps sparked the 
intrigue of the Museum which was establishing colonial connections in its region and amassing 
collections from the immediate reaches of empire.  
 The other important themes that emerge during the Museum’s early phase was the interplay 
between extinction and authenticity in framing its practices, as evidenced by the opening quote from 
Coxen. Having studied a number of cultural practices, Coxen expressed concern that, by the mid-
1860s, they were no longer being practised as they had been a generation earlier. Coxen was critical 
of this, which he saw as the corrupting influences of civilisation. He observed that “contact with 
civilisation having afforded much opportunity for gratifying evil propensities, without corresponding 
benefits, has left them so degraded, as, I fear, to be incapable of improvement.”103 This was also a 
strong theme in Philosophical Society’s president, James Cockle’s suggestion that Aboriginal 
knowledge could be used to effect land development: “We cannot close our eyes to the fact that the 
field where we may reap this small yet very valuable harvest from the store of learning possessed by 
the natives, is daily decreasing.104 
                                               
100 Compiled from the Government Gazette and Annual Reports.  
101 This includes Fiji, New Hebrides and the Solomon Islands. 
102 Robins, Paradox and Paradigms, 12. 
103 Charles Coxen, ‘The Komillaroy Tribe’, in Queensland Philosophical Society, ‘Meeting May 28, 1866’, Volumes 1-
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In the mid-nineteenth century, inevitable result of contact with civilisation was perceived to 
be cultural degradation, and this in turn gave rise to the notion of authenticity. The assumption of an 
authentic, untainted culture existing outside the temporal and spatial bounds of civilisation was a 
ubiquitous presence in the Museum’s practices. As Coxen wrote: “in judging of the aboriginal habits 
and manners, we must be careful that we do not suffer our minds to be influenced by the semi-civilised 
creatures we see about our towns and settled districts, or we shall lose altogether the characteristics 
of the savage in his normal condition.”105  
As the following chapters will develop, alongside emerging theories of human variation, the 
themes of extinction and authenticity were given credence in the ravaging impacts of dispossession. 
Aboriginal peoples’ contact with civilisation had rendered them corrupted, solidified by the 
increasing population of ‘fringe dwellers’ and mixed race people. In response, interest was sparked 
in collecting ‘relics’ and ‘curios’ of a people deemed incapable of surviving – culturally or 
demographically. There developed a strong desire to collect “information, objects and other records 
… as a means of ‘preserving’ the Aborigines’ culture, while the people themselves were seen to be 
dying out.”106 
 
Conclusion 
At the close of the 1870s, the Museum had a small yet significant collection of cultural materials. The 
collection was growing, despite the focus on economic and moral progress of the newly formed 
colony. This was to be realised through scientific and intellectual investigations – progress was 
achieved through local knowledge production, and Aboriginal Queensland began to emerge as part 
of this. Moreover, the presence of international collectors, and the concurrent emergence of new 
theories regarding human variation and history prompted local scientific circles to consider 
ethnological and anthropological research.  
 This was strengthened with the government takeover of the collections. This somewhat 
prosaic event affirmed the Museum’s function as part of the colonial state, and engendered a 
symmetrical relationship between the Museum and other government departments, such as the police, 
in the collection of cultural materials. It also allowed for the Museum to grow as the scientific and 
intellectual centre of Queensland, becoming the ‘colonial core’, with regional and remote Queensland 
and reaches out to the South Pacific its periphery.  
 The formalisation intersected with scientific ideas of extinction and the visible impacts of 
European incursion into traditional society. This was important. As the Museum strengthened its 
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collecting over the following decades, authenticity and extinction were institutionally ingrained as 
the twin concepts underpinning the acquisition of cultural materials. While the scientific and 
intellectual climate was important, the inevitable link between colonial realities, found on the ever 
expanding frontier and the growing metropolis of Brisbane, and the development and dissemination 
of local knowledge starts to emerge. 
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CHAPTER II 
 
THE COLONIAL MUSEUM, C.1880-1917 
 
Since the Aboriginal Tribes are fast dying out, every effort should be made to acquire those 
symbols of the life and of the original Australian inhabitants, whose rites, ceremonies, 
customs, and traditions are becoming obsolete and entirely lost to us.1   
 
This 1911 circular was issued to police, teachers and missionaries across Queensland by then director 
of the Queensland Museum, Ronald Hamlyn-Harris. The newly appointed director circulated this 
request as part of his push to make the collection and display of Aboriginal cultural materials a priority 
for the Museum. His request is indicative of the Museum’s practices over the late nineteenth and early 
twentieth centuries which were framed by the belief that Aboriginal people were destined to ‘die out’, 
rendering the Museum incapable of collecting ‘authentic’ cultural materials. This was the real crux 
of the problem of ‘extinction’ – it was not the loss of the people themselves, but rather the loss that 
their disappearance would bring to institutions like the Queensland Museum and science generally.  
Hamlyn-Harris’ request echoed a similar one made by then director Charles de Vis decades 
earlier in 1884. Wanting to increase the Museum’s collections overall, de Vis contacted the Colonial 
Secretary requesting that police be instructed to collect “weapons, utensils and relics” for the 
Museum.2 The request was approved, and the police began channelling items to the small institution. 
These two letters sent nearly thirty years apart reflect continuity in the Museum’s collecting strategies 
and practices, despite thirty years of rapid change. That both circulars were issued to the police 
reinforces the position of the Museum as an agent of colonialism.   
 This chapter will explore the institutional practices of the Museum over the late nineteenth 
and early twentieth centuries by highlighting its shift from passive to active recipient of cultural 
materials.  Through an analysis of its two key directors, Charles de Vis and Ronald Hamlyn-Harris, 
it will argue that despite differing directorial styles, there are inherent continuities in the collection 
over this time, which were grounded in the referential concepts of authenticity and extinction. 
Exploring practices of directors shows that a close reading of the institution’s history through an 
exploration of its staff and their interests is required to understand the Museum’s function as both a 
passive and active recipient of collections, and, on a broader level, their constructions of 
Aboriginality.   
 There were two major spikes in acquisitions that form the focus of this chapter – the late 1890s 
and 1910s. The first occurred under de Vis who served as both curator and director from 1882 to 
                                               
1 Circular to Police Stations, 7 July, 1911, QSA Item 318640, Correspondence, Police. Also Reprinted in Patricia 
Mather, A Time for A Museum: The History of the Queensland Museum, 1862-1986, special edition of the Memoirs of 
the Queensland Museum (24, 1986), 209. 
2 QM Inward Correspondence (hereafter Inward), 1884/237. 
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1905. His directorship is significant for its longevity during which time, as a passive recipient of 
ethnological items, he oversaw the Museum in an era defined by the “intense scramble for artefacts”, 
and significant government changes towards the regulation and administration of Aboriginal people 
which culminated in the 1897 Act.3 The second spike occurred under Hamlyn-Harris, who, appointed 
director after a brief period of instability, held the position between 1910 and 1917. Unlike de Vis, 
Hamlyn-Harris actively pursued the collection and investigation of Aboriginal cultural materials, 
engaging in fieldwork collecting and situated the study of Aboriginal Queensland as the central focus 
of the Museum.    
 While Hamlyn-Harris’ articulation of Aboriginality can be seen through an assessment of his 
collecting, publications and lectures, the same cannot be done for de Vis. In part this is owing to a 
lack of evidence, the correspondence files for de Vis’ directorship only including inward files, and 
outside this there is little evidence indicating a strong interest in Queensland’s Aboriginal 
populations. Rather, as part of his quest to increase the overall collections, de Vis directed his 
attention towards gathering ethnographic and anthropological items from New Guinea that were used 
to promote the Museum on an international stage.  
 Overall, the period covering the 1880s to the 1910s was a time of increased collecting in the 
Queensland Museum. In fact, this period saw the largest amount of acquisitions in the Museum’s 
history, with Hamlyn-Harris nearly doubling the collections acquired under de Vis, an increase in 
numbers not seen again until the mid-2000s when the anthropology collection at James Cook 
University was incorporated into the Queensland Museum collections.4 Following Hamlyn-Harris’ 
retirement, there was a dramatic decrease in the collection of cultural materials. Although his 
successor, Herber Longman, was interested in craniometery and continued to collect skulls, the 
anthropology and ethnography collections as a whole decreased, and the Museum again shifted its 
attention towards natural science. It was not until the mid-1960s that a trained anthropologist was 
appointed to the permanent staff.5  
 
The Directors: A Short Biographical Sketch  
Charles de Vis served as both director and curator of the Queensland Museum from 1882 to 1905. A 
Cambridge-educated clergyman, de Vis arrived in Queensland in 1870 with an enthusiastic desire to 
                                               
3 Nicolas Peterson, Lindy Allen and Louise Hamby, ‘Introduction’, in The Makers and Making of Indigenous Australian 
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Peterson, L. Allen and L. Hamby, eds (Melbourne: Melbourne University Publishing, 2008), 68.  
5 Daniel Leo, ‘An Ark of Aboriginal Relics: The Collecting Practices of Dr L.P. Winterbotham’, in The Makers and 
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study the colony’s unique natural resources and explore sugar cultivation.6 With a particular interest 
in palaeontology and systematic vertebrate zoology, his initial tasks included organising and 
classifying the Museum’s vertebrate collection. Alongside his position at the Museum, de Vis became 
an active member of the Royal Society of Queensland, where he served on the council from 1883 to 
1884 and later as president in 1888.7  
His appointment to the Museum was part of an attempt by the Board of Trustees and the 
government to position the Museum as an accessible and functional educational and scientific 
institution. As early as 1877 the Board had identified the need for a professional curator, noting in 
the Annual Report they were “strongly of [the] opinion that the services of a first-class man should 
be secured from the old country.”8 The appointment of professional curatorial staff was integral to 
increasing public interest.    
The classification and display of specimens was of particular interest to de Vis. Before arriving 
in Australia, he gained practical experience in curating and displaying specimens as governor of the 
Manchester Natural History Society and at the Queen’s Park Museum.9 It was this background that 
qualified his appointment as curator of the Queensland Museum, which was based on his “experience 
in the management of Museums in England.”10 Although his predecessors, William Haswell and 
Frederick Bailey, had served as acting curators at the Museum, de Vis was the first full time 
professional appointment to bring practical museum and scientific classification experience to the 
small institution. 
The Museum existed, according to the newly appointed director, for the public. It was to be 
both a “source of information and amusement”.11 His objectives for the public institution was to guide 
its social, cultural and didactic function as a source of knowledge, as de Vis himself claimed: “The 
immediate aim of a museum is the instruction of the people by whom it is maintained, but it has a 
higher purpose to serve – the increase of the common stock of knowledge. Receiving life from 
experience of the past it should give life to that of the future.”12 
                                               
6 See Rockhampton Bulletin and Central Queensland Advertiser, 26 November, 1870, 2. 
7 L.A. Gilbert, ‘de Vis, Charles Walter (1829-1915)’, Australian Dictionary of Biography, Volume 4 (Melbourne: 
Melbourne University Press, 1972), 63-64. See also Mather, A Time for A Museum, 313-314. The Royal Society of 
Queensland formed in 1884 born from a restricting and renaming of the Queensland Philosophical Society. Royal 
patronage was granted the following year. See Elizabeth Marks, ‘A History of the Queensland Philosophical Society 
and the Royal Society of Queensland from 1859 to 1911’, Proceedings of the Royal Society of Queensland (71, 1960), 
29-31.  
8 QM Annual Report, 1877-1878, QVP (V.2, 1878), 795-802. 
9 Gilbert, ‘de Vis’, 63-64; Mather, A Time for A Museum, 313.  
10 QM Annual Report, 1881-1882, QVP (V.2, 1882), 1199-1204. See also Gilbert, ‘de Vis’, 63-64; T Harvey Johnston, 
‘Presidential Address’, Proceedings of the Royal Society of Queensland, 28 (1916), 11; Richard Robins, Paradox and 
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11 QM Annual Report, 1884, QVP (V.2, 1885), 619-632. 
12 Annual Report, 1884. 
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De Vis’ arrival at the Museum coincided with a significant event in its history – its move into 
a permanent, purpose built home. Having occupied different rooms in a number of government 
buildings, in the late 1870s the government invested money towards the construction of a building to 
house the Museum on William Street. The Museum remained here for twenty years, from 1879 to 
1899, before it moved to the ‘Old Museum’ building on Gregory Terrace, where it remained until 
1986 (see Table 2.1).  
  
Table 2.1 
Queensland Museum Buildings  
1862-1868 Signal Station (Old Windmill), Wickham Terrace.  
Spare room, maintained by Philosophical Society.  
1868-1873 Parliamentary Building (former convict barracks), Queen Street.  
Spare rooms, including former parliamentary library. Maintained by 
Philosophical Society. This was the Museum’s first central location and was 
housed here when the government assumed its control.  
1873-1879 Old General Post Office, Queen Street.  
Spare rooms, run by the government.  
1879-1899 First Museum Building (Old State Library), William Street.  
First purpose built building, run by the government. Included two floors, a 
mezzanine and basement. Increase in collections in 1880s meant it was quickly 
considered too small to house the state Museum.  
1899-1986 Exhibition Building (Old Museum), Gregory Terrace.  
Old concert hall converted to house the Museum. Building also housed Art 
Gallery.  
1986-present Queensland Museum, Southbank.  
Part of cultural precinct that includes Science Centre, State Library of 
Queensland, Queensland Art Gallery, Gallery of Modern Art and Queensland 
Performing Arts Complex.  
 
 Like his predecessor, Ronald Hamlyn-Harris was a natural scientist. A trained entomologist, 
he was born in Sussex in 1874, migrating to Australia in 1903. In that year he was awarded a Doctor 
of Science from the Eberhard Karl University in Tübingen, Baden-Württemberg, for his thesis on 
“The Statocysts of Cephalopoda” which was based on original zoological discoveries made after 
extensive research in Naples.13 If Hamlyn-Harris had not been exposed to Darwinian theories in 
England, it is likely he would have been in Germany, where, as Richard Weikart has shown, 
Darwinian theories of evolution were quick to influence German scientific and academic 
communities.14  
                                               
13 Letter from Hamlyn-Harris to Public Service Commissioner, July 16, 1923, QSA Item 934476, Personal File, Ronald 
Hamlyn-Harris; E.N. Marks, ‘Hamlyn-Harris, Ronald (1874-1953)’ Australian Dictionary of Biography, Volume 9 
(Melbourne: Melbourne University Press, 1983), 177-178.   
14 Richard Weikart, ‘The Origins of social Darwinism in Germany, 1859-1895’, Journal of the History of Ideas (53:3, 
1993), 471, 475, 477.  
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 Initially trained in estate management, Hamlyn-Harris became an expert apiarist while 
maintaining his father’s estate outside Bristol. According to London physician, Francis Gill, he was 
a known contributor to London’s scientific journals, and was actively involved in London’s scientific 
societies.15 A eugenicist, Hamlyn-Harris believed in selective reproduction, arguing that the mentally 
weak should be excluded from marriage and procreation to avoid any possible racial deterioration. In 
his view, “more fostering care is bestowed on the raising of wheat, sugar-cane, cabbages and turnips 
than in the breeding of human beings.”16 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4: First purpose built Museum building, William Street, c. 1879, QSL Negative APU-049-0001-0014.   
 
 Prior to his appointment at the Queensland Museum, Hamlyn-Harris worked as German 
master and science instructor at Toowoomba Grammar School. He remained involved in the pursuit 
of scientific investigation outside the Museum, delivering the first biology lectures at the University 
of Queensland and serving as President of the Royal Society of Queensland in 1916. Following his 
retirement from the Museum in 1917 he was instrumental in the establishment of the Stanthorpe 
Entomological Society and conducted laboratory work for the Australian Hookworm Campaign, later 
serving as Brisbane’s city entomologist. He continued his scientific career as a lecturer in zoology at 
the University Queensland, a position he held from 1936 to 1943.17 
                                               
15 Letter from Francis Gill, QSA 934476; Marks, ‘Hamlyn-Harris’, 177-178. 
16 Ronald Hamlyn-Harris, ‘Some Anthropological Considerations of Queensland and the History of its Ethnography’ 
Proceedings of the Royal Society of Queensland (29, 1917), 4-5. For the dominance of eugenic ideology in scientific 
and intellectual circles, see Michael Roe, Nine Australian Progressives: Vitalism in Bourgeois Social Thought 1890-
1960 (Brisbane: University of Queensland Press, 1984). See also Emily Wilson, ‘Eugenic Ideology and Racial Fitness 
in Queensland, 1900-1950’ (PhD Thesis, University of Queensland, 2003); Diana Wyndham, Eugenics in Australia: 
Striving for National Fitness (London: Galton Institute, 2003). 
17 Marks, ‘Hamlyn-Harris’, 117-118.  
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 It was during his time at Toowoomba that Hamlyn-Harris’ interest in making science publicly 
accessible becomes evident. While German master he not only raised funds to establish laboratories, 
he also delivered public lectures at Toowoomba’s technical College. In 1908 he was appointed the 
President of Toowoomba’s Field Naturalists Club, and later served as a member of the Austral 
Association’s Science Committee.18 Moreover, as the Brisbane Courier reported, he was an expert 
apiarist, certified by the British Bee Keepers Association, and acted as judge of honey at several 
associations and societies.19  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5: The ‘Old Museum’ Building, Gregory Terrace, c. 1901, QSL Negative 203542.  
 
 The two directors who oversaw the Museum during its peak acquisition decades had varying 
backgrounds and differing priorities regarding Queensland’s Aboriginal populations.20 As the rest of 
the chapter will explore, they were also working under different sets of social and cultural attitudes 
towards Aboriginal people and concepts of collecting. However, the major themes and ideas that 
shaped the Museum’s construction of Aboriginality over this period run through both of their 
directorships.  
 
 
 
 
                                               
18 Brisbane Courier, 2 September, 1910, 5; Marks, ‘Hamlyn-Harris’, 177-178. 
19 Brisbane Courier, 2 September, 1910, 5. 
20 Letters from Hamlyn-Harris to various recipients indicate that the two of them did not get along personally and once 
Hamlyn-Harris was appointed director, de Vis quickly ceased all connection with the Museum. See QM 
Correspondence Outward (hereafter Outward), 1911/136; Outward, 1912/427; Outward, 1912/768, where, writing to 
Walter Roth, Hamlyn-Harris surmises that after exposing “some serious blunders de Vis hates me like poison”.  
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Passive Collecting – Charles de Vis 
In 1911, a short time after Hamlyn-Harris’ appointment, the Brisbane Courier published an article 
about the lack of ethnological material held by the Queensland Museum. The observation was made 
that: “while the museums of Sydney and Melbourne have advanced by leaps and bounds … 
ransacking Queensland for ethnological treasures which should have been the property of the 
Brisbane Museum, the latter institution has remained stationary”.21 Unbeknownst to the commentator, 
this article hits on de Vis’ apathy towards ethnological and anthropological collecting, which was 
confounded by a number of external factors.  
 Despite this, the Museum did in fact possess significant ‘ethnological treasures’ by the early 
twentieth century. Between 1880 and 1900 roughly 3000 items were added to the ethnology 
collection.22 The view that the Museum remained inactive during the period of intense collecting in 
the late nineteenth century was, according to the article, owing to a lack of government investment. 
To external observers this is an obvious explanation. However, a more complex understanding 
highlights the intersection of the depression and de Vis’ focus on natural science. The Museum simply 
had no funds, while Sydney and Melbourne “had full purses, and the eagerness to buy.”23 These two 
variables worked together. While the Queensland Museum had restricted funds, the director focused 
its institutional priorities on natural science, and in terms of ethnology and anthropology, on New 
Guinea.  
The comments in the 1911 article indicate that de Vis was losing interest in maintaining and 
rejuvenating the displays. A later piece reflected on de Vis’ running of the Museum: “it is a matter of 
common knowledge that … though it contained valuable collections, the means of caring for them 
and properly exhibiting them were very inadequate.”24 A scan of the annual reports from the 1880s 
show that despite moving into the new building in 1879, it was quickly deemed inadequate. Moreover, 
it is possible de Vis struggled to keep up with the continued donations. Although the depression of 
the 1890s reduced purchasing ability and staff numbers, it did not reduce the number of donations 
arriving, and de Vis maintained a policy of not rejecting anything “however trifling or common” 
because “where so much awaits revelation, and where observant curiosity requires stimulation, it 
would be doubly wrong to discourage the most naïve attempt at discovery.”25 
Although he focused primarily on natural sciences, there is intermittent evidence that de Vis 
sought to increase the Museum’s ethnological collections. For instance, in 1884 the Museum 
“resolved that means be taken to obtain supplies of weapons … of the native races from all parts of 
                                               
21 Brisbane Courier, 1 November, 1911, 5. 
22 Mather, A Time for A Museum, 206; Robins, Paradox and Paradigms, 6. 
23 Brisbane Courier, 1 November, 1911, 5.  
24 Brisbane Courier, 7 September, 1917, 6.  
25 QM Annual Report, 1891, QVP (V.2, 1892), 777-789. 
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the colony.”26 This suggests a personal interest in weaponry held by the director, but it was perhaps 
a response to de Vis’ observation that the Museum’s Aboriginal collections were inadequate. The 
Annual Report of the same year listed a significant number of ethnological donations from the South 
Sea Islands, noting the enthusiastic zeal of the government administrators responsible for their 
acquisition. This was contrasted by the director with “the indifference of those who have 
opportunities of adding to the comparatively small collection from New Guinea, or to the mementoes 
– still more meagre – of our own disappearing native races.”27  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6: Charles de Vis, NLA, PIC/5989/59. 
 
 Further, a letter in August 1882 shows that in addition to cultural materials, de Vis requested 
skeletal remains, specifically skulls. A letter sent from Normanton indicated “I notice by your circular 
… that the Museum wants aboriginal skulls had I known this I could have brought you in several 
from my last trip.”28 Clearly de Vis was attempting to gather materials for the Museum, and although 
natural science specimens dominated, part of his push to increase the collections as a whole included 
ethnographic and anthropological items. Although the 1882 Annual Report lists nine ethnological 
donations, it does not state their type or donor.  
                                               
26 Brisbane Courier, 6 June 1884, 5.  
27 Annual Report, 1884.  
28 Inward 1882/195. 
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Through this time, however, the Museum continued to receive donations, and overall, the 
acquisition numbers rose significantly. This was a direct result of changing government policies 
implemented to address the increasing ‘Aboriginal problem’ – the establishment of protectors under 
the Act correlated with an increase in the collections. In his analysis of acquisition numbers, Richard 
Robins has shown a sharp increase in the later part of the 1890s, writing of the “burst of acquisition 
activity” that was linked with government officials, particularly protectors Archibald Meston and 
Walter Roth.29 Moreover, this was also the era described as an “intense scramble for artefacts”, the 
period over the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries when the increase in collection occurred 
parallel to the rise of evolutionary science and its intersection with the ‘museum age’.30  
As noted, de Vis’ key role in the Museum’s acquisition of cultural materials was as passive 
recipient. A brief assessment of meteorologist Clement Wragge’s collection provides a reflective case 
study not only on de Vis’ collecting strategies, but also the Museum’s broader acquisitions in the 
1890s and early 1900s. Indicative of the spectrum of collectors, Wragge was an amateur collector 
who was collecting tangentially to his position in the public service. However, the anomaly with 
Wragge’s collection was its 1900 purchase.31 Unfortunately, there is minimal surviving 
correspondence between Wragge and de Vis, and very little is known of his collecting practices or 
his relationship with the Museum. 
Wragge’s is the most numerically significant collection obtained by the Museum under de 
Vis, amassed during his work as Queensland’s government meteorologist in the late 1880s and 1890s. 
This particular collection was likely made during an 1892 meteorological trip to the north of the state. 
His objectives were to collect geological and soil specimens, and “if possible … anthropological notes 
in accordance with instructions issued for the late Congo Expedition.” 32 To achieve this he visited 
Georgetown, Burketown, Camooweal, Lake Nash, Boulia, Tate River, Wyandotte, Croydon and 
Normanton. A prolific collector, Wragge clearly enjoyed the thrill of the imperial pursuit. He donated 
a significant collection of geology, natural history and ethnography, including Aboriginal cultural 
items, to the city of Stafford, England.33 A man of the Empire, he worked and travelled widely, likely 
collecting in India, Ceylon, Fiji, Tahiti, New Caledonia, Tonga and New Zealand. One letter to the 
                                               
29 See Robins, ‘Reflections in a Cracked Mirror’, 65. 
30 Peterson, Allen and Hamby, ‘Introduction’, 10.  
31 Mather, A Time for A Museum’, 208. 
32 Brisbane Courier, 15 November, 1897, 5.  
33 See Paul D. Wilson, ‘Wragge, Clemet Lindley (1852-1922)’, Australian Dictionary of Biography, Volume 12 
(Melbourne: Melbourne University Press, 1990), 576-577. These donations made up the early collections of what would 
become the Stafford Museum and Art Gallery, which was, until the mid-1910s, known as the ‘Wragge Museum’. 
Unfortunately, the entire Wragge collection from the Stafford library has been lost, the last mention of it appearing in a 
1941 Stafford town guide. Personal correspondence between Gemmia Burden and Stafford Museum and Art Gallery, 4 
July, 2012. 
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Museum indicates he acquired material directly from their owners: “all weapons personally collected 
during tours of inspection direct from aborigines.”34  
Wragge’s collection provides a good case study for identifying the types of material making 
their way to the Museum. By far the most numerically represented objects are weapons. The registers 
reveal minimal information, and individual items were acquisitioned un-provenanced. Moreover, 
there is minimal correspondence with the Museum. While this reflects Wragge’s amateurism and the 
implications of amateur collecting it also highlights the Museum’s practices: the reliance on external 
collectors meant that the Museum was not in direct contact with Aboriginal people. Rather they relied 
on others to determine authenticity, and it was the collectors, not the Aboriginal people themselves, 
that became the Museum’s authority on Aboriginal culture, a theme which will be explored in the 
following chapters.  
Table 2.2 
Wragge Collection at the Queensland Museum35  
Spear 107 Spearthrower 39 Shield 46 
Club 98 Axe 4 Axe Head 12 
Spear Head 1 Spear Barb 1 Boomerang 47 
Fighting Stick 4 Firestick 10 Throwing Stick 1 
Digging Stick 2 Clap Stick 5 Raw Material 8 
Basket / Bag 36 Smoothing Board 2 Sword 2 
Knife 6 Iron Tool  10 Engraving Tool 1 
Engraver 2 Metal Implement 1 
Wallaby Jaw 
Tool 
6 
Apron 2 Honey Brush 4 Container 6 
Ornament 7 Plume 3 Head Band 3 
Armlet 2 Pendant 14 Necklace 29 
Pubic Cover 5 Net  3 Twine 1 
Woven Fibre 
Band 
2 Shell 1 Charm 2 
Bone (Animal) 10 Chisel 10 Ochre 1 
Grindstone 1 Hammerstone 2 Fishing Line 2 
Groover 1 Spoke Shave 1 Pipe 3 
Garment 3 Girdle 1 Flake 2 
Resin 1 Pith 1 Human Hair 1 
 
                                               
34 Inward, 1900/6005. 
35 Compiled from the QM Anthropology Register, Wragge Collection. Note this collection contains items that 
incorporate European technologies. This will be addressed further in Chapter Six.  
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It is interesting that the major collections arriving at the Museum under de Vis came from 
New Guinea, and the correspondence files suggest there was a strong interest in acquiring cultural 
materials. The Queensland Museum became an important repository for items from the British 
protectorate. This can be explained two ways: through the strong links between the governorship of 
Queensland, the Museum and colonial administration in New Guinea, and through the lens of 
colonialism. Queensland’s 1883 annexation of New Guinea by police magistrate, Henry Chester, on 
orders of Premier Thomas McIlwraith was rebuffed by Britain for being an “audacious act of 
unwanted imperialism.”36 As Clive Moore has shown, the justification of preventing German 
annexation was misrepresentative of major motivating factors, namely the importance of the labour 
trade for Queensland’s sugar industry.37 Moore’s positioning of the annexation within Queensland’s 
economic and geographic expansion suggests strong imperialist undercurrents. 
With Queensland acting as an (albeit temporary) imperial power, Brisbane became the 
colonial core. The Museum was the scientific metropolis, and New Guinea became an extension of 
its periphery, with collections amassed through this imperial network. Alongside a handful of specific 
collectors, the New Guinea material is characterised by a significant number of small collections 
acquired through both donation and purchase.  The correspondence sent to de Vis suggests that not 
only was the director targeting New Guinea collections, traders were targeting the Museum.38   
The colonial connections between the Museum and New Guinea were strong.  For instance, 
John Douglas, Queensland Premier from 1877-1879, and later Special Commissioner for Great 
Britain in New Guinea (1886-1887), played an important role in ensuring collections from New 
Guinea were housed in Queensland. Douglas served as a member of the Museum’s Board of Trustees 
for twenty-two years between 1877 and 1899. Owing to this connection, the Museum acquired two 
collections through Douglas – one amassed for the 1886 Colonial and Indian Exhibition, and the 
second for the Queensland Court of the 1888-1889 Melbourne Exhibition.39 Douglas’ collecting 
appears to have been a systematic part of his administration. According to Mather, his collections 
were significant as examples of a “systematic sampling of cultural items rather than the random 
assortment of curios”.40 
Moreover, Douglas’ successor in New Guinea, Sir William MacGregor, contributed a 
significant collection to the Museum. Totalling 11,500 ethnological items, they arrived over a number 
of consignments in the 1880s and 1890s.41 A career administrator across the imperial network of Pax 
                                               
36 Clive Moore, ‘The Clem Lack Memorial Oration: Queensland’s Annexation of New Guinea in 1883’, Journal of the 
Royal Historical Society of Queensland, 12(1), 1984, 27. 
37 Ibid., 45. 
38 See for example Inward, 5 November, 1883; Inward, 1889/2783.  
39 Mather, A Time for A Museum, 202. 
40 Ibid.   
41 Ibid., 202-204.  
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Britannica, MacGregor served as Administrator of British New Guinea between 1888 and 1895, later 
becoming Governor of Queensland in 1909, a position he held until 1914. Exploration and collection 
was an integral part of his imperial policy. A tool used to strengthen colonial control, he chose the 
Queensland Museum to house his official collections, the political and imperial relationship between 
Queensland and New Guinea, alongside its geographical proximity, combined to make the Museum 
a logical choice.42   
However, MacGregor attached conditions on the Museum’s use of the collections. These were 
largely centred around it being his official rather than personal collection. It was amassed as part of 
his official duties as Administrator, and much of it was acquired through trade as part of his ‘visits of 
inspection’, often the first contact between the Indigenous people and their colonisers; collecting 
ethnology was part of MacGregor’s imperial policy. When visiting the Museum, MacGregor became 
aware of previous officials’ collecting practices, and this prompted the Administrator to collect from 
places that had had little or no missionary or colonial activity.43  
As it was his official collection, MacGregor believed the items remained the property of New 
Guinea. His assumption was that the Queensland Museum would act as custodians rather than owners. 
This caused problems as de Vis used duplicate items for trade with other institutions due to 
considerable interest New Guinea from overseas museums, and the collection was used to facilitate 
relationships of exchange.44 Moreover, the amount of materials being channelled to the Museum was 
so great that the small team struggled to adequately maintain their cataloguing, display and storage. 
As the 1896 Annual Report noted, the New Guinea material demanded near total attention.45 
MacGregor’s solution was to split the duplicate material amongst other colonial museums within the 
British imperial network. Consequently, in 1897 duplicates were assigned to the Australian Museum, 
Sydney, the National Museum of Victoria and the British Museum, while the bulk of the items 
remained at the Queensland Museum.46  
MacGregor also qualified how the collection would be used. The Museum was to display the 
collection adequately in a separate and permanent branch of ethnology; in return the Museum would 
receive all of his ‘official’ collections.47 The Secretary of Public Instruction issued de Vis orders to 
the same, and “preparation was … made for the accommodation of the expected objects in the upper 
                                               
42 See Michael Quinnell, ‘’Before It Has Become Too Late’: The making and Repatriation of Sir William MacGregor’s 
Official Collection from British New Guinea’ in Hunting the Gatherers: Ethnographic Collectors, Agents and Agency 
in Melanesia 1870-1930s, M. O’Hanlon and R.L. Welsch, eds (New York: Berghan Books, 2000), 82, 83.  
43 Ibid., 84, 85, 88. 
44 See for example, a letter from E. Giglioli of the Royal Zoological Museum, Florence, Inward, 1887/1907; Letter from 
Austro-Hungarian Consulate, Sydney, acknowledging receipt of ethnographic articles for the Vienna Museum, Inward, 
1887/2072.  
45 QM Annual Report, 1896, QVP (V.2, 1897), 1047. 
46 Mather, A Time for A Museum, 202-203; Quinnell, ‘’Before It Has Become Too Late’’, 91. 
47 Quinnell, ‘’Before It Has Become Too Late’’, 83. 
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gallery, the whole of which it was proposed to devote to New Guinea.”48 Unfortunately, the Museum 
was unable to uphold its obligations and owing to space and financial restraints, in 1897 the entire 
collection was removed from display.49 The Museum’s move to Gregory Terrace in 1899 saw some 
of the displays returned, however it was not until Hamlyn-Harris was appointed director that the New 
Guinea collection was rejuvenated, with the new director’s exhibit winning the acclaim of MacGregor 
himself, then serving as Queensland’s Governor.50  
 
 
Figure 7: Bark Cloth, QM Macgregor Collection, MAC500, 
http://www.collections.qm.qld.gov.au/search.do?view=detail&page=1&id=1519734&db=object 
 
MacGregor’s official assemblage of cultural items was described by contemporaries as “the 
most magnificent collection of Papuan specimens ever collected or ever likely to be collected”.51 It 
sat at a point of intersection between Queensland and New Guinea, between colonial powers and 
colonial outposts. It remained at the Museum until the late 1970s, when over the course of nearly two 
decades, a significant portion was repatriated. Although a large number of items remained in 
Queensland as a separate collection – in keeping with MacGregor’s initial instructions – the portion 
repatriated became an important decolonising symbol in the foundation of the Papua New Guinea 
National Museum.52 
In addition to the official collectors, numerous individuals channelled items from New Guinea 
to the Museum. One example was Scottish naturalist and champion of Empire, Andrew Goldie, who 
donated and sold a significant amount of cultural materials in the 1880s. According to Susan Davies, 
the naturalist and merchant had arranged to send New Guinea material to the Australian Museum. 
However, after the director, Edward Ramsay, refused to purchase a collection, their relationship 
soured and Goldie looked for a new institution to work with. Settling on the Queensland Museum, 
                                               
48 QM Annual Report, 1892, QVP (V.2, 1893), 469-479; Inward, 1889/2864. 
49 QM Annual Report, 1897, QVP (V.1, 1898), 1029. 
50 Marks, ‘Hamlyn-Harris, Ronald’, 177. 
51 Quoted in Mather, A Time for A Museum, 204. 
52 Quinnell, ‘’Before It Has Become Too Late’’, 98.  
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and considering de Vis’ interest, he donated an initial collection in 1880, selling a larger collection to 
the Museum in 1886.53 Like the Wragge collection of Aboriginal material, Goldie’s collection is a 
reflective example of the New Guinea material held in the Museum.  
It is interesting that some of the smaller acquisitions were made directly from requests by de 
Vis. For example, an 1887 letter from Reverend Rickard shows that the director was keen to collect 
cultural materials from New Guinea: “according to promise I have obtained a small collection of 
Native curiosities, some of which you mentioned are especially desirable, and the skeletons you asked 
for.”54 A further letter in 1901 suggests de Vis was seeking items to purchase: “In reference to our 
conversation the other day re[garding] the purchase of an ethnological collection of New Guinea 
native weapons, I herewith … submit a list of the articles.”55  
The New Guinea collection also underpinned de Vis’ foray into ethnographic writings. In 
1892, the director implemented the Museum’s first scientific publication, the Annals of the 
Queensland Museum. The publication was sporadic with de Vis editing six editions between 1892 
and 1907. The director used the journal principally to publish articles on natural history – he had 
himself written many papers on fossil material and published scientific findings in local newspapers.56 
However, he also wrote two papers on Papuan ethnology: one titled ‘Papuan Charms’ and another ‘A 
Papuan Relic’.57 
The New Guinea collection was arguably the most significant anthropology collection held 
by the Museum in the late nineteenth century.  In 1889 the Museum was awarded a first order of merit 
form the Centennial Exhibit, Melbourne, for their collection of “New Guinea curios” and natural 
history specimens.58 As noted, Hamlyn-Harris’ reorganisation won MacGregor’s praise: “the 
transformation … was in the highest degree creditable to your industry, your knowledge, and your 
taste in arrangement.”59 Hamlyn-Harris himself wrote of the New Guinea Collection: “This is 
admitted by all the Southern museums, and all the Southern scientists to be the finest collection of its 
kind in the world.”60 
While bringing internal prestige to the Museum, the New Guinea collection was used by de 
Vis to establish trade and exchange with other institutions that recognised the uniqueness of the 
                                               
53 Susan M. Davies, ‘Catalogue of Papuan Artefacts Associated with Andrew Goldie in the Queensland Museum and 
the Museum of the Cumbraes, Millport, Scotland’, Memoirs of the Queensland Museum – Culture (6, 2012), 163, 164; 
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– Culture (6, 2012), 25. 
54 Inward, 1887/2314. 
55 Inward, 1890/3305.  
56 Mather, A Time for A Museum, 135. 
57 Charles de Vis, ‘Papuan Charms’, Annals of the Queensland Museum (6, undated), 32-35; Charles de Vis, ‘Papuan 
Relic’, Annals of the Queensland Museum (7, 1907), 12-13. 
58 Inward, 1889/2269. 
59  Brisbane Courier, 7 September, 1917, 6. See also Marks, ‘Hamlyn-Harris’, 177-178. 
60 Queenslander, 28 January, 1911, 16.  
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collection. It formed the basis for both correspondence and trade with a broad network of institutions 
in, amongst other places, Italy, New Zealand, Austria and Hawaii.61 Sally Gregory Kohlstedt has 
argued that colonial museums in Australia connected with institutions in Europe, the larger and more 
established counterparts “based on a reciprocity that had been established with the museums 
themselves.”62 In 1882 the Board of Trustees sought to augment the collections through a reciprocal 
relationship of exchange with other institutions, both inter-colonial and international.63 De Vis 
corresponded with institutions in England, including the British Museum, University of Liverpool, 
and the Cambridge Antiquarian Society; on the continent he communicated with the Imperial 
Museum, Vienna and the Royal Museum, Florence.64 Items from New Guinea formed most 
ethnographic material offered for exchange, as Susan Davies notes that a number of items from the 
Goldie collection were used for exchanges in the 1880s. A quarter of his original 1880 donation was 
exchanged with the Indian Museum in 1882.65  
This is an interesting point, as it is through an analysis of the exchanges that suggests 
institutional interest in Aboriginal Queensland. This is perhaps most pertinent in de Vis’ rejection of 
exchanges. Despite frequent requests, he was not inclined to offer Queensland ethnography as objects 
for exchange. For example, Professor Enrico Giglioli, of the Royal Museum in Florence was 
particularly interested in acquiring Aboriginal and New Guinean materials for his comparative study 
of modern stone implements and weapons. His incoming letters suggest de Vis was either unable to 
spare, or unwilling to acquire, a collection of stone implements for the Italian museum.66  
 
By the close of the nineteenth century, the Queensland Museum was run down, and had, according 
to the Brisbane Courier, “suffered considerably from a policy of starvation and neglect.”67 One 
explanation for this lay in the 1890s depression which had a severe impact on the workings of the 
Museum, from its purchasing abilities, to its displays and its maintenance of staff. The Trustees 
lamented its dire position, writing in 1895 that “the reduction of our staff to a number barely sufficient 
to preserve the contents of the museum from decay necessarily hampers in other ways our endeavours 
to make it a centre of information.”68 
                                               
61 For Italy see Inward 1887/1097; 1887/2111; 1888/2543; 1889/2212; 1890/3001; for Canterbury see Inward, 
25/10/1898; for Austria see Inward 1887/2072; for Hawaii see Inward position, 4/4/1894.  
62 Sally Gregory Kohlstedt, ‘Australian Museums of Natural History: Public Priorities and Scientific Initiatives in the 
19th Century’, Historical Records of Australian Science (5:4, 1980), 17. 
63 QM Annual Report, 1882, QVP (V.1, 1883), 767-772. 
64 England, British Museum, London (QM Annual Report, 1888, QVP (V.4, 1889), 1043-1053; British Association 
(Annual Report, 1891); Cambridge Antiquarian Society (Inward, 1905/6965); Great Britain Anthropological Institute 
(Inward, 1891/3420A); University of Liverpool (Inward, 1904/6920; Inward, 5/4/1905); Austria, Imperial Museum, 
Vienna (Inward, 1887/2033); Italy, Royal Museum, Florence (Inward, 1887/1097; Inward, 1887/2111). 
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66 Inward 1887/1097. 
67 Brisbane Courier, 7 September, 1917, 6.  
68 QM Annual Report, 1895, QVP (V.3, 1896), 157.  
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 In 1905, just six years after the Museum’s move to Gregory Terrace, de Vis retired. With 
entomologist J.C. Wild becoming acting director, de Vis remained connected to the Museum as a 
‘scientific advisor’. During this caretaker period, Premier William Kidston commissioned Robert 
Etheridge of the Australian Museum, Sydney, to report on the workings and practices of the 
Queensland Museum. Dissatisfied with the state of the institution, Kidston had visited Sydney in 
order to compare the Museums. As the Brisbane Courier reported: “The Sydney Museum was a 
pattern of order, and of attention to the exhibits [and] Mr. Kidston invited Mr. Robert Etheridge … 
to visit Brisbane for the purpose of inspecting and reporting on the local institution.”69  
 Etheridge’s report provides a valuable insight into the state of the Museum at the turn of the 
century, as well as the practices and interests of the staff over the previous years. Etheridge was highly 
critical of the Museum, and particularly critical of Wild. To fulfil the functions of a state museum, he 
recommended to Kidston that the Queensland Museum required systematic arrangement of its 
specimens, new cases for display, a complete renovation, and “above all, a well-trained head, aided 
by equally well trained professional assistants.”70 
 
Active Collecting – Ronald Hamlyn-Harris 
The appointment of Ronald Hamlyn-Harris in 1910 heralded a key institutional shift for the Museum. 
The new director had a significant impact on its functioning, refocusing the research, educational and 
display priorities towards Aboriginal Queensland. He was employed largely because of Etheridge’s 
report, which recommended a suitable man of science be appointed to the job in order to bolster public 
support and use of the institution.71 Charles Hedley also of the Australian Museum, commented 
regarding Hamlyn-Harris’ appointment that after many years of inertia, the Museum was set towards 
healthy growth.72  
 Hamlyn-Harris’ style of directorship contrasted significantly to that of de Vis. While de Vis 
passively acquired materials, Hamlyn-Harris actively sought to increase the collections through 
strengthening and extending the network of collectors. According to the new director, Queensland 
ethnography “should be the central feature of interest in the Queensland Museum.”73 An article 
reporting on his recent appointment wrote: 
Realising as he does that the Aborigines of Queensland are fast passing away, and that 
every year it becomes more difficult to obtain genuine specimens of the implements made 
by them … [he] feels that if anything like a complete memorial of the articles which the 
                                               
69 Brisbane Courier, 2 September, 1910, 5.  
70 Robert Etheridge, ‘General Report’, Queensland Museum Archives, Box 313.  
71 One of Hamlyn-Harris’ first undertakings as Director of the Queensland Museum was to travel to the southern 
colonies and visit their Museums, with a focus on the Australian Museum, Sydney.  See Brisbane Courier, 2 
September, 1910, 5.  
72 Inward, 11/12/1913.  
73 Brisbane Courier, 1 November, 1911, 5. 
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blacks used in their wars and in their social life is to be got together in Queensland it must 
be done now.74  
 While de Vis oversaw the collections during an era of intense collecting under the guise of 
evolution, Hamlyn-Harris straddled shifting collecting models. Nicolas Peterson, Louise Hamby and 
Lindy Allen argue in the introduction to their The Makers and Making of Indigenous Australian 
Museum Collections that there are five phases of ethnographic collecting in Australia, each 
characterised by differing sets of motivation and intentions. Accordingly, collecting between 1880 
and 1920 was underpinned by evolution, while from the 1920s it was framed by the notion of ‘before 
it is too late’.75 Hamlyn-Harris traversed both of these phases, amassing materials via the observation 
and collection indicative of evolutionism while being propelled by salvage ethnography. His practices 
were framed by his unwavering belief in the inevitability of Aboriginal ‘extinction’ and his quest for 
authentic ‘relics’. 
 One of his first tasks was to implement policies aimed at the effective management of 
collections. He executed two registers, the Ethnology Register (E), which was used for ethnological 
items within Australia, excluding Queensland, and indigenous societies worldwide, later adding the 
NGE for New Guinea Material. The Queensland Ethnology Register (QE) was instituted to record 
Queensland ethnological material.76 Wild remained as a collector, and Hamlyn-Harris appointed an 
official ethnological collector and anthropologist, Douglas Rannie. While he collected very little 
Queensland ethnography, it is worth noting that concurrent with his appointment, the director 
implemented strict collecting policies:   
 1) Collectors shall be under the superintendence of the Director, and shall devote their time 
entirely to collecting for the Museum.  All species of which they may become possessed 
during a collecting trip shall immediately become property of the Queensland Museum. 2) 
This regulation shall apply to any members of staff while collecting as well as to especially 
engaged collectors.77  
This was a response to Walter Roth’s selling of a large portion of his collection to the Australian 
Museum, to be discussed in Chapter Four.78  
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Figure 8: Ronald Hamlyn-Harris, QSL record number 211620 
 
 For Hamlyn-Harris, streamlined policies were part of a broader effort to ensure Queensland 
cultural materials stayed in Queensland. The director was concerned with the amount of material 
being sent overseas and interstate and advocated for strict policies designed to keep cultural materials 
in Australia. Although not seeking a total ban on exportation, he insisted that Australian museums 
should be given precedence for their collections, contacting other Australian Museums and the 
Department of External Affairs for support: 
Something should be done to prevent indiscriminate collection and traffic in all kinds of 
scientific material … this position particularly applies to Queensland … it is a curious fact 
that some museums both at home and abroad possess superior and more comprehensive 
collections of anthropological material from Australian than does any Australian 
museum.79 
The new director argued extensively for the investigation of Queensland’s Aboriginal 
populations. In his view, the “national welfare [was] intimately connected with it.”80 This opinion is 
shown in his 1917 Presidential Address to the Royal Society of Queensland:  
The native is passing and who cares? Those who are capable, help least of all.  Occasionally 
there is heard, like a voice crying in the wilderness, an appeal for a better understanding of 
the Anthropology, Ethnology and Psychology of the fast dying race, and then that voice 
dies away, having left no more impression than if it had never been.81  
Hamlyn-Harris’ chief concern was not that Aboriginal people were ‘dying out’; there is little 
humanitarian concern or intimations of sympathy in his writings. Rather, the issue was the potential 
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loss to science and scientific institutions. In the era of salvage ethnography, it was the ability to study 
Aboriginal people, rather than the people themselves, that was being lost. 
Wanting only authentic items for the Museum, the director strategically targeted specific 
areas of the state where such items existed. As Michael Davis argues, there was a “persistent notion 
held by many Europeans that there was an ‘authentic’ Aboriginal culture that was to be found in 
remote or ‘outback’ locations; and they used this image of an ‘authentic culture’ to inform their 
views on Aboriginal culture and society generally.”82 It was in such remote locations where 
Aboriginal people were stuck in the ‘original state of nature’.83  
This is perhaps best illustrated in a 1912 request for funding. Hamlyn-Harris wanted the 
Museum to undertake an ethnological and anthropological expedition to the north of the state; this 
would be his most professionally important work. Postponing other work was justified by “the 
immense value of the specimens and records” that could be secured. His request is worth quoting at 
length:  
[I] have the honour to place before you the following proposal which involves interests of 
paramount importance to Australian Science. The rapidity with which our Queensland 
Aborigines are dying off and the way in which their records are being obliterated are 
matters of serious concern to Scientists to-day … In order that Queensland herself may take 
some further part in this work, I feel an obligation to make a personal effort … In no 
previous period in the history of science was so keen an interest taken in the sister sciences 
of ethnology and anthropology as exists to-day, and the proposed Expedition should dispel 
the statements often made that Queensland has in this respect neglected her opportunities.84  
This request is significant for a number of reasons. Reinforcing the concept of ‘extinction’, Hamlyn-
Harris was drawing attention to the international interest in these ‘sister sciences’ and the relatively 
unique position Queensland was in in the early twentieth century. He was also highlighting the 
Museum’s apathy over the previous decades, something that seemed to be of particular annoyance to 
Hamlyn-Harris. Finally, it emphasises the overarching ideal of authenticity as an expedition would 
only be valid in remote settings where traditional society was perceived to have had minimal 
incursion.  
Although this particular expedition did not eventuate, Hamlyn-Harris did embark on a lecture 
and collecting trip in 1914. Visiting north Queensland, he spent time on Dunk Island, staying with 
one of his most frequent correspondents, former journalist E.J. Banfield. During this time, the director 
gathered a small collection of cultural materials, with the correspondence files showing careful 
planning in order to exploit the networks of regulation and control – police and missions – to obtain 
authentic ‘relics’. He contacted the Chief Protector, requesting information regarding ‘native 
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reserves’ and any relevant particulars.85 This resulted in small collections being made in Cairns and 
Yarrabah (see Table 2.3).  
Table 2.3 
Hamlyn-Harris’ 1914 Collection, Dunk Island86 
Fish Hook 4 Incomplete Fish Hook 1 Shell Plane 2 
Coral File 4 Mother of Pearl 5 
Portions of Mother 
of Pearl 
1 
Discs 2 Shell 1 Shell Portions 5 
Drill 1 Food 12 Hammer 3 
Shovel 2 Knives 7 Bark 1 
Cutting Implement 2 Axe 3 Roller 2 
Milling Stone 1 Fish Trap  1   
 
 Another important aspect of Hamlyn-Harris’ salvage ethnography was his desire to obtain as 
much cultural material as he could before the “rapid elimination of knowledge of customs and beliefs 
was complete.”87 Unlike de Vis who had an interest in weaponry and skulls, or amateur collectors 
who largely focused on one type of object, Hamlyn-Harris sought to obtain a comprehensive 
collection, representative of all visible aspects of Aboriginal life: 
I should value above all everything else a representative collection of the following: - woomeras, 
Nulla-Nullas, shields, utensils including Koolamans, Dilly-bags, necklaces, ornaments, human 
hair, pointing bones, Devil-devil bones and any other tokens illustrating their customs and ways. 
It is essential that we should obtain these while as yet we can.88 
His goal for the Museum was to save “all remaining relics of the fast dying Queensland race of 
natives.”89 To achieve this, he strategically targeted collectors, requesting specific items at different 
times, as Table 2.4 outlines.  
This was no doubt aligned with his interest in promoting the Queensland Museum on a 
scientific and international platform. One event of importance was the 1914 visit of the British 
Association of the Advancement of Science (BAAS).  Writing to the Chief Protector, Hamlyn-Harris 
advised that the BAAS had decided to hold their anthropology meeting in Brisbane:  
The visitors to this capital will be some of the principal Anthropologists of the World, I am 
therefore making a very special effort to get together as good a display of Queensland 
Aboriginal material … the effort is worth making because in addition to the fact that the 
Queensland Aboriginals are a doomed race, we should at the same time realise that the 
honour and reputation of Queensland is at stake.90 
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Although Hamlyn-Harris received personal communication from at least one visiting anthropologist, 
Alfred Haddon, the BAAS did not end up holding their anthropology meeting in Brisbane. Old 
Government House was used a reception room, where the presidents of sections M (Agriculture) and 
A (Mathematics and Physics) delivered their addresses, while on the last day of the meeting, Haddon 
discussed ‘Decorative Art in Papua’.91 The BAAS notes for the time in Brisbane make no mention of 
visiting the Queensland Museum.92 Nonetheless, the idea of having the Empire’s leading scientists in 
the city no doubt urged Hamlyn-Harris to ensure the collections were representative and well 
organised.  
The director also used the cultural collections to showcase the Museum through scientific 
publications. He rebranded the sporadic Annals of the Queensland Museum as the Memoirs of the 
Queensland Museum, which remains today as the Museum’s regular scientific publication.93 Hamlyn-
Harris edited five editions between 1912 and 1916, using the publication as a platform to draw 
attention to the Museum’s Aboriginal collections. An analysis of the ethnographic papers appearing 
in the Memoirs provides a good overview not only of Hamlyn-Harris’ personal interests, but also of 
the Museum’s collections at the start of the twentieth century. The director authored nine papers on 
Queensland ethnography, with topics including Torres Strait mummification practices; 
mummification customs; ethnography of the Torres Straits; Sacred Sticks and Bull Roarers;94 
Superstition and Magic; Papuan culture on the Cape York Peninsula; Fish Poisons; Ethnological 
Notes and Message Sticks. Despite his persistent collection of ancestral remains, Hamlyn-Harris did 
not publish any paper based on their research, his descriptive papers on mummification being the 
only writings that discussed the Museum’s collection of remains.95  
 Many of these papers had the specific intention of showcasing to a national and international 
audience the Museum’s collections. For example, the 1912 article on mummification in Queensland 
outlined different customs by using photographs of mummies from the Museum’s collection. The 
director wrote: “The Queensland Museum collections contain a fairly representative number of 
specimens which lend colour and confirmation to the writings of previous ethnologists. It is my 
intention strictly to avoid any vain repetition: the illustrations will speak for themselves.”96  
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Table 2.4 
Individual Requests Made by Hamlyn-Harris  
1911-191797 
 Year 
Example 
requested 
Information 
requested 
Publication 
Geological Specimens 1911 ✔   
Ancestral Remains  1911 - 1917 ✔   
Ethnobotanical 
Specimens 
1911 - 1917 ✔   ✔  
Ceremonial Tokens 1911, 1914 ✔    
Native Foods 1911, 1914 ✔ ✔  
Raw Material 1911 - 1915 ✔   
Funerary Customs / 
Mummification  
1912 ✔ ✔ ✔ 
Cave Paintings 1912 - 1915  ✔  
Human Hair 1913 - 1914 ✔ ✔  
Influence of Papuan 
Culture on Cape York 
1914  ✔ ✔ 
Magic & Superstition 1914 ✔ ✔ ✔ 
Nardoo Seeds 1914 ✔   
Fish Poisons 1914 - 1915 ✔ ✔ ✔ 
Message Sticks 1915 - 1917 ✔ ✔ ✔ 
Folklore 1916  ✔  
Children’s Teething 1916  ✔  
Children’s Toys 1916  ✔  
Medicine 1916 ✔ ✔  
Grinding Stones / Morah 
Slab 
1916-1917  ✔  
 
While this was a strategy employed in a number of papers, the director also used the 
publication to contribute new ethnographic knowledge. The clearest examples of this are his papers 
on fish poisons and message sticks. While drawing on previous observations, the director built his 
papers around the collections and information obtained from correspondence with the Museum’s 
network of collectors. E.J. Banfield, one of the director’s most prolific correspondents, wrote “Dr 
Hamlyn-Harris has made an exhaustive study of records available, while obtaining firsthand 
information from residents of the State in touch with the blacks”.98  
Hamlyn-Harris’ publications were noted for their scientific contribution, and were sent via 
networks of exchange to institutions both in Australia and overseas. In 1917, the Brisbane Courier 
wrote that the Memoirs: “had won wide recognition for their scientific standing, and had enhanced 
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the library of the institution through the accession of exchange material.”99 Their specific use to 
highlight the Museum’s ethnology collections was also noted: “these memoirs form perhaps the best 
contributions made to ethnological and general history … they show the keenness of the scientific life 
of the Queensland Museum.”100 
His publications also reinforced the notions of extinction and authenticity, showing the 
pervasiveness and endurance of these ideas across the mid-late nineteenth and early twentieth 
centuries. With the assumptions framing his writings, he used the Museum’s collections for support. 
For example, in his ‘On Certain Implements of Superstition and Magic’, he writes: “with the advance 
of civilisation, magical practices particularly are the first to retreat into the background, and hence the 
importance of saving every possible record while opportunity permits”.101 The same article comments 
on the perceived inability of contemporary Aboriginal populations to provide adequate information 
regarding their own culture:  
I have seen implements and weapons made by Aboriginals about which there can be no 
possible doubt that they are of modern manufacture, with ideas incorporated, which they 
themselves have acquired within the last decade or so – implements which bear in every 
detail of their manufacture the mark of a bungler – and yet these people will declare most 
solemnly that they and their forefathers have used such from time immemorial.102 
The director continues that in order to “safeguard the interests of scientific research, it is necessary 
that mention should be made of this, especially in view of the fact that tons of material of such faked 
implements leave our shores yearly.”103 While these ideas will be explored in Chapter Six, it is 
important to show how Hamlyn-Harris was using the collections in wider museum practices, and the 
dominance of the major themes that ran through not just the collecting, but the use of the collections. 
In addition to streamlining the publications, Hamlyn-Harris focused on community education 
by implementing a series of popular science and educationally focused lectures. The lectures were 
designed to utilise the collections and engage the public in contemporary science by reinforcing the 
Museum’s edifying role. Implemented in 1912, the lectures were separated into two streams: monthly 
talks aimed at the visiting public and weekly lectures for school children. Shawn Rowlands discusses 
the Museum’s educational roles, arguing the school system and the Museum, as an institution of 
instruction, worked together in regards the lectures. Despite this, and education being the grounding 
context for his argument, there is little mention or analysis of the actual lecture series.104 
Bringing public awareness to Queensland ethnography was important to Hamlyn-Harris. 
While lectures were given by all members of staff, the director delivered those relating to 
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anthropology and ethnography. Unfortunately, the texts are not available, and while some have 
substantial reporting in newspapers, particularly early lectures, others are merely summaries. It is 
possible, however, to gain an understanding of what Hamlyn-Harris discussed publicly, how he used 
the collections, and how the lectures were received.  
The lecture series provided a new public platform to showcase the Museum’s collections, 
being held in the galleries to allow for “a practical demonstration of the objects.”105 One of the early 
lectures addressed ‘The Primitive Man in Australia’, where the director “illustrate[d] his remarks 
with ethnological and anthropological specimens.”106 Using skulls from the Museum’s collection, he 
traced both the psychological and historical condition of Aboriginal Australians, incorporating 
geological and climate evidence that he saw contributed to the perceived ‘extinction’ of Aboriginal 
Tasmanians. He was particularly critical of the anthropological apathy that meant the Tasmanian 
people were not adequately studied prior to their perceived ‘extinction’ in 1876, and his chief concern 
was similar mistakes would be repeated in Queensland.  
 Later lectures followed a similar format. The 1913 lecture series, ‘Echoes of Man’s Past 
History’, was aided by “specimens of the stone age, casts, skulls and diagrams to show the cranial 
capacity of the descendants of the man-like ape or ‘missing link’”.107 This talk was delivered to “an 
interested group of visitors” on “a subject which he has studied deeply.”108 In 1914 Hamlyn-Harris 
revisited ‘The Primitive Australian’. The focus of this revised lecture was Australia, using skulls to 
provide an international context.109 The Brisbane Courier reported:  
It would be a standing disgrace, said Dr. Hamlyn-Harris, if we did not seize every 
opportunity of bringing together those specimens and evidences so vital for the preservation 
of knowledge of those people. The intelligent following of the lecture was helped by the 
display of many skulls of primitive man and other exhibits from the collection housed in 
the museum.110   
This lecture was also delivered outside the Museum, in Toowoomba and Cairns as part of the 
director’s 1914 collecting trip.111 The following series moved away from broad theoretical 
discussions, focusing instead on specific customs and beliefs of Aboriginal Australians. In 1915 he 
delivered a two-part lecture on the ‘Customs of Various Races’, which addressed family and social 
life. His following lecture promised “interesting descriptions … of certain secret societies” being 
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illustrated with slides, while his 1916 lecture series focused on myth and ritual in ‘primitive’ 
beliefs.112 
There are two newspaper articles that indicate these lectures may have been unique in 
Australia. A 1914 article, identifying that a “lead has been given to the rest of Australia”, asserted: 
“It is very comforting to know that in the Queensland Museum since Dr. Hamlyn-Harris assumed the 
directorship very advanced educational work has been done. The week-end lectures by the director 
and members of his staff have proved of great value to students, and have been well attended.”113 And 
the following year: 
It is very interesting to find that in Queensland – and its position is believed to be unique 
in Australia – this very work of conveying the instruction that a museum affords, and which 
only can be imparted in the museum itself is being carried out systematically, and has been 
so carried out for some time past.”114 
The series aimed at school children no doubt addressed similar topics. Unfortunately, these 
lectures are less reported on. However, there is significant praise heaped on Hamlyn-Harris and the 
Museum. Working with the Department of Public Instruction, the director established timetables so 
that small groups of school children could benefit from the lectures and experience at the Museum. 
He wrote of this in a ‘Report of the Educational Work Carried out in the Queensland Museum’ that 
“The Queensland Museum Officials ... deliver elementary lectures and give demonstrations with 
specimens to classes ... to any school, or schools desirous of being included.”115 A 1912 article 
highlighted these school lectures:  
The Queensland Museum authorities are to be commended for their laudable endeavour to 
place some of the higher branches of education within easy reach of the children attending 
the primary school … there is nothing dry-as-dust about the worthy director of the museum 
and his discourse to the children, couched in simple, yet expressive phraseology, kept the 
little ones enthralled.116 
It was further noted that the lecture series would “inculcate a love of kindness for every living thing, 
and tend to make [the children] refined and cultured men and women.”117 
 
Conclusion  
The late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries were peak acquisition phases in the 
Museum’s collection of Aboriginal cultural materials. The first phase in the late 1890s to early 1900s 
is reflective of the Museum’s initial positioning as passive recipient, with the broad collecting 
characteristics of the late nineteenth century intersecting with changes in government policies aimed 
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at Aboriginal populations. While de Vis was keen to accept donations, his ethnographic focus was on 
New Guinea, which itself highlights the Museum’s role in Queensland’s imperial endeavours. Its 
colonial collections used to facilitate exchange, Queensland’s imperial presence in New Guinea 
became a foundational way the Museum established connections with other international institutions. 
The second spike of collection in the 1910s is reflected in the Museum’s shift from passive 
recipient to active collector. Hamlyn-Harris’ personal interest in anthropology and ethnography 
meant that Aboriginal Queensland became his institutional focal point, and he actively pushed for the 
rapid and systematic increase in collections. The perception of ‘extinction’ and quest to gather 
authentic items encouraged his collecting, which was augmented via the strategic targeting of 
potential collectors across the state. By drawing together different aspects of public engagement, 
Hamlyn-Harris showcased Aboriginal Queensland to a wide-ranging audience. His positioning of 
Queensland ethnology and anthropology as the focal point for the Museum meant that visitors, readers 
and lecture attendees were receiving the dominant images of Aboriginal culture that were 
underpinned by authenticity and extinction. Although the displays will be discussed in Chapter Seven, 
the importance of Hamlyn-Harris’ personal beliefs and interests cannot be overstated –his positioning 
of Aboriginal Queensland as the focal point for the Museum was the foundation on which the complex 
sets of collections and displays were concurrently developed.  
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CHAPTER III 
 
AMATEUR COLLECTING 
 
In another quarter of a century the pioneer squatters who commenced pastoral life between 
the years 1840 and 1850 will have all passed away, and these are the men who could tell 
us, if they were asked for it and had any special inducement to do so, a vast amount about 
the Aboriginal race of Northern Australia … Every year that now passes without action 
herein will render that which is collected in the way of information less reliable and more 
of the nature of gossip … than that of the sound testimony of eye witnesses.1  
 
This observation appeared in the Brisbane Courier in 1878. The commentary was addressing the 
contemporary role of the Museum, encouraging the collection “before it be too late, of all matters 
relating to … the now fast perishing race of Aborigines.”2 This quote reflects a significant set of 
beliefs: it is premised on the idea that it was European settlers who held authentic ethnographic 
knowledge. The loss of Aboriginal people was not as much of a concern as the potential loss of the 
early settlers as it was the latter who were the authority on Aboriginal culture, not Aboriginal people 
themselves.   
This chapter will explore the practices of the amateur collectors who were channelling cultural 
materials and information to the Museum across the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. 
Amateur collectors were (primarily) men in remote and regional settings who were collecting cultural 
materials as an aside to their profession. The collectors were an important part of the Museum’s 
acquisition of cultural materials. As Tom Griffiths writes in his Hunters and Collectors, the stories 
of collecting “not only give meaning to the objects; they also ensnare the collectors”.3 The meanings 
attached to cultural material were not formed in isolation in the Museum, but rather through the 
individual connections it maintained with its geographically and temporally diverse network of 
collectors.  
In their examination of the Pitt Rivers Museum, Chris Godsen and Francis Larson stress the 
importance of social relationships in the histories of ethnographic and anthropological collections. 
Rather than viewing the practice as people gathering objects, they inverse this assumption and look 
at how sets of objects managed to bring disparate and different people together.4 Using this 
framework, this chapter will investigate how different people across Queensland – doctors, teachers, 
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journalists, land owners, station managers – were linked together through their collection of material 
culture.  
Employing both a biographical and thematic approach to its analysis of the collectors and their 
practices, this chapter will argue that it was the collectors rather than the staff who shaped the 
collections. Despite individual requests, it was the practices of the temporally and spatially diverse 
people based in regional and remote areas of Queensland that created this particular colonial 
collection. This is an important point as it reinforces the developing metropolis of Brisbane as the 
colonial core; collectors throughout Queensland were channelling objects and information to the 
Museum to be used in the local construction and dissemination of knowledge. Owing to their 
interaction with Aboriginal populations – which varied significantly – and despite no formal training, 
collectors were deemed to be the authority on Aboriginal culture, possessing an ability to distinguish 
between the ‘traditional’ and ‘corrupted’. The authenticity of material was automatically assumed 
through the collectors’ authority.5   
To show this, this chapter will firstly introduce some of the collectors through an analysis of 
amateur collecting in colonial Queensland. There are specific characteristics that tie them together as 
amateurs, notably the form of their collections and their emergence as experts. They became field 
experts, and reinforced to the Museum notions of authenticity and extinction. Although they were 
collecting at different times and places, and for different reasons, what links them together is their 
emergence as experts contributing to the Museum’s construction of Aboriginality. 
Secondly, it will explore some of the key motivations and methods employed by amateur 
collectors. While an overwhelming desire was to contribute to knowledge and aid ‘science’, there 
were varying sets of motivations driving collecting practices, including prestige and monetary gain. 
Amateur collectors sought to showcase the relics of the past as they solidified their possession of the 
land; removing artefacts was not just about preserving them for the sake of it, but was also about 
removing Aboriginal presence from Country.  
Finally, this chapter will unpack some of the Aboriginal responses to collecting.  Without 
attempting to write a narrative from an Aboriginal perspective, it will tease out some of the evidence 
that suggests Aboriginal people were asserting agency as their material culture became an integral 
part of colonial currency. This was primarily achieved through the pricing of their material culture 
and production of items specifically for sale. By drawing these ideas out, the collection of cultural 
materials becomes a site of Aboriginal agency in frontier and post-frontier society, in turn 
problematising the idea of a clearly demarcated frontier.6 
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Amateur Collecting 
Nineteenth-century collecting, according to John Elsner and Roger Cardinal, was a physical 
manifestation of the science of classification.7 Gathering together objects, specimens, relics and 
curios was part of observing and understanding the world and both its natural and manmade 
phenomena. Identifying something ‘new’, whether natural or manmade, contributed to a broader 
understanding, a classification within a series, or a link in a larger chain.8 By collecting, individuals 
had the opportunity to contribute to a broader framework of knowledge – either as part of their own 
worldview, or on a larger level by contributing objects to museums.   
An example of this can be seen through collector and prolific museum correspondent, E.J. 
Banfield. The former newspaper editor, author and naturalist, immersed himself into the history of 
his surrounds on Dunk Island; Banfield was the ‘typical’ amateur collector. In 1914 he wrote to 
Ronald Hamlyn-Harris about his collection of information relating to magic: “The objects used for 
magic among Aboriginals I know but few and have embodied all the information I possess in two or 
three sketches which will be included in my next book, on which I am casually engaged.”9 With no 
formal scientific training he engrossed himself in his surrounds, becoming fascinated with not only 
the area’s natural history, but also with its Traditional Owners, and he used his experience living on 
Dunk Island to acquire both objects and information.10 Director Ronald Hamlyn-Harris forged a 
strong relationship with Banfield, corresponding with him frequently regarding ethnographic 
information and the collection of material culture, advising the collector “I shall welcome with 
pleasure any specimens you are good enough to send me ... any Ethnological specimens would be 
doubly welcome.”11  
Banfield’s contribution to the Queensland Museum is not an anomaly; amateur collectors 
positioned in Queensland’s colonial peripheries amassed the vast majority of nineteenth and 
twentieth-century ethnographic collections. He was but one example of an amateur channelling 
material and information to the Museum from Queensland’s periphery. These mostly men – doctors, 
missionaries, station managers, public servants, journalists – were an integral part of frontier and 
contact history. Their collections provide more than just information about the people they were 
collecting from; they are an important part of the history of anthropology, “offer[ing] insights into 
                                               
7 John Elsner and Roger Cardinal, ‘Introduction’, in The Cultures of Collecting, J. Elsner and R. Cardinal, eds (London: 
Reaktion Books, 1997), 2.  
8 See Philip Jones, ‘’A Box of Native Things’: Ethnographic Collectors and the South Australian Museum, 1830s-
1930s’, (PhD Thesis, University of Adelaide, 1997), 12.  
9 QM Inward Correspondence (Hereafter Inward), October 5, 1914.  
10 See Margriet R. Bonnin, ‘Banfield, Edmund James (1852-1923)’, Australian Dictionary of Biography, Volume 7 
(Melbourne: Melbourne University Press, 1979), 165-166. 
11 QM Outward Correspondence (Hereafter Outward), 5 November, 1911.  
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such questions as how social relations are made and how they are embodied through objects.”12 But 
more than that, they are history makers. As Griffiths argues “history is the fruit of both popular and 
learned understandings, both amateur and professional socialisation.”13 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 9: EJ Banfield and friends on Dunk Island, c. 1922, SLQ negative 59741. 
 
Using the National Ethnographic Collection at the Australian Museum, David Kaus has 
examined the distinction between amateur and professional collectors, maintaining there are clear 
methodological differences between the two. Trained scientists are generally identified as 
‘professional’, amassing a broad range of objects from a defined geographical area accompanied by 
a high level of documentation. Amateurs, on the other hand, generally collect a narrower range of 
objects, and if they include less common items, it is usually only a few examples. Likewise, they 
provide limited documentation relating to the practice of collecting itself (purchase, exchange, price) 
or the objects (location, original owners, traditional usage, original maker, tribal group).14  
Overall, the Queensland Museum’s collection, and the specific collections amassed by 
individuals, fits into Kaus’ definition. The men collecting, including the main collectors identified in 
Table 3.1 and discussed in this and the following chapters, as well as the myriad of different individual 
donations or sales from one time collectors were all specifically amateur.15 This is evident in both the 
content, form and accompanying documentation, or, more pertinently, lack of documentation.  
                                               
12 Aoife O’Brien, ‘Professional Amateur: An Exploration of the Collecting Practices of Charles Morris Woodford’, 
Journal of Museum Ethnography (23, 2010), 21. 
13 Griffiths, Hunters and Collectors, 1.  
14 See David Kaus, ‘Professionals and Amateurs: Different Histories of Collecting in the National Ethnographic 
Collection’, in The Makers and Making of Indigenous Australian Museum Collections, N. Peterson, L. Allen and L. 
Hamby, Eds (Melbourne: Melbourne University Press, 2008), 288.  
15 The exception here is Walter Roth, who is discussed in Chapter Four.  
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This does not mean that there was not slippage between the practices of amateurs and 
professionals. Individuals living in close proximity to, or even with Aboriginal groups would be well 
positioned to collect and would no doubt have sought engagement with Aboriginal people through 
their collecting of both cultural materials and information. Shawn Rowlands suggests Kaus’ definition 
requires a reinterpretation based on this: rather than relegating scientific untrained persons to the 
realm of amateur, the notion of ‘professional’ should instead be measured by an individual’s 
engagement with and contribution to their chosen area of inquiry.16 
Based on Kaus’ definition it is only Walter Roth, to be discussed in the following chapter, 
who fits into the ‘professional’ box. By expanding Kaus’ definition, collectors such as Banfield, 
station manager Jerimiah Coghlan and missionary Nicholas Hey would be captured as professional. 
And while they certainly did engage with Aboriginal people and offer the Museum significant 
amounts of information, the problem, as this and Chapter Six shows, is that the reliance on amateur 
collectors becomes visible when unpacking the Museum’s collection as a whole – it is characterised 
by the issues noted by Kaus, with limitations in geographic variation, type and documentation. Even 
the few examples of internal collecting carried out by Museum staff are indicative of amateurism and 
underpinned by the same constraints. What this shows that there was a measureable difference 
between scientific collecting and amateurism, which was characterised by the avocational and 
incidental nature of gathering objects, regardless of the level of motivation or enthusiasm.  
This becomes starkly clear when analysing the key collectors against Kaus’ identifiers. Like 
Banfield, the majority of collectors were positioned in remote locations, which was, of course, where 
‘traditional’ Aboriginal culture existed – as the overarching quest was to acquire authentic items, it 
was remote locations targeted. Indeed, because of Hey’s location on western Cape York Peninsula, 
he was regularly in contact with “truly wild savages”.17 This meant according to Hey, that he had a 
“splendid opportunity of gathering the information”.18 Likewise, Banfield was located on Dunk 
Island, off the coast of Mission Beach, and the Museum was in frequent contact with teachers and 
missionaries, for example, in the Torres Straits, and as the following chapters will show, police 
stationed across north and northwest Queensland.19  
The collectors were amateur despite their immersion in the cultural context from which they 
were collecting. Many avocational collectors, such as Banfield, Coghlan and Hey involved 
themselves directly with Aboriginal populations, working in a multitude of contexts. Unlike 
professionals, who travelled specifically for the gathering of specimens, amateur collecting was a 
                                               
16 Shawn Rowlands, ‘The Manufacturers: Collection, Display and Aboriginality at the Queensland Museum from the 
Late Nineteenth to the Early Twentieth Century’ (PhD Thesis, University of New England, 2010), 40-41.  
17 Arthur Ward, The Miracle of Mapoon: Or from Native Camp to Christian Village (London: S.W. Partridge, 1908), 
60.  
18 Inward, 18 September, 1912. 
19 See for example Inward, 2 November, 1912; Inward, 1914/796. 
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reflection of their specific social contexts. This, in fact, is a crucial point, as unlike natural sciences, 
collecting ethnographic items relied specifically on social rather than scientific skills.20  
Table 3.1 
Significant Museum Collectors, c. 1880-192021 
 Employment Years Active Region Correspondence 
Archibald 
Meston 
Journalist, Explorer, 
Sth Protector 
1890s-1910s Qld, N. Qld Minimal 
Clement Wragge 
Government 
Meteorologist 
1900s 
Unclear, N. 
Qld 
Minimal 
E.J. Banfield Retired 1910s Dunk Island Extensive, 1910s 
Jeremiah 
Coghlan 
Station Manager 1890s 
Boulia, W. 
Qld 
Extensive, 1890s 
Nicholas Hey Missionary 1890s-1910s 
Western Cape 
York 
Extensive, 1910s 
Stephen Buhot Public Servant 1900s Qld Minimal 
Walter Roth 
Government Doctor, 
Nth & Chief 
Protector 
1895-1916 
Qld, North 
Qld 
Minimal 
 
Both Hey and Coghlan reflect this characteristic model. They amassed items from a 
specifically defined area around their place of residence, both collected avocationally as an aside to 
their daily duties, and although having other interests, both predominately collected weapons. For 
example, Coghlan, manager at Glenormiston Station, near Boulia, was in regular contact with the 
Museum under de Vis’ directorship, providing a significant amount of ethnographic information. He 
sold a large collection of over 300 items to the Museum in the 1890s, which Luke Keogh has argued, 
after Roth’s collection, is the most significant held by the Museum (see Table 3.2).22 Reverend 
Nicholas Hey was a Moravian missionary who helped to found Mapoon Mission on the Cape York 
Peninsula in 1891.23 Both Coghlan and Hey displayed an interest in the culture of the local Traditional 
Owners and both produced ethnographic publications.24 They also both provided the Museum with 
                                               
20 Robert Kohler, ‘Finders, Keepers: Collecting Sciences and Collecting Practice’, History of Sciences (45,4, 2007), 
440. 
21 Compiled from QM Ethnology Registers, QM Inward and Outward Correspondence, 1880-1917 and Richard Robins, 
Paradox and Paradigms: The Changing Role of Museums in Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Management (Brisbane: 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Unit, University of Queensland, 1996). 
22 Luke Keogh, ‘The Storied Landscape: A Queensland Collection’ (PhD Thesis, University of Queensland, 2011), 15; 
QM Anthropology Register, Coghlan Collection.   
23 Mary-Jean Nancy Sutton, ‘Remembering the Mother Mission: Exploring Trauma, Cultural Heritage Values and 
Identity at Mapoon, a Former Mission Village in Western Cape York, Queensland’ (PhD Thesis, University of 
Queensland, 2014), 72. 
24 Jeremiah Coghlan, ‘Foodstuffs of the North West Aboriginals’, Science of Man and Australasian Anthropological 
Journal (2:1, 1898), 48; Nicholas Hey, ‘An Elementary Grammar of the Nggerikudi Language’, North Queensland 
Ethnological Bulletin (6, 1903).  
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extensive information they amassed as an aside to their work.25 Although Hey’s collection (Table 
3.3) is not as extensive as Coghlan’s, they are both reflective of amateur collecting. Although they 
provided the Museum with extensive ethnographic information, this did not always accompany 
specific collections. Moreover, both of them were collecting avocationally, which is perhaps best 
summed up in a 1912 letter sent to Hamlyn-Harris from Hey. The missionary is apologetic for not 
contacting the director sooner, explaining “I have been too busy with daily duties ... to indulge in 
Ethnographical research of any kind ... but I promise you all the help possible.”26  
Table 3.2 
Coghlan Collection at the Queensland Museum27 
Spear 23 Spearthrower 17 Shield 10 
Club 16 Axe 2 Axe Head 36 
Spear Head 7 Boomerang 60 Firestick 1 
Throwing Stick 1 Digging Stick 1 Message Stick 1 
Clap Stick 4 Raw Material 19 Basket / Bag 10 
Knife 27 Apron 1 Container 3 
Ornament 4 Head Ornament 2 Plume 3 
Corroboree Plume 1 Headdress 7 Pendant 2 
Necklace 8 Pubic Cover 2 Head Net 1 
Net 1 String 1 Fibre 1 
Chisel 4 Grindstone 9 Stone 1 
Scraper 2 Water Bag 1 Flaked 3 
Flake 8     
 
 
 Further highlighting the amateur nature of the Museum’s collections, the correspondence files 
and anthropology registers are littered with small acquisitions coming from many individuals across 
the state, and many of these appear to be almost accidental collections. For instance, in 1912, H. 
Bacon wrote from Clermont that alongside beetles, he was forwarding “a large flat stone used as a 
grinding stone by the Aboriginals of this district. It was found by me about 70 miles north of 
Clermont.”28 Likewise, A. Diehm contacted the Museum about bodily remains he had found while 
crushing oyster shells for lime on Hinchenbrook Island.29 While individuals like Hey and Coghlan 
                                               
25 See for example Inward, 1892/3577; Inward, 1893/4120; Inward, 1894/4494; Inward, 28 July, 1911; Inward, 
1916/234. 
26 Inward, 18 September, 1912.  
27 Compiled using QM Anthropology Register, Coghlan Collection.  
28 Inward, 3 December, 1912.  
29 Inward, 1914/664. 
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immersed themselves in collecting objects and information, others such as Bacon and Diehm 
“scarcely brushed against the lives of their subjects.”30 
 The dominance of amateurism is also evident in the Museum’s collecting expeditions. 
Although there were a number of official collectors working for the Museum over the late nineteenth 
and early twentieth centuries, only two are associated with the collection of Aboriginal cultural 
materials.31 In early 1880s, Kendall Broadbent was appointed natural science collector, his role being 
to “gather material for exchange and at the same time enable the Museum to represent as completely 
as possible the natural history of the country.”32 Four decades later, former government agent in the 
South Sea Islander trade and later inspector of Pacific Islanders, Douglas Rannie, was appointed 
ethnological collector.   
 
Table 3.3 
Hey Collection at the Queensland Museum33 
Spear 11 Raw Material 9 Core  4 
Spearthrower 6 Basket / Bag 3 Brush 2 
Shield 1 Smoothing Board  2 Belt 1 
Firestick 2 Canoe 1 Arrow 3 
Digging Stick 1 Shell 2 Flaked 6 
Fan 1 Physical Anthropology 1   
 
 Broadbent’s collecting was carried out in the mid-1880s and while there was an obvious focus 
on natural history, he also acquired a number of items from Aboriginal people in Queensland.  This 
is not surprising, as the collecting of ethnographic and anthropological material developed as an 
extension of natural history collecting and the application of taxonomic ordering to human societies.34 
Broadbent embarked on a number of collecting trips in north Queensland, and while there are no 
specific instructions available, the correspondence indicates a focus on natural history.35 However, in 
1884 while passing through the Gulf of Carpentaria, Broadbent collected 23 spears from the Gilbert 
River, 12 woomeras, two swords, two boomerangs, one bag and three necklaces.36 This collection 
was listed in the Annual Report as two lots of native art, one from Cape York and one from Murray 
                                               
30 Philip Jones, Ochre and Rust: Artefacts and Encounters on Australian Frontiers (Adelaide: Wakefield Press, 2007), 
6.  
31 Mather lists A. Macpherson (1881-1883, geology); K. Broadbent (1882-1893, zoology); H.F. Wallman (1884-1885, 
Geology); E.B. Lindon (1886-1887, geology); H. Hurst (1887-1981, geology); H.G. Stokes (1892-1893, geology); C.J. 
Wild (1889-1893, 1911, entomology); D. Rannie (1912, ethnology); H.L. Maynard (1913-1915, honorary). See Patricia 
Mather, A Time for A Museum: The History of the Queensland Museum, 1862-1986, special edition of the Memoirs of 
the Queensland Museum (24, 1986), 327. 
32 QM Annual Report,1882, QVP (V.1, 1883), 767-772. See also Mather, A Time for A Museum, 315-320. 
33 Compiled using QM Anthropology Register, Hey Collection. 
34 See for example Jones, ‘’A Box of Native Things’’, 65. 
35 See for example Inward, 1884/400; Inward, 1886/901. 
36 Inward 1884/243.  
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Island.37 A letter sent two years later from Cardwell indicated the mammals requested by de Vis had 
been secured, but that while in Cardwell he was able to purchase weapons: “Do you want any 
weapons. I can buy there swords, shields and waddies.”38  There is no further information about the 
cultural materials, rather the collector requests that the Museum send the necessary supplies to 
continue collecting natural science.39 
 Broadbent’s 1884 collection of ‘native art’ led him to be noted as a “zealous and successful 
in the field.”40 Yet his collection of cultural materials remained decidedly amateur in its acquisition 
and form, despite him being employed as a professional collector. It was from a specifically remote 
location, dominated by weapons and undocumented. Moreover, it was acquired almost by virtue of 
his being in the right place at the right time.  It is an interesting contrast that Rannie, despite being 
appointed ethnological collector, did not actually acquire any cultural materials. Although it was 
planned to send him to Mornington Island to collect cultural materials and anthropometric data, this 
did not eventuate.41 The most significant data to come from this planned trip was in fact Hamlyn-
Harris’ detailed and specific instructions. Identified as ‘virgin soil’ in its ethnological and 
anthropological opportunities, Hamlyn-Harris provided detailed lists of collecting, including food, 
fishing, utensils, ornaments and ceremonial tokens, games, weapons, magic and superstition, 
ancestral remains and anthropometric measurements.42  As a result, Rannie responded to the 
discovery of graves in Woodford, removing for the Museum a number of skeletons, which will be 
discussed further in Chapter Five. Other Museum staff also acquired cultural materials, including 
Herber Longman, Hamlyn-Harris’ assistant and eventual successor, and Henry Tryon, but their 
endeavours were characteristically unofficial and unsystematic. 
 One important feature drawing the collectors together was their emergence as ‘experts’. It is 
not just the Museum that becomes an assumed authority on the cultures it exhibits, but also its 
collectors.43 This is perhaps most visible through the pervasive concept of authenticity, which was 
the foundation on which the collectors became experts. The authenticity of objects and information – 
and by extension the people who manufactured and produced them – was judged by the collectors. 
While this will be explored in Chapter Six, it is worth considering briefly. 
 This is reflected in the correspondence files, with collectors frequently advising the Museum 
of their ability – or more pertinently inability – to find ‘real’ objects. As Hey advised Hamlyn-Harris, 
“in order to get an original and representative collection I must ask you for a few months time. Since 
                                               
37 QM Annual Report, 1884, QVP (V.2, 1885), 619-632.   
38 Inward, 1886/934.  
39 Ibid. 
40 Annual Report, 1884.  
41 See Outward, 1913/214. 
42 Outward, 1913/150. 
43 Russell, Savage Imaginings, 10. 
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the advent of civilisation it is getting more and more difficult to procure “the real thing””.44 Further, 
a response to Hamlyn-Harris’ request from A. Williams of Saibai Island in the Torres Straits indicated 
that “although I have been here two years I have seen nothing of interest.”45 Again, H. Mathews from 
the Trubanaman Mission advised Hamlyn-Harris that the results of any collection would be 
disappointing as the articles available were poor quality.46 
 The collectors were analysing and judging the material culture of Aboriginal people to make 
assertions concerning their cultural validity. But more than that, they were drawing conclusions 
regarding the nature and continuance of Aboriginal culture more broadly. For example, Samuel Lyon, 
superintendent of Yarrabah wrote to Hamlyn-Harris in 1916 from Yarrabah: “I have already made 
some attempts to gain information, but so far have obtained nothing of value.”47 This is again evident 
in Banfield’s response to Hamlyn-Harris’ request for information on message sticks:  
I note that you agree with views as to the illiteracy of the interesting folk, and that your 
investigation aims at producing evidence for and against … but when one listens to any 
black expounding such things there is little room for doubt that he is exercising his 
inventiveness to suit his audience, for it the sticks be taken from his and presented the next 
day it will be found to have quite a different version.48 
His interrogation of message sticks in fact crossed three layers: the object itself, the manufacturer and 
the actual message. This was reiterated by the Superintendent of Yarrabah: “I find it exceedingly 
difficult to get an intelligent interpretation of these [message sticks].”49 Here, message sticks were 
being judged against European conceptions of not just perceived superior material culture, but also 
methods of communication. 
 That collectors were constructed as experts is not overly remarkable. It was, as Bain Attwood 
has shown, through cultural domination that Europeans were able to construct the idea of ‘the 
Aborigine’.50 And of course, removing, analysing, questioning and judging Aboriginal objects is an 
obvious mode of cultural domination. More than that, however, amateur collectors were as important 
in generating the knowledges that led to emergence of ‘the Aborigine’ as were officials – 
missionaries, government agents and scientists.51 Their authority required no further evidence than 
their collecting a perceived ‘inferior’ culture, and, by virtue of their expertise, the authenticity of the 
objects was presumed.52  
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49 Inward, June 5, 1916.  
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Collecting Motivations 
There are a range of reasons why (overwhelmingly) men collected cultural materials across the late 
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. The most mundane driver for ethnological collecting that 
can be gleaned from the correspondence files is collectors simply responding to the Museum’s request 
for information and material. This is particularly true in the 1910s following Hamlyn-Harris circular 
issued to police and teachers across the state, and general requests published in local newspapers.53 
Moreover he sent frequent requests for specific items and information throughout his directorship 
which generally elicited strong responses.54 
Financial gain was also a motivating factor in the collection of cultural materials. While many 
dealers had items and collections for sale, including, for example, ‘anatomical specimens’ offered by 
the Old Curiosity Shop in Fortitude Valley, there is surprisingly little evidence of individual collectors 
offering Aboriginal cultural materials for sale.55 For example, Frank Connah wrote to Hamlyn-Harris 
in 1916 that he had his father’s collection of weapons for sale, offering them to the Museum for no 
fixed price.56 Another example is a letter asking how much the Museum would be willing to pay for 
“a piece of stone with a blackfellows [sic] hand on it … 2 ft square with several hands on.”57 A 
significant purchase was approved in 1916, and although there is no correspondence with the 
collector, Joseph Campbell, the Queensland Ethnology register for 1916 provides a good overview 
of his collection. It is typically amateur in form. Coming entirely from Wrights Creek, south of Cairns, 
it is dominated by weapons and a lack of documentation.58 Hamlyn-Harris secured approval to 
purchase the collection from Campbell for £30.59 
Likewise, the main collectors rarely expressed interest in financial benefit, and those who did, 
did do so with apologies. For example, Coghlan wrote to de Vis in 1898 that his collection was sold 
with “regret that I cannot afford to present them to the institution, as it is I make a mere trifle, if 
anything, on them.”60 Further, when Meston was attempting to sell his brass plates to the Museum, 
he advised that “had my finances allowed, I would cheerfully have presented them and thus added to 
at least the hundred pounds worth of donations I have given to the Museum in the last 5 years.”61 For 
                                               
53 For a sample of responses see Inward, 1911/84; Inward 1911/93; Inward, 1911/156; Inward, 1911/161; Inward, 
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the most part, collectors were happy for the Museum to cover any related costs – such as purchase 
price or postage.  
This leads to another reason why people were collecting: personal prestige.  Becoming the 
contributor of a ‘museum object’ brought with it an element of fame which was the driving motivation 
for at least one collector: 
About twelve months ago … I presented to the Museum a bundle of carved boomerangs 
and a coolaman which I collected about twenty years ago from the blacks in the Maranoa 
district. Having visited the Museum and seeing a very poor collection of those weapons 
there, I thought my collection would be acceptable, so I sent them down and I have twice 
since then been at the Museum, but have not seen my donation placed on view!”62 
Explicit references to the potential fame attached with being attributed to a museum object are sparse. 
In fact, as with financial gain, the main collectors did not enquire how the objects were used, or 
whether or not their names were attached to the collections once on display.  
 Rather, their collecting appears to be driven by the thrill of the chase rather than personal or 
monetary gain. This is perhaps best summed up by Banfield, whose collecting sits at the intersection 
between leisure and the pursuit of knowledge. For Banfield, studying nature, which Aboriginals were 
inherently part of, “entertains[s] me, rouse[s] my wonder, enliven[s] my imagination and gratif[ies] 
my inner most thoughts.”63 For inquisitive minds, such as Banfield, collecting anthropology and 
ethnography was a manifestation of both evolutionary rationality and the curiosities evident of a 
strange and different way of life.64 
 The personal prestige of collecting was, however, twofold. While there was the opportunity to 
have one’s name attached to a museum object, there was also the personal prestige of contributing to 
knowledge. And this, of course, was the overwhelming motivation for collecting: the idea of 
contributing to scientific knowledge. As Griffiths writes “the imperial impulse and evolutionary 
science greatly enlivened and broadened the concerns of naturalists in the nineteenth century and 
provide a context that makes the Australian experience historically central”65 
 By the early twentieth century Aboriginal people were scientifically positioned as ‘primitive’ 
examples of the stone age lacking any historical depth or antiquity.66 Although they were of the past, 
they had no historical past – they were ‘relics’. Thus collectors and the Museum were in a unique 
position. By amassing collections, they could study the way of life of their distant stone age ancestors: 
“Aboriginal people were imagined as timeless, they were of the past and their primitivism rendered 
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them a “relic form of humanity … [a] living reality of stone age man made accessible to scientific 
study.”67  As Banfield writes: “Implements similar to those which are relics of a remote past elsewhere 
are here in everyday use and application. The Stone Age still exists.”68 
 The implications of this was that evidence of this deep past could be collected without 
significant effort. The ‘relics’ were no more than surface deposits – to dig for evidence of Aboriginal 
culture was to dig through their history.69 Thus by collecting easily obtainable ‘relics’, collectors were 
contributing to knowledge of humanity’s deep past. It is not surprising then that the Museum received 
a significant amount of stone tools – common surface artefacts and associated directly with the stone 
age.70 In 1915, Hamlyn-Harris wrote to the editor of Man, the journal of the Royal Anthropological 
Institute of London, enclosing a short paper based on the “very large collection of stone tools housed 
in the Queensland Museum.”71 
 The most direct indication of collectors wanting to contribute to science appears again through 
the lens of authenticity. Hey, for example, specifically discusses the concept of ‘real’ when writing 
to Hamlyn-Harris in 1916: “for scientific purposes relics … must be genuine articles.”72 Others are 
not as specific, with responses further reiterating that scientific authenticity was measured as much 
on what could not be collected as what could.  Sub-Inspector Quinn of Mackay, for example, advised 
the Museum that “I am making inquiries with a view to obtaining a collection of the articles required, 
but, I fear, owing to the small number of Aboriginals in this district, all of whom are civilised, that I 
will be unable to obtain any.”73 
It is interesting that there are very few specific references to science coming from the 
collectors themselves. For instance, alongside those mentioned above, Cecil Watts wrote to Hamlyn-
Harris in 1913 that: “if at any time I should come across anything that would be useful to you such 
as any scientific relics I will let you know.”74 Other than references to the collection of ancestral 
remains, discussed in Chapter Five, these are the only direct indications to aiding science. However, 
contributing to science links back to the original impetus for collecting – answering direct requests. 
In asking for assistance the Museum was clearly articulating that any help would, in fact, be for the 
benefit of science. His appeals were “in the interest of Science for the National Collections of the 
Museum.”75  
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Of course, underpinning the idea of contributing to scientific knowledge was a keen sense of 
urgency. The belief in extinction was a pervasive driver for collecting through both the evolutionary 
and salvage collecting impulses.76 As Hamlyn-Harris wrote to the Under Secretary: “You are aware 
that the race is doomed and it is of the greatest importance to us to obtain all kinds of scientific facts, 
data, and specimens whilst we have the opportunity.”77  As a 1911 letter from Hey shows, collectors 
supported this view, reiterating back to the Museum the increasing inability to acquire materials: 
In order to get an original and representative collection I must ask you for a few months’ time.  
Since the advent of civilization it is getting more and more difficult to procure "the real thing"... 
You are quite correct in saying "the time is not as far distant when the voice of the (full blooded) 
Aboriginal will be heard no more”.78 
 
This is an important point. While the Museum, particularly under Hamlyn-Harris, was 
influenced by broader theories of human history, it was the collectors across frontier and post-frontier 
society who were reinforcing the concepts of authenticity and extinction. The perception that material 
culture was becoming ‘difficult’ to collect was pervasive across the late nineteenth and early twentieth 
centuries. Ray Loughnan wrote from Mitchell in 1911: “I will do my best to collect as many curios 
as I can for you, as I can get boomerangs easily and nullas, but other things are rare.”79  
This highlights the fact that although the people themselves were surviving, it was believed 
that their culture was not. Once corrupted by civilisation ‘authentic’ culture ceased, and it was this 
idea that was relayed to the Museum via the network of collectors. For example, in 1913, Thomas 
Simpson wrote: “I will use my best endeavours to get the [Aboriginal implements] for you through 
the Sub Manager at Dunbar Station on the Mitchell River. There no Blacks at the present time in this 
district that is within (80) Eighty or (100) one hundred miles from here living in their wild state and 
for that reason I must pass the actual collecting on to someone else.”80 The dialogue between the 
Museum and the collectors perpetuated the decline of the ‘authentic’ Aboriginal.81  
 The motivations for aiding science were linked directly with both the colonial endeavour and 
the expansion of the British Empire.82 But more than simply documenting a relic of the past, collecting 
was intricately tied to the appropriation of land. Collectors were writing history over a land deemed 
to have no historical past, and amateur collecting became “an expression of a sense of place, a part 
of the development of personal identity, and integral to the creation of memory and memoirs of place, 
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people and communities.”83 Collecting in the colonial periphery was not just about expanding 
scientific and anthropological knowledge, but also about expanding the British Empire.84 Removing 
Aboriginal experience from the landscape – figuratively and literally – allowed for the overlay of 
European, primary British, history. Artefacts were “troph[y] … prizes of the Hunt, mementoes of 
victory … they represented the European conquest of … animals and humans.”85 
 
Figure 10: Queensland Museum Queensland Ethnology Register, 1911. 
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 This link between collecting and appropriation is perhaps best highlighted by the collecting 
practices of missionaries.86 As places of exile, missions were an important arm of colonial control, 
and an extension of government policy.87 Through the missionaries’ presence, the colonial project 
became a metaphor for morality, as Jane Lydon has shown, “the humanitarian lobby … gave colonists 
a sense of moral authority and justified cultural dispossession on the grounds of uplift and 
redemption.”88 At various stages over the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, the Museum 
was in correspondence with missions across the state, including Cape Bedford, Trubanaman 
Yarrabah, Mona Mona, Mornington Island, Aurukun and Deebing Creek. Some of the missions 
provided minimal correspondence, such as Deebing Creek, while others sent large collections or a 
significant number of letters containing information – see Table 3.4. For example, in 1914, both the 
Aurukun and Weipa missions sent collections of over 40 items to the Museum.89 
 Missionaries, in particular, were perceived to be experts on Aboriginal culture. They were 
therefore particularly valued for their ethnographic and anthropological information. In some ways 
they operated from a position beyond either the professional or amateur. On the one hand, they often 
provided significant information about objects, and were immersed in a position likened to fieldwork, 
yet on the other hand they lacked the scientific training. Like many collectors, their information 
reiterated the perceptions of the pristine. Acting Superintendent of Aurukun wrote in 1914 “the basket 
work done by the tribes in this locality … ceremonial token are not used to anything the same extent 
as formerly near the station though I believe back in the bush the old dances are still carried out.”90 
Further, Matthews from Trubanaman Mission wrote in 1911 “I will be pleased to do what I can in 
collecting such articles as my district affords. I am afraid the results will be disappointing as the 
articles seem so poor.”91 
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Table 3.4 
Mission Correspondence () and Donations (x), 1911-1917.92 
 1911 1912 1913 1914 1915 1916 1917 
Aurukun 
       
   x x x x 
Cape Bedford  
       
       
Deebing Creek  
       
       
Mapoon  
       
x  x  x x  
Mona Mona  
       
     x  
Mornington Island 
       
     x  
St Paul’s  
       
       
Trubanaman 
       
 x   x   
Weipa 
       
 x  x x   
Yarrabah 
       
  x  x x  
 
 Hey was possibly one of Hamlyn-Harris’ most consistent contributors of both articles and 
information relating to the Aboriginal populations around Mapoon, on western Cape York Peninsula. 
Although he sent de Vis weapons in the mid-1890s, Hey’s later collecting appears to have been in 
direct response to requests from Hamlyn-Harris.93 Nonetheless, he expressed an interest in 
collecting.94 The Queensland Museum has fifty-eight records in the Hey collection. Although this is 
a comparatively small in number, there are similarities with the other collections. Characteristic of 
male dominated amateur collecting, the most numerous objects are spears (11), followed by raw 
materials and spear throwers (see Table 3.3).95  
 One explanation of why the dominance of weapons appears is found in missions’ systems of 
control. Walter Roth indicates that the confiscation of material culture was a form of punishment on 
missions, reporting in 1901 that at Mapoon “No offences have certainly occurred among the 
permanent Mission inmates, while the camp blacks … are all amenable to discipline. The penalties 
vary from a fine of a few spears each for general rowdiness or larrikinism to the cutting-down and 
conveyance to the settlement from five to fifteen trees for graver offences.”96 This perhaps explains 
                                               
92 Compiled using the Queensland Ethnology Register, QM Inward and Outward Correspondence, 1911-1917.  
93 Inward, June 9, 1896. For specific requests see Outward, 18 August, 1911.  
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95 QM Anthropology Register, Hey Collection.  
96 WE Roth, Annual Report of the Northern Protector of Aboriginals for 1901 (Brisbane: Government Printer, 1902), 
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the amount of weapons collected from missionaries – as Table 3.3 shows spears were Hey’s most 
collected item. In fact, spears from Mapoon and other missions also featured heavily in Roth’s 
collecting.97 The collections from missions symbolise a dual mode of colonial dispossession: the 
physical removal and control of people away from their traditional lands via the mission, and the 
removal of their cultural materials.  
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 11: Church at Mapoon Mission, Nicholas Hey right of centre in dark suit, 1904, SLQ Negative 79802. 
 
Aboriginal Responses  
Whether accidental collectors or antiquarians, the bulk of the Museum’s collections was amassed by 
amateurs. Their collection reflects their personal interests and social context more than they do the 
culture they were collecting from: “museum collections are more likely to reflect … the collector’s 
personal fetishes than the complete material culture of a group.”98 It is important, then, to consider 
whether we can garner any alternative views on both the objects and the collections. There is little 
information in the Museum’s records about how Aboriginal people themselves responded to the 
increasing interest in their material culture (Chapter Five will explore human remains). However what 
information does exist suggests cultural and commercial ingenuity on their part. Without attempting 
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to tell the story from an Aboriginal perspective, in the rest of this chapter I tease out the different 
ways Aboriginal people responded to the increasing interest in their material culture.  
It is easy to assume that the collection of material culture reflected a coloniser-colonised 
power dichotomy generally assigned to colonial society. However, as Nicholas Thomas has shown, 
the process of collecting was significantly more complex than the purchase, removal or theft of an 
item from its owner. Rather, it was what Thomas refers to as an “asymmetrical entanglement which 
entailed deep conflicts of interest.”99 The core of Thomas’ premise is the idea of an intricate cross-
cultural frontier relationship, one that, despite the power imbalance, Aboriginal people were active 
participants in.  
Aboriginal cultural items were an important form of frontier and post-frontier currency. They 
sat alongside flour, tea, sugar, tobacco, glass, sex and labour as sources of barter and cross-cultural 
exchange.100 As Philip Jones argues, “while there is no doubt that the exchanges were rarely equal, 
or that they were underpinned by disproportionate power relations, surviving evidence indicates that 
individual Aborigines were prepared to enter into bartering relations with Europeans, and often 
initiated these exchanges.”101 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 12: ‘Two Aboriginal Men, holding a boomerang, spear and a sword and shield standing in front of two seated 
Aboriginal women and a child holding a dilly bag’, Bloomfield River, c. 1900, NLA obj-152793165. 
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The vast majority of collectors were acquiring material directly from Aboriginal people. They 
were engaging in what Leo refers to the ‘local method’ of collecting in the immediate vicinity of their 
home or work.102 While this does not provide proof that they were bartering with the original owners 
or manufacturers, it does show the ‘asymmetrical entanglement’ of frontier and post-frontier cross-
cultural negotiations. They were, for the most part, negotiating directly with Aboriginal people rather 
than purchasing through a third party or agent, and in this process of negotiation, Aboriginal people 
maintained a degree of agency.  
One of the initial ways this is visible is through the pricing of objects. A recurring theme in 
the Museum correspondence was the price of material culture, which, it emerges was controlled by 
Aboriginal people. Buried in the correspondence files are snippets of letters showing Aboriginal 
agency in both setting and maintaining of prices for their cultural items. This is encapsulated in a 
1912 letter written to the Museum from the Deputy Chief Protector. In it, he notes not only this 
Aboriginal control, but also the overarching concept that ‘relics’ were relegated to science: “as the 
natives themselves fixed the prices at which they desired to sell the articles, I am afraid I cannot 
suggest any other way by which they might be retained for the Museum, which is really the most 
suitable place for them.”103  
Other letters support this premise. In 1911, James Whiteford of the Coen Native Police wrote 
to advise Hamlyn-Harris of the normal payment options: “the Aboriginals will not part with their 
implements, unless paid in tobacco … for same. The usual rate of payment is: half stick of trade 
tobacco for a spear, a whole stick for a woomera, dilly-bag, etc.”104 Other collectors simply note the 
general requirement of tobacco. For instance, on advising de Vis he could get weapons and 
‘tommyhawks’, in 1884 Broadbent requested three pounds of tobacco be sent to him.105 Further, Roth 
advised de Vis in 1900 that he had received official approval for a supply of tobacco in order to 
purchase ‘curios’ for the Museum.106 
Moreover, the Museum would, upon request, send tobacco to collectors, with the police in 
particular recipients of items for barter. According to Michael Davis, tobacco became a common and 
highly important trade item on the frontier.107  This is evident in the correspondence, with, for 
example, Hamlyn-Harris writing to Sergeant Whelan of Coen in 1911 “I have the honour to inform 
you that a box containing twenty pounds ... of Tobacco, has been despatched to your address, as barter 
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for Aboriginal implements.  Wishing you every success on our behalf.”108 Again in 1916 he sent 
Protector Keane of Innisfail tobacco for “distribution among the Aborigines in return for which this 
institution [will] receive various material from them.”109 
The use of tobacco brings up an interesting paradox. It had been originally introduced to 
Aboriginal communities in an attempt to foster good relationships.110 The highly addictive substance 
spread rapidly through Aboriginal communities, and following the devastating impacts of frontier 
violence, and the ‘coming in’ of Aboriginal people to fringe camps, missions and reserves, it became 
a powerful tool employed by Europeans to exploit Aboriginal people. Richard Broome hints at this, 
comparing the use of tobacco with that of pituri:  
Aboriginal people in many regions traditionally enjoyed a narcotic made from the pitcheri 
bush … which, when mixed with ash and chewed, gave a pleasing narcotic feeling of an 
altered reality. Its use was firmly controlled by complex kinship and trading networks, a 
limited supply, and elders who knew the secrets of its intricate preparation. However, 
Aboriginal use of European tobacco was not controlled by tradition and not 
counterbalanced by traditional daily activities. Pastoralists gave it out as rations with flour, 
tea and sugar, often in exchange for work.111  
Tobacco was undeniably a symbol of colonial power structures used to control Aboriginal 
people. As Banfield wrote in an attachment to correspondence with Hamlyn-Harris, “Food and 
tobacco! What more could the heart of a shy and casual relic of an age quickly passing away 
want?”.112 However, it also became a way for Aboriginal people to engage Europeans. Acquiring 
tobacco led to multiple sites of negotiation across frontier and post-frontier society where Aboriginal 
people were able to assert agency. What emerged through the use of tobacco in the colonial setting 
was “a pattern of resistance more oriented towards retention and exercise of control … than towards 
active resistance against European dominance.”113  
While tobacco was an important frontier and post-frontier currency, so too were Aboriginal 
cultural materials. The trade became a system framed by supply and demand, with Aboriginal people 
responding to the explosion of interest in their material culture by increasing production. The 
explanation for this is twofold. As Godsen and Knowles point out, on the one hand, the mass removal 
of objects over the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries no doubt had a significant impact on 
the functions of traditional society, requiring the production of more and possibly different items.114 
On the other hand, the increase in production was a response specifically to this currency: items were 
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manufactured for sale. The production of curios was a logical response to the increase in demand, as 
Rodney Harrison shows that Kimberley point spears, boomerangs, nulla-nullas, woomeras, bows, 
arrows, armbands, bracelets, clubs, shields and spears were produced “in large enough numbers to 
meet an external curio market which extended beyond practical demand.”115 
There are references in the Museum archives to Aboriginal people making items specifically 
for sale. For example, in 1911, Hey wrote to the Museum about implements being made for the trade 
in artefacts.116 Banfield wrote to Hamlyn-Harris in 1916 about finding firesticks of significant value, 
having been made specifically for the need of fire making.117 He later sent the Hamlyn-Harris a pair 
of message sticks that had been made specifically for the Museum.118 That Hamlyn-Harris had a set 
of message sticks made is an anomaly. He expressed a desire to not collect from settlements and 
missions as he wanted to “get material from the natives direct.”119 Overall, the Museum interpreted 
‘curios’ manufactured for sale, or on settlements where Aboriginal people had been dislocated from 
their original cultural context, as inauthentic and thus emblematic of the disintegration of Aboriginal 
culture. While attractive to curio collectors, they were deemed to hold minimal scientific value for 
museums.120 
Although the Museum generally rejected items constructed specifically for sale, their presence 
is indicative of cultural materials emerging as frontier and post-frontier currency. Clearly, Aboriginal 
people were responding to the demand placed on their cultural items. This in and of itself may have 
been reason for collectors to reject objects of modern manufacture, as it shows Aboriginal ingenuity 
and engagement with the economic model of supply and demand. Moreover, the manufacture of items 
for sale may explain the dominance of specific types of objects within the collection. Interpretations 
of collecting situate the prevalence of weapons in one of two key areas: the visual representation of 
evolutionary theory and the gendered nature of colonial collecting.121 However, it may simply have 
been that it was weapons that were manufactured and made available for sale. With Aboriginal people 
manufacturing objects specifically for sale, the trade in material culture became a location for 
Aboriginal agency, highlighting the complexity of cultural exchange.    
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Of the South Australian Museum’s collection of cultural materials, Jones has shown that it 
was a specific frontier context and its myriad sets of relationships and social dynamics that led to the 
production of objects. This social dynamic and frontier context was equally important in the 
Queensland Museum’s collections – as noted above, the sets of collections reflect the collector’s 
social environment. What is important about this, according to Jones, is that 
While a large portion of objects were undoubtedly ‘loosened’ from their original and secure 
tribal context by the shock of European contact, there is also a case for suggesting that 
many of the objects were generated through a new context, that of the frontier itself.  This 
is to characterise the colonial frontier not as a defined line of confrontation separating 
Aborigines and Europeans, but as a zone of engagement through which Aborigines were 
able to negotiate a position-albeit one of great disadvantage.122 
 
Conclusion 
Over the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, the Museum amassed its collection of 
Aboriginal cultural items through the series of relationships it formed with collectors across the state. 
It relied on a temporally and spatially diverse group of individuals who had varying levels of interest 
in, and contact with, Aboriginal people. Owing to their amateurism, there are inherent characteristics 
of their collections with specific emphasis on the dominance of weapons and lack of documentation. 
Through the act of collecting, individuals imbued cultural materials with meanings, which were then 
translated to the Museum. 
 There were threads of continuity that tied the collectors together beyond their categorisation 
as amateur. By focusing on acquiring ‘authentic’ items, collectors were participating in a process of 
what Griffiths argues, was making history, achieved through collecting and documenting people with 
no history.123 History making was inherently tied to the colonial endeavour – they were writing a 
history over a land that was perceived to have none. By virtue of becoming experts in two important 
and interrelated threads: on a macro level they were contributing to both scientific advancement and 
imperial expansion, while on a micro level they were aiding local knowledge and solidifying colonial 
appropriation of land. This process of appropriation, however, was complex, and Aboriginal people 
were able to assert agency and power through the interest in their material culture.  
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CHAPTER IV 
 
REGULATING AND COLLECTING 
 
No one can be more fortunately situated for [ethnographic] work than Native Police 
officers, and the Queensland Government would confer a lasting boon on the present and 
future generations of this country if they would sanction and foster any research tending to 
the fulfilment of so valuable an object. Our National Museum would soon be enriched by 
a vast and valuable collection, as varied as unique, illustrating the successive stages through 
which the Aborigines have passed since our advent.1 
 
This observation was made by William Armit following his dismissal from the Native Police in 1880, 
four years after he had led a detachment that attacked a group of Aboriginal people at Creen Creek.2 
Armit, a career public servant and prolific writer, was keenly interested in natural science.3 Although 
only sending a small number of specimens to the Museum, his observation that the Native Police 
officers should be collecting cultural materials was pertinent. With the Museum becoming an arm of 
the colonial government in the previous years, the police were solidified as a key network of collectors 
over the proceeding decades.  
This chapter explores the relationship between the administrative practices of policing and 
regulating Aboriginal people and their culture and the Museum’s acquisition of cultural materials. It 
borrows the concept of ‘regulating’ from Rosalind Kidd, who employs it to show how the 
Government controlled all aspects of Aboriginal lives, and that this control, operating as an 
administrative form of government repression, was not reducible to race relations.4 Rather, it was a 
“complex nexus of institutional forms” that, despite differing interests and objectives, sought to assert 
control over Aboriginal affairs through various sets of mechanisms, tactics and knowledges.5  
This chapter will situate the Museum as part of this ‘nexus’ by unpacking its symbiotic 
relationship with the police and protectors. In doing this it argues that through these relationships, the 
Museum functioned as part of this administrative field. As amateur collectors, the police and 
protectors were integral networks exploited by the Museum to acquire both information and materials.  
Running parallel to this were the spikes in collecting, the first of which was aligned not only with the 
winding down of frontier violence, but also with the passing of the 1897 Aboriginal Protection and 
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Restriction of the Sale of Opium Act (Qld), the second aligned with Ronald Hamlyn-Harris’ 
exploitation of police networks. 
This will be shown in three key ways. Firstly, I will explore the frontier and post-frontier 
context in which the Act was passed.  By focusing on the rise and decline of frontier violence and the 
Native Police, it shows the broad shift occurring across the late nineteenth century that saw the 
perception of Aboriginal people change from violent aggressors to ‘natural’ victims. Alongside this 
shift were the changes to official and unofficial government structures that dealt with the ‘Aboriginal 
Problem’, and this chapter will focus on the network of police and protectors.  
Secondly, it will explore the Museum’s relationship with the police that developed from the 
1870s. A key network, the police were responsible for a significant amount of cultural materials being 
channelled to the Museum, often with departmental sanctioning. Developing consistently from the 
1870s, police collecting reached its peak under Hamlyn-Harris, who actively exploited stations across 
Queensland, focusing on the remote north. One of the key themes that emerges in this narrative is the 
impact of violence implicit in the Museum’s collection.   
Finally, this chapter will unpack the relationship between the Museum and ‘protectors’. 
Formalised under the Act, individual protectors and the department were active participants in the 
Museum’s acquisition of cultural materials. This can be seen through an analysis of two key 
protagonists: Walter Roth and Archibald Meston.  Both were active collectors, both supplied the 
Museum with a significant amount of material and information. Exploring their collecting relationship 
highlights not just their personal interests and motivations, but also the official yet often indirect 
positioning of the Museum as an aspect of Government administration.  
As Cressida Fforde argues, “the direct participation of social and physical anthropology in the 
administration of the colonies appears to have been very limited.”6 Officially this was true. 
Anthropologists were not employed in government colonial channels, despite, as Fforde mentions, 
anthropologists arguing for the value of their work in the control of colonised populations.7 Indirectly, 
however, individuals involved in the regulation and management of Aboriginal people – some of 
them trained scientists – were an important part of the wider network that produced anthropological 
knowledge. This was particularly true in the colonial setting, where information and materials were 
circulated internally. 
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Establishing Networks of Regulation   
According to Kidd, as a form of Foucauldian governmentality, the administrative field operated 
through various mechanisms of regulation. She argues that the administrative field itself exists 
between various government departments, and with divergent objectives and personalities. Thus 
analysing the contextual implications requires a reading of the field itself, in particular the 
relationships between different government agencies.8 In this context the Museum functioned as both 
an active and passive arm of the administrative field with its mode of regulation twofold: acting as the 
repository for the cultural materials collected and disseminating knowledge of Aboriginal people to 
the wider public.  
To understand the processes by which the Museum operated as part of the apparatus of control, 
an analysis of its relationship with the police and protectors is crucial. However, this symbiotic 
relationship needs to be contextualised within the role and functions of both police and protectors 
across frontier and post-frontier Queensland. While legislative regulation began in 1897 with the 
passing of the Act, the police had been utilised as a mechanism of control for the preceding decades. 
Characterised by the Native Police, the use of police was a response to violent frontier contact that 
brought with it a wide-held fear of Aboriginal people, particularly in areas newly occupied by 
Europeans, where, Aboriginal people were viewed as a menace and a threat to the successful spread 
of European settlements and the utilisation of natural resources. In this context, attacks against 
Europeans and their property were met with swift and often brutal responses. What emerged was a 
dual policing system in Queensland that was operating along racial lines.9  
According to Libby Connors, in the years preceding the employment of Native Police in 
Queensland, Aboriginal people were “subjected to similar policing practices as bushrangers and other 
whites on the frontier – irregular border patrols, private bands of settlers under the direction of a 
magistrate or commissioner of Crown Lands and the occasional use of the military.”10 The relatively 
ineffective Border Police were disbanded in 1846. While the Town Police were appointed the 
following year, neither were effective in addressing frontier law and order.11 As J.J. Knight remarked 
in his In The Early Days “This period [1840s] of military supervision was one of slaughter, scores 
upon scores of the aborigines falling victims to the white man’s gun … the theft of a few sheep by the 
blacks was avenged by wholesale shooting down by the whites – in fact, as many blacks as could be 
found, whether offenders or not, were swept away.”12 
                                               
8 Kidd, Regulating Bodies: Volume 1’, 4-5. 
9 Libby Connors, ‘The “Birth of the Prison” and the Death of Convictism: The Operation of Law in Pre-separation 
Queensland 1839-1859’ (PhD Thesis, University of Queensland, 1990), 114. 
10 Ibid., 181. 
11 Ibid., 114. 
12 J.J. Knight, In the Early Days: History and Incident of Pioneer Queensland: With Dictionary of Dates in 
Chronological Order (Brisbane: Sapsford, 1895), 142-143. 
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This pattern of violence followed the spread of European occupation, and although the deaths 
of Aboriginal people far outnumbered that of Europeans, Aboriginal populations were painted as 
murderous, savage and bloodthirsty.13 The Queensland Guardian, the newspaper that was directly 
aligned with the formation of the Philosophical Society, published that no European person should be 
held legally accountable for the killing of an Aboriginal person.14 With the escalation of cyclical 
violence, European settlers called for protection from Aboriginal populations. In 1848, the Native 
Police was formed to protect the settled districts outside of Sydney, however, following ongoing 
requests from squatters, later the same year, they were despatched to Moreton Bay under the command 
of Frederick Walker. While squatters continued with frontier justice, Walker gained a reputation for 
brutality in southern Queensland.15 
It has been suggested that the functions of the Native Police under Walker were a pilot program 
for the future policing of the colony.16 Indeed, it was under Walker that the efficiency and potential of 
the Native Police was realised. Their use meant that not only did Aboriginal people lose their distinct 
environmental advantage, and have their traditional inter- ‘tribal’ hostilities exploited for European 
benefit, but that their actions were encouraged and perpetuated with official sanction of the 
government.17 
It was, however, the reign of Frederick Wheeler that solidified the Native Police as an 
instrument of government control. Wheeler became commandant of the Sandgate detachment in the 
mid-1850s following local requests for protection. From Sandgate, they patrolled the area stretching 
from the Tweed Valley to the south, Mary River to the north and Toowoomba and Warwick to the 
west.18 Even more than Walker, Wheeler rapidly earned a reputation as brutal and sadistic. He was 
said to have enjoyed ‘dispersals’, killing men and flogging women, and despite many complaints, he 
“went on openly killing Aboriginal people for … nineteen years”.19 He believed that all Aboriginal 
                                               
13 See Raymond Evans, Kay Saunders and Kathryn Cronin, eds, Race Relations in Colonial Queensland: A History of 
Exclusion, Exploitation and Extermination (Brisbane: University of Queensland Press, 1993), 28. Recent estimates put 
the Queensland’s frontier death toll from 1859-1898 at 66, 680, with 65,180 of them Aboriginal victims. See Raymond 
Evans and Robert Ørsted -Jensen, ‘’I Cannot Say the Numbers That Were Killed’: Assessing violent mortality on the 
Queensland frontier’. Presented to the Australian Historical Association Annual Conference, 9 July 2014. Available at 
http://hapi.uq.edu.au/robert-orsted-jensen. Accessed 20 August, 2015, 5. 
14 Kidd, The Way We Civilise, 10. 
15 See Jonathan Richards, The Secret War: A True History of Queensland’s Native Police Force (Brisbane: University 
of Queensland Press, 2008), 179, 181; L.E. Skinner, Police of the Pastoral Frontier: Native Police 1849-59 (Brisbane: 
University of Queensland Press, 1975), 26-27. 
16 See Richards, The Secret War, 180. 
17 Evans, Saunders and Cronin, Race Relations in Colonial Queensland, 55-57. 
18 Jonathan Richards, ‘Frederick Wheeler and the Sandgate Native Police Camp’ Journal of the Royal Historical Society 
of Queensland (20:30, 2007), 108. 
19 Timothy Bottoms, Conspiracy of Silence: Queensland’s Frontier Killing Times (Sydney: Allen & Unwin, 2013), 23. 
See also Richards, The Secret War, 13; The Courier, 23 July, 1861, 2. 
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people must suffer, and that the “innocent must be held responsible for the guilt of others.”20 As I will 
show below, Wheeler mentored several officers, including individual officers collecting for the 
Museum. 
In many ways, Wheeler is both an extreme and a normalised personification of the role and 
function of the Native Police. The brutality attributed to him is not attributed to other officers to the 
same depth. Yet his violent aggression and ‘dispersal’ methods were characteristic of the role and 
actions of the Native Police over the second half of the nineteenth century. They developed into a 
paramilitary force with three key aims: prevention of Aboriginal attacks, a punitive protection force 
and the capture of Aboriginal ‘criminals’.21 They became, as Jonathan Richards argues, a feared tool 
of colonial oppression:  
 
The Native Police played a major role in the dispossession of Aboriginal people from their 
land, and almost complete destruction of Aboriginal law, and the disintegration of 
Aboriginal families. As a major instrument of colonial authority and order, the Native 
Police of Queensland were, for Aboriginal peoples, the symbol of Native policy, invasion 
and dispossession.22 
 
 
Figure 13: Native Police, Coen, 1896, QPM PM0635. 
 
                                               
20 Wheeler, quoted in Richards, The Secret War, 13. Having fathered children to Aboriginal mothers, Wheeler was 
eventually charged with the murder of an Aboriginal man. Despite his dismissal from the police, he remained free. See 
Bottoms, A Conspiracy of Silence, 87; Kidd, The Way We Civilise, 8-9; Richards, The Secret War, 266. 
21 Noel Loos, Invasion and Resistance: Aboriginal-European Relations on the North Queensland Frontier 1861-1897 
(Canberra: Australian national University Press, 1982), 25; Richards, The Secret War, 7-8. 
22 Richards, The Secret War, 5. 
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The fear of Aboriginal attacks and the need for systems of protection led to the creation of a force 
relentless and efficient in its institutional violence.23 It was, however, almost a necessity in the 
solidification of colonisation. With the rapid advance of the colonial economy, the construction of, 
and response to, Aboriginal viciousness was integral to its success: 
For the colonists, Aboriginal ‘treachery’ did not emerge from the contingencies of the 
colonial frontier, but existed as an essential part of their being … Fiction and reality were 
inexorably intertwined in the killing and maiming of Aborigines along the pastoral frontier. 
The terror and massacres of the punitive expeditions were authorised by the fictional reality 
of Aboriginal ‘treachery’. The pastoralists established knowledge and imposed truth which 
was inseparable from the exercise of power on the colonial frontier.24 
 
Although there were objections to the brutality of the Native Police, in 1861 officers were absolved 
from any responsibility via a parliamentary commission who instead saw their role as extra-legal.25  
The police were, of course, but one aspect in the overall dispossession of Aboriginal people. 
Alongside the violence, European incursion brought diseases and vices that had a devastating impact 
on Aboriginal populations.26 The inevitable consequence of this, combined with the cultural and social 
fracturing brought on by loss of life and country, was starkly visible; the remaining Aboriginal 
populations ‘came in’ to regional towns and centres. Raymond Evans summarises the condition of 
Queensland’s Aboriginal populations following the relative cessation of frontier violence in the 1880s. 
He writes that those who survived “gave the appearance of a people thoroughly broken by the initial 
impact of Western culture: confused, frightened, profoundly shocked – indeed traumatised by the 
experience of their conquest.”27 Evans suggests that few commentators were sympathetic towards 
these people, with most deploring their ‘miserable’ and ‘degraded’ condition. Aside from some small 
areas in the north and west of the state, by the 1890s, Aboriginal people were not feared as dangerous 
as they had been in previous decades, but rather stereotyped as ‘tame’ and ‘derelict’.28 
The devastation that followed the spread of the frontier led to the emergence of what was 
viewed as ‘problem populations’ for which the government was forced to consider a ‘solution’. This 
saw the overarching shift from Aboriginal people positioned as violent aggressors of the frontier to 
the natural victims of the spread of civilisation, leading to the administrative nexus focused on 
‘protecting’ remaining populations.29 This change in attitudes towards Aboriginal people meant the 
                                               
23 Evans, Saunders and Cronin, Race Relations in Colonial Queensland, 55. 
24 Barry Morris, ‘Frontier Colonialism as a Culture of Terror’, Journal of Australian Studies (16:35, 1992), 87. 
25 Kidd, The Way We Civilise, 10. 
26 See Evans, Saunders and Cronin, Race Relations in Colonial Queensland, 25-122; Kate Kahn, ‘The Man Who 
Collected Everything: WE Roth’, in The Makers and Making of Indigenous Australian Museum Collections, N. 
Peterson, L. Allen and L. Hamby, eds (Melbourne: Melbourne University Publishing, 2008), 176; Kidd, The Way We 
Civilise, 34; Loos, Invasion and Resistance, 160-182. 
27 Evans, Saunders and Cronin, Race Relations in Colonial Queensland, 85. 
28 Ibid., 88-89. 
29 Joanne Watson identifies this as the shift from treating Aboriginal people as animals towards treating them as 
children. See Joanne Watson, Palm Island: Through A Long Lens (Canberra: Aboriginal Studies Press, 2010), 31.  
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government redistributed its goals – it went from protecting colonists from Aboriginal people, to 
‘protecting’ Aboriginal people from the ravages of civilisation. 
 This shift was enshrined in the Act. There had been previous attempts to address these 
concerns, including an 1874 Commission following a petition by Mackay residents to inquire into 
what could be done in the local area, and Queensland generally, regarding the condition of Aboriginal 
populations.30 The chief goal was “to ameliorate the condition of the aborigines of this colony, and 
to make their labour useful to the settlers and profitable to themselves.”31 Its aims were twofold: to 
stop frontier violence and establish frameworks for the economic exploitation of Aboriginal people.32 
 The recommendations handed down by the Commissioners in April 1874 were a forecast of 
the protection laws passed in 1897. They included the establishment of a protector across several 
districts to monitor Aboriginal people, and the establishment of reserves to be placed under control 
of the protector. Reserves would provide basic living provisions, while allowing the government to 
control the movement of Aboriginal people, and, as Mark Copland points out, they were also seen as 
an imperative part of the ‘civilising project’, which was closely tied with the use of labour for 
economic benefit and the exploitation of land. In 1877 the Commission’s recommendations were used 
to underpin the gazetting of reserves at Bribie Island, Durundur, Deebing Creek, Bowen and 
Townsville.33  
 The 1874 Commission is noteworthy for a number of reasons. One of the Commissioners was 
Charles Coxen, founding member of the Queensland Philosophical Society and first official curator 
of the Museum. As discussed in Chapter One, Coxen had made some early calls for the collecting of 
ethnographic information, and the Commission’s objectives included the same. The Commissioners 
compiled their recommendations following the distribution of a circular requesting ethnographic 
information, which was sent to residents in all parts of the colony whose “views and opinions [were] 
qualified by experience”.34 The circular called for information “relative to the names, estimated 
number, conditions, habits, laws, customs, and means of livelihoods of the native tribes in the various 
districts of the colony.”35 According to the Rockhampton Bulletin, there were over 100 responses, “as 
well as numerous other communications … prepared with … care by persons well acquainted with 
the aborigines, and anxious for their welfare, and contain much authentic and interesting information 
                                               
30 Mark Copland, ‘Calculating Lives: The Numbers and Narrative of Forced Removals in Queensland 1859-1972’ (PhD 
Thesis, Griffith University, 2005), 77-82; Kidd, ‘Regulating Bodies, Volume I’, 72. 
31 Rockhampton Bulletin 15 June, 1874, 2. 
32 Copland, ‘Calculating Lives’, 78. 
33 Ibid., 80; Kidd, The Way We Civilise, 26; Rockhampton Bulletin 15 June, 1874, 2. 
34 Rockhampton Bulletin June 15, 1874, 2 
35 Rockhampton Bulletin November 4, 1873, 2-3. 
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of a race, the great majority of whom, whatever may be done to improve their condition, there is too 
much reason to fear, are doomed to early extinction.”36  
 This Commission can be used to highlight a number of points. It shows the importance of 
perceptions of ‘extinction’, and implicit in the requests for information was an assumption of 
collecting ‘real’ and authentic information. Moreover, and importantly, it highlights the intersection 
between the development of social policy directed towards Aboriginal people and the collecting of 
ethnographic and anthropological information. What distinguishes it from the later Act was its 
imperative to address not only the increasing ‘problem’ populations, but also the continuing frontier 
violence.  
 It can, however, be viewed almost as a forerunner to the Act, which was the first time the 
government implemented legislative controls to address the damaging impacts of colonisation.37 
Principally, the Act established protectors and reserves, formalised grounds for removal, and defined 
and categorised what was meant by ‘Aboriginal’ and ‘half-caste’. Protectors were imbued with 
enormous powers of control, approving permits, removing people to reserves and controlling wages. 
Working with the protectors, senior police in specific regions were appointed local protectors 
responsible for administering the Act.38  
 The reserve system was an integral aspect of regulation and control. Reserves were carefully 
monitored, closed to external visitors and the people living on them tightly controlled. The Minister 
could move any individual who fitted the specified categories to any reserve, resulting in different 
people assigned to different categories, such as ‘full-blood’ and ‘half-caste’, being permanently 
separated – this monitoring of inter-racial relationships being one if its core objectives.39 Permits were 
required for basic tasks such as going off the reserve and entering into employment, and for the most 
basic of human rights, such as marrying.40 
Kidd has argued that The Act, and its preceding commissioned reports emphasised key issues 
that were being targeted: vagrancy, poverty, moral danger, disease, miscegenation and the 
corruptibility of the younger generation.41 This implementation of modes of control were primarily 
aimed at ‘fringe dwellers’ and ‘half castes’, as underlying the debates surrounding the Act, was the 
                                               
36 Rockhampton Bulletin June 15, 1874, 2. 
37 Kidd, ‘Regulating Bodies, Volume I’, 159. 
38 Ibid., 176. Caste was the legal definition used to categorise people of mixed race.  
39 Thom Blake, ‘Deported … At the Sweet Will of the Government: The Removal of Aborigines to Reserves in 
Queensland 1879-1939’, Aboriginal History (22, 1998), 51-61; Kidd, The Way We Civilise, 48-50. See also Mark 
Finnane and John McGuire, ‘The Uses of Punishment and Exile – Aborigines in Colonial Australia’, Punishment and 
Society (3:2, 2001), 289-293. 
40 See for example Gordon Reid, ‘Queensland and the Aboriginal Problem, 1838-1901’ (PhD Thesis, Australian 
National University, 1986), 1-3.  
41 Kidd, ‘Regulating Bodies: Volume I’, 174. 
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hope that those relatively unaffected populations in the northern and western parts of the state would 
remain on large reserves in a semi-traditional lifestyle.42  
 Although these issues were being addressed under the guise of benevolent protection, the Act 
provided for detailed and structural modes of control.43 While mechanisms had to be malleable to 
adapt to changing circumstances, there are a number of inherent tensions underpinning the Act that 
are visible in the Museum. The categories ascribed to people for their control were based around 
judgments concerning urban and remote populations, ‘half castes’ and ‘full bloods’, ‘non-traditional’ 
and ‘traditional’ lifestyles and ‘semi-civilised’ and ‘savage’ individuals. More than that, it shows the 
overarching shift in Aboriginal policy and the emergence of Aboriginal people as the inevitable 
‘victims’ of civilisation. It was this context that prompted the increase in salvage collecting, and the 
forms of government responsible for the implementation and administration of the Act became the 
Museum’s most significant collecting networks.  
 
 
Police Networks  
As Chapter One noted, the police emerged as an important network of collectors following the 
government’s takeover of the Museum. With requests made through official government channels, 
police participation in ethnological collecting grew significantly over the later decades of the 
nineteenth century before reaching its peak under Hamlyn-Harris in the 1910s. From the mid-1870s, 
their collecting became a direct link between the anthropology and ethnography practices of the 
Museum and the policing and control of Aboriginal people. 
From an analysis of the donation lists and the Philosophical Society’s reports, four individual 
police can be identified as donating either cultural materials and/or information in the 1870s. 
Although this might seem insignificant at first glance, it needs to be considered within the context of 
the relatively small number of donors contributing to the overall collections, as outlined in Chapter 
One. More than that, its importance lay not in the number of police who were collecting in the 1870s, 
but rather in the forging of a relationship between the colonial museum and the arm of the colonial 
government employed to subjugate, control and regulate Queensland’s Aboriginal populations.   
In the 1870s, interested men of science, associated with both the Museum and the 
Philosophical Society forged collecting relationships with police as shown in Table 4.1. A key 
example here is Dr Joseph Bancroft’s relationship with Sub Inspector James Gilmour. Bancroft had 
an interest in the medicinal uses of native plants, and pituri, endemic to the rivers and sand hills of 
                                               
42 Ibid., 174-175. 
43 See for example Emily Wilson, ‘Hidden Agendas: The Rhetoric of Benevolence in Aboriginal Policy in Queensland, 
1900-1950’ Journal of Australian Studies (29:85, 2005), 49-56. Likewise, the 1874 Commission was shrouded in 
notions of protection. See Copland, ‘Calculating Lives’, 78. 
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far western Queensland, captured his attention.44 He presented a series of papers on pituri to the 
Philosophical Society in 1872, 1877 and 1879. Bancroft had initially obtained specimens of the plant 
in February 1872, where Sub Inspector James Gilmour of the Native Police collected specimens 
alongside pituri bags and ornaments, near Eyre Creek, south west Queensland, and forwarded it to 
Bancroft. Although William Wills made the first European recording of pituri, Bancroft was the first 
to study its effects.45 Using ethnographic information provided by Gilmour, he examined the chemical 
reactions of pituri. He tested his specimens on animals, and found a range of effects from preliminary 
excitement to death.46 Upon a visit to the United Kingdom, Bancroft delivered well received lectures 
in London, and took samples of pituri to Edinburgh and Paris.  It was in Paris that the chemist, Petit, 
initially discovered that pituri contained nicotine.47 
Table 4.1 
Police Donations – 1870s48 
Thomas Barron  Collection of weapons 
Unknown – possibly 
southern Queensland49 
1876 
Alexander Douglas 
2 Coffins Laura River 1875 
Skull  Trinity Bay  1878 
Mummy Cairns 1879 
James Gilmour  Pituri West Queensland  1874 
Thomas Johnston Fishing Net  Cardwell  1875 
 
Bancroft’s investigations into pituri are important for a number of reasons. He took local 
ethnography overseas and discovered the chemical properties of a plant that had particular 
significance in trade, social organisation and movement through county. The correspondence between 
Bancroft and Gilmour is one of the earliest documented and sustained relationships of exchange 
between the police as field collectors and an interested corpus of investigative minds in the Brisbane 
metropolis.  
                                               
44 A. Cribb, J. Cribb and J. Pearn, ‘Pituri, Plants and Physic’, The Bancroft Tradition, J. Pearn and L. Powell, eds 
(Brisbane: Amphion Press, 1991), 62. 
45 Joseph Bancroft, ‘The Pituri Poison’, Queensland Philosophical Society, Meeting Thursday 28 March, 1869, in 
Transactions of the Queensland Philosophical Society, Volumes 1-3, 1859-1972; Cribb Cribb and Pearn, ‘Pituri, Plants 
and Physic’, 65. For a discussion regarding Pituri and its different perceptions and values in Aboriginal and European 
culture, see Luke Keogh, ‘The Storied Landscape: A Queensland Collection’ PhD Thesis (University of Queensland, 
2011), 23-93. 
46 Joseph Bancroft, ‘The Pituri Poison’, Queensland Philosophical Society, Meeting Thursday 28 March, 1869, in 
Transactions of the Queensland Philosophical Society, Volumes 1-3, 1859-1972. 
47 Cribb, Cribb and Pearn, ‘Pituri, Plants and Physic’, 66; Edward Ford, ‘The Life and Influence of Joseph Bancroft, 
M.D.’ Medical Journal of Australia 1, 5 (1961), 157; Josephine M Mackerras, ‘Bancroft, Joseph (1836-1894), 
Australian Dictionary of Biography, Volume 3 (Melbourne: Melbourne University Publishing, 1969), 84-85. 
48 Government Gazette (15, 1874), 2020; Government Gazette (16, 1875), 746, 952; Government Gazette (20, 1876), 
169; Government Gazette (23, 1878), 659; Government Gazette (24, 1879), 296.  
49 Richards, The Secret War, 222.  
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The early material donated also included a number of material culture items, such as weapons 
and fishing nets, raw material as well as ancestral remains.50 These donations largely reflect the 
patterns that were to develop over the following decades, including a dominance of materials from 
the north and west, remote areas where authentic ‘traditional’ people and culture could be found. 
There was a surge in police collecting following de Vis’ appointment in 1882, with the number of 
donations doubling by 1885.51 This was no doubt in response to de Vis’ request that the police be 
“instructed to collect weapons, utensils & relics of the indigenous races for transmission to the 
museum.”52 The director also used police for the specific request for skulls, which will be discussed 
below and in Chapter Five. 
The first major spike in collecting, which occurred in the 1890s, was due to the collecting 
practices of Archibald Meston and Walter Roth as protectors (to be explored below). Individual police 
donations decreased until Hamlyn-Harris was appointed in the early 1910s and took an active 
approach to exploiting police networks.53 As Table 4.2 indicates, Hamlyn-Harris focused on forging 
relationships with police following their positive response to his 1911 circular. The director not only 
encouraged individual police to collect, but also facilitated departmental sanctioning of police using 
their official capacity to amass collections. For example, in 1911, following Coen based Sergeant 
Daniel Whelan’s positive response to his general request, Hamlyn-Harris secured through the 
Commissioner of Police approval for his collecting.54 Whelan was supplied with tobacco for barter 
and tags for correct labelling.55 Owing to the “original native state” of local Aboriginal people, Coen 
was specifically identified as an ideal location to collect cultural materials.56 
The collecting network was encouraged by the police themselves, and they employed their 
own internal networks to secure cultural materials for the Museum. An example here is a collection 
of ‘implements’ forwarded to the Museum by Constable Goodacre in 1882. The following year, 
Sergeant Frederick Murray wrote from Native Police camp in Blackall, providing de Vis with 
collection and ethnographic information associated with the donation. The ‘implements’, however, 
had originally been collected by Sub Inspector Ernest Ellington on Murray’s request.57 An internal 
                                               
50 Raw material incorporates organic materials in its natural form, for example, fibre or ochre. These are often labelled 
as ‘raw material’ in the Museum records.  
51 See for example Inward, 1882/78; Inward 1882/195; Inward 1883/380; Inward, 1883/323; Inward 1883/539; Inward, 
25 August, 1883; Inward, 1885/380; Inward 1885/501; Inward, 1886/802. 
52 Inward, 1884/237. 
53 This approach mirrored the practices of other directors, including Edward Stirling, who in the 1890s, requested police 
in South Australia collect for the South Australian Museum. The key difference was that Stirling explicitly requested 
extensive and detailed ethnographic information alongside materials. See Philip Jones, ‘’A Box of Native Things’: 
Ethnographic Collectors and the South Australian Museum’ (PhD Thesis, University of Adelaide, 1997), 87. 
54 See Outward, 1911/446; Outward, 1911/470; Outward, 1911/477. 
55 Outward, 1911/477; Outward, 1912/444. 
56 Inward, 1911/84. 
57 Inward 1883/380. 
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collecting network developed whereby individual police worked with, and encouraged other police, 
to collect on behalf of the Museum.58 
Two key themes emerge when unpacking the relationship between the police and the 
Museum: concepts of authenticity, which will be discussed in Chapter Six, and the impacts of 
violence.59 Local ethnographic collecting, as an imperial impulse whether spurred by personal interest 
or the quest to contribute to scientific debate, cannot be disconnected from the process of colonialism, 
which is, in and of itself, inherently violent. Through an analysis of the police collecting, this 
connection can be elucidated.  
To analyse the evidence of violence in police collecting, the concept of ‘frontier violence’ 
needs to be established. As a recent study has shown, there is no evidence of specific individual 
victims of overt frontier violence in the collections.60 This is simplistic, however, as it implies the 
only way the Museum could benefit from the violent dispossession of Aboriginal people was through 
receiving known victims. This reduces colonial violence to direct action, discounting the broader 
processes of invasion and dispossession. Alongside punitive attacks and direct violence, disease, lack 
of food, declining birth-rate, dislocation from country, dislocation from kin, labour exploitation and 
forced removals were all modes of colonial violence that led to a significant decline in populations.61 
Through their networks, the Museum benefited from both direct and structural violence.  
The use of the police as the dominant network of collectors in and of itself implicates the 
Museum as a passive beneficiary of violence and dispossession. However, a close reading of the 
correspondence files shows evidence of violence in police collecting practices. For example, Sub-
Inspector Alexander Douglas sent the Museum three separate donations in the late 1870s: two bark 
coffins from the Laura River in 1875, skull from the Trinity Bay region in 1878, and in 1879 the 
mummy of a child taken from the Barron River. While the remains were not of victims of direct 
violence, their collection is entangled with colonial violence.62 
 
 
 
 
                                               
58 See for example Inward, 1911/84; Outward, 1911/455; Inward, 1915/233. 
59 The collection of remains following violent confrontations was common from the start of European settlement. See 
Paul Turnbull, ‘British Anatomists, Phrenologists and the Construction of the Aboriginal Race, c. 1790-1830’, History 
Compass (5:1, 2007), 28.  
60 See Peter McAllister, Shawn C. Rowlands and Michael C. Westaway, ‘The Blood and the Bone: The Collection of 
Human Remains and Frontier Violence in Colonial-Era Queensland’ Journal of Australian Colonial History (17, 2015), 
113-132. 
61 See for example Raymond Evans, ‘Across the Queensland Frontier’, in Frontier Conflict: The Australian Experience, 
B. Attwood and S.G. Foster, eds (Canberra: National Museum of Australia, 2003), 70. 
62 McAllister, Rowlands and Westaway argue that owing to traditional burial customs, the remains were not of victims 
of direct violence. McAllister, Rowlands and Westaway ‘The Blood and the Bone’, 122. 
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Table 4.2  
Police Correspondence and Donations  
1911-191763 
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Ancestral Remains                       
Axe/Tomahawk                       
Bags65                       
Body Covering66                       
Body Decoration67                       
Boomerang                       
Ceremonial Items                       
Coolamon                       
Ethnobotany                       
Fire sticks                       
Fishing                       
Fish Poisons                       
Folklore                       
Funerary Customs                       
General                       
Human Hair                       
Message Sticks                       
Nardoo Seeds                       
Native Foods                       
Nulla nulla                       
Raw Material68                       
Shields                       
Spears                       
Unclassified69                       
Woomera                       
 
Further, Douglas himself had a reputation for violence. Described as Frederick Wheeler’s 
protégé, he was known to have been involved in a number of punitive raids and ‘dispersals’, and Paul 
Turnbull suggests Douglas took the two bark coffins following a punitive raid on Aboriginal people 
                                               
63 Data collated from correspondence files and ethnography registers.  
64 Includes Irvinebank, Longreach, Rockhampton and Winton.  
65 Includes dilly bag, basket.  
66 Includes public coverings, belts. 
67 Includes necklaces, neck bands, arm bands, decorative shells. 
68 Includes string, twine, clay and ochre. 
69 Includes single items of headdress, drawing, sword, music stick, mosquito net, water bottle.  
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near Laura, carried out in retribution for the spearing of cattle.70 While the remains in the coffins may 
not have been victims of direct frontier violence, their collection occurred during an archetypical act 
of police violence, and while it may have been considered an appropriate police action, it would have 
had a catastrophic impact on the Aboriginal group involved. Moreover, Douglas was known to have 
directly participated in the killing of Aboriginal people. In 1872, he led a dispersal at Milton station 
near Gladstone that resulted in a number of deaths covered up by local station managers.71 A killing 
in St Lawrence the following year resulted in an Aboriginal man being tied to a sapling near a 
waterhole, before being found with several bullet holes in his chest and head; the detachment had 
been led by Douglas.72 He was later charged with murder following a massacre at Miriam Vale, 
however was cleared of any culpability.73 After wreaking havoc in central Queensland, Douglas was 
transferred to Cooktown in north Queensland, where he rose to Chief Inspector before serving as 
Acting Commissioner.74 
The fact that Douglas’ career was framed by violence is not proof that he collected victims of 
either Native Police attacks or frontier violence. And, as Peter McAllister, Shawn Rowlands and 
Michael Westaway have pointed out, there is no actual evidence of victims in the Museum 
collections.75 However, disassociation of Douglas’ collecting from violence is problematic. Although 
the individuals died from (presumably) natural causes does not dislocate Douglas’ actions from 
violence, they were removed during a violent act of colonial aggression.  
A further example of the profound links between collecting, violence and dispossession is the 
collection of mummified remains near Cairns. Although not by a member of the police, and while the 
collection of human remains will be discussed in the following chapter, the letter highlights that 
cultural materials were collected during acts of violence. Francis Lyons, “pioneer resident of 
Cairns”76 wrote to the Museum in 1882 that he had acquired an “Aboriginal Mummy”. He explained 
in detail how the remains were taken during a punitive raid:  
[While] in pursuit of the niggers, who are very mischievous killing cattle … their camp was 
stormed [and] they abandoned everything except the mummy in question, a skull and the 
dilly-bag which contained them. And it was not until after a long and desperate chase, and 
when their lives were in imminent danger that the[y] gave it up or rather dropped it that 
the[y] might save their own lives.77  
                                               
70 Turnbull, ‘Theft in the Name of Science’, Griffith Review (21, 2008), 233. 
71 Richards, The Secret War, 2. See also Evans, Saunders and Cronin, Race Relations in Colonial Queensland, 131, 
footnote 175 for details of the inquiries concerning Douglas’ actions.  
72 Richards, The Secret War, 30; Turnbull, ‘Theft in the Name of Science’, 233. 
73 Richards, The Secret War, 231. Bottoms details that Douglas and his detachment was also involved in the rape of a 
young Aboriginal girl. See Bottoms, Conspiracy of Silence, 93-94. 
74 Richards, The Secret War, 231. 
75 McAllister, Rowlands and Westaway, ‘The Blood and the Bone’,113-132. 
76 Cairns Post, 5 January, 1943, 3.  
77 Inward, 1882/78. Lyons sent the same letter to the Australian Museum, Sydney. See Paul Turnbull, ‘’Ramsay’s 
Regime’: The Australian Museum and the Procurement of Aboriginal Bodies, c.1874-1900’ Aboriginal History (15:2, 
1991), 108-109. 
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A similar analysis can be made of William Armit. Armit had a rather tumultuous career with 
the police, including two dismissals, a reappointment, and a role leading dispersal and reprisal 
attacks.78 He had been suggested as a contact for the Museum in 1880, when Henry Ling Roth, brother 
of Walter Roth, wrote to then director William Haswell; his reputation as a reliable collector and 
amateur ethnographer was supported by botanist Ferdinand von Mueller. 79  Along with many other 
Native Police Officers, including many collectors, Armit contributed ethnographic information to 
E.M. Curr’s 1888 The Australian Race.  
Armit was known to have participated in violence. Alongside Lyndon Poingdestre, also 
implicated in several accounts of violence, he led a punitive attack at Creen Creek in 1876.80 While 
not serving as an officer in the Native Police, Armit undertook expeditions to New Guinea, initially 
in 1883 when he accompanied an expedition as special correspondent, and again in 1893 when he 
became private secretary to William MacGregor.81 Armit was said to have participated in violent 
attacks while in New Guinea, his euphemism for killing being ‘hurting’.82 While there is no evidence 
of Armit sending ethnographic items from either Queensland or New Guinea, he did correspond with 
the Museum and sent at least one natural science specimen.83 Armit’s significance to the Museum, 
then, is reflected in the relationship between policing and violence, and the link back, however small, 
to the Museum.   
That Douglas and Armit did not collect victims from their own acts of violence does not 
diminish the connection between police, violence and the Museum’s collections. There are many 
explanations as to why perpetrators did not collect their victims, but the desire, or perhaps instruction, 
to hide their actions is perhaps most likely. Burning bodies and camps following punitive raids and 
massacres was a common tactic: “we burnt all the blacks’ weapons and several dilly bags containing 
the dead bodies of infants which they carried about with them.”84 Armit himself noted that after eight 
years of ethnographic collecting, he was “forbidden to publish any information which could give the 
public even the slightest glimpse into the doings of the Native Police .”85 
                                               
78 Richards, The Secret War, 221. 
79 Inward, 28 August, 1880. See also Turnbull, ‘Theft in the Name of Science’, 232. 
80 Richards, The Secret War, 255. 
81 H.J. Gibney, ‘Armit, William Edington’. 
82 Jans-Jürgen Ohff, Disastrous Ventures: German and British Enterprises in New Guinea up to 1914 (Melbourne: 
Plenum Publishing, 2016), 282.  
83 Inward, 1885/380; Government Gazette (1880, 26), 866. Armit was a keen collector of natural science and published 
a number of papers on a range of topics. See Gibney, ‘Armit, William Edington’. 
84 W. H. Corfield, Reminiscences of Queensland 1862-1899 (Brisbane: Frater, 1921), 64. See also Robert Ørsted –
Jensen, Frontier History Revisited: Colonial Queensland and the ‘History War (Brisbane: Lux Mundi Publishing, 
2011), 73. Richards, The Secret War, 33-35.  
85 Queenslander, 4 September, 1880, 306-307. 
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Figure 14: ‘A Skirmish near Creen Creek’, Illustrated Australian News, 1 November, 1876, 172. This attack was led by 
William Armit.  
 
There is no evidence, by any means, to suggest all of the police collecting for the Museum 
were doing so while engaging in violence. While frontier experiences are dominant in collecting 
activities over the 1870s and 1880s, the majority of cultural materials acquired through policing 
channels occurred under Hamlyn-Harris in the 1910s following the cessation of frontier violence. 
This collecting phase was associated with management and control of people and their movements, 
and what emerges as a key characteristic is the perceived lack of material. Although this will be 
discussed in detail in Chapter Six, it is worth exploring briefly.  
In response to Hamlyn-Harris’ circular, the majority of police officers advised that it would 
be difficult to acquire cultural materials. The impacts of dispossession had rendered their collection 
both problematic and imperative. For instance, Inspector Malone of Townville advised Hamlyn-
Harris that “civilisation had reduced the blacks in this district to a very few, who retain no weapons 
etc of … value.”86 Malone qualified, however, that it was possible to obtain material in outlying 
districts. A similar response from Longreach noted that use of “native implements” had been 
abandoned for many years.87  
                                               
86 Inward, 1911/84. 
87 Inward, 1911/93. See Inward 1911/161 for a similar response from Mackay. 
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There is surprisingly little correspondence between the Museum and the main police 
collectors. As Table 4.2 shows, Cardwell and Turn Off Lagoon provided the biggest range of 
materials and information. Given the lack of communication with Cardwell, it is likely that the police 
station responded to circulars and general requests.88 The correspondence between the Museum and 
the station at Turn Off lagoon is not extensive. Interestingly, however, they show a significant shift 
in just four years. A 1911 letter which was followed by a large donation a few months later indicated 
a willingness to “collect some of the articles you ask for but cannot … at present as nearly all the 
Aboriginals are away in the mountains at present on account of the wet season.”89 In contrast, a 1915 
letter advised that:  
With reference to your letter … asking for native relics, specimens, etc., I wish to say that 
I shall do my best to secure you same and intend forwarding you a small parcel shortly. 
There is not much scope for getting together a good collection in this locality as for the 
most part the natives are degenerate and almost devoid of ambition.”90 
 
Overall, the police were important collectors. With the relationships forged in the Museum’s 
formative years, it was a network that required little effort to exploit in the 1910s. The majority of 
material came from general requests and circulars rather than individual relationships, unlike those 
Hamlyn-Harris maintained with other collectors discussed in the previous chapter, which was no 
doubt supported by governmental sanctioning of police collecting.  
 
 
Protecting and Collecting  
As discussed above, following the passing of the Act in 1897, government administration of 
Aboriginal lives shifted towards ‘protection’. With the implementation of reserves and formation of 
‘protectors’, it is logical that those involved with the administration of the Act were also collecting 
cultural materials and information. The first major spike occurred at the end of the 1890s and into the 
early 1900s, coinciding with the Act, specifically the appointment of protectors, and the winding 
down of the frontier. 
This section will unpack the collecting relationship that existed between modes of 
administration and the Queensland Museum. Although it will draw on biographical information of 
key individuals, such as Archibald Meston and Walter Roth, it does not attempt to provide a biography 
of them, nor analyse their broader anthropological contribution.91 Rather, it seeks to locate the 
                                               
88 See Inward, 1915/626. 
89 Inward, 1911/229.  
90 Inward, 1915/ 543. 
91 See Kahn, ‘The Man Who Collected Everything’, 163-189; Russell McDougall and Iain Davidson, eds, Roth Family 
Anthropology & Colonial Administration (California: Left Coast Press, 2008); Heather McInnes, ‘Through Roth-
coloured Glasses: An Analysis of Systematic Bias in Ethnological Museum Collections’ (BA Hons Thesis, University 
of Queensland, 1995); Cheryl Taylor, ‘Constructing Aboriginality: Archibald Meston’s Literary Journalism’, Journal of 
the Association for the Study of Australian Literature (2:1, 2003), 121-139; William Thorpe, ‘Archibald Meston and 
Aboriginal Legislation in Colonial Queensland’, Historical Studies (21:82, 1984), 52-67. 
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Museum within the administrative field that controlled Aboriginal people by exploring its collecting 
relationships.  
 
Table 4.3 
Queensland Protectors 
1898-1939 
William Parry-Okenden 
Chief Protector (as 
Commissioner of Police) 
1898-1904 
Archibald Meston  Southern Protector  1898-1903 
Walter Roth 
Northern Protector 1898-1903 
Chief Protector 1904-1906 
Richard Howard  Chief Protector 1906-1914 
John Bleakley  Chief Protector 1914-1939 
 
 
While the Museum’s relationship with Meston and Roth is discussed below, it is interesting 
to note that the Museum was only in intermittent contact with government run settlements and 
reserves. This was likely owing to Hamlyn-Harris’ drive to acquire authentic cultural materials that 
represented to him a pre-1788 image of a ‘pure’ Aboriginal culture. In 1916 he wrote to Sub-Inspector 
J. Wyer of Cairns that “there are always a whole host of things that could be procured from the blacks 
which are particularly useful to an institution of this kind in working up a collection and we prefer to 
get material from the natives direct rather than from Settlements and Mission Stations.”92 
The only government settlement Hamlyn-Harris did enter into correspondence with was Hull 
River, the precursor to Palm Island, located at South Mission Beach. Hull River was established in 
1914 with the specific objective of confining ‘troublesome’ Aboriginal people – particularly those 
who had escaped other institutions across Queensland or attempted to defend their traditional lands.93 
It served as a place of punishment for Aboriginal people until its destruction in 1918 by a cyclone. 
Hull River was run by former Native Police officer, J.M. Kenny. Kenny appears to have had 
a scandal free career with the police, however, his management of Hull River was inept.94 His 
selection of the site near swamps led to malaria outbreaks, and despite efforts to move the huts to 
higher ground, measles, whooping cough and malaria killed 200 people, resulting in a death toll of 
nearly 50%.95 Joanne Watson outlines that it was this high death toll that led Chief Protector Bleakley 
to consider Palm Island and its geographical features for the confinement and punishment of 
                                               
92 Outward, 1916/364. For histories of the three main Aboriginal reserves see Thom Blake, A Dumping Ground: A 
History of Cherbourg Settlement (Brisbane: University of Queensland Press, 2001); Therese Forde, ‘’Confinement and 
Control’: A History of Woorabinda Aboriginal Community 1927-1990’ (BA Hons Thesis, University of Queensland, 
1990); Watson, Palm Island.  
93 Watson, Palm Island, 32. 
94 See Richards, The Secret War, 242-243. 
95 Watson, Palm Island, 33. 
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Aboriginal people, which was realised after the destructive cyclone that wiped out Hull River and 
killed at least seventeen people, including Aboriginal residents, Kenny and his daughter.96 
Hamlyn-Harris and Kenny corresponded between 1915 and 1916, primarily about fish poison 
and message sticks. While it is likely Kenny’s initial correspondence was a response to Hamlyn-
Harris’ request for information and samples of fish poisons, their relationship appears to have been 
encouraged by E.J. Banfield, on nearby Dunk Island.97 According to Hamlyn-Harris, he and Kenny 
had similar opinions regarding a “desire for accuracy”, and the director used information and samples 
provided by Kenny in his paper on fish poisons.98                                                                                                                                                                                                              
Beyond this particular relationship, it was, largely the protectors, in particular chief protectors 
with which the Museum maintained relationships. Both de Vis and Hamlyn-Harris were in contact 
with Meston and Roth, before, during and after their respective careers as protectors, and Hamlyn-
Harris was in contact with both Howard and Bleakley. While Howard and Bleakley provided 
departmental approval for collecting, particularly, as the following chapter will show, for the 
collection of ancestral remains, it was primarily with Meston and Roth that the Museum maintained 
a collecting relationship.99  
Although they were working contemporaneously, Meston and Roth varied significantly in 
their collecting. They had a somewhat fractious relationship framed by professional rivalry and 
personal animosity.100 While Meston embodied the typical ‘amateur collector’, as a trained scientist, 
Roth approached collecting systematically. Roth studied at University College, London, and later 
Oxford, where, as a contemporary of Baldwin Spencer, he graduated in 1884 with honours in 
biology.101  After completing medical training, he was appointed Government surgeon at the 
Cloncurry, Boulia and Normanton hospitals, during which time he began collecting and publishing. 
His 1897 Ethnological Studies among the North-West Central Queensland Aborigines is considered 
one of the earliest and most influential anthropological texts based on immersive fieldwork.102  In 
fact, he was the only locally based ‘professional’ working in Queensland across the late nineteenth 
century, and saw anthropological and ethnographic collecting as integral to his duties as protector.103 
                                               
96 Ibid., 34. 
97 Inward, 1915/225; Inward, 1916/141.  
98 Ronald Hamlyn-Harris, ‘On Fish Poisoning and Poisons Employed Among the Aborigines of Queensland’, Memoirs 
of the Queensland Museum (5, 1916), 9; Outward, 1916/262. 
99 For examples of approvals from the Chief Protector see Inward, 1911/384; Inward, 1917/273. 
100 See Regina Ganter, ‘W.E. Roth on Asians in Australia’, in The Roth Family, Anthropology, and Colonial 
Administration, R. McDougall and I. Davidson, eds (California: Left Coast Press, 2008), 165.  
101 Kingsley Roth, ‘W.E. Roth’, Man 33, 1933, 182. 
102 See Barrie Reynolds, ‘Roth, Walter Edmund (1861-1933)’, Australian Dictionary of Biography, Volume 11 
(Melbourne: Melbourne University Press, 1988), 463-464; Kahn, ‘The Man Who Collected Everything’, 166; Walter 
Roth, Ethnological Studies Among the North-West Central Queensland Aborigines (Brisbane: Government Printer, 
1897). 
103 Walter Roth, Report of the Northern Protector of Aboriginals for 1899 (Brisbane: Government Printer, 1900), 11-12.  
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Figure 15: Archibald Meston, undated. QSL record 109628. 
 
In contrast, Meston lacked any formal schooling or training. His family emigrated from 
Scotland in the late 1850s when he was eight, setting up their home on the Clarence River in northern 
New South Wales, where he reportedly became fluent in the local dialect.104 He gained his 
anthropological knowledge through personal experience with Aboriginal populations, and based on 
this, claimed to be an authority on Aboriginal people and culture. He wrote in 1895 “since a boy of 
eight years of age I have mixed with many tribes – tame and wild – over a vast area, particularly from 
the Bellingen River to Princess Charlotte Bay...[and] my knowledge includes the whole existing 
literature on the subject.”105   
Meston’s anthropology was underpinned by amateurism and his personal ideal of authenticity. 
He believed that ‘authentic’ Aboriginal people were those who had not suffered the corrupting 
influences of civilisation. Evoking the ‘noble savage’, he believed ‘traditional’ Aboriginal people, 
men particularly possessed an inherent and superior physicality, his beliefs exemplifying “the process 
by which popular construction[s] based on eighteenth-century primitivist idealism, Romantic 
adulation for nature, and Victorian concepts of racial evolution and decline continued to submerge 
Aboriginal culture and voice.”106 Drawing on what he saw as an ‘intimate’ knowledge of Aboriginal 
culture, his authority was achieved through descriptive pieces, the retelling of anecdotal stories and 
recounting or ‘proving’ stories, legends or events from the relatively recent colonial past. His noted 
                                               
104 See Thorpe, ‘Archibald Meston and Aboriginal Legislation’, 56.  
105 Archibald Meston, Queensland Aboriginals: Proposed System for their Improvement and Preservation (Brisbane: 
Government Printer, 1895), 3.  
106 Taylor, ‘Constructing Aboriginality’, 123. See also Faith Walker, ‘The Reinvention of the ‘Noble Savage’: 
Archibald Meston and ‘Wild Australia’’, Journal of the Royal Historical Society of Queensland (18;3, 1998), 130-138; 
Thorpe, ‘Archibald Meston and Aboriginal Legislation’, 58. 
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journalistic flare no doubt encouraged his assumed expertise, where his claims of empirical 
knowledge and ‘firsthand experience’ of Aboriginal people won him both popular and political 
support.107  
On the other hand, Roth was systematic in his documentation of Queensland ethnography. As 
a doctor and protector, he documented Aboriginal culture more extensively than any of the Museum’s 
collectors, including taking photographs to accompany his ethnological notes.  This material, however, 
was used for his scientific publications, rather than to ensure his collections were adequately 
documented. His major publications were his North Queensland Ethnological Bulletin, of which 
eighteen were published, originally by the Queensland Government, and later by the Australian 
Museum.108  He was engaged in exhaustive ethnographic collection and documentation in North 
Queensland between 1894 and his resignation in 1906. Only part of Roth’s North Queensland 
collection is held by the Queensland Museum.  The majority, over 2000 objects, was sold to the 
Australian Museum in 1905.109  This was later perceived as a significant loss, and no doubt influenced 
Hamlyn-Harris’ collecting policies and practices. While visiting Sydney at the start of his employment 
at the Museum, Hamlyn-Harris catalogued the entire Roth collection.110 
Meston maintained a relationship with the Queensland Museum over the course of 25 years, 
corresponding with de Vis, Wild and Hamlyn-Harris. During this time, he acquired a substantial 
collection of Aboriginal cultural materials totalling 367 items.111 The majority of items collected by 
Meston came from Queensland, but he also sent the Museum a number of armlets collected in the 
Northern Territory. Like most amateur collectors, his collection is dominated by weaponry; 
spearthrowers are the most common, with 67 examples, followed by boomerangs and basket/bags at 
39 each, spears (37), armlet (35),112 and axe heads (21).113 The remaining 129 items represent small 
numbers of a range of items, as shown in Table 4.4. An anomaly to most amateur collections, 
                                               
107 Taylor, ‘Constructing Aboriginality’, 123, 124.  See also Thorpe, ‘Archibald Meston and Aboriginal Legislation’, 
55. 
108 The editions published in Queensland are ‘String and Other Forms of Strand: Basketing, Woven Bag and Network’ 
North Queensland Ethnology Bulletin, Volume 1, 1901; ‘The Structure of the Koko-Yimidir Language’, North 
Queensland Ethnology Bulletin, Volume 2, 1901; ‘Food: Its Search, Capture, and Preparation’, North Queensland 
Ethnology Bulletin Volume 3, 1901; ‘Games, Sports and Amusements’ North Queensland Ethnology Bulletin, Volume 
4, 1902; ‘Superstition, Magic and Medicine’, North Queensland Ethnology Bulletin, Volume 4, 1903. 
109 Patricia Mather, A Time for A Museum: The History of the Queensland Museum, 1862-1986, special edition of the 
Memoirs of the Queensland Museum (24, 1986), 207.  In addition, the Australian Museum in Sydney published the 
remaining Ethnological Bulletins of Roth’s, numbers 9-18. Kahn suggests that his decision may have been influenced 
by his friendship with head curator, Robert Etheridge and malacologist Charles Hedley.  See Kahn, ‘The Man Who 
Collected Everything’, 166, 174.  
110 Brisbane Courier, 1 November, 1911, 5. See also Kate Kahn, ‘The Life and Times of Walter Roth in North 
Queensland’, in The Roth Family, Anthropology, and Colonial Administration, R. McDougall and I. Davidson, eds 
(California: Left Coast Press, 2008), 188-190. 
111 Queensland Museum, Anthropology Register, Meston Collection. 
112 These armlets were all collected in on Melville Island, Northern Territory. 
113 Queensland Museum Anthropology Register, Meston Collection. 
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Meston’s contains a wide geographic variation, with items from Goondiwindi, Wide Bay, 
Maryborough, Warrego, Fraser Island and Chinchilla, reflecting his position as southern Protector.   
Table 4.4 
Meston Collection at the Queensland Museum114  
 
Spear 37 Digging Stick 1 Plume 7 
Spearthrower 67 Message Stick 1 Head Plume 3 
Shield 1 Clap Stick 1 Armlet 35 
Club 14 Raw Material 3 Pendant 3 
Axe 2 Basket / Bag 39 Necklace 10 
Axe Head 21 Sword 2 Garnet 2 
Spear Head 1 Knife 2 Spinning Top 1 
Boomerang 39 Apron 1 Platted Twine 1 
Firestick 18 Container 1 Head Net 9 
Throwing Stick 11 Ornament 15 Net 3 
String 3 Dugong Rib 1 Dugong Harpoon 1 
Grub Extractor 1 Human Hair 1 Physical Anthropology 6 
  
There is a surprisingly small amount of correspondence between Meston and the Museum. 
However, what letters do exist provide a snapshot of Meston’s overall collecting and ethnological 
motivations alongside a pithy writing style. He revered what he saw as an authentic, uncorrupted 
culture, in particular, the physicality of ‘full-bloods’, and this translated to the Museum. An undated 
letter to de Vis highlights this: “This may or may not be a well-known bird. Shot him on the head of 
the Dulcie River. Had a great time. Interviewed 17 wild tribes. Have some grand weapons for you. 
Spears, woomeras, dilly bags, necklaces etc. We will have a long jam when I return.”115 A further 
letter in 1907 reiterated this:  
During my recent tour in the Cape York Peninsula I had a rare opportunity of acquiring a 
parcel of carefully selected weapons … include[ing] 33 woomeras, the choicest lot I have 
seen for 20 years, 16 very fine spears with the war paint on, three pairs of fire sticks and 3 
large dilly bags … such choice specimens of weapons are very difficult to obtain now 
anywhere in North Queensland as the blacks are rapidly abandoning their old habits and it 
seemed to me a mistake to let this go.116 
 
In positioning himself as an ‘expert’, Meston punctured social ideas of how Aboriginal people should 
be treated. While many engaged with his authority, viewing him as the ‘expert’, others noted his 
brutality.117 His methods of punishment were said to have included beatings, handcuffing and 
chaining to trees, and was known to have boasted about the “number of blackfellows [sic] who have 
                                               
114 Ibid.  
115 Archibald Meston to Charles de Vis, Queensland Museum Inward Correspondence, undated.  
116 Inward, 26 July, 1907.  
117 See for example Inward, 12 March, 1913.   
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fallen victim to his rifle”118 Paul Turnbull suggests that Meston accompanied Native Police raids and 
dispersals in order to collect cultural materials, and quotes a letter that Meston wrote to the Australian 
Museum: “I shall start on the warpath again! Hope to succeed in slaughtering some stray skeleton for 
you.”119 
Like Douglas, this does not prove Meston was collecting victims of direct violence, or his 
own victims.120 Meston was sending the Museum ancestral remains and believed that “in a period not 
too far distant, all that will be left from the Aboriginals will be their weapons and skulls and skeletons 
in our Museum.”121 His collecting was inextricably linked to his personal views of Aboriginal people, 
and in particular his quest to find the authentic ‘savage’. It is not unlikely that he did collect remains 
of frontier victims, given he manically collected artefacts, remains, weapons, and people to highlight 
what he saw as ‘Wild Australia’.122  
 For all his assertions of anthropological and ethnological expertise, Meston’s collecting was 
characteristically amateur in nature.  He failed to provide basic information, such as names, age, 
precise locations and languages from where items were collected, and this contextual information is 
not discernible from his correspondence with the Museum.123 His collection is characteristically 
dominated by weapons, reflecting not just his amateurism, but also his personal interest in physicality 
and masculinity, which underpinned both his collecting and his positioning as an Aboriginal ‘expert’.  
In contrast, a distinguishing feature of Roth’s collection was the broad range of items.  Unlike 
many amateur – male – collectors, he “did not neglect women’s and children’s activities and was 
interested in all stages from birth to death and the afterlife.”124  In fact, Roth was known for amassing 
as diverse a range of materials as he could, and in 1900 advised de Vis that he had secured tobacco 
specifically to “purchase curios from the blacks for your Museum.”125 According to Robins, his 
                                               
118 Quoted in Tracey Banivanua-Mar, Violence and Colonial Dialogue (Honolulu: University of Hawai’i Press, 2007), 
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collection was acquired over three sales in 1879, 1904, 1907, two exchanges in 1898 and 1901 and 
fifteen separate donations between 1883 and 1907.126 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 16: Walter Roth, 1901, QSL Record 117564. 
 
Although smaller than his collection at the Australian Museum, the items held at the 
Queensland Museum demonstrates the breadth and depth of Roth’s collecting efforts.  Of the 326 
objects recorded, there are 90 photographs; 46 spears; 38 spearthrowers followed by basket/bag (18); 
axe head (18); string (12); raw material (12); club, necklace and shield (9).127 Where Meston’s 
collection is the most geographically varied, Roth’s is the most diverse in its composition, as shown 
in Table 4.5. 
Roth completed an extensive catalogue of ethnographic writings. However, unlike Meston’s 
flamboyant works, Roth focused on a scientific cataloguing and systematic recording of Aboriginal 
culture. Despite this distinct difference, his career was also shrouded in controversy, and he was 
accused, among other things, of engaging in ethno-pornography.128 While Meston’s held an 
                                               
126 Richard Robins, ‘The Legacy of a ‘Lazy Character’’, 175. 
127 Queensland Museum Anthropology Register, Roth Collection. 
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unrealistic adulation of ‘authentic’ culture, Roth’s motivations were the scientific ‘preservation’ of 
Aboriginal people and culture through paternalistic interventions, such as segregation.129 
 
Table 4.5 
Roth Collection at the Queensland Museum130 
Spear 46 Basket / Bag 18 Shell 2 
Spearthrower 38 Smoothing Board  6 Charm 1 
Shield 9 Knife 3 Grooving Tool 1 
Club 9 Apron 2 Chest Ornament 1 
Axe 2 Container 1 Fishing Line 1 
Axe Head 18 Armlet 2 Chisel 1 
Spear Head 1 Necklace 9 Ochre 2 
Firestick 5 Net 1 Shell Spoon 1 
Digging Stick 3 String 12 Awl 2 
Raw Material 12 Twine 1 Kangaroo Tendon 1 
Grindstone 6 Badminton Racquet 1 Fishing hook 1 
Hammer stone 1 Badminton Blazer 1 Spoon 3 
Needle 4 Adze-hafted  1 Photo 90 
Fishing Kit 1 Groover 3 Human hair 1 
Physical 
Anthropology 
2 
    
 
  While there is a broader series of correspondence between Roth and the Museum than Meston 
and the Museum, comparatively it is rather lacking. Much of the correspondence occurred between 
Roth and Hamlyn-Harris, when the former protector was based in British Guyana. His letters reveal 
a scientific curiosity and desire to work with the Museum without any presumption of authority. For 
instance, in 1895 he wrote to de Vis: 
For the last six months I have been continuously and assiduously collecting notes on the 
ethnology of the blacks in these districts, and in the course of my investigations (which 
have taken me as far up the Georgina as Roxburgh - my trip to the Toko Ranges and 
Mulligan having been hitherto prevented by floods) have acquired numerous references etc 
to the fauna of this locality.  Such a list I have complied on the following page, for which I 
would be extremely grateful by your forwarding the official scientific names: books of 
reference out in these wilds are out of the question.131 
 
Roth’s motives and desire to work alongside the Museum were reiterated in a 1900 letter to de Vis. 
Having received institutional approval for his collecting, he advised de Vis that “I am trying to do 
good scientific work and forward various reports regularly to my department … my collected 
[manuscript] since I was appointed Protector already amounts to about 3 times that contained in my 
book.”132  Because of his methodical, scientific approach to both ‘protecting’ and collecting, Roth’s 
                                               
129 Robin C. Holland, ‘The Impact of the ‘Doomed Race’ Assumptions in the Administration of Queensland’s 
Indigenous Population by the Chief Protector of Aboriginals from 1897-1942’ (MA Thesis, Queensland University of 
Technology, 2013), 39. 
130 Ibid. 
131 Inward, 1895/4635. 
132 Inward, 1900/4074. 
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collections were assembled in a comprehensive, logical order that sought to increase anthropological 
knowledge.133  
 This, however, does not mean that his collecting is immune to analysis through an amateur 
lens. Roth was noted, alongside Meston as failing to provide basic information, such as names, ages 
and languages with his donations.134  Nonetheless, his contribution to Queensland ethnography, and 
to the Museum collections was substantial.  Addressing the Royal Society of Queensland in 1917, 
Ronald Hamlyn-Harris talked of his contributions:   
His investigations were conducted at a time when hardly anyone else bothered about the native 
or saw any reason why records of his life should be kept, and in places sufficiently isolated to 
give him unsmirched material and enviable opportunities... He not only possessed enthusiasm 
and unique opportunities, but he had other special gifts...It would not be out of place to say that 
the Queensland Museum is indebted to Dr. Roth for many valuable exhibits, so that although 
the Museum has lost the larger and more complete collection, we are able to say that.135 
 
Hamlyn-Harris finished with: “thanks to Dr Roth’s’ efforts an important phase of Queensland native 
life is adequately illustrated.”136 
 
 
Conclusion  
Over the course of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, the Museum forged a collecting 
relationship with the government structures that were aimed at policing and ‘protecting’ Aboriginal 
people. The police and protectors in particular became key networks that were utilised both passively 
and actively to acquire cultural materials. As a result of these various collecting relationships, the 
Museum became an integral part of this administrative field, manifest through its position as the 
repository for both information and materials associated with Aboriginal people.  
 It is through the Museum’s connection with the policing and protecting of Aboriginal people 
that its role in the colonial project becomes clear. It benefited directly from the violent and forced 
dispossession of Aboriginal groups, which is clearly articulated through the use of police as 
collectors. The reverberations of frontier hostility intersect clearly with the Museum’s collecting. 
While the Museum was not actively perpetrating acts of colonial violence, it was benefiting from 
them, and through its various relationships with both police and protectors, it became a passive agent 
in the dispossession of Aboriginal people.  
                                               
133 McInnes, ‘Through Roth Coloured Glasses’, 4. 
134 See Robins, ‘Legacy of a ‘Lazy Character’’, 176. 
135 Ronald Hamlyn-Harris, ‘Some Anthropological Considerations of Queensland and the History of its Ethnography’, 
Proceedings of the Royal Society of Queensland, 29, 1917, 22. 
136 Ibid. 
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CHAPTER V 
 
ANCESTRAL REMAINS  
 
In 1913, Ronald Hamlyn-Harris wrote to the manager at Glenhaughton Station, on the Dawson River, 
northwest of Taroom. His letter requested assistance in procuring ancestral remains:  
Your name has been given to me as likely help in obtaining Aboriginal skeletons ‘which I 
understand are to be found in a cave near Glen Haughton Station. We are in great need of 
such remains, and should greatly value any assistance you can give us towards acquiring 
such valuable scientific relics. Should you be able to obtain any of these for us, please pack 
each skeleton separately and kindly see that not a single bone is missed.1 
The director was particularly interested in procuring remains, or ‘scientific relics’, in the hope of 
bringing the Museum scientific prestige across Australia and the Empire. His predecessor, Charles de 
Vis, likewise, sought to amass a skull collection, which was the basis of one of his earliest requests 
issued in 1882.2  
This chapter will analyse the Museum’s collection of ancestral remains to explore the ways 
in which they were collected as part of the colonial state. It argues that the institutional collecting of 
bodily remains in the colonial setting was inseparable from the dispossession of Aboriginal people. 
The Queensland Museum was an active recipient of remains across the late nineteenth and early 
twentieth centuries. While this is unsurprising given the role of Aboriginal bodies in the development 
of anthropological thought, rather than fulfilling a scientific function, in the colonial context their 
collection served a specifically socio-cultural function that was focused on colonial appropriation of 
land. Through their collection, Aboriginal bodies were inscribed with multiple sets of meanings. Their 
presence in the Museum became the physical evidence of their dispossession and justification for the 
continual appropriation of their land. What emerged was a parallel discourse centred on the 
Aboriginal body as both a scientific and imperial trophy. In Queensland it was the use of remains as 
imperial trophies, evidence of their physical defeat, that became central to the Museum’s functions 
in colonial and early federation society.    
To show this, this chapter will firstly explore the overarching rationale underpinning the 
collection of human remains in Queensland. It will show the dominance of a non-descript idea of 
‘science’ in justifying what was often recognised as a morally questionable practice. In this context, 
Aboriginal bodies became both scientific and imperial trophies, their very presence in the Museum 
bringing prestige to both the institution and its collectors. This prestige was valued despite the 
frequent acknowledgment of the impact that the removal of bodies had on Aboriginal people.  
                                               
1 QM Correspondence Outward (hereafter Outward), 1913/43. 
2 See for example QM Correspondence Inward (hereafter Inward), 1882/195. 
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 Secondly, it will examine some of the key ways in which ancestral remains became ‘museum 
objects’ and ‘scientific relics’ in colonial Brisbane. It will do this by looking into the different 
relationships the Museum had with various collectors, showing that across the late nineteenth and 
early twentieth centuries, the practices were dominated by grave robbing and body snatching. The 
visibility of traditional burial customs combined with the physical marginalisation in life and death 
meant that Aboriginal bodies were not just collected for ‘science’, but because they were visible, the 
bodies of marginalised peoples were exploited by science.3 
Finally, this chapter will explore the Museum’s relationship with other government 
departments. The scientific objectives of the Museum’s operation as part of the colonial state were 
implicitly supported by, and directly benefited from, the violent dispossession of Aboriginal people. 
In collecting bodies, the Museum was positioned as an important part of the colonial apparatus. 
Whether a native police burial site was plundered, a grave was discovered on a former mission site, 
or remains from a traditional burial were taken – they all point to the dispossession of traditional 
owners.  
The ‘Introduction’ established that the registers, reports and correspondence do not always 
align. In exploring the collection of ancestral remains, I suggest that whether or not an actual set of 
remains ended up in the collection is irrelevant. What is important is that the Museum was engaging 
in dialogue and correspondence with surveyors, police, missionaries and other individuals in 
connection to acquiring skeletal material across the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. 
Tracing these discussions to ascertain if specific remains actually became part of the Museum’s 
collection is not the key goal of this chapter; rather it is concerned with unpacking both the Museum 
and its collectors’ justifications and objectives in the procurement of remains. 
 
Trophies of Science and Imperialism: Justifications 
As shown in Chapter One, by the mid-nineteenth century, the remains of Aboriginal people had 
become highly sought after in emerging sciences, particularly those of anatomy, anthropology and, 
towards the end of the century, eugenics. As Paul Turnbull has argued, the second half of the 
nineteenth century “witnessed a remarkable surge of interest in morphological and anatomical 
investigation of the Australian Aborigine; so much so that by the early 1880s there was a complex 
scientific discourse in operation, centred on the Aboriginal body.”4 This necessitated the procurement 
                                               
3 Megan J. Highet, ‘Body Snatching & Grave Robbing: Bodies for Science’, History and Anthropology, (16:4, 2005), 
420. In her assessment of body snatching in America, Highet identifies African American and Native American burial 
grounds as popular for body snatchers, as well as slavers, hospitals, almshouses, prisons, train station, docks and asylum 
burial grounds, highlighting the continuity of marginalisation that existed between life and death.  
4 Paul Turnbull, ‘Science, National Identity and Aboriginal Body Snatching in Nineteenth Century Australia’, Working 
Papers in Australian Studies, 65 (James Cook University, 1991), 3. See also Cressida Fforde, ‘Collection, Repatriation 
and Identity’, in The Dead and Their Possessions: Repatriation in Principle, Policy and Practice, C. Fforde, J. Hubert 
and P. Turnbull, Eds (London: Routledge, 2000), 26. 
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of skeletal remains for study in museums, universities and laboratories which was justified by the 
overarching goal of contributing to science. As Megan Highet writes “the sanctity of the grave gave 
way to the prerogative of science in the pursuit of progress.”5 
In Queensland, this growing collection of Aboriginal remains was met with a cautious 
approval. The overarching promise of aiding scientific investigation and understanding overrode any 
moral questions concerning the procurement of Aboriginal bodies; the Museum was happy to 
facilitate the acquisition of ancestral remains.6 As the parameters of scientific investigation shifted, 
the motivations for acquiring remains remained the same: a contribution to scientific knowledge. 
There was a prestige attached to the idea of contributing to the development of knowledge concerning 
human history.7 
However, there does emerge a parallel set of justifications and ideas that simmered underneath 
the notion of contributing to science. While both the collectors and the Museum staff looked to 
‘science’ to justify the taking of remains, the bodies that were removed from their resting places 
became a physical representation of the successful conquering of the land. That is, they became both 
scientific and imperial prizes; their presence in museums, universities and laboratories a visual 
legitimisation of the colonial appropriation of their lands.  
One of the early series of letters accessible in the Museum’s archives is concerned with 
removing then sending of ancestral remains to the Museum. W. Birkbeck, of Colloy on the northern 
bank of the Noosa River, wrote to then director William Haswell in regards to a skeleton that had 
previously been sent to the Museum. It had been found by Birkbeck’s neighbour, Mrs Attwood, while 
she was foraging for firewood. Birkbeck’s letters retold the story of Attwood’s discovery in a tree, 
providing his own interpretation and theory as to how and why they were there. Finally, he offered 
to procure more remains for the Museum.8 
Birkbeck’s letters are indicative of a number of important themes. On one level, the letters 
point to the avocational or almost accidental nature of anthropological and ethnographic collecting 
on the frontier. Graves and burial places were found with the spread of colonial development, and 
                                               
5 Highet, ‘Body Snatching & Grave Robbing’, 415. Body snatching is also linked to the development of anatomy and 
medicine. See Alberti, Samuel J.M.M., Morbid Curiosities: Medical Museums in Nineteenth-Century Britain (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 2011), 67-101; Sarah Ferber and Sally Wilde, eds, The Body Divided: Human Beings and 
Human ‘Material’ in Modern Medical History (New York: Routledge, 2011); Julia Frank, ‘Body Snatching: A Grave 
Medical Problem’, The Yale Journal of Biology and Medicine (49, 1976), 399-410; Fiona Hutton, The Study of Anatomy 
in Britain, 1700-1900 (London: Routledge, 2013); John Knott, ‘Popular Attitudes to Death and Dissection in Early 
Nineteenth Century Britain: The Anatomy Act and the Poor’ Labour History (49, 1985), 1-18; Helen MacDonald, 
Human Remains: Episodes in Human Dissection (Melbourne: Melbourne University Press, 2006); Helen MacDonald, 
Possessing the Dead: The Artful Science of Anatomy (Melbourne: Melbourne University Press, 2010); Ian Ross and 
Carol Urquhart Ross, ‘Body Snatching in Nineteenth Century Britain: From Exhumation to Murder’ British Journal of 
Law and Society (6:1, 1979), 108-118. 
6 See Inward, 1890/3300. 
7 Turnbull, ‘Science, ‘National Identity and Aboriginal Body Snatching’, 3-4.  
8 See Inward, 28 June, 1880 and 7 July 1880; Paul Turnbull, ‘’Ramsay’s Regime’: The Australian Museum and the 
Procurement of Aboriginal Bodies, c.1874-1900’ Aboriginal History (15:2, 1991), 110. 
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although the practice of grave robbing will be explored below, it is worth noting that in many 
instances, ‘collectors’ unwittingly stumbled on traditional burial sites. Many bones were, as Richard 
Robins notes, “acquired in an incidental manner.”9 
There is no evidence of correspondence between Birkbeck and the Museum before the 1880 
donation of a skeleton.10  It seems that his interest in anthropological and ethnological collecting was 
piqued after assisting Attwood with her accidental find. His correspondence with the Museum 
includes two offers to acquire further remains, initially offering to “obtain a perfect skeleton of a 
blackfellow [sic] by digging him up … Could also obtain a gin.”11 He later wrote: “I will willingly 
obtain you a specimen of a black fellow, aged … about 40 years, and as far as I know complete, if 
you will let me know how long it would take for a body to decompose in the ground.”12 There is no 
evidence to suggest that Birkbeck did in fact send further remains.  
However, what is dominant in his letters is his desire to assist in scientific investigation. His 
initial offer to procure a ‘perfect skeleton’ was prefaced with a hesitation to disturb burial places if 
not specifically for science: “I could obtain a perfect skeleton … by digging him up, but I think it 
would be rather too much like desecrating unless it were in the interest of science.”13 His second letter 
– seeking advice on how long a corpse would take to decompose – reiterated that he was very glad to 
assist “in the pursuit of knowledge relating to the science of anatomy.”14 A final letter in October 
1880 details his hesitance, noting the moral issues associated with body snatching: “I must watch the 
opportunity & do the digging at night … it is not a very nice thing to go digging up dead bodies (in 
fact body snatching).” He continued that he was “aware it is to further the interests of science.”15 
Shawn Rowlands suggests that Birkbeck’s letters provide an example of the intersection 
between popular morality and science.16 While there were concerns about grave robbing and the theft 
of bones, the imperative of contributing to science served as a justification and appeasement of these 
concerns. Whether or not the remains were to end up in a study on human variation, or in an anatomy 
teaching room, was beside the point. The very idea that the practice was being performed for a higher 
purpose was enough.   
  What is interesting about Birkbeck’s letters are that he specifically mentioned the desire to 
assist in studies of anatomy. Indeed, the majority of collectors, whether procuring material culture or 
                                               
9 Richard Robins, Paradox and Paradigms: The Changing Role of Museums in Aboriginal Cultural Heritage 
Management (Brisbane: Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Unit, University of Queensland, 1996), 17. 
10 The Annual Report notes a ‘compete female skeleton’ donated 1879-1880. See QM Annual Report, 1879-1880, QVP 
(V.2, 1880), 1505-1512. 
11 Inward, 28 June, 1880. 
12 Inward, 7 July 1880. 
13 Inward, 28 June, 1880. 
14 Inward, 7 July 1880. 
15 Inward, 18 October, 1880.  
16 Shawn Rowlands, ‘The Manufacturers: Collection, Display and Aboriginality at the Queensland Museum from the 
Late Nineteenth to the Early Twentieth Century’ PhD Thesis, (University of New England, 2010), 99.  
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ancestral remains, included a non-descript notion of ‘science’ as their justification. For example, Cecil 
Watts wrote to the Museum from Taroom about the possibility of sending skeletal remains: “I take a 
great interest in exploring in hopes that I might come across something of use, for there are many 
places, caves, etc. where the Aboriginal once lived … if at any time I should come across anything 
that would be useful to you such as any scientific relics I will let you know.”17 
In the collection of remains, it was, however, primarily the Museum allaying the concern of 
the collector. Few inward letters directly attribute theft and grave desecration to the advancement of 
science. The justification is largely provided by the Museum through their correspondence and 
requests. Upon the discovery of a burial cave near the Glass House Mountains, de Vis encouraged 
their procurement on the grounds that “all such remains should be religiously preserved for scientific 
purposes.”18 Hamlyn-Harris likewise justified the removal of ancestral remains from a mass grave 
outside Woodford on the grounds that they “may be deemed sufficient for the purposes of Scientific 
investigation.”19 
There was perhaps an unspoken assumption of aiding science. Many of the Museum’s 
frequent correspondents discuss the procurement of remains with an almost indifferent tone – 
removing remains from a cave or a tree was no different to picking up an axe head or dilly bag.20 
While the Museum moderated any concerns held by infrequent collectors, those already engaged with 
the Museum and those amateur collectors who were collecting as a hobby had already expressed 
interests in ‘aiding science’, and thus the collection of ancestral remains was an extension of their 
general collecting.   
Although the desire to contribute to science was given precedence, the cultural ramifications 
of illegally procuring remains was also acknowledged. Birkbeck’s final letter indicates an amicable 
relationship with the local Aboriginal population; his desire to exhume a recently deceased person is 
clearly seen as something that could fracture that relationship: “I shall have to see there are no darkies 
about when it is done else, I shall incur their enmity … I feel a repugnance to hurt their feelings 
willingly.”21 The impact and potential ramifications of interfering with mortuary rituals is a 
significant theme in the Museum’s correspondence. The files are peppered with reference to the 
potential upsetting of local people. For example, Jerimiah Coghlan wrote in 1894: “I will not promise, 
but will try, to get you the skeletons, the natives are fond of these remains of their dead; and I never 
like to hurt their feelings in these matters.”22 Further, Thomas Smith, one of Hamlyn-Harris’ frequent 
                                               
17 Inward, 27 February, 1913.  
18 Outward, 28 January, 1903.  
19 Outward, 1911/328. Original capitalisation.  
20 See for example Inward, 1885/501; Inward, 1886/802; Inward, 1893/4099; Inward, 1914/803. 
21 Inward, 18 October, 1880.  
22 Inward, 1894/4494.  
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correspondents, informed the director in 1915 that “these blacks appear to be awful frightened to have 
any dealings with me in these matters.”23   
 Although science was the overarching justification for the collection of remains, there were 
other motivating factors. Rowlands identifies profit as motivator for individual collectors, while the 
Museum itself sought prestige attached to merely housing a significant collection of remains.24 This 
was a driver particularly for Hamlyn-Harris, who actively pushed for the collection of human remains 
and evidence of mortuary practices:  
SKELETONS & SKULLS the procuring of these is of the greatest importance, and every 
effort should be made in this direction.  Mummies and pseudo-mummies, if obtainable, will 
be of great value.  Samples of human hair, with particulars as to sex, age, tribe if latter can 
be noted.  Disposal of the dead, and customs appertaining thereto.  Notes on customs, 
manner of living, morality and marriage, tribal differences, if any.25 
Despite procuring a significant collection of ancestral remains for the Museum, Hamlyn-Harris did 
not research the remains, or produce any scientific works based on them. The only publication was a 
1912 article based on the skeletal collections – a descriptive and illustrated article outlining the 
mummified remains held by the Museum.26  
 In fact, the Museum’s involvement with the procurement of mummified remains provides an 
interesting angle with which to explore the intersection of science, financial benefit and imperial 
prestige. Such remains, in particular, had a sense of importance and value attached to them, owing in 
many ways to their rarity.27 This then gives them a dual value within the Museum, as both scientific 
relics and imperial trophies. This is perhaps starkly represented by the Anthropological Institute of 
Great Britain and Ireland’s instructions that remains, particularly heads, could easily be obtained after 
battles and slaughters in the colonies.28 
 
 
 
 
                                               
23 Inward, 1915/1214. An earlier letter from Smith indicates concern that “they apparently have a great fear of the 
dead.” See Inward, 1915/1194.  
24 Rowlands, ‘The Manufacturers’, 103. 
25 Outward, 1913/150. 
26 Ronald Hamlyn-Harris, ‘Mummification and other Similar Customs as Practiced by the Queensland Aborigines, and 
Exemplified by Specimens in the Queensland Museum Collections’ Memoirs of the Queensland Museum (1: 1912), 1-6; 
Robins, Paradox and Paradigms, 6. This was not unique to the Queensland Museum. See Paul Turnbull, ‘Managing 
and Mapping the History of Collecting Indigenous Human Remains, The Australian Library Journal (65:3, 1026), 204-
205. 
27 See for example Turnbull, ‘Science, National Identity and Body Snatching’, 4; Turnbull, ‘’Ramsay’s Regime’’, 110-
111.  
28 Fforde, ‘Collection, Repatriation and Identity’, 26. 
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Figure 17: ‘An Aboriginal Burial Tree’, Queenslander, 12 January, 1924, 26. 
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Financial benefit was one dominant factor encouraging the collection of ancestral remains. 
De Vis received three letters offering the sale of remains in the 1880s, with an 1884 letter from agent 
L. Bruck. Bruck, a medical publisher and importer of surgical instruments and appliances, medical 
dressings, human skeletons, anatomical models, artificial eyes, batteries and microscopes, was selling 
an “Aboriginal Mummy” from north Queensland.29 Bruck was unsure of the value of the remains, 
however he informed the director that the current owners sought at least £60.30 The director’s son 
viewed the remains: “The mummy is a Queenslander and has been before the public for about 10 
years. It was in the Melbourne and afterwards Sydney Exhibition … it is in very good preservation 
in the position of the foetus in utero, crouched up.” Bruck has written to several Australian and 
European Museums in an attempt to get the highest price, rejecting offers from both the Queensland 
Museum and the Australian Museum.31  
A further letter from D. McGregor provides another example of the intersection between rarity 
and monetary gain:  
A few days ago I got a mummy of a Black Man – complete and in good preservation having 
watched the preservation process since New Year last … it is a very large one being a King 
and Great Warrior … wishing to dispose of it to the Best advantage would you please put 
the matter before the committee of your Museum and let me know what they would be 
willing to give for it and let me know at your earliest convenience as if I do not dispose of 
it here I intend to sell it to England.”32 
McGregor continued that he had seen a number of mummies, however none “larger or more complete 
than this one or better preserved.”33 McGregor’s reinforcement of the individual’s nobility highlights 
the prize like imagery that was attached to the Aboriginal body. However, it also highlights the 
prestige of the collector: the importance of the prize reflected the importance of the collector. This 
was a dominant theme in British hunting culture where the best game was reserved for the nobility, 
an idea translated into an imperial setting where the collecting of ‘savage’ remains became akin to 
hunting.34 Similarly, the relationship between prestige and the Aboriginal body is evident in an 1882 
letter from Francis Lyons. Writing from Cairns, Lyons had also procured mummified remains that he 
was offering for sale. Lyons had stolen the remains while on a punitive raid against local populations, 
informing de Vis that “the mummy is that of a native King’s daughter who got shot a considerable 
                                               
29 Inward, 1884/353.  
30 Inward, 1884/634.  
31 Turnbull, ‘Managing and Mapping the History of Collecting Indigenous Human Remains’, 207-208; Inward, 
1885/421.  
32 Inward, 1883/493.  
33 Ibid.  
34 Simon J. Harrison, ‘Skulls and Scientific Collecting in the Victorian Military: Keeping the Enemy Dead in British 
Frontier Warfare’, Comparative Studies in Society and History (50:1, 2008), 293. 
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time since.”35 A young victim of the violent colonial frontier became an imperial trophy, one which 
Lyons thrusted into the world of science in order to make a profit.36  
 In the Museum itself, the procurement of ancestral remains reflected its importance and 
prestige – in this context they were both scientific and imperial trophies. Hamlyn-Harris’ desire to 
acquire a substantive collection of ancestral remains, including mummified remains, highlight this:  
In going over the various mummies and exhibits illustrating the interment of the natives, I 
find our collection is a very poor one. The chances of obtaining material of this kind 
becomes more and more remote, and my thoughts naturally turn to you in the hope that 
perhaps you would be able to help us. Your chances of obtaining specimens such as Bark 
coffins, mummies, skeletons and so forth must be considerable.37 
Mirroring Henry Balfour’s directorial style at the Pitt Rivers Museum, Hamlyn-Harris sought to 
gather, describe and compare evidence of burial and mortuary practices.38 Rather than producing 
‘new’ scientific knowledge, this approach sought to collate information in order to classify the 
Museum’s collections.39 In turn it increased the Museum’s prominence and standing in both domestic 
and international scientific circles. The article on mummification practices in Queensland is an 
example of this, with Hamlyn-Harris qualifying that “the Queensland Museum collections contain a 
fairly representative number of specimens which lend colour and confirmation to the writings of 
previous ethnologists. It is my intention strictly to avoid any vain repetition: the illustrations will 
speak for themselves.”40 
 
Grave Robbing and Body Snatching: Methods  
With the Aboriginal body established as both scientific and imperial trophies projecting the prestige 
of the Museum, it is important to consider the main ways in which they were collected. There are two 
overlapping methods of collecting: those remains sent directly by individuals who found them, and 
remains procured with the help of government departments (to be discussed in more depth below). 
What ties them together across the late colonial and federation era is the reliance on grave robbing 
and body snatching.  
 As Turnbull has shown, theft from graves was not uncommon in colonial Queensland as 
Aboriginal skulls and skeletons were desired by scientists outside the colony to provide evidence of 
                                               
35 Inward, 1882/78. 
36 Lyons sent the same letter to at least one other museum, the Australian Museum, Sydney. See Turnbull, ‘Science, 
National Identity and Body Snatching’, 1-2. 
37 Outward, 1912/377.  
38 See Chris Godsen and Frances Larson with Alison Petch, Knowing Things: Exploring the Collections at the Pitt 
Rivers Museum 1884-1945 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2007), 73. 
39 See Godsen and Larson with Petch, Knowing Things, 73. Paul Turnbull has shown that this was not unique in 
Australia – Australian museum produced minimal studies based on their collection of ancestral remains. See Turnbull, 
‘Managing and Mapping the History of Collecting Indigenous Human Remains’, 204-205 
40 Hamlyn-Harris, ‘Mummification and Other Similar Customs’, 7. 
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human racial differences.41 To understand the Museum’s role in grave robbing, it is first worth 
considering what is meant by the term ‘grave’. Although remains were taken in many different ways, 
as Birkbeck’s letters show, “by far the majority of remains were taken from areas in which Aboriginal 
people had placed their dead.”42 There was, of course, no one mortuary tradition in Queensland, with 
different cultural groups having different practices.43 Although internment and burial were prevalent, 
it was often part of a series of stages associated with mourning, which differed according to social 
and kinship groupings. Some stages involved visible aspects, such as wrapping bones in bark and 
placing them in trees or caves, or mourners carrying remains in dilly bags.  
 As the placement of bones in visible locations such as trees and caves was part of the burial 
practice, they can easily be considered graves. This is particularly important as the people removing 
the remains were aware of traditional burial customs, even if it sat outside the bounds of their cultural 
understanding of death and burials. As shown above, some collectors were acutely aware of the 
cultural implications of interfering with remains, so to suggest they were incognisant of what they 
were doing seems reductive and apologetic.44 However, when considering the scientific value placed 
on bodies of the ‘Other’, it is important to remember that “even the most questionable osteological 
specimens were collected according to the moral standards of their day.”45  
 The element of visibility was important. As Judith Littleton points out, there is extensive 
ethnographic information available for visible practices and monuments, with much less known about 
the internal traditions associated with burials.46 The visibility of certain parts of traditional burial 
practices meant that Europeans were much more likely to come into contact with them, and in turn, 
take them. The Museum’s correspondence archives hold significant evidence of this, with many 
people offering to take remains from caves and, to a lesser extent, trees, as well as sending dilly bags 
containing ancestral remains.47  
 For example L.R. Shield, surveyor based near Taroom informed the Museum that on an 
isolated mountain “in one of the caves on a ledge there is a couple of skeletons done up in the soft 
                                               
41 Paul Turnbull, ‘Theft in the Name of Science’, Griffith Review (21, 2008), 229. 
42 Fforde, ‘Collection, Repatriation and Identity’, 26.  
43 For brief discussions of funerary customs see A.P. Elkin, The Australian Aborigines (Sydney: Angus & Robertson, 
1961), 295-320; A.W. Howitt, Native Tribes of South-East Australia, (Canberra: Aboriginal Studies Press, 1996), 446-
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bark of a stringy bark tree and then a piece of bark around the lot bound with some kind of cord.”48 
A similar letter several years earlier indicates the same: “the skull of a male black with a broken 
bottom jaw and one of a female, both were found … wrapped in bark in a cave … the skeleton of a 
picanniny [sic] was there also.”49 Likewise, while studying the Glass House Mountains, geological 
surveyor H.I. Jensen found in a cave “five adult and one child skeletons (in bad preservation) wrapped 
partly in some cloth.”50 Having left the remains untouched so they could be photographed, the police 
later collected them, with Jensen imploring de Vis to apply to the Police Department to ensure they 
were held by the Museum.51 
 The removal of ancestral remains from caves was likely the method employed by Henry Tryon 
in 1891 when he removed five skeletons from the Bunya Mountains. What is important about Tryon’s 
collection was his employment by the Museum – in 1891 he was both clerical assistant and assistant 
curator of invertebrates.52 The December meeting of the Board of Trustees reported that:  
The far too scanty number of Aboriginals skeletons in hand has received this month a 
welcome increase, thanks to the perseverance of Mr. H. Tryon in searching for them during 
his late trip to the Bunya Mountains. Mr Tryon succeeded in obtaining five … these 
skeletons, freshly procured, are not as yet in a state inviting close examination, and 
observations on them are postponed.53 
 There is also evidence of grave robbing from burial grounds. This is largely associated with 
post-contact cemeteries, and in particular those located near missions and reserves. Although it is 
obvious that people who died on or near missions would be buried, their later procurement for the 
Museum becomes further evidence of their dispossession and marginalisation. As Highet notes in her 
study on the grave robbing of African-American graves in contrast to European-American graves, in 
addition to their marginalisation through race and class, African-Americans were often buried outside 
the confines of a delineated cemetery in remote, unmarked graveyards lacking security. Their 
marginalisation followed them into death, making their bodies easy targets for grave robbers.54 One 
example of this corporeal marginalisation in Queensland is the discovery of a mass grave near 
Woodford in the early twentieth century. After reading of Hamlyn-Harris’ desire to “obtain relics of 
our original natives”, in 1911 surveyor J. Cummins advised the Museum of the grave. He wrote:  
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About 1 ½ miles from Woodford in the Police Paddock there are buried nearly 60 natives 
of all tribes from the coast right out west. This has been the original station when all the 
natives were mustered, to form settlements. Owing to the radical change in climate, and 
mode of livelihood, the natives perished very quickly and were buried here on the Reserve 
by the supervisors.55 
 Although discovered on a police paddock, the grave was located on the site of a former 
reserve. In 1877, a portion of the Archer Brothers’ Durundur station was gazetted as a temporary 
reserve, with Reverend Duncan McNab as supervisor. Its twin aims were the removal of ‘unsightly’ 
Aboriginal people from the Brisbane area while providing a source of cheap labour for local squatters, 
however twenty years after its establishment, the number of Aboriginal people residing there had 
plummeted from 200 to twenty.56 As Southern Protector under the 1897 Act, Archibald Meston 
forcibly transferred the surviving people to Fraser Island. He later reopened Durundur in 1900 with 
another forced transfer of 70 people from Western Queensland. Two years later they were joined by 
people from Barcaldine, Rockhampton and Keppel Island.57 
 Facing strong opposition from locals from the start, in 1885 much of the land was re-gazetted 
as a police paddock, situated in what is now the Woodford Prison.58 This proved problematic ensured 
Durundur could not continue as an Aboriginal reserve, and it was closed in 1905 with the remaining 
residents forced on a three month, 148 kilometre march to Barambah. It was on the police paddock 
that Cummins later discovered the mass grave. Following the discoveries, Hamlyn-Harris applied for, 
and was granted, permission to exhume the bodies, and in September 1912, collector Douglas Rannie 
visited Woodford. After examining the grave, he reported to Hamlyn-Harris:  
The graves I found methodically placed in systematic lines and all giving evidence of a 
recent date. Old inhabitants of the district informed me that burials were first initiated there 
by Mr. A. Meston when he was Protector of Aboriginals.  I had three of the graves opened 
and exhumed the skeletons, but none of them were in a good state of preservation.  The 
bodies had been rolled in blankets and placed on slabs of bark, then covered over with 
saplings on which the earth was thrown.  The 1st grave was 2 feet 6 in deep 2nd grave, a 
child’s 3 ft and 3rd 4 ft. I returned the following day the 19th inst. bringing two skeletons 
with me.  The police at Woodford gave me every assistance.59  
While this series of correspondence highlights the practice of grave robbing, what was important 
about the collection of these ancestral remains was the cooperation between various government 
departments and the Museum. On receipt of Cummins’ initial letter, Hamlyn-Harris contacted the 
Home Secretary requesting a permit to “examine and investigate in the interests of Science, some 
Aboriginal graves … and to collect for the … Queensland Museum, such remains as may be deemed 
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sufficient for the purposes of Scientific investigation.”60 He politely pointed out that such a request 
was not uncommon or unusual, as “quite recently a similar permit was granted to Prof. Stirling, 
Director of the Adelaide Museum.”61 
It is pertinent to note that while grave robbing and body snatching were seemingly acceptable, 
there is no evidence that the Museum was involved in the killing of people for scientific purposes. 
Turnbull, who has researched extensively the collection and use of ancestral remains, has written that 
he has found no evidence of collectors being involved in the killing of Aboriginal people for the 
purpose of acquiring their bodies.62 Although there has been speculation about whether or not Amalie 
Dietrich instigated such a request in the 1860s, the reaction of local scientific circles as discussed in 
Chapter One suggests that no such practices were carried out. However, a letter between Edward 
Ramsay of the Australian Museum and James Hector of the Colonial Museum, Wellington, New 
Zealand, problematises conclusive refutation. Hector had written to Ramsay in 1882 in regard to 
obtaining ancestral remains. Ramsay replied: “the shooting season is over in Queensland and the 
“Black Game” is protected now by more humane laws than formerly so it is now almost impossible 
to obtain reliable skulls and skeletons.”63 
 However, what has been established in this thesis is that museums including the Queensland 
Museum, were benefiting from the deaths of Aboriginal people.64 There is evidence of the Museum 
arranging the procurement of individuals before they died, however, Richard Robins notes that the 
procurement did not eventuate.65 A series of letters exists between the Museum and F. Story, station 
manager of Alroy Downs in the Northern Territory not far from the border town of Camooweal. 
Story’s initial letter instigated an ongoing relationship framed around the collection of remains. Story 
wrote in December 1915: “The nig [sic] I marked is the official rain maker and I don’t think it would 
be hard to cure him and send him along when he dies which will be soon now.”66  
With Hamlyn-Harris away, acting director Herber Longman replied to Story’s offer. The 
Museum was enthusiastic: “A complete specimen of your local rain-maker, when deceased, would 
be most welcome”. 67 Seizing the opportunity, Longman provided detailed, methodical and medical 
instructions:  
The director, who is temporarily absent, would like best to get a complete specimen of a 
black in a barrel of spirits or in a formalin solution of, say, one to every fifteen parts of 
water.  The limbs could be dislocated, or even severed and the body would need to be 
opened in the stomach region to allow fluid to enter.  Perhaps this would be too difficult a 
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matter to arrange for transit, etc., but we could send you formalin, or course. The best 
alternative would be to get most of the flesh off, keeping the hands, feet, knee-joints and 
ribs fairly intact so that no small bones would be lost, and rubbing preservative well in; 
then we should have a complete skeleton.  If you think it advisable [to] send you out a box 
of preservative. We are most anxious to take every advantage of your kind offer to preserve 
these blacks.  If other skulls are available these are of use, and we are glad to know that 
you have a collection of tools.68  
Hamlyn-Harris later secured approval from the newly formed federal Home and Territories 
Department for Story to collect skeletal remains specifically for the Queensland Museum for a period 
of two years. The conditions attached were that they must come from the immediate vicinity of Alroy 
Downs and be taken under the supervision of Story.69 
 
Ancestral Remains and the Colonial State  
The reliance on grave robbing and body snatching highlights the interaction between the Museum 
and other arms of the colonial government.70 As the Woodford case shows, the support and 
cooperation of other government departments was integral to the Museum’s practices; the request to 
remove people from the grave saw the cooperation of the Home Secretary, Chief Protector, Police 
Commissioner and railway department in facilitating the Museum’s procurement of grave goods.71 
Although the Museum itself was not engaged in killing, dispossessing or removing Aboriginal people, 
it worked alongside departments and individuals that were, and in turn, its collections directly 
benefited from these practices. Ancestral remains came from mass graves and possible massacre sites, 
as well as burial sites associated with missions and reserves. In many ways, collecting remains was a 
passive form of dispossession. Removing people’s bodies from their lands was an extension of the 
physical removal of people from their lands. As Nicole Watson argues: “Indigenous communities 
suffered immense grief from the callous violations of their dead. European contempt for the sanctity 
of Indigenous dead also affirmed the omnipotence of the invaders, and cast a perpetual shadow of 
defeat over the colonised.”72  
The colonial forces involved in dispossessing Aboriginal people were working alongside the 
Museum in the procurement of ancestors. For example, the Queensland Government was happy to 
assist both visiting and external scientists with access to Aboriginal bodies. J. Froude Flashman, 
director of pathology at the New South Wales Lunacy Department, was given the brains of two 
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deceased Aboriginal men by Dr. James Hogg, Superintendent at Goodna (Wolston Park) and 
Inspector of the Insane.73 Likewise Richard Glover notes that both Herman Klaatsch and Nicholas 
Miklouho-Maclay were assisted by the Queensland Government – Klaatsch through the use of a boat 
and Miklouho-Maclay through the use of laboratories, photographic equipment and access to bodies 
from hospitals, ports and gaols.74 In fact, the government were so eager to support international 
science that the execution of Aboriginal bushranger Johnny Campbell was moved forward for 
Miklouho-Maclay’s convenience.75 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 18: Letter from the Chief Protector of Aboriginals providing approval for the collection of ancestral remains, 
Inward, 1916/7.  
 
There is no evidence in the correspondence files suggesting the Museum acquired bodies from 
gaols. The Museum did, however, receive permission to collect “specimens for the Queensland 
Museum, either from the Gin Gin Hospital or other similar institutions in the State.”76 Moreover, in 
1914 Hamlyn-Harris wrote to Dr Baxter Tyrie of Cairns:  
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I have not forgotten your kind promise to help us in obtaining various anthropological 
material.  Whilst in Cairns you may remember that you promised me two skeletons that 
you had in your consulting room and I still sincerely hope that you will be able to find time 
to send these with full descriptions … aboriginal skeletons and heads and brachycephalic 
skull would be exceptionally welcome since there is not even one specimen for reference 
in our collection.  In matters of this kind our Museum is in a deplorable condition and 
solicits your help with thankfulness for the future.77 
However, there is no evidence in the registers that the Museum received remains from either Tyrie or 
the Gin Gin Hospital. One hospital the Museum did acquire remains from, however, was the 
Polynesian Hospital, Mackay, where, in the 1880s, Dr C.H. Clarkson was a prolific contributor of 
skeletal remains. His correspondence with the Museum offers an insight into the intersection between 
the medical fraternity and the Museum in the late nineteenth century.  
Following a stint in Fiji in the early 1870s, Clarkson worked at the Pacific Islanders’ Hospital 
in Maryborough before being transferred to Mackay in 1885.78 The doctor began sending the Museum 
skeletal remains of both Aboriginal people and South Sea Islander labourers in the mid-1880s. The 
correspondence indicates that over six years, Clarkson sent the Museum five Aboriginal skeletons, 
and three skulls of Pacific Islander labourers. However, these records do not directly align with the 
acquisition registers in the annual reports, which lists one Aboriginal skeleton, four Pacific Islander 
skulls and one Pacific Islander skeleton.79  
What was significant about Clarkson’s involvement with the Museum was his method of 
procurement and instructions issued to the director. In 1885, Clarkson sent de Vis the skull of a person 
originally from New Ireland, who had been found deceased in the bush, a suspected case of murder. 
The skull had deep groves on it, indicating, according to Clarkson, a type of treatment for malaria.  
This history of traditional forms of medical treatment, and the skull itself, was thought by Clarkson 
to be of “interest to the Royal [Society] or the Museum”, however, he provided careful instructions 
for de Vis to omit “name or donor as it might harm one’s position here and preclude further obtainings 
[sic].”80 Again in 1885 Clarkson sent two further skulls – unsure if they were men or women, however 
noting that they were originally from New Hebrides and Tana. As they were “fresh from the P. 
Mortem room”, Clarkson advised that de Vis “make them look a little ancient or some inquisitive 
friend may want to know too much.” He closed the letter with a promise of sending “some good 
skeletons soon.”81 
Clarkson assumed that public sentiment and morality would not support a doctor, a man in a 
position of power, removing remains from hospitals and graves. It seems that the hospitals in both 
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Mackay and Maryborough provided Clarkson with ample opportunity to steal bodies. Across 
Queensland, there was a high death rate among Pacific Island Labourers, with the hospitals lacking 
adequate facilities. The unpopular hospital in Mackay, for example, was faced with improper 
drainage, no operating theatres, mortuaries, post-mortem rooms, or isolation wards for contagious 
diseases; Maryborough was similar.82 The Mackay hospital, however, appears to have been somewhat 
of a hotspot for the procurement of bodily remains. This was no doubt due to the significant number 
of individuals brought to Queensland in order to support the sugar industry and the government apathy 
when it came to providing adequate services for them. Aside from the Queensland Museum, there is 
evidence that body parts from Mackay wound up in Cambridge. An 1887 article provides notes on 
the skull of an individual from New Ireland, who had died of dysentery in the Mackay hospital, and 
although Clarkson is not individually mentioned, he was still at the hospital at the time.83 
Clarkson was not averse to grave robbing either. An undated letter sent to the Museum shows 
his willingness to plunder gravesites. The letter, accompanying the remains of an Aboriginal person, 
informed the Museum of a burial site for Pacific Islanders: “I have sprung a plant of Kanaka skeletons 
but they need a little manoeuvring to obtain and I won’t be able to send them just yet.”84 While in 
Emerald in 1883, Clarkson obtained the remains of an Aboriginal man, advising de Vis he had sent 
“an almost complete skeleton.”85 Ten days later, Clarkson sent two skeletons, a male and female, to 
de Vis from Bogantungan.86  He also enlisted the help of his colleagues including a chemist in 
Emerald, who could provide the other skeletons, and the doctor in Springsure who could “procure 
any amount of skulls and bones.”87   
The previous chapter explored the connection between the Museum and the ‘protection’ of 
Aboriginal people. It was established that as important collectors and sources of information, police 
and protectors were active in assisting the Museum’s procurement of ancestral remains.  Protectors 
also aided the Museum by providing approval and assistance for third parties to collect remains. For 
instance, when discussing the possible procurement from the Northern Territory, the Museum 
questioned who to secure authorisation from: “in coastal districts we find it best to get the sanction 
of the Protector of Aboriginals”88  
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Figure 19: South Sea Islanders outside a mission at Farliegh plantation near Mackay, undated, SLQ negative 18060. 
 
The Chief Protector’s office and local protectors consistently facilitated the procurement, or 
potential procurement, of remains. For example, in 1913, the Chief Protector’s office liaised between 
the Lands Department, Home Secretary and Museum for the Museum to secure remains from 
disturbed graves during the construction of a new road near Amby.89 Likewise, in 1914 the Chief 
Protector facilitated the transport of five skulls from Yorke Island to the Museum.90 Moreover, as he 
did in order to acquire material culture, Hamlyn-Harris targeted police and teachers in remote 
northern and western Queensland. For example, he wrote to the Burketown police station in 1912 
“your chances of obtaining specimens such as bark coffins, mummies, skeletons and so forth must be 
considerable.”91 Similarly, local police were prolific collectors of ancestral remains. While de Vis 
called for the collection of skulls, Hamlyn-Harris exploited government channels, including police 
networks to amass “skeletons and skulls, mummies and all material appertaining to burial.”92 
 De Vis received a number of responses including a letter from the Barcoo barracks. A skull 
was procured, with the note that it belonged to “a member of one of the tribes lower down the Barron 
… died and they put it down to some evil influence … the hair and beads belongs also to the dead 
blackfellow.”93 He further provided de Vis with information as to where he could obtain a number of 
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skulls, advising the director he had seen many skulls while residing at Port Curtis, and to perhaps 
contact the Gladstone Observer for assistance.94 Likewise, a letter from Normanton advised that “I 
have also a Gregory River Skull – it was found in a cave in the ranges at the head of the Gregory 
River .”95 
More than the police’s collecting, their actions on the frontier from contact to federation left 
ample opportunity for the taking of ancestral remains. For example, in 1882, a letter was sent from 
Normanton, far north Queensland, to the Museum. The correspondent, presumably a police officer, 
wrote “I notice by your circular to the P.M. that the Museum wants aboriginal skulls … I could have 
brought you in several from my last trip out as I came across several Native Police grave yards … 
with splendid specimens of skulls lying about.”96 The Gulf of Carpentaria saw a significant amount 
of violence as the frontier pushed into the region, including a number of police ‘dispersals’.97 An 
1886 article in the Queenslander summarises the extent and impact of the violence, reporting on the 
way the Aboriginal people were being treated:  
This way of “subduing” and “dispersing” must end very soon, or if not, before very many 
years there will be none left. At present they are hunted away from their usual hunting 
grounds … if they return at any time to their own birthplace they are at once dispersed by 
the stockman or police.98 
There is also evidence that the police were exploiting their knowledge of graves, and offering to 
plunder them on behalf of the Museum. An example here is a letter from James Lamond, of the Native 
Police barracks, Normanton. While sending the Museum a skull from the Gregory River, Lamond 
wrote that he “also know of another burial ground or rather repository of aboriginal bones on the 
Nicholson River and shall furnish … [you] with some from there [at my] first opportunity.”99  
 
Conclusion 
Securing a significant collection of ancestral remains and burial goods was a central goal of the 
Museum, and as the following chapters will show, formed a crucial part in their construction and 
articulation of Aboriginality. The procurement of remains through the grave plundering and body 
snatching of the colonial ‘Other’, being both visible and marginalised, achieved this.  Although 
Charles de Vis and Ronald Hamlyn-Harris had differing approaches to acquiring cultural materials, 
the methods and motivations of acquisition were constant across the late nineteenth and early 
twentieth centuries.  
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Becoming both imperial and scientific prizes, the collection of Aboriginal bodies sat at the 
intersection of science and the colonial realties of a frontier and post-frontier society. The varied and 
disparate people who were adding ancestral remains to the Queensland Museum were connected 
through two key threads: support from the colonial structures and the reliance on grave robbing and 
body snatching. However, it was primarily through the assistance and support of other government 
departments that allowed the Museum to amass ancestral remains. While increasing the collections, 
the Museum was solidified as an integral part of the colonial state and its administration of Aboriginal 
people.   
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CHAPTER VI 
 
FIXING ABORIGINALITY: COLLECTION AS ARTEFACT 
 
 
In 1918, Ronald Hamlyn-Harris published an article on message sticks. In it he translated a pair of 
sticks that had been collected by Archibald Meston from northwest Queensland. Hamlyn-Harris’ 
translation reads:  
The bearer of this message is sent with another man for two gins (two notches, first notch single 
virgin, second notch, widow would suffice), and intimates a big fight which is to take place as 
a display of dexterity (not tribal fight).  Nine woomeras represented by diamonds, and six spears 
by lines, are sent together with relatives of girls in payment for the two gins.1 
This interpretation reflects the assumptions that framed the Museum attitude to, and use of, cultural 
materials. The emphasis on the two women suggests the custom of both purchasing brides and 
polygamy, practices that in the early twentieth century were perceived as the province of the 
unchristian and primitive, while the payment of weapons draws attention to the aggressive nature of 
Aboriginal society. This translation reveals the new sets of values and meanings being ascribed to the 
sticks in the institutional setting – meanings and values based on the culture that was exhibiting them, 
not the culture they represented.  
This chapter explores how the Museum stabilised their construction of Aboriginal culture and 
Aboriginality between 1882 and 1917. Underpinned by the self-referential notions of authenticity and 
extinction, the Museum used both their network of collectors and the collections themselves to inform 
their acquisition and interpretation of material and the stabilisation of their meanings. There is, and 
was, an intrinsic tension between fluidity and fixity in the histories of museums. They constantly 
change; new collections arrive, displays change, people come and go, modifications are made 
according to social, economic and political contexts and power structures.2 Yet at the same time, the 
Queensland Museum was working to stabilise meanings that were attached to the various collections. 
The geographically and temporally varied materials were imbued with compatible meanings and 
associations that aimed to be both permanent and easily recognisable for visitors.  
As this and the following chapter will show, this tension played out in the Queensland 
Museum. The institutional perceptions of Aboriginal people that were articulated shifted from 
aggressor to victim, or on a broader scale, from social evolutionism to cultural contextualisation. Yet 
their identity as the colonial ‘other’ was grounded in the immutability of authenticity. As Ian 
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Anderson argues, the markers of Aboriginality shifted over time, yet “what remained constant was a 
belief that such qualities that constituted Aboriginality were fixed. Any contamination of these 
essences from the other side of the frontier shifted the ‘authentic’ Aborigine into the ambiguous world 
of the ‘hybrid’.”3 
This was, however, just one inherent tension that intersects the Museum’s collections. As the 
meanings attached to the collection were stabilised despite the constant flux of the collection, the 
interpretation sat at the point of tension between physical survival and cultural extinction. While the 
people were surviving, their culture was threatened, and cultural corruption alone continued to inform 
the notion of a ‘dying race’. However, those representing the ‘dying race’ became, at the same time, 
too civilised to produce authentic culture. 
This chapter will argue that the construction of Aboriginal Australia developed as the Museum 
negotiated these tensions. Ideas of authenticity and extinction were employed to explain how people 
continued to exist while their extinction was inevitable. Despite these tensions and enormous changes 
in Aboriginal society across the frontier, post-frontier and federation landscapes, their depiction in 
European society was imbued with stability: through the perseverance of concepts of authenticity and 
extinction, the very existence of Aboriginal people became the marker of their perceived extinction.  
This will be done by firstly looking at the broader cultural influences that underpinned the 
Museum’s stabilisation of Aboriginality. It locates the development of these important tensions in the 
core point of conflict in colonial society: access to land. Removing Aboriginal people from their lands 
was integral to the survival of colonial society and their dispossession intersects with the Museum 
through the removal of remains and material culture, which became a secondary layer of 
dispossession. The realities and paradoxes of frontier and post frontier society was then explained 
through the dispossessed ‘relics’. 
Secondly, this chapter analyses the Museum’s collection itself as an artefact. Looking at the 
collection as a whole highlights how these tensions were negotiated through the temporal and spatial 
form of the collection. The focusing on collecting and interpreting weapons from north Queensland, 
for example, both derived legitimacy from, and gave legitimacy to, the immutability of authenticity. 
Exploring the overall picture allows for the threads that tie the Museum’s collection together to be 
rendered visible – through the objects, the Museum had direct links to the collectors on the frontier, 
who in turn helped to inform the stabilisation of Aboriginality. The Museum was aware of regional 
differences, and, particularly under Hamlyn-Harris sought to gather as much information about such 
differences as they could. However, when it came to utilising their collections as a representation, 
                                               
3 Ian Anderson, ‘I, The ‘Hybrid’ Aborigine: Film and Representation’, Australian Aboriginal Studies (1, 1997) 7.  
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there was a spatial (and temporal) fixity; colonial representations of Aboriginality muted regionalism 
and promoted spatial homogeneity.4  
Finally, this chapter will interrogate at the exclusion of certain objects from the collection. 
The types of objects left out are equally as important as those included, as the exclusion of ‘hybrid’ 
objects – traditional items incorporating new technologies – shows. By precluding hybrid objects, the 
Museum was acknowledging the existence of Aboriginal people yet rendering them culturally invalid. 
What emerged was the belief that only authentic people could produce authentic culture; whether the 
‘influence of civilisation’ was found in the lifestyle or the object, the culture and the people were 
perceived to be inauthentic.  
 
Locating Authenticity   
Museum objects are imbued with multiple sets of meaning. These meanings are derived from the 
several phases of identification objects go through before they become part of a museum collection. 
Different people attach different sets of meanings to objects at different times. The original maker 
and owner had specific sets of cultural and social meanings and relationships attached to the item. 
The collector identifies an object based on meanings and assumptions outside the cultural context of 
its production. This was then translated to the museum, which attaches its own meanings that are 
derived from the interpretation of the object itself, and how it fits within existing collections. This 
was then displayed to the public. As Samuel Alberti writes “throughout their lives, museum objects 
were attributed various meanings and values: collectors, curators, and audiences encountered objects 
in very different ways.”5    
Through ethnographic objects, museums sought to make sense of these different sets of 
meanings and relationships in order to provide a clear articulation to the visiting public. Exploring 
late nineteenth-century ethnographic displays in America, David Jenkins has argued that the display 
of ethnographic items in particular were sites of contested meanings; the institutional practice of 
display was an attempt to fix and formalise meanings attached to the object. He argues that the 
visualisation of objects “functioned to stabilise certain culturally significant categories, especially 
evolutionary progress, hierarchy and race.”6 The very acts of an item becoming a ‘museum object’, 
from its collection to classification, labelling and display, were, according to Jenkins, part of a 
museums’ attempts to stabilise meanings.7  
                                               
4 Lynette Russell, Savage Imaginings: Historical and Contemporary Constructions of Australian Aboriginalities 
(Melbourne: Australian Scholarly Publishing, 2001), 2. 
5 Samuel, J.M.M. Alberti, ‘Objects and the Museum’, Isis (96, 2005), 561.  
6 David Jenkins, ‘Object Lessons and Ethnographic Displays: Museum Exhibitions and the Making of American 
Anthropology,’ Comparative Studies in Society and History (36: 2, 1994), 256-257. 
7 Ibid., 255. 
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Figure 20: QE3978, Message Stick collected by Archibald Meston and translated by Ronald Hamlyn-Harris, photo G. 
Burden, 2009. 
 
In order to ascribe meaning to cultural materials, the Museum had to first find meaning. In the 
Queensland Museum, the stabilisation ascribed to Aboriginal people and their culture was located in 
the fundamental point of conflict in settler colonies – access to land. The removal of Aboriginal 
people from their lands was an inescapable element of colonialism.8 Physically dispossessing people 
and communities from their lands and removing them to reserves and missions was reinforced by the 
dispossessing of ancestral remains from country and material culture from their cultural construct. 
Both the implicit and explicit dispossession of Aboriginal people was an attempt to dislocate them 
from their land. Although early policies recognised a certain level of Aboriginal ownership, a belief 
developed that Aboriginal people had no moral or legal right to land. As Henry Reynolds has shown, 
“The belief that Aborigines didn’t actually own the land and that European pioneers were, in effect, 
the original possessors of the soil was a profoundly important idea to carry out beyond the boundaries 
of European settlement.”9  
There developed an uneasy tension, or anxiety, over the land. Although Aboriginal people 
were marginalised from the new society being formed over their traditional country, their presence 
was visible. As the landscape was re-written with European technologies and markers of civilisation, 
a dual space emerged that allowed for both the inclusion – largely for economic reasons – and 
exclusion of Aboriginal people.10 Their dispossession was a form of structural control that allowed 
                                               
8 Patrick Wolfe, ‘Settler Colonialism and the Elimination of the Native’, Journal of Genocide Research (8:4, 2006), 
388.  
9 Henry Reynolds, ‘Frontier History’, in The Australian Legend and its Discontents, Richard Nile, ed (Brisbane: 
University of Queensland Press, 2000), 141-142, 148. 
10 Tracey Banivanua-Mar and Penelope Edmonds, ‘Introduction: Making Space in Settler Colonies’, in Making Space: 
Settler-Colonial Perspectives on Land, Place and Identity, T. Banivanua Mar and P. Edmonds, eds (London: Palgrave, 
2010), 4. 
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the organisation of colonial society around the successful expropriation of land.11 These tensions 
between inclusion and exclusion in the appropriation of land relied on racial categorisation. As Tracey 
Banivanua-Mar and Penelope Edmonds outline, “interactions between hierarchies of race and the 
formation of space manifested physically in markers and inscriptions of ownership throughout the 
resulting landscape.”12 Marking boundaries, fixing fences and clearing bush were all ways in which 
Europeans wrote their ownership into the land, in doing so they removed the immediate and obvious 
traces of Aboriginal occupation.   
Interlinked with this form of dispossession and the making of non-Aboriginal spaces in the 
colonial setting was the collection of cultural material. The imperial impulse of collecting served a 
dual purpose of removing the Aboriginal presence from the land while allowing for the newcomers 
to reconcile with their social and cultural landscape. In many ways, antiquarianism and collecting 
became a “means for not just newly arrived settlers, but, more importantly, for Australian-born non-
Aboriginal people to comprehend the pervasive ‘Aboriginality’ of the people, places and landscapes 
that surrounded them.”13 
Collecting was one way in which Europeans could assert a sense of ownership. As trophies 
representing narratives of ownership, collecting was another layer of colonial possession.14 This was 
also underpinned by concepts of social evolutionism and was premised on the assumption of 
‘extinction’: “Aboriginal people and their things were … subject to an alienating process of 
assessment, sorting, classification and typing.”15 With Aboriginal people placed at the lower end of 
the racial hierarchy, the arrival of Europeans meant that they could not survive; at the same time the 
idea of a ‘dying race’ both recognised their prior occupation and justified their continued 
dispossession.16  
By showing that the ‘inferior’ race had not only ceased to occupy the land, but was in fact 
unable to occupy the land, the Museum helped to establish the systematic ‘disremembering’ of 
Aboriginal ownership and resistance, thereby helping to foster “emotional possession of the land.”17 
This was achieved not just though their collection, but also through their public display, which will 
                                               
11 Wolfe, ‘Settler Colonialism and the Elimination of the Native’, 388. 
12 Banivanua-Mar and Edmonds, ‘Introduction’, 4.  
13 Daniel Leo, ‘An Ark of Aboriginal Relics: The Collecting Practices of Dr LP Winterbotham’, in The Makers and 
Making of Indigenous Australian Museum Collections, Peterson, Allen and Hamby, eds (Melbourne: Melbourne 
University Press, 2008), 79 
14 Michael Davis, Writing Heritage: The Depiction of Indigenous Heritage in European Australian Writings 
(Melbourne: Australian Scholarly Publishing, 2007), 3.  
15 Rosita Henry, ‘Double Displacement: Indigenous Australians and Artefacts of the Wet Tropics’, Anthropological 
Forum (25:4, 2015), 372. 
16 See for example Catronia Elder, Being Australian: Narratives of National Identity (Sydney: Allen & Unwin, 2007), 
151; Russell McGregor, Imagined Destinies: Aboriginal Australians and the Doomed Race Theory, 1880-1930 
(Melbourne: Melbourne University Press, 1997), 13.  
17 Tom Griffiths, Hunters and Collectors: The Antiquarian Imagination in Australia (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1996), 4.  
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be explored in the following chapter. Once in the museum, an object’s meaning was reappropriated 
to become tangible evidence and legitimisation of European ownership and civilisation.18 Woven into 
this was the positioning of Aboriginal people as existing in the past. As ‘primitives’ and surviving 
examples of the stone age, they were perceived as having no history. Yet by dispossessing people and 
collecting their culture, Europeans were making history.19  
The language used in the collection of material culture served to reinforce this perceived non-
existence. As the previous chapters have shown, across the late nineteenth and early twentieth 
centuries, the Museum and its collectors sough to acquire “all the remaining relics of this fast dying 
race.”20 Of course, the collection of relics was not unique to Queensland or the Museum. But it was 
important. As Michael Davis argues, the use of ‘relic’ to define Aboriginal cultural materials 
reinforces the framework of non-existence by implying it is something that has been left behind, “a 
trace or memory of a people no longer existing.”21 Collecting ‘relics’ was not carried out for the 
preservation or protection of Aboriginal culture, but rather for science and empire.22  
There was an obvious caveat of authenticity placed on the ‘relics’. Objects produced outside 
the assumptions of a ‘traditional’ culture were not sought. What was made in fringe camps or 
missions, or by ‘mixed race’ people was deemed to be inauthentic – what was prized was items of 
“pristine and undiluted manufacture.”23 Although this will be expanded on below, it is pertinent to 
note that the quest for authenticity intersected with dispossession in two ways – by valorising the 
pristine elements of the past while rendering that in existence corrupted. This hits on the core tension 
in the Museum’s collection: that Aboriginal people were not in fact dying out. Although the 
contemporary current scientific theories supported the idea well into the twentieth century, the people 
– and their culture – continued to exist. This tension, the gathering of relics of the past while the 
culture that produced them was continuing, was inherent in the Museum’s collection, framing how 
they collected and interpreted materials. 
 
The Collection: Hunting the Pristine 
One of the ways to show how the collection underpinned constructs of authenticity is to scrutinise the 
overall collection. In his chapter on analysing museum collections as artefacts, Leonn Satterthwaite 
writes that “as artefacts, collections have a kind of coherence, a kind of integrity, as singular entities 
                                               
18 Janet Owen, ‘Collecting Artefacts, Acquiring Empire: Exploring the Relationship Between Enlightenment and 
Darwinist Collecting and Late-nineteenth-century British Imperialism’, Journal of the History of Collections 18(1), 
2006, 15, 21. 
19 Griffiths, Hunters and Collectors, 25.  
20 Outward, 1914/217. For select examples under both de Vis and Hamlyn-Harris see Inward, 1884/237; Inward 
1890/3295; Inward, 28 January, 1911; Inward, 1915/543. 
21 Davis, Writing Heritage, 14.  
22 Ibid. 
23 Russell, Savage Imaginings, 11. See also Henry, ‘Double Displacement’, 380. 
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even though they are made of physically separate things.”24 By providing an analysis of the collection 
as a whole – as an artefact in and of itself – it is possible to start teasing out the associations and 
themes that tie its elements together and give it coherence.25  
This is an important way to view the collection, particularly given the large number of 
collectors who were working variously over a forty-year period. During de Vis’ directorship, roughly 
3000 items were added to the anthropology collections, however a significant portion of these came 
from New Guinea. Of the Queensland material held in 1910, 77.5% came from six major collectors: 
Walter Roth, Archibald Meston, Nicholas Hey (missionary), Stephen Buhot (public servant), Clement 
Wragge (government meteorologist) and Jeremiah Coghlan (grazier).26 Ronald Hamlyn-Harris on the 
other had added roughly 2500 items to the collection. The key difference with his collecting was the 
reliance on many collectors: where de Vis received large collections from specific individuals, 
Hamlyn-Harris received small, frequent donations from people scattered across the state. 
As has been shown, like many colonial institutions, the Museum relied extensively on 
donations from external, amateur collectors.27 As the annual reports and the correspondence files 
from the 1880s to 1910s show, the vast majority of ethnographic material was obtained through 
donation: the reports between 1876 and 1893 indicate only small purchases in five separate years, 
while twelve of these years list significant donations.28 This was no doubt influenced by the financial 
situation in Queensland; the Museum suffered during the depression of the 1890s, limiting 
opportunities to purchase.29 The Trustees lamented the dire position, describing budget constraints 
that affected not just the ability to purchase items, but also the general running of the Museum.30 With 
a focus on natural science and a limited budget there was little room for the purchases of cultural 
items: “there are no funds available for the purchase of aboriginal implements.”31 
 
 
                                               
24 Leonn Satterthwaite, ‘Collections as Artefacts: The Making and Thinking of Anthropological Museum Collections’, 
in The Makers and Making of Indigenous Australian Museum Collections, N. Peterson, L. Allen and L. Hamby, eds 
(Melbourne: Melbourne University Publishing, 2008), 29.   
25 See Ibid., 29-31.   
26 Patricia Mather, A Time for A Museum: The History of the Queensland Museum, 1862-1986, special edition of the 
Memoirs of the Queensland Museum (24, 1986), 206; Richard Robins, Paradox and Paradigms: The Changing Role of 
Museums in Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Management (Brisbane: Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Studies Unit, 
University of Queensland, 1996), 6.  
27 See for example, Philip Jones, ‘‘A Box of Native Things’: Ethnographic Collectors and the South Australian 
Museum, 1830s-1930s’, (PhD Thesis, University of Adelaide, 1996).  
28 Owing to budget restraints, 1893 was the last detailed annual report issued. The Museum was not given funds to 
continue publishing in depth reports. Subsequent reports contain an overview of the previous year without itemised 
details of exchanges, donations or purchases. The most significant purchase during this time was from meteorologist 
Clement Wragge which is discussed in Chapter Two.  
29 For a discussion of the depression and its impact on Brisbane see Ronald Lynton Lawson, Brisbane in the 1890’s: A 
Study of an Australian Urban Society (Brisbane: University of Queensland Press, 1973), 39-44.  
30 QM Annual Report, 1895, QVP, (1896, Volume 3), 157.  
31 Inward, March 8, 1897. 
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Table 6.1 
Acquisition Numbers by Decade  
Queensland Cultural Material32 
 
 
 
 
 
The reliance on donors from across the state leads to a number of distinct features of the 
Museum’s collection. As has been unpacked in the previous chapters, this was closely associated with 
the original location and type of object: the collections are dominated by weapons from north 
Queensland. This geographic dominance is in fact an important markers of the immutability of 
authenticity and extinction throughout the collections. The focus on weapons from remote and 
regional places both derived legitimacy from, and gave legitimacy to, these pervasive ideas.  
 Relative to urban and southern populations, people in remote areas had experienced minimal 
contact with Europeans. Their material culture, and cultural practices, were valued as authentic – they 
were free from corruption. This was a common theme in Australian anthropology well into the 
twentieth century. The emerging discipline became framed by descriptions of what Geoffrey Gray 
has called a double reconstruction: “the ‘pristine’ (before contact) culture and the ‘ideal frontier’ (at 
the point of contact). In this way anthropologists provided an ‘alternative now’, which looked 
backwards to the past rather than looking at the present.”33  
The circular issued by Hamlyn-Harris in the early 1910s shows this – it was geographically 
targeted to reach locations where ‘pristine’ people were to be found. Authentic people ensured 
authentic material culture; by focusing their collection from rural and remote north and west locations, 
the Museum was reinforcing the notion that urban, mixed-race and dispossessed people were 
culturally invalid – as Denis Byrne argues, “pre-contact Aboriginal culture … [became] a benchmark 
of authentic Aboriginality.”34  The circular elicited a strong response, with police, missionaries and 
teachers in remote areas of the state offering assistance from Longreach, Townsville, Cooktown, 
Mapoon, Mackay, Normanton, Cape Bedford, Coen, Turn-Off Lagoon and the Torres Strait Islands.35 
                                               
32 Compiled using graphs in Richard Robins, ‘Reflections in a Cracked Mirror: What Collections Representing ‘Them’ 
Can Say About ‘Us’ and the Role of Museum Collections’, in The Makers and Making of Indigenous Australian 
Museum Collections, N. Peterson, L. Allen and L. Hamby, eds (Melbourne: Melbourne University Publishing, 2008), 
69. See also Mather, A Time for A Museum, 204-208.  
33 Geoffrey Gray, ‘Dislocating the Self: Anthropological field work in the Kimberley, Western Australia 1934-1936’ 
Aboriginal History (26, 2000), 28.  
34 Denis Byrne, ‘Deep Nation: Australia’s Acquisition of an Indigenous Past’, Aboriginal History (20, 1996), 82. 
35 See for example Inward, 1911/84; 1911/B89; 1911/93; From Cooktown, 7/3/1911; 1911/156; 1911/161; 1911/172; 
1911/193; 1911/222; 1911/229; 1911/243; 1911/300; 1911/887. 
 Material Culture Ancestral Remains 
1880s > 100 c.15 
1890s 500 c.15 
1900s 1500 c.20 
1910s 2500 c.80 
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In addition to offering assistance, a number of correspondents provided Hamlyn-Harris with other 
potential collectors in other remote locations.36 
Although Hamlyn-Harris was a prolific letter writer, and corresponded with people across 
Queensland, it was in these remote northern areas where he concentrated on collecting cultural 
materials. For example, in 1911, in response to his circular, materials were sent from Mapoon, Turn-
Off Lagoon, Mitchell River, Johnstone River, Cairns, Laura River and Dunk Island, and, as the 
previous chapters have shown, he forged particularly strong collecting relationships with police in 
Coen and Cooktown.  
The emphasis on north Queensland is also evident in the previous decades. A brief analysis 
of both Meston and Roth’s collection highlights this – their collections are used as they are two of the 
largest and most diverse, both by location and type of object; their official duties took them all over 
the state, while other collectors, such as Nicholas Hey and Jeremiah Coghlan were based in specific 
locations (Mapoon and Boulia respectively) so their collections are geographically specific. Despite 
this, their collections were still dominated by items from North Queensland. For example, 42% of 
Roth’s collection came from Cape York alone, and the registers from 1911 to 1917 support this 
trend.37  
There was, however, material from central and southern Queensland making its way to the 
Museum. For example, a collection of tomahawks and milling stones was sent from Kingsthorpe in 
1912, and an analysis of Meston’s collections shows that 15% of his total collection came from south 
east and south west Queensland.38 This is reflective not of Meston’s wide-ranging collecting – as the 
previous chapters have shown his collecting was decidedly amateur – but rather his role as Southern 
Protector.  
There is an important problem that arises when analysing the nature of the collections: much 
of it remains un-provenanced. Again using Meston’s collection, 30% of it is not attributed to a specific 
location, listed only as ‘Queensland’.39 This is owing to a number of factors. Firstly, the donor or 
seller may not have been the first to collect the object from its original manufacturer – items were 
frequently traded and an object may have passed through several hands before it found its way into 
the Museum. Secondly, the reliance was on amateur collectors who were usually collecting as an 
aside to their normal profession.40  
                                               
36 See for example, Inward, 1911/84; 1911/222.  
37 Queensland Museum QE (Queensland Ethnology) Registers. For Roth’s collection see Queensland Museum 
Anthropology Register, Roth Collection.  
38 Queensland Museum, Anthropology Register, Meston Collection.  
39 Queensland Museum, Anthropology Register, Meston Collection. 
40 See David Kaus, ‘Professionals and Amateurs: Different Histories of Collecting in the National Ethnographic 
Collection’ in The Makers and Making of Indigenous Australian Museum Collections, N. Peterson, L. Allen and L. 
Hamby, eds (Melbourne: Melbourne University Publishing, 2008), 287-288.  
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Figure 21: 1892 Map of Queensland http://www.qhatlas.com.au/map/stock-routes-and-head-stations-queensland-1892 
 
This leads to another point characteristic of the Museum’s collection, the dominance of 
weapons. Chris Godsen and Frances Larson argue that collectors of ethnology focused on weapons 
because they could be easily used to represent contemporary evolutionary theory: “the technology of 
war seemed to provide the perfect data for studying the gradual ‘evolution’ of human culture, from 
the most simple forms to the more complex ones.”41 The utility of weapons lay not just in their 
classificatory convenience, but also in their visual impact – their display within a museum could 
easily convey contemporary theories to visitors.  
However, as the following chapter will show, de Vis expressed little interest in exhibiting 
Aboriginal Queensland from a scientific or evolutionary perspective. He was primarily a passive 
                                               
41 Chris Godsen and Frances Larson with Alison Petch, Knowing Things: Exploring the Collections at the Pitt Rivers 
Museum, 1884-1945 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2007), 47.  
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recipient of cultural materials. The one anomaly here was his desire to collect weapons. In 1882, not 
long after his appointment, he called “upon all and sundry to assist him in collecting mineral 
specimens; fossils, rare birds, beasts, and fishes, aboriginal implements, &c”, and two years later the 
Museum resolved to increase their supplies of weapons. 42 This may have reflected a personal interest 
held by the director, or, given his background in classification and arrangement, it may have been to 
showcase evolutionary theory to Museum visitors – as the following chapter will show, weapons were 
used to display social evolution. Given his position as a passive recipient, de Vis had little control 
over what was acquired. However, Hamlyn-Harris did exert a degree of agency over what was 
collected, and was explicitly interested in the display of collections, yet the dominance of weapons 
continued in the 1910s.  
There are a number of possible explanations as to why they were collected in significant 
quantities. It is possible that weapons were collected because they fitted into an image of Aboriginal 
people as ‘savage’ and ‘primitive’ and could be easily displayed to reflect that perception. Yet at the 
same time they represented everyday subsistence. It is also possible that these were the cultural items 
that traditional makers and owners were willing to barter or sell, that is, they were the items made 
available by Aboriginal people for sale and exchange. Moreover, it may have been a result of 
availability, or over supply, as Aboriginal people replaced traditional items with new technologies, 
evidenced by a 1911 letter: “The blacks … seem to have almost discarded their native weapons … 
for firearms and other implements.”43 There is also the consideration of gender, as Tom Griffiths 
writes, collecting was a ‘manly’ pursuit that was reinforced through the collecting of hunting and 
fighting artefacts.44  
 The concentration on acquiring items from the north also emphasises the importance of 
authenticity within the Museum’s practices. Acquiring items that represented an untainted and 
pristine culture was paramount, and it was those outside the cultural context who had authority to 
identify and ascribe authenticity. Correspondence and display practices indicate that it was in the 
remote areas where ‘traditional’ Aboriginal people could produce ‘traditional’ items. Although 
‘hybrid’ objects – traditional items incorporating European technologies – found their way into the 
Museum, they were largely excluded from the construction and dissemination of Aboriginality, thus 
their absence from the collection being significant. 
 In addition, this focus on remote north Queensland as representative of ‘traditional’ 
Aboriginal society suggests that items representing mixed race and urban populations were 
deliberately excluded from collection. They were not imagined as ‘traditional’ and thus did not 
                                               
42 Brisbane Courier, 21 June, 1882, 3; Brisbane Courier, 6 June, 1884, p. 5.  
43 Inward, 1911/238. See also Satterthwaite, ‘Collections as Artefacts’, 39 for a discussion of Roth’s Normanton 
collection, 
44 Griffiths, Hunters and Collectors, 20.  
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represent ‘real’ Aboriginal culture. This raises a further issue discussed by Shawn Rowlands, that the 
Museum ignored both contemporary evidence of Aboriginal culture and contemporary demographics 
in order to represent what they constructed as traditional Aboriginality.45  
 As an artefact in and of itself, the Museum’s collection is one of largely un-provenanced 
weapons from north Queensland that came from male public servants collecting as amateurs. This is 
despite its temporal and spatial diversity; it was collected by a myriad of different people over four 
decades from 1880. What is important about the collection’s overall form is that it was given 
legitimacy by ideas of authenticity and extinction, while at the same time being used to reinforce 
these concepts.   
 
Too Civilised? Authenticity and Hybrid Objects  
There are two identifiable and closely interrelated ways in which to analyse the Museum’s use of 
authenticity and extinction in their stabilisation of Aboriginality. Firstly, through its rejection and 
marginalisation of ‘hybrid’ objects, which although making their way into the collections, were 
precluded from the construction of Aboriginality. Secondly, through the exclusion of Aboriginal 
people themselves as sources of information on Aboriginal culture. Both were eliminated for their 
perceived inauthenticity, their exclusion in turn reinforcing the European collector as the authority on 
Aboriginal culture.  
Becoming increasingly visible in the late nineteenth century, hybrid objects are traditional 
Aboriginal items that incorporate European technologies. Philip Jones argued that they are indicative 
of Aboriginal creativity and resilience, and as witnesses to the frontier, they bear evidence of 
encounters between their makers and their collectors.46 They are the physical manifestation of cultural 
encounters, or as Shawn Rowlands argues, cultural entanglement. Rather than representing the 
emergence of a new type of material culture, as the post-colonial notion of hybridity suggests, 
according to Rowlands and Jones, they are representative of cultural survival and adaptation in 
response to the encroaching industrialised world of the Europeans.47 
                                               
45 Shawn Rowlands discusses the deliberate rejection of entangled or hybrid objects and their evidence of survival and 
adaptation in the Museum’s projection of Aboriginal culture. See Shawn Rowlands, ‘The Manufacturers: Collection, 
Display and Aboriginality at the Queensland Museum from the Late Nineteenth to the Early Twentieth Century’ (PhD 
Thesis, University of New England, 2010), 1, 11-12.  
46 Philip Jones, Ochre and Rust: Artefacts and Encounters on the Australian Frontiers (Adelaide: Wakefield Press, 
2007), 1, 11.   
47 Ibid., 11; Rowlands, ‘The Manufacturers’, 30.  
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Figure 22: Club, wood and metal, northern New South Wales / southern Queensland, AM E076965. 
 
Whether the objects are indicative of hybridity or entanglement, a manifestation of both, or 
perhaps of the same thing, they are important markers of frontier contact.48 As Jones writes, objects 
can tell a lot about the frontier, and those that brushed “against both cultures … wear a double 
patina.”49 It is the dual surface, the double patina of ochre and rust, that represents the dual cultures 
of the frontier.50 But what is important for this discussion is how these objects were interpreted by 
the Museum. Over the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, both individual collectors and 
the Museum interpreted hybrid objects as representative of cultural degeneration and corruption – 
they had lost their authenticity. As a result, they were neither scientifically nor culturally valid, and 
consequently were not appropriate for a public display in a colonial museum. As Hamlyn-Harris 
observed in 1916, objects “of such modern manufacture … render them but of little ethnological 
value.”51 
Once dislocated from their perceived traditional lifestyle, the Aboriginal people producing the 
artefacts were seen to be disconnected from traditional culture and were viewed by the Museum and 
its collectors as untrustworthy. The very presence of hybrid objects became evidence of ‘extinction’: 
“the appropriation of western materials into indigenous material culture spoke powerfully to the 
                                               
48 In her study on Indigenous – settler communication in British Columbia, Laura Millar suggests that through the 
colonisation process, the two cultures become so thoroughly interlinked that neither society exists in isolation. She 
suggests that a hybrid approach to cultural technologies was in fact the performance of cultural entanglement. See Laura 
Millar ‘Subject or Object? Shaping and Reshaping the Intersections between Aboriginal and Non-Aboriginal Records’ 
Archival Science: International Journal on Recorded Information (6, 2006), 329.  
49 Jones, Ochre and Rust, 1. See also Rodney Harrison ‘Archaeology and the Colonial Encounter: Kimberley 
spearpoints, cultural identity and masculinity in the north of Australia’, Journal of Social Archaeology (2:3, 2002), 353. 
50 See Jones, Ochre and Rust, 7.  
51 Outward, 1916/22.  
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proponents of colonial doomed race theories.”52 The material culture itself was seen as being ‘bred 
out’ alongside the people that produced it.  
 This, however, does not mean that they were not collected. Indeed, the Museum has a 
significant number of hybrid objects. For instance, Clement Wragge’s collection reveals a large 
number of such items, including tools, chisels, and knives made with metal, an axe head made from 
a European tomahawk, spearheads made from fencing wire, metal engraving tools and a club studded 
with horseshoe nails.53 Moreover, Rowlands has shown that both the Coghlan and Roth collection 
contain a significant number of hybrid objects.54 A letter from collector E.J. Banfield highlights this: 
“I am handing them to you exactly in the condition I received them, that is with all the adherent taints 
of civilisation – witness the string and the staples.”55  
 The collection of hybrid objects in fact highlights the dominance of authenticity. The belief 
that these objects were not representative of Aboriginal culture was pervasive, running through the 
Museum’s interpretation and analysis. This was manifest through their exclusion from the 
construction and articulation of Aboriginality. Although they “display clear signs of Aboriginal 
material adaptation … the conclusions reached by ethnographers and the Museum discounted or 
devalued the evidence.”56 
This exclusion is an important way of looking at how the Museum imagined their overall 
collection of material objects. Satterthwaite has argued that “the difference between what a collection 
contains relative to what it does not is one of the most revealing attributes of a collection as a 
structured entity.”57 It is the absence of specific types of objects, particularly in relation to the 
presence of other types, which reveals a significant amount about the collection itself. Satterthwaite 
elaborates that as collections are snapshots of unknown ways of being in unknown ways of life, it 
becomes necessary to consider what the collection lacks as much as what it contains: “the absence of 
evidence – that is, the absence of elements in type, frequency, of the original artefactual universe 
from which a collection was extracted – is in fact evidence”.58 
By the mid-late 1800s hybrid objects had become an important feature of Aboriginal society. 
They were a crucial part of the ‘original artefactual universe’ from which the Museum’s collection of 
cultural materials was obtained. The incorporation of European technologies into traditional material 
society was not only a way of understanding and making sense of the arrival of Europeans, it was 
also a response to a climate characterised by cultural misunderstandings and clashes that saw fierce 
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competition for resources. For example, there is evidence of metalwork in traditional societies, with 
the Wiradjuri people of central New South Wales having a name for blacksmith that translated to 
‘beater out of tomahawks’.59 Further, Henry Reynolds suggests that knowledge of metal technologies 
may have spread beyond the margins of European settlements to people who had not yet had contact 
with new arrivals.60 
In the Museum setting, hybrid objects were situated outside the realm of traditional material 
culture; they lacked scientific and cultural validity. The focus on traditionality was a dominant feature 
of professional, university-based anthropology that developed in the 1920s. As the anthropological 
focus moved away from collection of material culture and the examination of primitive bodies 
towards a study of social organisations, it became “interested in describing and analysing peoples 
with minimal European contact.”61  
However, the preoccupation with what was deemed to ‘authentic’ culture – that outside the 
bounds of European civilisation – also dominated the colonial collection of cultural material during 
the amateur ‘armchair’ anthropology era. The desire to collect ‘authentic’ culture was evident as early 
as the 1860s when the Museum was managed by the Queensland Philosophical Society. As noted in 
chapter one, Charles Coxen advocated the ethnographic study of Aboriginal people, calling 
specifically for the exclusion of ‘semi-civilised’ people living near European settlement. His chief 
concern that incorporating such populations into a study would “lose altogether the characteristics of 
the savage in his normal condition.”62   
Interestingly, under de Vis there is less specific reference to the condition of material culture 
collected. This may be due to the director’s focus on natural science, or perhaps the inability to 
interrogate the outward correspondence files during his directorship. During the phase of collecting 
that was characterised by scientific ideas of social evolution, it is letters from overseas that are 
reinforcing concepts of authenticity to the Museum.63 For example, in 1882 the Superintendent of the 
Indian Museum wrote that “this Museum would be glad to receive in exchange crania of the 
Aborigines of Australia with authenticated examples of their implements etc. in good condition.”64  
Further, Italian collector and museum administrator, Enrico Giglioli, expressed concern at the 
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accessibility of collecting stone implements – of course he wanted ‘traditional’ samples, those “still 
in use amongst the natives.”65 
What was emerging from the 1860s was the belief that Aboriginal people were “rapidly being 
civilised off the earth.”66 As a result, the dominance of their perceived extinction framed the 
collections in the following decades. As traditional Aboriginal culture was perceived to be incapable 
of change, evidence of change was interpreted as evidence of degeneration, and those collecting 
Aboriginal culture continued to view traditionality through the preconceived lens of social 
evolution.67 In this context, the very persistence of Aboriginal culture became the maker of its demise.  
These concepts persisted into the twentieth century, where owing to the urgency driving 
‘salvage’ ethnography, it became significantly more explicit. For example, a request to collect 
material culture was received by the manager at Dunbar Station on the Mitchell River. The reply 
highlights the focus on ‘authentic’: “There are no Blacks at the present time in this district that is 
within (80) Eighty or (100) one hundred miles from here living in their wild state and for that reason 
I must pass the actual collection on to someone else.”68 
The arrival of ‘civilisation’ had dislocated Aboriginal people from their traditional culture. 
The inherent duality of existence and extinction again becomes evident; although the people 
themselves remained, they are perceived to be culturally inauthentic. A letter from missionary 
Nicholas Hey highlights this, and it is worth quoting in length at it raises a number of important 
points:  
Since the advent of civilisation it is getting more and more difficult to procure “the real 
thing”. The native spears are now usually tipped with iron and not with bone as formerly 
and much of the material used for other implements is to a great extent of European origin 
or make. Such implements which have been made for sale may be permitted to pass on to 
the dealer in curios or the traveller but they would hardly be fitting for a Museum.69  
One interpretation of this letter is that it highlights how Aboriginal people were actively responding 
to the demand for their material culture by manufacturing objects for sale. However, its explicit 
suggestion was that the arrival of civilisation had ‘corrupted’ Aboriginal people and their material 
culture – although the people may still be there, their culture was dying out. What had been produced 
were mere ‘curios’, they were inauthentic and thus both scientifically and culturally invalid.  
Similarly, a letter from 1915 highlighted the corrupting influence of civilisation. Reinforcing 
the dominance of new technologies, missionary Georg Schwarz of Cape Bedford wrote: 
There is hardly an article to be found in any of the surrounding camps which does not 
represent a mixture of old and new times. For instance, the spears that could be collected 
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are nowadays manufactured with the aid of wire, string or twine pitch and bags are made 
out of old ropes.70 
Because of this corruption, Schwarz rendered the available objects scientifically invalid: “I hardly 
think that such articles would be of any value at all for your purpose.”71 In his letter, Schwarz hit on 
Hamlyn-Harris’ major concern, advising that the time for anything of “ethnological value has 
passed.”72 Another example from 1915:  
We have some few Blacks here in our district semi-civilised. They are generally a lazy lot, 
smoking Opium when they can get it and generally speaking have become degraded by 
civilisations worse vice … most if not all have little if any knowledge of their customs 
when in the unpolluted native state.”73 
Both Hey and Schwarz emphasise the notions that it was difficult, if not impossible to collect ‘real’ 
material culture 
The emergence of hybrid objects ran parallel to the perception of Aboriginal people 
themselves having lost both culture and tradition. Lynette Russell argues that material objects were 
deemed to be real, not only because they were not ‘fake’, but importantly, because they were produced 
by an ‘authentic native’.74 Hamlyn-Harris makes this connection in his 1915 article ‘On Certain 
Implements of Superstition and Magic’:  
I have seen implements and weapons made by aboriginals about which there can be no 
possible doubt that they are of modern manufacture, with ideas incorporated, which they 
themselves have acquired within the last decade or so – implements which bear in every 
detail of their manufacture the mark of a bungler.75 
This highlights the idea that Aboriginal people, particularly those impacted by civilisation, were not 
able to carry cultural information. As a result of their not being ‘traditional’, they could not be relied 
upon, as Hamlyn-Harris continues: “these people will declare most solemnly that they and their 
forefathers have used such from time immemorial.”76   
This theme was reiterated to the Museum extensively via collectors and correspondents. 
Coghlan advised the Museum that he was often unable to obtain corroborated information: “I find it 
very hard to come to a decision with blacks as to any statement they make. Men have told me of 
certain religious beliefs, and meanings of names for places … but I must say in questioning the same 
blacks, I could never come to the same conclusion.”77 From Deebing Creek mission, near Ipswich in 
southeast Queensland, the superintendent advised Hamlyn-Harris that: “I wish it were in my power 
to assist you, but the class of Aboriginals we have on this Mission seem to have very little knowledge 
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… [of] any of these things for which Aboriginals were at once famous … trusting that you will be 
more successful in some other part of the country.”78 Further, Thomas Smith of Emerald explicitly 
advised Hamlyn-Harris that merely being born after the arrival of Europeans effectively rendered 
Aboriginal people incapable of retaining knowledge of customs “when in the unpolluted state.”79  
The notion that only ‘authentic’ people could produce ‘authentic’ objects underpinned the 
Museum’s stabilisation and articulation of Aboriginality. As shown in Chapter Three, it was amateur 
collectors who emerged as experts in the determination of authenticity. This is clearly highlighted in 
a letter from Schwarz:  “I do not think they can be got except having them made by the Aboriginal 
under one’s own eyes.”80 A later letter from Schwartz reiterates the same idea: “Genuine articles 
would have to be manufactured under supervision to be sure that only the original material is used 
for everything.”81 Schwartz had a collection of implements that he did not want to donate to the 
Museum, his reasoning being the inability to replace them without personal effort – if Schwartz was 
to find an equal collection, it would require his personal supervision.  
Schwartz’s observations point to an inherent distrust in Aboriginal people as possessors of 
their own culture. Once they had been ‘corrupted’ by civilisation, they ceased being traditional and 
were incapable of producing ‘real’ material. Hamlyn-Harris articulated this in 1915:  
I have often been struck, in conversation with a native, how imperfect his memory seems 
to be and how easily connected ideas fade into insignificance, characteristics leading to the 
rapid elimination of knowledge of customs and beliefs. It is astonishing, also, how easily 
the native brings himself to believe that which he fancies to be the case. I do not think this 
ignorance is assumed, but real.82 
When an Aboriginal person ceased living in what Western culture interpreted as a ‘traditional 
lifestyle’, their ability to provide information, or material objects was directly questioned. 
Superintendent Lyon of Yarrabah wrote to Hamlyn-Harris: “the type of aboriginal we have at 
Yarrabah seems to be able to give you very little information that is authentic.”83  Further, protector 
G McGrath wrote to the director in 1911: 
Referring to your letter and printed circular … asking me to obtain aboriginal implements, 
appliances and ceremonial tokens, I am afraid that so far as this district is concerned that I 
will be unable to accede your request as the Aboriginals have been for a number of years 
civilised that they have abandoned using their native implements.84  
Sub-Inspector Quinn of Mackay wrote to the Museum in 1911 that “owing to the small number of 
Aboriginals in this district, all of whom are civilised … I will be unable to obtain [implements].”85 
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The notion of being too civilised is perhaps most starkly captured by A. Williams, writing from the 
Torres Strait Islands: “I beg to state the natives are in a high state of civilisation … the men hunt and 
shoot ducks with shot guns. The ladies make their dresses with sewing machines!”.86 
It is an interesting paradox that Aboriginal people were seen to be too civilised to provide 
authentic information. As Russell McGregor has shown, the notion of inevitable extinction grew 
alongside the belief that Aboriginal people were unable to become ‘civilised’: “far from leading the 
indigenes to a higher social state [civilisation] could result only in their demise.”87 Identifying 
Aboriginal people as ‘civilised’ was acknowledging their continual existence while at the same time 
dislocating them from a cultural existence. Although they were alive, their culture was not; in turn, 
they were not authentic, and thus had ceased to exist as ‘traditional’ Aboriginal.  
 
 
Conclusion  
Looking at the collection as a whole allows for an analysis of the collection itself as an historical 
artefact, and as an artefact on its own it contains a number of important attributes that are aligned 
with the Museum’s construction of Aboriginality. The focus on north Queensland highlights the 
changing frontier and the ongoing relationship between Aboriginal people and Europeans. Likewise, 
the relatively lower representation of southern Queensland again reflects this frontier history, as by 
the start of increased collecting in the late 1880s, southern parts of the state were ‘settled’; Aboriginal 
people had been largely dispossessed and were viewed as culturally invalid.  
The immutability of authenticity and the notion that only ‘real’ people could produce ‘real’ 
culture became the foundational framework on which the Museum constructed notions of 
Aboriginality. This was given precedence as ‘real’ people were perceived to be dying out, a theme 
that dominated the collections over a sixty-year time span. The employment of authenticity and 
extinction meant that contemporary demographics and evidence of cultural survival and adaptation 
could be scientifically and culturally marginalised to continue European appropriation of Aboriginal 
land. These pervasive concepts allowed for the simultaneous existence and extinction of Aboriginal 
people.  
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CHAPTER VII 
 
DISPLAYING ABORIGINALITY 
 
 
An imitation camp of the Aboriginals showing them preparing a meal gives the patrons an 
idea of what it would be like to be an Aboriginal.1  
 
I strolled up to what resembled an Aboriginals camp. It is most realistic, with tents and 
Aboriginals sitting outside the tents on stools, rubbing sticks together to make fire, in 
preparation for a meal.2 
 
These two observations appeared Rockhampton’s Morning Bulletin five years apart in 1933 and 1938. 
Both were made by visitors to the Queensland Museum and both describe the Aboriginal Camp 
Diorama, the Museum’s key ethnological exhibit installed by Ronald Hamlyn-Harris in 1913. What 
is important about these observations is that in that 1930s, the diorama was seen as an accurate 
representation of Aboriginal Queensland. However, having remained unchanged since its inception, 
the diorama was actually a representation of the ‘authentic native’ that dominated the colonial 
imagination. It captured in physical form the immutability of authenticity and extinction that framed 
the Museum’s articulation of Aboriginality. What gives this particular display importance is that it 
remained, unchanged, in-situ until 1986 when the Museum moved to its present location at 
Southbank’s Cultural Centre. Like the people it purported to represent, it became trapped in temporal 
and spatial stasis, providing an enduring image of the Museum’s assumptions about Aboriginal 
people. More than that, it highlights the dominance of concepts of authenticity and essentialism across 
the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, reflected in the fact that the figures used in the 
Queensland diorama were models of Victorian and South Australian people cast and constructed over 
the preceding four decades.  
This chapter explores how the Museum used their collection of Aboriginal cultural materials 
to exhibit its construction of Aboriginality to the visiting public. It argues that the Museum’s displays 
reflected the perceived realities of frontier and post-frontier colonial society. Although the 
collection’s meaning was stabilised over the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, the displays 
themselves shifted through three phases that were aligned with both the colonial experience and 
broader shifts in anthropology.  
This will be shown by tracing the three broad display phases. Firstly, it will consider how the 
arrangement of cultural materials in the 1860s and 1870s was used to highlight recent and ongoing 
frontier violence, in particular, that which was perpetrated against Europeans. Through the use and 
interpretation of cultural materials, Aboriginal people were displayed as inherently violent, with well-
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known examples of Aboriginal hostility used to underscore this narrative. On a broader level, this 
depiction of Aboriginal people converged with the early museum arrangements characterised by 
cabinets of curiosities.  
Secondly, the displays from the late 1880s were framed by ideas of evolutionary inferiority. 
This grew not only alongside international theories of human development and its visual 
manifestation, but also with the success of the colonial endeavour and the physical removal of 
Aboriginal people from their traditional lands. This time period saw the repositioning of Aboriginal 
people from violent aggressors on the frontier to a people stuck in an evolutionary stasis and destined 
to ‘die out’. The final phase moved towards portraying Aboriginal people as relics of the past. In the 
Museum, this was manifest visually through the Aboriginal camp diorama which reflected the rise of 
cultural anthropology and the new imperatives of Australian nationhood. On a broader level, the 
diorama embodied the shift from collecting for evidence of evolution to documenting and salvaging 
the dying traditions of a ‘doomed race’.   
Despite these three overarching display phases explored in this chapter, the cultural materials 
in the Museum’s collections were given continuity through the concepts of authenticity and 
extinction. As Lynette Russell has argued, museum displays were “both the image and reflection of 
the curatorial imperative, which is itself the subject of prevailing trends.”3 Analysing the assumptions 
that underpinned and justified not just the collection but also the exhibitory use of cultural materials 
shows how the Queensland Museum sat at the point of intersection between the colonial frontier and 
the construction of Aboriginality. Importantly, the Museum’s role in the dispossession of Aboriginal 
Queensland lay not just in their collecting practices, but also in their public display of Aboriginal 
people and culture. It was through the displays that visitors were informed about the perceived violent 
and evolutionarily inferior culture, which in turn, reinforced the legitimacy and success of the colonial 
occupation of land.  
 
Displaying Violence 
Evidence of the early displays prior to Charles de Vis’ appointment in 1882 appointment is relatively 
sparse.  What does exist suggests an arrangement more akin to a ‘cabinet of curiosity’ than an 
organised museum display. Popular from the fifteenth century, cabinets were set out to display 
curiosities – strange and different things that were not visible in everyday life – essentially oddities 
that were judged to be in some way either beautiful or peculiar. These were by their very nature 
haphazard and unorganised; the typical cabinet was “a disordered jumble of unconnected objects.”4 
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In fact, one of the important aspects of mid-nineteenth century museums was the shifting of displays 
from these jumbled, disorganised collection of oddities to arrangements based on scientific ordering.5  
Material culture of the ‘other’ that had been fashionable in European cabinets of curiosities 
from the 1500s assumed a new meaning within scientific classification.6 By the nineteenth century, 
they sat at the point of intersection of between disordered oddities and scientific classification, and in 
doing so served a dual purpose in the Museum. Providing the visual representations of the scientific 
ordering of humanity – and, by extension, the visitors evolutionary superiority – at the same time they 
were a source of both entertainment and knowledge.7 This rational amusement was the prescribed 
function of a public museum. As American museum administrator, George Brown Goode said in 
1895, a museum was an “institution for the preservation of those objects which best illustrate the 
phenomena of nature and the works of man, and the utilisation of these for the increase of knowledge 
and for the culture and enlightenment of the people.”8  
The Queensland Museum’s ethnology exhibits in the mid-nineteenth century were very much 
a display of curiosities.9 Although the Museum was functioning as a mid-century source of rational 
amusement, in its formative years, the display of cultural materials served a third purpose, reinforcing 
the violence of the frontier and normalising Aboriginal hostility. In highlighting the perceived 
inherent violence of Aboriginal culture, the nature of displays in the 1860s and 1870s supports Tony 
Bennett’s premise that the theory of evolutionism failed to make an impact on Australian museums 
until the late nineteenth century. He suggests that the realities of frontier violence ensured early 
collections focused on weaponry and trophies; objects that were used as symbols of dispossession 
and colonisation.10 
In 1869 an enthusiastic Museum visitor published his thoughts of the displays in the Brisbane 
Courier. After almost being “struck dumb at the stupendous evidence of progress”, the building and 
exhibits were described in detail.11 The visitor wrote: “it has been shown how useful and instructive 
a study it is to compare the remains of a former world with this we now inhabit.”12 He notes the 
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significant number of human remains, as well as the “great number of native instruments, and articles 
of native manufacture presented to the Museum by many old colonists and explorers.”13 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Image 23: ‘Group of five Aboriginal men running from a white settlement in Queensland’, 1865, SLV IAN25/03/65/8. 
 
What is becomes apparent in the article is the dominance of recent and ongoing frontier 
violence in the Museum’s displays. Initially focusing on general themes of violence and savagery, 
the commentator wrote: 
In a glass case in the north-east corner you will observe a fine specimen of the bald tribe 
of natives well preserved. These natives first appeared on the Warrego a few years ago. 
They are very savage and deceitful, and of unknown origin. Passing further along are a 
great number of native instruments … [and] skulls of number of the most renowned 
blacks who were the terror of the first colonists.”14  
There is no way to measure this visitor’s knowledge prior to his visit, the only background information 
contained in the article points to his recent arrival in Brisbane from the southern colonies.  His 
knowledge of the violent frontier appears to have been gained from the Museum’s exhibits, which 
articulated connections between violence and savagery. Alongside the displays were interpretations 
that contained “short narratives of the dark deeds which marked the early days of Queensland.”15  
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The narrative woven through the Museum’s displays then shifts towards the retelling of 
specific acts of violence. These were, of course, reminding the audience of recent acts of violence 
committed by Aboriginal people, not the ongoing violence committed against Aboriginal people, and 
they focused on highlighting and retelling well known cases. For example, mentioned specifically is 
the 1848 spearing of surveyor and explorer Edmund Kennedy, the Museum holding “the spear 
brought from Carpentaria that finished poor Kennedy’s career of exploration.”16 Kennedy’s spearing 
was well publicised, no doubt used to inform Brisbane’s nascent urban population of the dangers 
lurking beyond the boundaries of civilisation.17 Twenty years later the narrative remained the same.  
The Museum visitor mentions two recent events from the violent frontier: the Hornet Bank 
and Cullin-la-ringo massacres. The 1857 massacre of 11 people at Hornet Bank Station, on the Upper 
Dawson River, and 19 people in 1861 at Cullin-la-ringo, near Springsure, became crucial cases to 
European imagining of Aboriginal violence. As Gordon Reid writes in relation to Hornet Bank, the 
massacre “confirmed white preconceptions of the Aborigines: that they were barbarian, brutal, 
loathsome in their practices and customs and that contact with them was degrading to whites.”18 While 
Hornet Bank had the barbarity of women being violated, numerically Cullin-la-ringo became the 
worst massacre of white people in Australia. Both events led to brutal, widespread and devastating 
reprisal attacks.19  
Both of these events are mentioned in the visitor’s commentary. Clearly, the Museum had 
artefacts associated with the massacres, or at least they associated a portion of their collection to the 
massacres, which would not be surprising given the dominance of the attacks in public consciousness. 
The commentator observes: “this collection of spears and nullas were picked up after the Hornet Bank 
massacre, and that very large club belonged to a well-known savage called Bilbo the terror of the 
shepherds on the Kulebah and Goongarry.” Referencing Cullin-la-ringo, he continues: “dillies and 
shields from Cullen-la-ringo [sic].”20 Although their mention is brief, they are contextualised amongst 
objects that “could tell a tale of blood, and the names of some of the former owners of which even 
now are never mentioned except with feeling of horror and abhorrence.”21 
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Cullin-la-ringo does, however, appear in the correspondence files a number of times over the 
proceeding fifty years. For example, in 1883, Dr Clarkson offered to obtain for the Museum bones 
from “a place where a massacre took place in retribution for the murder of the Wills family.”22 
Further, Thomas Smith of Emerald wrote to the Museum in 1915 in response to Hamlyn-Harris’ 
requests for cultural materials. Smith claimed he had been told about the body of a “great warrior 
who took part in the killing of the “Will’s Family” in the Springsure district many years ago.”23 The 
director obtained permission from the Chief Protector specifically for Smith to exhume this particular 
skeleton, likely due to its apparent association with the well-known event.24 The following year, 
Smith sent another letter claiming he could get “a warrior who took part in [the] massacre at Cullin-
la-ringo.”25  
Aboriginal people were, however, not the only group displayed as inherently violent. The 
Museum held a number of objects and collections that highlighted the assumed violence of Pacific 
Islanders. For example, a helmet once belonging to a government agent was sent from Mackay. It 
bore evidence of a bullet wound sustained when “the savage natives of Ambryn attacked”, becoming 
evidence of “a remarkable escape of death.”26 Two months later, the Museum received parts of the 
gun “used by the natives of Api in the massacre of poor Steadman Government Agent.”27 Moreover, 
the Museum also held a collection of weapons associated with the death of Captain J.W. Coath, who 
died in 1874 after being speared with a poison arrow.28 
Of course, just as with the Aboriginal displays, it was only the violence of the colonised that 
was exhibited. Where white violence against Aboriginal people or Pacific Islanders could be 
explained as a by-product of the colonial endeavour, violence committed by them was proof of the 
need for the colonial endeavour. In the context of the Pacific, and in particular the relationship 
between recruiters for the labour trade and Islanders, violence was positioned to represent, as Tracey 
Banivanua-Mar agues, “ubiquitous images of marauding black cannibals and … remoteness from 
civilised law. Violence was thus rendered the reflection of the nature of savages and their untamed 
worlds rather than the product of colonial intrusion.”29 
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Image 24: ‘Scene of the Hornet Bank Massacre’, Queenslander (Pictorial Supplement), 1 February, 1917, 27. 
 
The inherent violence of the indigenous ‘other’ provided essential imagery for the colonial 
process. Aggressive Aboriginal people were a hindrance to the appropriation and cultivation of land.30 
The violence perpetrated by Aboriginal people, whether against property or person, was actively 
reported in the media, and in the early days of the frontier often included calls for reprisals.31 The 
Museum’s displays formed an active and important part of perpetuating this image. 
 
 
Towards Evolution 
By the late nineteenth century, progress and civilisation were being showcased and exhibited in 
varying degrees: from grand international exhibitions to personal cabinets of curiosities. With the 
success of the imperial endeavour, the public display of ‘natives’ and their cultural materials became 
an important aspect in showcasing civilisation and progress; the exhibition of savagery reflected the 
visitor’s civility. As Tony Bennett argues, the “space of representation … posits man – the outcome 
of evolution – as the object of knowledge.”32 Bennett’s supposition does, however, require 
qualification. It was the white European man that was the outcome of evolution, and in the museum, 
this was reinforced via the display of the non-white colonised man.  
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In the mid-late nineteenth century, museum displays were changing. No longer was the 
disorganised and jumbled cabinet of curiosity an acceptable display paradigm. Darwinian evolution 
impacted on the way collections were arranged and there was a significant shift towards displaying 
items in a systematic and scientific manner. This meant logical and taxonomic ordering, and the 
scientific focus on classification led to an emphasis on the typographic rather than exotic, allowing 
for the easy arrangement, classification and cataloguing of specimens.33 The post-Darwinian 
assemblage of specimens and objects into rational order, used for the public dissemination of 
knowledge, was employed for the betterment of people. In the exhibition space, man was the outcome 
of evolution, the space itself operating to self-regulate the civilised citizenry.34 
This move towards classificatory arrangement included ethnographic and anthropological 
collections. This has been linked specifically with the typological method of display, the development 
of which is attributed to A.H.L.F. Pitt Rivers. An army officer and ethnologist, Pitt Rivers began 
collecting ethnological and archaeological items from the 1850s during his military career. With a 
particular interest in firearms and weapons, he began to notice gradual change in material objects, 
observing, as William Chapman argues, ‘persistence of forms’.35 Based on this observation, Pitt 
Rivers arranged his material according to type rather than geographical location, a system he 
developed while displaying his collection at Bentham Green Museum in the 1870s.36 In 1884, he 
donated his collection of 20,000 objects to Oxford University which was used to establish the Pitt 
Rivers Museum. At the time of this donation, Pitt Rivers had established a new form of display that 
could be used to highlight evolution.  
This typological method of arranging collections allowed for the visual representation of 
evolution. In material objects, Pitt Rivers had identified what he saw as a succession by which man 
moved from simple to complex – or from savage to civilised – this linear projection underpinning his 
exhibition of objects.37 Accordingly, they were displayed to represent human advancement from 
savagery to barbarism to civilisation. They were arranged according to their perceived technical 
development which allowed for an emphasis on evolutionary change and development.38 By the late 
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nineteenth century, this spatial arrangement and visual representation of contemporary 
anthropological theories was being articulated in scientific circles by evolutionists E.B. Tylor and 
John Lubbock. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 25: ‘Evolution of Culture’, Pitt Rivers, 1875, PRM, http://web.prm.ox.ac.uk/england/englishness-Balfour-in-the-
Upper-Gallery.html. 
 
There were a number of profound changes occurring concurrently with the development of 
the typological method that were related to the Queensland Museum’s displays. Apart from pockets 
in the north of the state, overt frontier violence in central and southern areas had well-nigh ceased. 
The successful dispossession and marginalisation led to social and governmental shifts in how 
Aboriginal people were treated. As Banivanua-Mar has argued, 1870s Queensland was characterised 
by a period of transition as it moved “from the ‘killing times’ of frontier colonialism to the period of 
regulated and bureaucratic colonisation on the inside of the frontiers.”39 
Reflecting this transition, by the 1890s, the Queensland Museum’s displays moved from 
highlighting frontier violence towards establishing the evolutionary inferiority of Aboriginal people. 
This occurred alongside the Museum’s slow move towards organised displays. Despite efforts to 
improve the exhibits, the move to William Street in 1879 did not organically lead to a systematic 
organisation of the collection, and as early as 1885 the annual report noted the inadequacy of the 
space: “the contents and functions of the Museum are fast outgrowing its capacity.”40 However, the 
move to Gregory Terrace twenty years later brought with it additional display space.   
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The displays of the early 1890s highlight this shift. While international modes of display had 
not yet influenced the Museum’s ethnographic displays, an 1891 newspaper article suggests – rather 
implicitly – slightly more order than the 1869 observation. With ethnographic items housed on the 
ground floor of William Street, alongside mammals, minerals and technological specimens, the 
arrangement is described in a satirical tone:  
Sometimes the exhibits explain themselves. In front of the door, for instance, is a case 
containing two mummies over a rusty iron tank. I am a bushman, and can explain that story. 
No doubt some squatter in the good old days sent down for fire-water to last out the shearing, 
and it was forwarded in the tank.  Then came the sticking up of the team by natives, a wild 
corroboree, and the ghastly mummies and the empty tank! But the two trophies of huge bones 
– what are they? The case filled with grinning skulls puzzled me also.41 
It continues: “tickets there are scarcely any; method in arrangement is absolutely none … if anything 
can be done without a special Act of Parliament, I would suggest that a curator be send round armed 
with plenty of labels and a huge duster.”42 This article was one of many that addressed the Museum’s 
displays in the late-nineteenth century. However, explicit references to the display of cultural 
materials are limited.  
There are a number of ways to explain this critique and the relative absence of cultural 
materials in the Museum displays. Although de Vis had been appointed in 1882 with the aim of 
rearranging the specimens, as has been shown, his institutional focus was on natural science. The 
interest in ethnography and anthropology was directed towards New Guinea, and this was reflected 
in the displays. The substantial MacGregor collection had been donated on the proviso of its adequate 
display and it appears to have formed the bulk of the ethnology exhibits. It was proposed that the 
entire upper gallery of William Street be devoted to showcasing what was described as “the finest 
collection from that part of our dominions extant.”43  
However, as Bennett explains, evolutionary thought failed to impact on Australian museums 
until the 1890s. He identifies a number of reasons for this, primarily that the men of science in mid-
nineteenth century Australia were from a pre-Darwinian school of thought. As the scientific elite they 
were able to exert significant control over the colonial museums, in the process buffering Australia 
from the changes sweeping across Britain and America.44 In Australia in the mid-nineteenth century, 
the scientific elite was made up of a significant number of clergymen, evidenced by de Vis.  In turn, 
and despite some support, Darwin’s theory was rejected in Australia on biblical grounds.45 Indeed 
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naturalist Sylvester Diggles, founding member of both the Museum and the Queensland Philosophical 
Society, delivered a talk to the Society in 1864. Titled ‘thoughts suggested by Mr. Darwin’, Diggles 
criticised Darwin’s long argument on biblical grounds.46 
Importantly, Bennett also notes the ongoing impact of frontier violence and the realities of 
colonial society in the rejection of Darwinism. He argues that while museums influenced by theories 
of evolution sought to show gradual progress without significant jumps, this was problematic in settler 
colonies “where the dynamics of occupation more typically required a belief in an unbridgeable gap 
in the relations between the occupying and indigenous populations.”47 In the European context there 
was a perceivable distance between contemporary man and the deep past. In Australia, prehistory was 
seen to be living.48 For the successful appropriation of land this link between the present and the past 
had to be distanced.  
This situation changed slowly from the 1880s. A key turning point was the arrival of a new 
generation of scientists who had been trained in the climate of evolution – Walter Roth and Baldwin 
Spencer, for example, studied Darwinian biology together in at Oxford University in the early 
1880s.49 The arrival of these newly trained men from the mid-late 1880s was one factor in the 
acceptance of evolutionary theories in the colonies. This also coincided with a number of changes 
that were underpinned by the decrease in frontier violence and successful establishment of colonial 
centres across the colony. Despite significant populations, Aboriginal people were seen to be 
incapable of progress. Their cultural continuity was rendered incapable in the face of civilisation, 
which removed the problematic nature of gradual evolutionary progress. 
In the Queensland Museum, however, the arrival of systematic display practices was a much 
more prosaic event. It was after the move to Gregory Terrace in 1899 that the Museum systematised 
the arrangement of its collections. The clearest evidence of the Museum’s arrangement stems from 
the report carried out by Robert Etheridge, curator of the Australian Museum. Etheridge was engaged 
by Premier Kidston to investigate the Queensland Museum, and was carried out during its caretaker 
period following de Vis’ retirement. Kidston had expressed dissatisfaction with the museum, visiting 
Sydney to compare the two institutions. According to the Brisbane Courier, “The Sydney Museum 
was a pattern of order, and of attention to the exhibits [and] Mr. Kidston invited Mr. Robert Etheridge 
… to visit Brisbane for the purpose of inspecting and reporting on the local institution.”50 Drawing 
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on Goode’s The Principles of Museum Administration, Etheridge was highly critical of the Museum’s 
displays, reporting unfavourably on the museum’s practices, criticising the building, displays, 
labelling, specimens, registration systems, storage and the staff.51  
Importantly his report includes a critique of the ethnological exhibits. The cultural materials 
acquired from across Queensland were displayed in the Queensland Hall alongside natural history, 
geology and fossils. Etheridge wrote that: “The larger specimens (shields, boomerangs, waddys, 
womerahs, etc) are displayed … grouped more or less into symmetrical figures on the walls to the 
left of the public entrance. However pleasing it is to the eye, this method is totally unscientific, 
furthermore, it forbids proper labels being attached … this method, although still met with in some 
well-regulated museums is antiquated and out of date”.52 
  Etheridge was also critical of the arrangement of non-weapon objects. He wrote “The smaller 
objects are placed in contiguous bench cases, but many of them, fishing nets, bags, baskets, etc. 
accommodate themselves better to individual mounting than that of being huddled together as they 
now are.”53 Etheridge finished his comments on Australian ethnology by noting that “a no more 
instructive series than what are vulgarly termed “curios” can be arranged in a museum with the aid 
of a proper mounting and modicum of taste.”54 
 By analysing Etheridge’s report, it appears de Vis had displayed the collection of cultural 
materials according to a systematic arrangement that at least resembled the typological approach. 
Weapons were arranged by type and mounted on the wall; the symmetrical pattern a common visual 
representation of typological arrangement, shown in Pitt Rivers’ diagram ‘The evolution of culture’, 
(see Figure 25). The overarching imperative here was solidifying European occupation of the land by 
showing the new position Aboriginal people had been relegated to – they were ‘natural’ victims of 
the spread of civilisation. 
Moreover, recognising the Museum’s role in civilising the public, de Vis sought to use the 
cultural materials for the betterment of the visitors. As Bennett argues, colonial museums displayed 
their collections as part of a process of regulating visitors’ conduct. The arrangement of cultural 
spaces allowed artefacts to be showcased in ways that encouraged appropriate social behaviours from 
visitors.55 The Queensland cultural materials were used by de Vis to this end. In 1896 he observed of 
the Museum’s visitors: “many of them appear to take great interest in what they see, and it is hardly 
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possible that the majority of them fail to acquire information from or are insensible to the refining 
influence of the objects around them.”56 Thus the cultural materials were used to not only highlight 
the perceived inferiority of Aboriginal people, but also to reinforce the assumed superiority of the 
Museum’s visitors.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 26: ‘Aboriginal artefacts including boomerangs, nulla nulla and shield’, undated, QSL record number 395841. 
 
 However, given de Vis’ collecting strategies and personal priorities, there is a much more 
banal explanation for these displays. While the Museum was influenced by the winding down of the 
frontier and repositioning of Aboriginal people as natural victims of progress, on a more rudimentary 
level, the change in displays was likely a response to popular aesthetics and new space requirements. 
This is perhaps given credence when considering de Vis’ curatorial interests in light of van Keuren’s 
argument that “the organization of anthropological collections along typological lines required a 
curator not only experienced with the collection and organization of material artefacts, but also 
conversant with the corpus of anthropological theory.”57 Newspaper articles contemporaneous with 
the move to Gregory Terrace continue to highlight the focus on natural sciences and the dominance 
of the New Guinea collections. 
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However, despite de Vis’ apparent tepid interest in contemporary theories of display, there 
remained a theme of evolution underpinning the exhibits as the Museum sought to showcase the 
evolutionary inferiority – and inevitable extinction – of Aboriginal people. A 1900 article outlined 
the exhibits, writing of the dinosaurs and mega fauna, minerals, marine life and a wombat from St 
George. It gave detailed accounts of the specimens held in the museum, and how they are displayed. 
Of the ethnological arrangements, the article stated “on the left side of the great hall are very 
interesting ethnological articles, and the curator is anxious to preserve as far as possible those things 
which show what the condition of the aboriginal was before the arrival of Europeans.”58  
 
Relics of the Past  
By the early twentieth century, the Museum’s displays sat in stagnation. Etheridge had recommended 
a complete overhaul of the entire Museum, which became Hamlyn-Harris’ initial goal upon his 
appointment in 1910. The new director sought to reorganise the displays so as to make Aboriginal 
Queensland the central focus of the Museum.59 The changing displays were aligned with changing 
perceptions of Aboriginal people. No longer were their bodies and material culture represented as 
violent or evolutionary inferior. In the post-federation era that celebrated nationhood, Aboriginal 
people were displayed as relics of the past.  
Indeed, federation has been identified as a significant event in the history of European and 
Aboriginal relations. The merging of six self-governing colonies was underpinned by a celebration 
of Britishness, which was synonymous with whiteness.60 The inherent desire to maintain racial purity 
was matched by a need for the new nation to be pure and virginal – free from bloodstain.61 Aboriginal 
people and Aboriginal narratives were excluded from this construct. Federation was the moment that 
consolidated policies aimed at Aboriginal people; it relegated them to an existence outside the 
national story. Citizenship was reserved for white Australians while the ethnic and cultural identity 
of the new nation was anchored in Britishness.62 
In the post-federation era, then, Aboriginal people were constructed as belonging to the past. 
Their assumed primitiveness and inability to progress engendered an incapacity for citizenship rights 
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and responsibilities.63 Because of their perceived primitiveness, Aboriginal people could not become 
active citizens of the new nation; any physical presence was viewed as a temporary problem, their 
expected ‘extinction’ was inevitable. As Russell McGregor argues “a forward-looking nation foresaw 
an Australia devoid of Aboriginal people.”64 Constructing Aboriginal people as ‘of the past’ and 
rendering remaining populations inauthentic was a way of explaining their presence while allowing 
the formation and continuation of a national identity underpinned by whiteness while simultaneously 
silencing Aboriginal claims to land.65  
This imperative to exclude Aboriginal people from both land and nation intersected with 
shifting theories and practices in anthropology. The new century prompted a move away from 
armchair ethnology towards a professionalised discipline that focused on social organisations rather 
than evolutionary evidence of the ‘primitive’, manifest in Australia with the first Chair of 
Anthropology appointed at the University of Sydney in 1925.66 Concurrent to this was a shift away 
from evolutionary theories, with anthropological studies instead focused on studying social categories 
and cultural groups.67  
These emerging national imperatives and shifting anthropological goals converged in the 
Museum through the display of Aboriginal populations as ‘relics of the past’. This construction 
allowed for an interpretation of Aboriginal people as a cultural group while excluding them from 
narratives of the new nation. Indeed, a crucial aspect of this was the homogenising of many cultural 
groups into one essentialised category – ‘the Aborigine’.68 In this context, the representation of 
Queensland Aboriginal culture could be easily achieved, for example, using collections from Victoria 
or South Australia.  
Hamlyn-Harris’ depiction of Aboriginal Queensland ran parallel to these changes in 
anthropology and the dislocation of Aboriginal people from post-federation national identity. He 
sought to showcase Aboriginal people as relics of the past, aiming to reinforce this to Museum visitors 
through his key ethnological exhibit, the Aboriginal camp diorama. The Diorama exhibited 
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Aboriginal people in their original, uncorrupted cultural context, that was perceived to be no longer 
in existence. The display is significant for a number of reasons, namely its representation of prevailing 
attitudes and its longevity.69 It became the exhibitory focal point of the Queensland Court, which 
itself became the focus of the Museum, where, for over seventy years, it informed successive 
generations of Museum visitors about Aboriginal culture, articulating what in the early 1900s was 
imagined to be a ‘typical’ Queensland Aboriginal scene.  
The significance of the diorama has been analysed by Shawn Rowlands.  He suggests that it 
was the brainchild of Hamlyn-Harris and “represented the culmination of the Museum’s research and 
acquisition of Aboriginal material culture.”70 This interpretation is problematic in that, as previous 
chapters have shown, Hamlyn-Harris continued to research and collect cultural materials until his 
retirement in 1917. Moreover, as will be shown, the diorama itself has a longer story than Hamlyn-
Harris’ instalment in 1913. Nonetheless, it is a culmination of the Museum’s displays, which were 
organised around maintaining the diorama as the centrepiece.  
The purpose of the diorama was to depict an authentic and typical ‘everyday’ scene likely to 
have been found in Queensland prior to the arrival of Europeans. Hamlyn-Harris had expressed a 
desire to install such an exhibit in 1912. Requesting funds, he wrote to the Under Secretary:  
I think you will agree with me that, with the growing extinction of the natives, some special 
effort should be made to make our collections as complete as possible, and I feel sure that 
the inclusion of an Aboriginal camp in the Queensland Museum would be a matter of very 
great interest, educational value, and credit to the State … I regard this matter however, as 
so extremely important that, I trust you will raise no objection to my request, since such a 
camp would be an immense acquisition of the National Collection under my charge.71 
This was clearly part of the director’s desire to promote both the Museum and Queensland. And while 
this is the first piece of evidence of Hamlyn-Harris’ interest in installing a diorama, it had previously 
been considered under de Vis. Moreover, the figures in this particular diorama has a longer and more 
detailed history, dating back to the 1886 Indian and Colonial Exhibition. Its construction and later 
installation reflects the belief in concepts of authenticity and essentialism that stretched over the late 
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.  
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Figure 27: Aboriginal Camp Diorama, QM Photograph rb9467_11_bc.72 
As shown in Figure 27, the diorama depicts three adults and one child. A man is sitting in 
front of a shelter making fire with fire sticks, while a woman and a man stand nearby, the woman 
with a baby on her back and the man with a bundle of spears. To highlight the ‘authenticity’ of the 
setting, scattered around the campsite are items from the Museum’s collections, spears, spear 
throwers, shields and bags; while several dingos and a freshly killed wallaby are in the foreground. 
According to a 1914 article in the Queenslander “this case is in reality a comprehensive illustration 
of a typical aboriginal scene … we are not surprised to hear that this case … is proving a great 
attraction, and has called forth many complimentary comments.”73 
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Although it has been suggested that the diorama was implemented to impress the visiting 
British Association for the Advancement of Science (BAAS) in 1914, evidence shows Hamlyn-Harris 
had conceived of the display much earlier.74 Its construction was an important part of his 
reorganisation and space for the exhibit was set aside early in his directorship. In 1911, the Brisbane 
Courier commented on the director’s attempts to showcase Aboriginal Queensland:  
By way of object lesson in one spacious alcove will be arranged a representation of a blacks 
[sic] camp in typical form. The idea has taken shape, but the preparation stage has not been 
entered upon yet. It is part of a general plan as far as possible to get away from stiff dry-as-
dust methods, and give something akin to a living interest to each section of the 
institution.75 
However, the prospect of installing a diorama appears significantly earlier in the 
correspondence files. In October 1904, while de Vis was still director, the Museum received a letter 
of introduction from an Adelaide based sculptor, August Saupé. Saupé had been responsible for the 
execution of two important Aboriginal camp dioramas: one for the South Australian court of the 1886 
Indian and Colonial Exhibition, and another for Melbourne Museum under the direction of Baldwin 
Spencer. Offering his services and expertise to the Queensland Museum, the sculptor included costs 
associated with the production of casts and freight from Adelaide to Brisbane.76   
Saupé noted that he had extensive experience executing life-sized figures in plaster of Paris 
and wax. Specifically, he advised de Vis, he had executed casts of both South Australian and 
Victorian Aboriginal people.77 Sending the director photographs, the sculptor described his previous 
exhibits in detail. Firstly, his award winning South Australian diorama is outlined: “the … figures 
represents (a) one man standing in a boat and spearing fishes, the other is a sitting man, making fire 
by friction of two sticks. Both gained the golden medal at the I. C. Exhibition in London, ordered by 
the South Australian Commission.”78 The second diorama, constructed for the Melbourne Museum, 
is then described by Saupé: “the other two figures represents one Victorian Aboriginal walking with 
his lubra with her pickaninny [sic] on her back (second figure) towards their camp, where all their 
paraphernalia are laying about, inclusive their Dingos, flying birds suspended on fine wire etc, gives 
a great attraction to the visitors of the Ethnological Museum.”79   
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Figure 28: Aboriginal Camp Diorama, QM Photograph rb7827_qm. 
 
What is clear from these original descriptions is that the diorama eventually installed by 
Hamlyn-Harris included figures cast for Saupé’s previous works. De Vis did not follow up with the 
sculptor, and the concept of installing such a display was not revisited until Hamlyn-Harris contacted 
Saupé in 1911. Hamlyn-Harris possibly found the original letters and photographs sent to de Vis, 
however correspondence indicates Baldwin Spencer recommended the sculptor, possibly during 
Hamlyn-Harris’ tour of southern museums.80 Hamlyn-Harris contacted Saupé requesting costs, with 
the sculptor replying that he could produce three figures: “the man sitting on the ground, making fire, 
the other man walking and carrying spears on his shoulders and the lubra carrying a child on her 
back.”81 He informed Hamlyn-Harris of the geographical origin of the people – reiterating what had 
been described to de Vis seven years earlier. The man sitting, making a fire, was cast from a South 
Australian, from the “McClay tribe” while the two people walking were casts of Victorian people.82 
Further, he stressed to Hamlyn-Harris the authenticity of his work, noting that the wigs and beards 
were made from human hair.83  
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 From this evidence, it is clear that the diorama installed in Queensland was comprised of 
people from Victoria and South Australia. This is problematic when the central goal of the installation 
is considered. The chief purpose of the diorama was to provide a scientific depiction of Queensland 
Aboriginal life, as shown by a contemporary newspaper report publishing after the exhibit’s opening:   
It is an attempt, and a most successful one, to picture the Queensland aborigine in his home.  
Its value will be instantly apparent, and more so, when it is remembered that although the 
artistic effect has been skilfully produced, in no essential or detail has scientific accuracy 
been sacrificed.84    
An interesting comparison is provided in the South Australian Register. Reporting on the 1886 
diorama Saupé constructed for the South Australian Court, it contains the similar claims of scientific 
accuracy:   
The originals of the two models of natives … are modelled and coloured to the life. The 
artist, M. Saupé, has evidently spared no pains in working out every trifling detail of the 
physical characteristics. These faithful representations of South Australian aborigines are 
valuable from a scientific point of view, as the native type is fast disappearing, and these 
are really excellent.85 
One possible reason for the use of existing casts that can be gleaned from Museum’s 
correspondence is an economic factor. In 1912, the museum had been denied funds to purchase 
‘native implements and ornaments’, implying that ethnographic purchases were not a priority for the 
Department.86 This likely influenced Hamlyn-Harris’ decision to order pre-existing models. Saupé’s 
price for pre-cast figures was twenty-five pounds for each adult and five pounds for the baby. To 
come to Queensland and make casts of local populations would cost sixty pounds per figure.87 
Moreover, during Saupé’s negotiations with Hamlyn-Harris, and while the director was attempting 
to secure approval for the expenditure, the sculptor died, and his widow looked to sell his remaining 
casts. Hamlyn-Harris wrote to the Under-Secretary that “with regard to an item of £80 placed on the 
estimates for the suggested purchase … Saupé’s widow is selling out the whole stock and now offers 
them for £33’.88 A later letter indicates that thirty-five pounds was paid for the figures, including 
freight to Brisbane.89 Moreover, this price was likely reduced even further as one of the figures arrived 
damaged, and Mrs Saupé recommended Hamlyn-Harris take out a portion of the cost to cover any 
required repairs.90 
While economic concerns were clearly a factor in determining the figures that were obtained, 
it is important, however, to consider the nature of diorama displays in the early twentieth century. As 
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a representation of an ‘authentic’ Queensland Aboriginal scene, the diorama itself is inherently 
problematic. This is owing not just to the permanence and fixity of the display, but also the use of 
Victorian and South Australia people to present the ‘typical’ Queensland image. As Russell has 
argued, Aboriginal dioramas of the late nineteenth century were inherently “premised on primitivism 
... [and] stressed a homogenous Australian cultural tradition, despite (generally) being composed of 
material from a number of different areas.”91 According to Russell, Aboriginal dioramas in the 
colonial setting were invariably a campsite scene, an easily recognisable representation that could be 
encapsulated in a simple image, fixed in time and in silence, while reinforcing an association between 
Aboriginal people and the flora and fauna.92  
This use of Aboriginal bodies in displays was not unique to the Museum. In the early twentieth 
century, living Aboriginal people formed part of the campsite exhibits at the Brisbane Exhibition.93 
For example, the 1913 scene is described in the Cairns Post: “there are four or five different types of 
gunyahs and seated round were full-blooded aboriginals, ranging from the lord and master, to the 
frisky pickanninny [sic]. It was just what the department desired, namely to give the public an idea 
of how the blacks live in their wild state.”94 This use of bodies both in the Museum and the Exhibition 
hits at an important paradox in the display of Aboriginality, that bodies of Aboriginal people were 
being used to highlight their perceived cultural non-existence.  
In fact, the presence of Aboriginal people at the annual Exhibition provides an interesting 
parallel to the Museum. While the Exhibition started in 1876, Aboriginal people did not feature in 
any exhibits until the early twentieth century. The 1870s were defined by violent frontier conflicts in 
parts of the state, and as Joanne Scott and Ross Laurie point out, the role of the Exhibition was to 
promote the best of Queensland’s industry and progress, “human ingenuity [that] was … the domain 
of the colonists, not the colonised.”95 However, by the 1910s, their presence in the annual exhibitions 
was a popular one, and included not just relics and curios, but also schoolwork and handicrafts 
(cooking, sewing, carving) from missions and reserves.96 Although these exhibits included ‘evidence’ 
of Aboriginal advancement, their display was framed in a civilised / primitive dichotomy by allowing 
the public to see the difference between old and new.97 As the previous chapter outlined, the proof of 
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Aboriginal civilisation – whether manifest in sewing or hybrid objects – was in fact proof of their 
cultural demise. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 29: ‘Types of Bark and Grass Huts – Aboriginal Court – Brisbane Exhibition, 1914’, in John Bleakley, Report 
of the Chief Protector of Aboriginals for the year 1914 (Brisbane: Government Printer, 1915), 2. 
 
By representing Aboriginal people as belonging to the past, dioramas provoked a sense of 
disconnected nostalgia. Although acting as a memorial to the past, it was a past that the visitors could 
not relate to. 98 By positioning Aboriginal people as relics of a dying race, their memorialisation was 
disconnected from the present; it was one that could be viewed and consumed without sentimental 
connection. In this context, its chief premise was to provide rational amusement while reinforcing the 
narratives of new nationhood.  
The diorama displayed Aboriginal people, their culture and bodies, within a European 
perception of ‘authentic’ Aboriginal culture. As Russell argues, dioramas achieved more than a 
display of artefacts by objectifying Aboriginal bodies as the exhibited trophy.99 The Aboriginal body 
itself became fixed in time, its existence relegated to the past. They stood in direct opposition to the 
European bodies of the visitors. By representing Aboriginal people as relics, the success of the 
colonial endeavour becomes the main intent of the Museum’s displays. The bodies in the diorama 
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remain fixed, mute and unchanging while the visitors were fluid, vocal and moving past the diorama 
into the future.  
 
Conclusion  
Over the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, the Queensland Museum’s displays shifted 
from depicting Aboriginal people as inherently violent, to evolutionary inferior, to relics of the past. 
While these changes ran parallel to the developing practices of anthropology, more pertinent was 
their alignment with changing perceptions of Aboriginal people across frontier and post-frontier 
society. The broad shifts in displays were framed by the changing perceptions of Aboriginal people 
in frontier and post-frontier contexts that included depictions of violent aggressors, natural frontier 
victims. By the early twentieth century, new imperatives of nationhood prompted depictions of 
Aboriginal culture that supported exclusion from the nation, this final image remaining static for over 
seventy years.   
 Implicit in display of cultural materials, whether framed by violence or a perceived 
evolutionary inferiority, was the overarching goal of solidifying European occupation of the land. 
Constructing and disseminating Aboriginality by employing the concepts of authenticity and 
extinction allowed the Museum to stabilise their imagining of Aboriginality despite these changing 
circumstances. While the displays themselves morphed over the course of the late nineteenth and 
early twentieth centuries, the overarching narrative woven through the Museum was that civilisation 
and fought for and won the land.  
The Aboriginal camp diorama was integral to the Museum’s articulation of Aboriginality 
which continued well into the twentieth century. That the diorama remained on display and 
unchanged for over 72 years is not necessarily unique. Permanent displays often remained unchanged 
for succussive generations, despite claiming to reflect contemporary scientific theory.100 This is 
certainly the case in the Queensland Museum where twentieth-century depictions of Aboriginal 
people not only fostered Australian nationhood, but remained underpinned by racial concepts 
contemporary to the 1880s and 1890s collecting.101 
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CONCLUSION 
 
 
In 1917, Ronald Hamlyn-Harris retired as director of the Queensland Museum. Over the course of 
his seven years in the position, he had nearly doubled the ethnographic and anthropological collection, 
positioning Aboriginal Queensland as the exhibitory focal point of the Museum. His achievements 
were noted in the Brisbane Courier:   
Perhaps in no more striking degree has there been more noteworthy progress than in the 
Ethnological department. When Dr. Hamlyn-Harris took charge he found a very valuable 
collection of memorials of the fast-disappearing Aboriginal tribes of Queensland, and he 
set himself to make this section as complete as possible. He recognised that if anything 
were done it would have to be done quickly. The aborigines are dying out, and it is 
becoming more and more difficult to acquire specimens of their natural life, the weapons 
they used in warfare, their simple examples of handicraft and their tribal emblems. Dr. 
Hamlyn-Harris took up this work with a keen interest, and the fine ethnological department 
of the Museum owes a great deal to his knowledge, study, and enterprise.1 
While recognising the impact that Hamlyn-Harris had on the collections, The Brisbane Courier also 
established the core beliefs underpinning the Museum’s collection and display of cultural materials: 
that Aboriginal people were ‘dying out.’ Thinking in this framework of ‘extinction’, the Museum had 
a social, cultural and political imperative to gather evidence of indigenous life prior to the arrival of 
Europeans.  
By analysing the Queensland Museum’s collection and use of Aboriginal cultural materials, 
this thesis has shown that the institutional construction of Aboriginality was aligned with the 
experiences and impacts of the Queensland frontier. The Museum was an agent of empire, and over 
the course of six decades from the 1860s to the 1910s it amassed a significant collection of ancestral 
remains and material culture. With material and information channelled to Brisbane from the north 
and northwest of Queensland, this thesis has elucidated that in the colonial setting, their institutional 
use was inextricably tied to the continued appropriation of land and the frontier violence that went 
with this.  
The imperial significance of ethnological museums and their role in knowledge production 
are traditionally attached to British museums, the Pitt Rivers Museum, Oxford, being the exemplar.2 
Networks of exchange focussed on moving information and material from the colonial periphery, 
where it was used in the metropolitan centres of Britain and Europe in the production of knowledge. 
However, this thesis has highlighted the importance of local experiences, showing that the practices 
of museums situated in the periphery were equally significant. It was in the colonies that the frontier 
and post-frontier realities (or at least, perceived realities) directly intersected with information and 
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knowledge about Aboriginal people. In turn, it was in the colonial setting that this information and 
knowledge had direct implications for Aboriginal people themselves. This focus on analysing 
knowledge production in Australian museums argued for a reimagining of the core/periphery model 
of colonial networks. Rather than situating British and European institutions as the core and the 
colonies as the periphery, Brisbane becomes the budding metropolis, with regional and remote 
Queensland – and the Pacific reaches of empire – its periphery.  
This realignment allows space for investigating how local influences impacted on local 
knowledge-making while still considering the importance of the wider imperial context. By focussing 
on the Queensland Museum as the centre with reaches stretching towards what was in the late 
nineteenth century the bounds of civilisation, the impact of colonial experience on knowledge 
production can be examined. In Queensland, it was following the cessation of frontier violence that 
the Museum solidified its position as the colonial centre for the collection and display of cultural 
materials. Of course, frontier violence ceased first in the south, thus while violence was continuing 
in the north, displays were responding to this changing situation across the state. The Museum 
attempted to reconcile life in a colonial outpost and making sense of the antipodean surrounds, by 
establishing itself as a centre for knowledge and empire, where Aboriginal people and their bodies 
formed a core part of knowledge making.  
This is particularly important as by the late nineteenth century, the Queensland Museum itself 
had become Brisbane’s focal point for scientific and rational amusement. As Tom Griffiths writes, 
over the late nineteenth century, “Museums flourished in this period the world over … they became 
institutional scrapbooks of nature and culture, presenting the newly conquered globe in microcosm 
… [they] were part of the ethic of progress.”3 This was certainly true of Queensland, where cultural 
materials were used in the Museum setting to highlight notions of European progress, intersecting 
more broadly with both the emergence of anthropological theories and the solidification of museums 
as centres of rational amusement. Through its displays, publications and community programs, the 
collections in the Museum were used to expedite and promote moral progress specific to 
Queensland’s surrounds, while portraying Aboriginal people as oppositional to that progress through 
the lenses of extinction and authenticity.  
In fact, the very act of establishing a museum in colonial society was part of a broader 
movement that sought to promote scientific discovery and classification. Imperial science was, of 
course, integral to this knowledge production, particularly knowledge that centred on humanity’s 
deep past. Just as renaissance writings of human societies coincided with the ‘age of discovery’, the 
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scientific study of human variations coincided with the age of imperialism.4 By the late nineteenth 
century, Australia was perceived to be an ideal laboratory for the study of evolutionary anthropology. 
Antipodean flora and fauna provided a manifestation of progress that could be observed, measured 
and documented.5 Aboriginal Australians were identified as occupying the lower spaces in the 
evolutionary ladder – they were living examples of the primitive society from which all other 
civilisations had progressed. As Tony Bennett argues, Australia became ‘evolutionary ground zero.’6 
Nonetheless, while collecting and classifying in the colonies was a response to new 
antipodean surrounds, the traditions of ‘home’ influenced how this was achieved. This is particularly 
evident through the collecting and classifying as part of the taxonomic ordering driven by late 
eighteenth-century science. Collecting, in particular, had specific cultural ramifications, as Griffiths 
shows, through the imperial culture of hunting and its relationship to notions of progress and 
evolution. By the nineteenth century, Europeans had progressed from hunting for survival to the Hunt, 
an intellectual and sporting pursuit which was closely aligned with the study of natural history.7 By 
the time the Queensland Museum began acquiring significant collections in the late nineteenth 
century, collection was established as a respectable pursuit; it was “rational amusement, spiritual 
enlightenment and healthy recreation.”8 
As this thesis has argued, in this context, the collection and classification of Aboriginal 
populations in colonial Queensland was an imperial impulse with explicitly local concerns. Collecting 
strategies, interpretation methods and display practices were closely aligned with the realities of 
living in a frontier colony. While collecting and classifying Aboriginal people formed part of 
understanding the environment, alongside the that of natural science, it was also directly aligned with 
solidifying possession of the land. Collecting was also part of the colonial efforts to remove 
Aboriginal people’s presence from the land, both physically and symbolically, becoming an implicit 
form of dispossession: “collecting could be an act of distancing, a way of keeping the frontier at bay, 
a means of denying the vitality and continuity of the other culture.”9 
Despite the importance of racial and imperial science in this time frame, this thesis has argued 
that frameworks of Western ‘science’ were not always the primary motivators in the Museum’s 
collections. It is true that the emerging practices of anthropology gave impetus to local collecting and 
knowledge making, however they largely provided overarching justifications. It was the realities of 
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the frontier and post-frontier experience that framed the Museum’s practices – its collection, 
interpretation and displays of cultural materials were underpinned by the changing necessities that 
framed Aboriginal and European relations.  
The collectors themselves were integral to this view of the frontier, and this thesis has shown 
that the collection as a whole is characterised by amateurism: it is dominated by undocumented 
weapons from north Queensland. Without the scientific grounding of the later professionals the 
Museum collections lack adequate supporting documentation, as, according to Jones, “most collectors 
scarcely brushed against the lives of their subjects.”10 Characteristic of amateur collecting, there was 
a focus on collecting one type of object, the majority of which lack basic information such as 
collection location, method, payment, exchange and rarely provide information relating to the 
traditional owners and its original cultural context, including information such as names and 
languages.11  Nonetheless, it was the collectors who were held to be the authority over Aboriginal 
people and their culture.  
A key contribution of this thesis has been to establish the Queensland Museum as an active 
part of the colonial state that not only dispossessed but also controlled Aboriginal people. Through 
its symbiotic relationships with various government departments, the Museum emerged as an 
important agent in the administrative field of Aboriginal affairs. Through its various relationships it 
benefited directly from the forced dispossession of Aboriginal people, and as I have shown, its 
relationship with the police in particular highlights the significance of violence to the Museum’s 
practices. Indeed, the crucial aspect of this relationship is twofold: the Museum’s role, albeit passive, 
in the dispossession of Aboriginal people, while the impacts of dispossession, and particularly the 
impact that violence, emerge as central to the Museum’s institutional experience.    
This is a significant point. The role of the Museum in the dispossession of Aboriginal people 
is found not just through its collections, but also through its interpretation and use of the collections. 
The mid-century focus on the perceived inherent violence and aggression of Aboriginal people was 
given credence in the climate of ongoing frontier conflict. The Museum’s portrayal of what was 
assumed to be innate indigenous violence added a layer to the legitimisation of European actions in 
securing control of the land. By the end of the nineteenth-century, following the relative cessation of 
violence, it was the portrayal of Aboriginal people as evolutionary inferior that became the exhibitory 
focal point, which, alongside earlier depictions of violence, reinforced European occupation of the 
land. Moreover, with the ravages of dispossession evident, and new national priorities, the early-
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twentieth century saw the Museum move towards portraying Aboriginal people as relics of the past, 
also integral to the solidification of the appropriation of land.    
This thesis has shown that these display practices and objectives fulfilled specific socio-
cultural functions that were centred on legitimising colonial occupation of the land. In fact, the 
Museum’s somewhat myopic articulation of Aboriginality relied on an ignorance of both 
contemporary evidence and scientific development. Thus ‘scientific’ investigation of Aboriginal 
culture is problematic when knowledge of the culture being studied remained stagnant over a long 
period of time. 12  As well as through ‘science’, the Museum’s practices gained continuity over these 
particular phases through its use of the referential concepts of authenticity and extinction. It was 
believed that Aboriginal people would very quickly ‘die out’, which has been shown to have been a 
pervasive concept that permeated the imagination of Brisbane’s scientific elite as starkly in the 1910s 
as it had in the 1860s. As Hamlyn-Harris wrote in 1915:  
The appalling rapidity [with] which the Queensland aborigines are dying out.  Every year 
the chance of saving their relics and the story they have to tell becomes more and more 
remote, and indeed it is questionable whether even now it is not too late.13  
It was the story of a ‘dying race’ that the Museum felt it needed to tell. The perception was that the 
only valid scientific evidence of Aboriginal culture pre-dated the arrival of Europeans. As Philip 
Jones writes: “the principal object of enquiry was the uncontaminated ‘other’, and ethnographic 
museums preferred to construct that ideal with unambiguously authentic artefacts, free of traces 
evoking the colonial present.”14   
In the Queensland Museum, the meanings attached to Aboriginal cultural materials that 
imbued them with continuity and stabilisation over the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries 
were grounded in authenticity and extinction. Despite these shifting perceptions of Aboriginal people 
across colonial and early federation eras of frontier violence and dispossession, the collections were 
framed by sets of interdependent assumptions that maintained these core ideas despite these rapid 
changes and contradictory evidence, both within the Museum and across broader society. On the one 
hand, the collections that arrived in this Museum proved these theories and maintained the relevance 
of these concept. Yet on the other hand, the collections were specifically targeted because they could 
support these theories. Authenticity, in particular, became a pervasive concept that allowed for both 
the continued existence and ‘extinction’ of Aboriginal people. In fact, the mere presence of 
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‘inauthentic’ people and culture proved the theory of ‘extinction’, so much so that the very survival 
of Aboriginal people became, through the Museum, proof of their demise.  
What is important in this narrative is the broader impact the Museum’s practices were to have. 
The central exhibit, for instance, remaining unchanged, in-situ, for over seventy years, perpetuated 
myths stemming from early frontier conflict and intense clashes over control of the land. This is 
problematic, not least due to the Museum’s inability to revise its interpretation in light of theoretical 
developments. Visitors to the Museum viewed evolutionary assumptions of Aboriginal inferiority as 
late as the 1980s; for over seven decades one of the key ways in which Brisbane citizens and visitors 
could learn about Aboriginal culture was framed by the imperatives, implications and impacts of the 
frontier experience and forced dispossession of Aboriginal people.  
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